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PREFACE
The Trade Analysis and Development Agency (TREDA) of the Ministry of Trade is responsible
for trade analysis and developing trade policies. The agency undertakes research in various
area of domestic and international trade which are then used as evidence for formulating and
developing policies at the Ministry of Trade.
TREDA in collaboration with the Australia Indonesia Partnership for Economic Development
(PROSPERA), Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia (ERIA), Indonesia
Institute of Sciences (LIPI), Faculty of Economic and Business University of Indonesia (UI),
Faculty of Economic and Business University of Gadjah Mada (UGM), and Indonesian Society
of Agricultural Economics (PERHEPI) organized the 2nd International Conference on Trade
and Call for Paper with the theme “Strategy and Innovation of Trade in the Digital Economy
Age”. This theme attempts to capture the current issue from the digital economy in Indonesia
and the world. With this event, we expect to find different perspective as well as new research
results from researchers in these areas that could be used by the policy makers, especially at
the Ministry of Trade, to develop our trade strategies in the digital age.
The growth of the digital economy and opportunities, including e-commerce as the new
economic power of Indonesia should be well managed to give a significant contribution to the
economic growth. Innovation and strategy are the two primary keys to compete in the digital
economy age, to seize the domestic and global markets. In specific, the ICCAP 2018 theme
is divided into three sub themes, which are (1) Strategy and Innovation of Export in the Digital
Economy Age; (2) Strategy and Innovation of Domestic Trade in the Digital Economy Age;
and (3) Issues and Policy to Support E-Commerce.
As the second event with the paper theme which is quite limited in Indonesia, it was successful
in collecting 69 papers from participants in various backgrounds such as government
employee, academia, and professional researchers. From the 69 papers, the Scientific
Committee of ICCAP 2018 have selected 49 abstracts that passed the early qualification step,
and finally only 26 selected papers are presented in the event. From 26 selected papers, 22
papers are published in the proceeding conference, and four papers are under reviewed for
publication at the Ministry of Trade scientific journal known as Buletin Ilmiah Litbang
Perdagangan or BILP.
We wish to acknowledge and thank the many people who generously volunteered their time
in preparation for this conference to ensure a high-quality program, including all the scientific
committee from Indonesia, Singapore, and Australia.
Jakarta, 31 October 2018

Dr. Kasan
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Abstract
Technological advances have changed many things, including international trade. Technology
has changed the way of communication and the way trade transactions between countries.
Indonesia's exports are also affected by this rapid change. Determining export destinations is
no longer effective when considering only traditional factors such as population numbers and
trade agreements. Information technology factors must also be considered in order to expand
the size and scope of Indonesian exports. This study aims to examine and compare the
effectiveness of the traditional factors and digital economic factors on the export of Indonesia
before and after 2007. The panel data used in this study were sourced from the World Bank
and UN Comtrade during the period 2000-2016 and analyzed using multiple linear regression
analysis. The results of this study indicate that there are different factors affecting Indonesian
exports before and after 2007. After 2007, the influence of traditional factors declined and was
slowly replaced by technological advances such as the use of the internet by individuals and
businesses. Thus, the expansion of Indonesia's export market should also begin to consider
technological developments in trading partner countries.
Keywords: Trade, Technological Change, Panel Data Models
JEL Classification: F10, O33, C23

export distribution. ICT can also be used

INTRODUCTION
Advances

information

as a new method to estimate the market

technology to change many things,

size and predict market shares (Matzler,

including how transactions occur. Not

Grabher, Huber, & Füller, 2013). Not

only transactions that are simple and on

only contributing to the transaction

a small scale, but the development of

process, the benefits of ICT also support

information technology also changes the

customer service. Results of research

way of international trade transactions.

conducted by Morgan-Thomas (2009)

In

concluded that the key benefit of the

their

in

research,

Gabrielsson

&

Gabrielsson (2011) said that information

online

and communication technology (ICT),

performance lies in supporting customer

and

is

relationships. Exports that facilitated

way

with adequate ICT infrastructure will

international business is done. Online

bring various conveniences. In a narrow

sales are used as an addition, or even a

sense, trade facilitation is associated

replacement, to physical channels of

with the reduction of on-the-border

particularly

profoundly

the

changing

Internet,
the

1

contribution

to

export

transaction costs other than tariff cuts,

managed

which

the

transactions that reached USD 8 billion,

simplification and standardization of

in 2014 reached USD 12 billion, and in

customs formalities and administrative

2016 it was estimated to reach 24.6

procedures related to international trade

billion. In 2020, Indonesia's online

(Portugal-Perez & Wilson, 2010)

business is alleged to contribute 22

essentially

involves

to

record a

number of

In international trade transactions,

percent of total GDP (Kementerian

the ICT characteristics of the two

Komunikasi dan Informatika, 2016).

countries that transact must be clear so

Various efforts were made to realize

that the benefits of ICT can be

this. Indonesia, as the ASEAN country

optimized. The characteristics of the

with the fastest economic growth, has a

countries that transact must be known

17% Compound Annual Growth Rate

with certainty so that the transaction

(CAGR) from 2011-2015. Indonesia also

formulation can be adjusted to the

needs more ICT professionals, in 2015

conditions of the parties who transact.

ICT services reached USD 3 billion

As an exporter, in this study, internet

(Kementerian

users

Informatika, 2016).

in

Indonesia

continued

to

Komunikasi

dan

increase. Results of Household and

According to data released by the

Individual ICT Access and Use Surveys

UN Comtrade, in 2016, Indonesia's

(ICT

exports were dominant to Asian and

carried
and

Indicator
out

by

Survey)

in

SDPPPI

Research

Development

2016

Ministry

European

countries,

which

were

generally developed countries. When

of

Communication and Informatics shows

compared

ownership

by

destination countries, the development

households in Indonesia has reached

of ICT in Indonesia is classified as

36% with the number of internet users

middle to lower. This can be seen from

as much as 31% or around 80, 7 million

internet penetration in the community,

Indonesians. E-commerce transactions,

both by looking at the percentage of

which

ICT

individuals who access the internet and

development, also continue to increase.

those who subscribe to the internet with

In 2013, E-commerce in

fixed broadband as shown in Table 1.

are

of

internet

one

access

indicator

of

Indonesia

2

with

the

main

export

and Ricci & Trionfetti (2012) that said

Table 1. The Information Society Data,

that firms that use ICT are more likely to

2016

export than similar firms that do not.

Internet use
Individuals
Fixed
using the
broadband
Internet
subscriptions
(% of
(per 100
population)
people)

Country

Furthermore, other developments in ICT
such as e-commerce was associated

Indonesia

25.4

2.0

with increased share of export sales in

World
East Asia &
Pacific
Europe & Central
Asia

45.8

12.5

relation to total sales (Ganotakis & Love,

52.9

18.8

2011).

73.4

25.8

From these descriptions, it can be

South Asia
Lower middle
income
Upper middle
income

26.5

1.6

concluded that currently, ICT plays an

29.9

2.3

important role in increasing exports of

55.2

18.1

High income

81.7

31.4

various countries. Researchers want to

Source: World Bank Database (2018),
processed

know whether this is also happening in
Indonesia.

However,

given

that

By paying attention to these data,

Indonesia's exports are still dominated

it should be considered to improve ICT

by exports of natural products and

penetration in Indonesia in order not to

Indonesia's export destination countries

lose

trading

are also mostly developing countries,

partner countries. This increase in ICT

factors outside ICT also need to be

penetration is very urgent because ICT

considered. Therefore, in this paper, the

is allegedly able to improve export

researcher wants to see whether the

performance. This is in accordance with

dominant factors influence Indonesian

the results of research conducted by

exports and whether there are changes

Morgan-Thomas & Jones (2009) that

in export determinants before and after

concluded that there exists a positive

ICT is developing rapidly.

competitiveness

with

and

Overall, our main hypothesis is

export performance. A strong direct

ICT in partner countries has a positive

relationship between reliance on ICT

impact on Indonesia’s export. However,

and

non-ICT factors also

relationship

rapid

between

growth

on

ICT

international

still have

a

markets was found in that study. The

significant effect on exports and there

same thing was also found in the results

are differences in Indonesia's export

of research conducted by Clarke (2008)
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determinants before and after ICT is

directly from World Bank’s database and

developing rapidly.

use its definition on metadata as
indicators definition. For ICT factors, we
collected data from World Development

METHODS

Indicators (WDI), and WDI uses data

This study aims to examine and
the

sources’ definition as its indicators

traditional factors and digital economic

definition. So, here is data definition for

factors on the export of Indonesia. The

the indicators that we use in this study:

traditional factors consist of shared

a. Fixed telephone subscriptions are

agricultural sector on GDP, population

defined as the sum of active number

growth,

GDP

of analogue fixed telephone lines,

growth, meanwhile the digital economic

voice-over-IP (VoIP) subscriptions,

factors

of

fixed wireless local loop (WLL)

percentage of household own fixed

subscriptions, ISDN voice-channel

telephone, percentage of population

equivalents

own mobile phone, percentage of

payphones.

compare

the

effectiveness

unemployment
(ICT

factors)

of

rate,
consist

b. Mobile

population who has access to individual

and

phone

fixed

public

subscriptions

are

internet, and percentage of population

subscriptions to a public mobile

who has access to fixed broadband

telephone

internet.

access to the PSTN using cellular
based

on

database,

especially

World
from

that

provide

technology. The indicator includes

Both factors, ICT and Non-ICT
indicators,

service

(and is split into) the number of

Bank

postpaid

World

subscriptions,

and

the

Development Indicators. Meanwhile, for

number of active prepaid accounts

the dependent variable, export data

(i.e. that have been used during the

between Indonesia and partners were

last three months). The indicator

extracted

applies

from

UN

Comtrade’s

database.

to

subscriptions

all

that

communications.

In this study, export is defined as

mobile

cellular

offer
It

voice

excludes

the value of Indonesia’s export to

subscriptions via data cards or USB

country partner in certain time. Then, for

modems, subscriptions to public

Non-ICT indicators, we collected data

mobile data services, private trunked

4

Furthermore,

mobile radio, telepoint, radio paging

to

examine

the

impact of ICT and Non-ICT indicators on

and telemetry services.
c. Internet individual is defined as

Indonesia’s export, a multiple regression

individuals who have used the

with Driscoll-Kraay standard errors for

Internet (from any location) in the last

panel data is used. This model is used

3 months. The Internet can be used

with the assumption cross-sectional

via a computer, mobile phone,

dependence is present. Driscoll and

personal digital assistant, games

Kraay (1998) propose a nonparametric

machine, digital TV etc.

covariance

matrix

estimator

which

d. Fixed broadband is defined as fixed

produces heteroscedasticity-consistent

subscriptions to high-speed access

standard errors that are robust to very

to the public Internet (a TCP/IP

general forms of spatial and temporal

connection), at downstream speeds

dependence.

equal to, or greater than, 256 kbit/s.
This

includes

DSL,

cable

The model that used in this

modem,

research is:

fiber-to-the-home/building,

other

fixed

X 𝑖𝑡 = β0 + β1 Agroit + β2 Popit +

(wired)-broadband

β3 Unemployit + β4 GDPit + εit ………...…(1)

subscriptions, satellite broadband
and

terrestrial

fixed

X 𝑖𝑡 = β0 + β1 FTit + β2 MPit + β3 IIit +

wireless

β4 FBit + εit …………………………..…….(2)

broadband. This total is measured
payment. It excludes subscriptions

X 𝑖𝑡 = β0 + β1 FTit + β2 MPit + β3 IIit +
β4 FBit + β5 Agroit + β6 Popit +
β7 Unemployit + β8 GDPit + εit ……….…..(3)

that

Note:

irrespective
have

of

the

access

communications
Internet)

method
to

(including

via

of
data
the

mobile-cellular

X

: Export Indonesia to partner country

FT

: Percentage of household own

networks. It should include fixed

fixed telephone at partner country

WiMAX and any other fixed wireless
technologies.
residential

It

includes

subscriptions

MP

both

mobile phone at partner country

and

subscriptions

for

(International

Telecommunication

: Percentage of population own

II

organizations.

: Percentage of population who
has access to individual internet
at partner country

Union, 2018)

5

FB

Because we want to examine and

: Percentage of population who
has access to fixed broadband

compare

internet at partner country

traditional factors and digital economic

Agro : Shared agricultural sector on

factors on the export of Indonesia before

: Partner

country’s

effectiveness

of

the

and after 2007, so the model was

GDP at partner country
Pop

the

running twice: from 2000 – 2007 and

population

after 2007-2016.

growth
Unemploy: partner country’s
unemployment rate

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

GDP : Partner country’s GDP growth
I

: Country – i

T

: Period t

Indonesia's exports in the 2000-2016
period

tended

to

fluctuate.

This

fluctuation is caused by domestic factors
and global factors.

Figure 1. Indonesia's Export, 2000-2016
Source: UNComtrade Database (2018), processed

Because exports are one of the sources

of various policies in the countries of the

of Indonesia's economic growth, its

major trading partners greatly influence

fluctuating movements must be watched

the value of Indonesia's exports. For

out. Not only global economic factors in

example, Figure 2 shows the trends of

general (eg: global crisis), the existence

Indonesian exports to China, Japan, and

6

the United States. In the figure, it can be

Indonesia's export pattern to the three

seen that Indonesia's total export trend

countries.

has a pattern that is almost the same as

Figure 2. Indonesia's Export to China, Japan, USA, and World, 2000-2016
Source: UNComtrade Database (2018), processed

To begin reducing dependence on

considerations such as technological

exports to large countries that generally

conditions in trade destination countries

have a large population, one that must

are needed. Besides being able to

be

increase

considered

is

the

factor

of

the

value

of

Indonesia's

technological development. At present,

exports, consideration of technological

Indonesia's exports still tend to be

conditions in trade destination countries

dominated by natural products in the

can streamline the process of trade

form of raw materials, whose exports

transactions.

are of course greatly influenced by

Traditional factors that have been

traditional factors such as population

estimated to have greatly influenced the

and

the

value of Indonesia's exports to various

destination country. Thus, to develop

countries have not changed significantly

Indonesia's

in the last 20 years.

economic

conditions

export

wings,

in

new

7

slowly starting to leave the agricultural

Table 2. Non-ICT Factors on Partner

sector and turn to the industrial and

Countries, 2000 and 2016
indicators

service sectors. Meanwhile, population

mean (%)
2000

2016

% agricultural to GDP

13.12

10.05

Population Growth

1.50

1.37

effectiveness of the population control

Unemployment

7.94

7.73

program.

growth

GDP Growth
4.08
2.64
Source: World Bank Database (2018),
processed

has

slowed

The

due

decline

to
in

the
the

unemployment rate, although not too
significant, shows that the ability of the

In Table 2 it can be seen that there

labor market to absorb labor starts to

are no significant changes in traditional

improve. Meanwhile, the existence of a

factors, but all of these indicators tend to

global crisis and various internal factors

decline when compared between 2000

in developed countries resulted in a

and 2016. This decline is largely due to

slowdown in global economic growth.

changes in global conditions. The

This can also be seen from the modeling

declining share of agriculture in total

of the influence of Non-ICT factors on

GDP throughout the world shows that

the value of Indonesian exports as

the economies of world countries are

shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Regression Analysis on Non-ICT Factors, Before and After 2007
Before 2007

VARIABLES
agri
popgrowth
unemployment
gdpgrowth
Constant
Observations
R-squared

ln_X
-0.0509***
(0.00539)
0.0779*
(0.0469)
-0.000862
(0.0124)
0.0105
(0.0140)
16.97***
(0.166)
1,331
0.064
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Source: Regression Output (2018), processed
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After 2007

ln_X
-0.0490***
(0.00610)
0.0542
(0.0494)
-0.0197
(0.0130)
0.0227
(0.0157)
17.92***
(0.164)
1,279
0.048

progress of communication technology

In Table 3 it can be seen that only

or often referred to as ICT factors.

population growth experienced changes
in effects before and after 2007. Prior to

The progress of communication

2007, population growth had a positive

technology can be measured from

and significant impact on the number of

several indicators as mentioned in the

Indonesian

destination

previous section of this paper. To see

countries around the world. This means,

how far the conditions of information

the greater the population in the

technology development in Indonesia's

destination country, the greater the

export destination countries, the authors

export of Indonesia to the country. This

used the conditions in 2000 and 2016 as

condition is different from the conditions

a comparison.

after 2007. After 2007, population

Table 4. ICT on Partner Countries, 2000

growth no longer has a significant effect

and 2016

exports

to

on the number of Indonesian exports.
Another interesting thing can be seen
from

the

R-squared value

in

the

equation model before and after 2007.
much independent variables are able to

2016

fixed_telp

19.76

16.99

mobile_phone

22.10

35.67

internet individu

13.03

27.72

explain variations in the dependent
compared

2000

fixed broadband
0.51
13.85
Source: World Development Indicators (2018),
processed

In statistics, R-squared explains how

variable. When

mean (%)

indicators

In Table 4 it can be seen that

between

indicators

related

to

information

conditions before 2007 and after 2007,

technology,

with the same number of variables,

change significantly. This can be used

there was a decrease in R-squared in

as

the model after 2007. This indicates that

Indonesian exports to partner countries.

there are factors outside the traditional

The following are the modeling results

factors

of

formed to see the comparison of the

Indonesia's exports. Factors outside of

effects of ICT factors before and after

this model are allegedly a factor in the

2007.

that

affect

the

value

9

an

especially
opportunity

the
to

internet,
increase

Table 5. Regression Analysis on ICT Factors, Before and After 2007
Before 2007

After 2007

VARIABLES

ln_X

fixed_telp

-0.028***
(0.00621)
0.0248***
(0.00337)
0.0330***
(0.00887)
-0.0254
(0.0212)
15.69***
(0.105)

-0.038***
(0.00790)
0.0146***
(0.00225)
0.0129**
(0.00586)
0.0469***
(0.0149)
15.84***
(0.175)

1,331

1,261

mobile_phone
internet_indv
fixed_broadband
Constant

Observations

ln_X

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Source: Regression Output (2018), processed

The results in Table 5 show that

exports to the country. The higher the

the ICT factor has a significant effect on

level of internet access through fixed

exports, both before and after 2007. The

broadband, the export of Indonesia to

interesting thing is, before 2007, fixed

the country tends to be higher. This is in

broadband had no significant effect on

line

exports, but after 2007, this variable had

conducted by Makanyeza and Ndolovu

a very significant influence. This result is

(2016) that said that overall ICT usage

also supported by the average value of

positively

ICT factors as shown in Table 4.

performance.

with

the

results

predicts

of

the

research

export

Changes in the percentage of access in

By looking at the comparison of

early 2000 were very different from the

the ICT and Non-ICT factor effect

conditions in 2016. When compared to

models, it can be concluded that even

other ICT factors, fixed broadband is

though

one of the most significant indicators

decreased influence on exports, the

that change. This can be a sign that the

decline in effects has not been too large.

development of ICT in the destination

Therefore, the effects of ICT and Non-

country affects the size of Indonesia's

ICT need to be seen simultaneously.

10

Non-ICT

factors

have

a

Table 6. Regression Analysis on Non-ICT & ICT Factors, Before and After 2007
VARIABLES
fixed_telp
mobile_phone
internet_indv
fixed_broadband
agri
popgrowth
unemployment
gdpgrowth
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Number of groups

Before 2007

After 2007

ln_X
-0.031***
(0.00506)
0.0209***
(0.00565)
0.0326***
(0.00838)
-0.0146
(0.0274)
-0.025***
(0.00338)
0.0880***
(0.00795)
0.0157***
(0.00356)
0.000806
(0.0156)
15.92***
(0.125)

ln_X
-0.039***
(0.00833)
0.0138***
(0.000898)
0.00597*
(0.00309)
0.0571***
(0.0104)
-0.028***
(0.00339)
0.0851***
(0.0173)
-0.029***
(0.00469)
0.0408***
(0.0107)
16.39***
(0.171)

1,331
0.153
169
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

1,261
0.136
171

Source: Regression Output (2018), processed

When viewed simultaneously as

Indonesia's export market. In Table 6 it

shown in Table 6, there are changes in

can be seen that GDP Growth in partner

influence on 2 variables, namely fixed

countries has a positive and significant

broadband and GDP growth variables.

effect. This means that the higher the

As described in the explanation in Table

economic growth in the partner country,

4, fixed broadband has a significant

the higher the value of Indonesia's

influence

with

exports to the country. A realistic fact,

advances in technological development.

because high economic growth is

Meanwhile, GDP growth is also an

generally a good sign of economic

important consideration for determining

development in the country.

after

2007

along

11

CONCLUSION

AND

International Telecommunication Union.
(2018).
International
Telecommunication Union. Retrieved
May 15, 2018, from International
Telecommunication
Union:
https://www.itu.int/en/ITUD/Statistics/Pages/stat/default.aspx

POLICY

RECOMMENDATION
The results of this study indicate that
there are different factors affecting
Indonesian exports before and after
2007. After 2007, the influence of

Kementerian Komunikasi dan Informatika.
(2016). Buku Putih Komunikasi dan
Informatika 2016. Jakarta: Puslitbang
Sumber
Daya,
Perangkat
dan
Penyelenggaraan Pos dan Informatika
.

traditional factors declined and was
slowly

replaced

by

technological

advances such as the use of the internet
by individuals and businesses. Thus, the

Makanyeza, C., & Ndlovu, A. (2016). ICT
Usage and its Effect on Export
Performance: Empirical Evidence from
Small and Medium Enterprises in the
Manufacturing Sector in Zimbabwe.
Botswana Journal of Business, 9 No 1,
21-36.

expansion of Indonesia's export market
should

also

begin

to

consider

technological developments in trading
partner countries

Matzler, K., Grabher, C., Huber, J., & Füller,
J. (2013). Predicting new product
success with prediction markets in
online
communities.
R&D
Management, 420 – 432.
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Abstract
This paper seeks the potentials of Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
penetration on Indonesian enterprises in order to map their involvement in the Global Value
Chains (GVCs). Under the GVCs framework, international production sharing provides
greater opportunity for both country and business. Through the deepening connectivity with
the global market, developing countries can tap into GVCs to accelerate their trade and
income growth. However, the gains from GVC participation for each economy will depend on
the productive activities taking place in the domestic economy. Here, the role of ICT matters.
The ICT revolution has changed the level of value added certain enterprise activity in the
chains network. In this case, ICT-based-industry activity becomes the rent and barrier to
entry the concept in GVC which has closed meaning with comparative and competitive
advantage. It has enabled a finer degree of specialization in the production process, allowing
it to be more fragmented than in the past. To analyze such concern, Michael Porter’s theory
of Diamond Model will be applied. It also studies several cases of the ICT-based-enterprises
activities both in Indonesia and other countries. After assessing the position of those
enterprises in the chains networks, this paper takes the conclussion from the case which is
critical for the recommendations. The result shows that the ICT-based-industry activity raises
greater competitive advantage. ICT offers a growing numbers of ways to exploit
opportunities and address constraints to value chain growth and competitiveness.
Keywords: GVC, ICT, Enterprises
JEL Classification: F13, F14, F15

every country has to focus on the the

INTRODUCTION

trade of the products or services that

Michael Porter and others in the
classic

book,

The

they have the good production factors

Competitive

and source to produce. In the age of

Advantage of Nations, stated that in

the avance of technology whether it is

virtually every industry there are a

transportation or communication, the

relatively small number of concentrated

specialization on trade develops from

centers of excellence where efficiency

simply end-products trade to be the

and innovation are high.1 It means that

connected

to achieve optimum benefit of trade,

structure

of

sequence

production process in the context of

1

Michael E. Porter, (1990), Harvard Business Review, The
Competitive Advantage of Nations (ed. March-April, 1990)
http://www.economie.ens.fr/IMG/pdf/porter_1990__the_competitive_advantage_of_nations.pdf

value
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added

network.

Specialized

product from certain country becomes a

actively in the global value added

part of the other product from other

network since early of 1990.2 In 1995,

country,

and

the

additional

of

then
value

experiences
until

the

end

value

added

products

were

dominantly sent as end-products to the

product.

domestic consumers (71%). The other

The significance of the value

16% and 13% of value added products

added network or for scholars called

were sent to the third economy and

global value chains (GVCs) is due to

export

the principle of efficiency based on

respectively.

competitive advantage concept. By the

similar in 2011, but the percentage of

great innovation in the connectivity and

distribution to the third economy and

logistic, it is visible to do division of

export climbed. Indonesia’s forward

production

In

participation was 31% in 2011 and 12%

addition, the urgency of the GVC is that

backward participation among total of

it enable the small enterprises to

developing and developed

develop and contribute to the global

countries. Up to 2011, Indonesia’s top

production.

export

across

Unlike

the

globe.

the

previous

to

the

other

countries

The

pattern

was still

industries

in

network

domestic

and

situation where the small business just

foreign value added content of exports

gain

this

are mining, wholesale and retail trade,

condition creates the opportunity for

and food and beverages, while the top

them to develop globally and pursue

export destination were Japan, China,

greater income. Furthermore, greater

and the United States. Still refer from

production

more

the data of the WTO, Indonesia just

employment and regional development.

participated in very small number in

In many cases, trade in the context of

service

GVC creates more benefit for the

Indonesia’s intermediate commercial

enterprises, labour, and country. It alse

service export was just 7,2% compared

creates the more inclusive participation

to

to the economic activities.

83,4%.3

the

small

profit

activity

locally,

creates

trade

merchandise

in

GVC.

export

In

that

2014,

reach

World Trade Organization (WTO)
reported that Indonesia as one of the
2

emerging countries has participated

WTO, (2013), Indonesia Trade in Value Added and Global
Value
Chains,
https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/statis_e/miwi_e/id_e.pdf
3
ibid
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network lead this country to race to the

From the general data mentioned

bottom condition.

in the previous paragraph, it can be
infered that the considerable great

From that significance of the

Indonesia’s participation in the global

case, this research questioning how is

value added network doesn’t guarantee

the pattern of Indonesia’s participation

its significance benefit since the game

in GVC. Furthermore, this research

of the concept itself pay great attention

also finds out about how is Indonesia’s

to the degree of chains where the

GVC activities in the chain of IT as this

country participates. Each chains in the

chain has higher barrier to entry

global value network give the different

compared

degree of income and benefit. Based

research questioning in what aspect is

on the concept of global value chains

Indonesia still lack in doing IT-based

that will be described in the following

GVC to reach optimum benefit.

to

others.

Lastly,

this

point, barrier to entry plays a critical

In the effort of answering these

contribution to the winning of the game

questions, this research applies the

in the trade politic in the GVC. Barrier

concept of Global Value Chains. With

to entry itself means similarly with the

the dramatic advance of transportation

competitive advantage. It can be the

modes

raw material, labour, service expertise,

communication technology, production

innovation, and technology. Despite the

processes can now be “sliced” into

fact that all of those production factors

several production segments, each

are barrier to entry, from many cases it

corresponding to a particular task —

can be concluded that factors of

such as design, parts procurement,

services

assembly,

expertise,

innovation,

and

and

and

information

distribution.

and

These

technology have higher degree of

segments are relocated, often across

barrier to entry compared to raw

national borders, to the places where

material and labour. In this case,

the tasks can be performed most

Indonesia needs to shift to the chains

efficiently. Thus the core subject of the

which has higher barrier to entry to

literature

avoid

movement

the

condition

where

the

participation in the global value added

today

is

of

final

not

only

the

products,

as

classical theories have focused on, but
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also the cross-national transfer of

promote

tasks, or the value added generated by

directing attention to the entire system

these

GVC

of activities involved in producing and

literature, some of which are highly

consuming a product. A corporate

politically

entity is first decomposed into a set of

tasks.

Topics

in

the

relevant,

include:

firm

competitiveness

industrialization strategy (full-set versus

business

GVC-driven

functions that constitute analytical units

industrialization),

issues (impact

globalization

with

individual

on

for diagnosing the firm’s competitive

employment and income distribution),

advantage. When a firm has a relatively

regional

(trickle-down

atomized organizational structure, the

production

task of each unit (business activity) —

linkages), innovation and technological

such as product design, materials

spillovers

GVC

procurement,

crisis

distribution — tends to be defined in a

(propagation of external shocks on

way to pursue the individual objective

production and trade), supply chain

of that particular unit, which may or

resilience (impact of natural or human-

may not conflict with the objective of

caused disasters on supply chains),

other units. However, in the value chain

environmental

protection

(carbon

perspective all activities should be

footprints

global

governance),

collectively organized to ensure the

consumer protection (food safety and

optimal functioning of the corporate

certification), poverty alleviation (fair

entity as a whole. To this end, the

trade

social

nature of linkages between activities

responsibility), trade regimes (World

(value chains) is carefully examined —

Trade Organization and regional trade

just as if drawing an anatomical chart of

agreements), and national accounts

a

(statistical bias of gross trade data).4

externalities through cross-functional

effect

of

labor

activities

by

development

through

domestic

(learning

participation),

and

and

through

economic

corporate

firm

—

marketing,

to

internalize

and

potential

coordination, which is an important

Porter (1985) tailored the concept
of GVCs as a basic framework for

source

developing a corporate strategy to

advantage.5

4

SATOSHI INOMATA, (2017), Analytical frameworks for
global value chains: An overview, Global Value Chains
Development Report

5
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ibid

of

the

firm’s

competitive

GVC

and the power exercise is more or less

studies is to explore the interplay

mutual, unlike the vertical integration

between value distribution mechanisms

type.

The

main

objective

of

and organization of the cross-border

Within this dichotomy, Gereffi,

production–consumption nexus. Who

Humphrey & Sturgeon (2005) set out a

are the players in the game? What

GVC typology in a higher resolution

kinds of rules exist? Is it a competitive

spectrum in accord with power relations

or a cooperative play? What generates

between the contracting parties. Figure

the winning opportunities? In answering

1. illustrates five variants of GVC

these questions, GVC studies pay

governance. The rectangles represent

attention to the forms of transactions,

the firm’s boundary, and their size

codified

between

indicates the strength of bargaining

stakeholders. This is because the way

power in relation to the other party. The

transactions are made reflects the

arrows show the direction and extent of

structure of power relations between

business intervention in the partners’

the parties, which ultimately determines

activities, which can be supportive,

the scope and magnitude of value

such as to draw “win-win” scenarios in

distributions within the game. The

the long-term perspective, or predatory,

vertical integration type of GVC is

by focusing on uptakes of quick profits

based on the hierarchical structure that

in the short run. Toward the right of the

assumes an absolute and unidirectional

diagram, the clients (the headquarters

control of the parent company over its

in the case of the “hierarchy” type)

subsidiaries.

and

possess greater bargaining powers and

performance of subsidiaries are strictly

so are considered to exert a strong

monitored and assessed in line with

influence over the distribution of value

their

added. Introduction gives details of

or

The

activities

headquarter

strategies.
options

otherwise,

In

tend

contrast,
to

management
outsourcing

generate

leveled

background

(research

formulation

of

significance),

problems/questions,

relationships between clients (buyers)

theory and related work, hypothesis

and subcontractors (service suppliers),

(optional), and research objectives.
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as stated by Kaplinsky & Morris (2012)
as follows:
First,

different

Forms

of

Economic Rent: 1) Economic rent
arises

in

the

case

of

differential

productivity of factors and barriers to
entry 2) There are a variety of forms of
Figure 1. Five Variants of GVC

economic rent prevalent in the global

Governance

economy. Some are endogenous and
are “constructed” by the firm and are

There

are

three

classical

important

resource rents — having access to

Barriers to entry and rents. Rents refer

better

to the profits of the company without

competitors

•

valuable brand names. Other rents are

usually appear when companies have

endogenous to the chain, and are

and/or

constructed by groups of firms: •

advantages in ownership of the scarcity

Relational rents — having superior

/barriers to entry factor. Rents can be

quality relationships with suppliers and

tangible in many ways, for example

customers. 3) But rents can also be

technology rents, namely companies

exogenous to the chain and arise

have control over scarce technology,
rents,

than

better marketing capabilities and/or

that the company already has. Rents

resource

skills

Organizational rents — possessing

doing business, namely the advantages

human

•

over scarce technologies • Human

the study of GVC. The first element is

advantages

rents:

Technology rents — having command

elements that need to be considered in

productivity

Schumpeterian

through

namely

the

bounty

of

nature:

•

Resource rents — access to scarce

companies have better access to labor

natural resources. 4) Producers can

skills than competitors, organizational

also gain from the rent provided by

rents, namely companies have superior

parties external to the chain: • Policy

positions in internal organizations, etc.

rents — operating in an environment of

For more details, a chart on the list of

efficient

rents that economic agents can have is

government;

constructing

barriers to the entry of competitors

20

• Infrastructural rents — access to high

Outsourcing (BPO), and Knowledge

quality infrastructural inputs such as

Process Outsourcing (KPO),

telecommunications • Financial rents —

positions each actor according to their

access to finance on better terms than

function and contribution in the service

competitors. 5) Rents are dynamic —

industry value chains.

which

new rents will be added over time, and

Refer to the significance of the

existing areas of rent will be eroded

topic written in the previous paragraph.

through the forces of competition.

This research aims firstly to describe in

The second element in GVC

detail the significance of global value

analysis is the concept of governance

chains (GVC) for both enterprises and

or

of

countries. Secondly, it finds out the

governance helps change the value

pattern of Indonesia’s participation in

chain map as a map of information

GVC and how far it play the industry in

sources into a map of analysis by

advance

placing interactions and networks.

information technology (IT) as the high

governance.

The

third

The

concept

element

in

technology

especially

in

barrier to entry in GVC. Lastly, it gives

GVC

analysis is the type of value chain

recommendation

based

on

which is divided into driven producers,

analyses conducted in this research.

the

namely the development of ideas and
innovations

initiated

by

temporary

METHODS

producers. Conversely, buyer driven

This research is a descriptive

indicates that the production cycle is

analysis research which means that

controlled by market dynamics and

this research describes the case study

consumer demand. The three elements

by the guideline of the concept used. In

in the GVC will be used as an

doing so, this research take limitation of

instrument to map the pattern of GVC

time and topic discussed. The period of

conducted in Indonesia, especially its

time

participation

IT

between 2015 and 2018. The selection

products. For the mapping services

of period of time is based on the

industry, GVC is also categorized into

consideration of the newest period and

three things: Information Technology

the context of the development of ICT

Outsourcing (ITO), Business Process

in the GVC as the main topic in this

in

related

to

the

21

studied

by

this

research

is

research. While the limitation of topic

breaking

discussed is about the pattern of GVCs

Countries surely doing trade since they

activities conducted by Indonesia in the

are a manifesto of demand& supply

period

is

cause, and it is not simply because of

literature studies. Data are collected

the needs of primary things such as

from various journals, books, reports,

food or energy, but somehow it can be

and newspapers. Collected data then

something

analyzed

under

electronic devices etc.

framework

of

of

time.

This

research

the

global

guideline

value

chains

of

global

value

secondary

like

chain.

fashion,

In the sense of demand & supply

concept.

cause, countries do their competitive
advantage at best, such how man

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

made innovation can drive a better

GVC context in global trade and

product development, and makes it

potential or profits in enterprises

able to win the market. Taken for

and countries

example, Samsung case that becoming

Since the competitive advantage

one of mobile phone market leader in

theory by Michael E. Porter proclaimed,

Indonesia, when they start to launch

we all know there are some issue

their product new OS basis, Android, a

regarding on how countries competing

huge

while they are depends on each other

BlackBerry presence and make them

at the same time.

suffer big loss in 2013.6

Further, Michael

leap

that

able

to

disrupt

There are

Eugene, 1985, in this case believes all

some assumption in regards to that

that happen due to term that we call

case, first easy-to-use features that

further as ‘Value Chain’, which linked to

BlackBerry focus, diminished by open

every industry, enterprise, or even as

source platform from Android that make

whole country production.

the innovation in the gadget is infinite,

Generally speaking, we noted

not

hampered

by

product

owner

comparative advantage things, such

innovation.

specific resource available in some

offered by two competitors, like high res

countries is the very first layer of the

camera and so forth, able to make the

logic of production chain, in broader

market leader sway over.

Second, features that

Further, in

meaning we might say a ground
6

http://jakartaglobe.id/business/blackberry-losing-thesmartphone-war/
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regards to the case, another fact

buying some components, or even

revealed, to meet Indonesia market

assembly it in another country.8 Since

demands, and perform better quality,

they trying to meet the demands, and

Samsung & Apple highly invest the

lowering production cost, surely it

material from complex value chain.

possible and it might applicable to

We note, the activities of value

another industry such as automotive or

chain, Samsung for example consist on

even banking (in doing L/C business).

complex R&D, design, engineering,

Dynamics

procurement

Contribution to the GVC

Indonesia’s

cater

external

and

supplies,

WTO data in 2017 stated that

logistics, assembly, trading support,

Indonesia's contribution to the GVC

marketing & lifecycle management.7

was mainly contributed by the mining

Some logical reason, is actually how to

industry, wholesale and retail trade,

make

and

relations

that

of

partners

the

product

can

meet

the

agriculture.

The

three

main

demands of market, either in Indonesia

countries that utilize input goods from

or other countries.

Indonesia are China, South Korea, and

We might perceive in smartphone

Malaysia. But, WTO data also noted

industry, some brands always give us

that Indonesia's contribution to the

product promise that their product can

GVC

give us better photo picture, and it keep

Indonesia's contribution is 43.5, below

repeating all over year. It might be due

the average aggregate contribution of

to our market condition in Indonesia

developing countries which is 48.5.9

that likely to share something to

Tyler Biggs from the USAID-SEADI

another people, or even doing chat. In

Project said that even though Indonesia

that sense, brands R&D should catch

has been participating in GVCs, its

the insight from market.

In order to

integration remained limited compared

meet the demands, we note brand not

with regional rivals, and exports have

always

been growing slowly.10 Malaysia has a

supply

their

own

product

is

still

low.The

index

of

material, but they do it efficiently by
8

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8a5b/528bad19cd23e2ca691b74
de253631a4ff38.pdf
9
Saugy Riyandi. (2017). Sources from the internet.Downloaded
on
August
22,
2018
from
https://www.merdeka.com/uang/kontribusi-ri-dalam-globalvalue-chain-masih-kalah-dari-malaysia.html.
10
KADIN
Indonesia.(2013).
Sources
from
the
internet.Downloaded
on
August
22,
2018
from

7

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/trade/events/2016/ne
wyorkegm/documents/background/Canada%20
%202012%20%20GVC%20Analysis%20of%2
0Samsung%20Electronics.pdf
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very high contribution reaching 60.8,

regulatory measures at and behind the

Thailand at 54.3, and China at 47.7.

border.

This contribution index indicates the
involvement

of

a

country

in

To better integrate into GVCs,

the

Indonesia also needs to upgrade its

production of goods that involves many

transport and logistics infrastructure,

countries during production.

where it performs badly in comparison
to peer countries. Deputy Chair of the

Indonesia has implemented a
number

of

trade

and

National

investment

Economic

and

Industrial

measures to develop local industries

Committee (KEIN), Arif Budimanta,

and move its firms up the value chain,

reminded that one of the important

but

challenges

these

measures

related

to

Indonesia's

have

raised

its

trading

involvement in the GVC is the low

include

export

quality of public infrastructure. This

restrictions and taxes on raw materials,

condition causes high production and

import licensing requirements, point-of-

logistics costs. The World Bank noted

entry restrictions on imports, ownership

that Indonesia's infrastructure index in

limitations in a number of business

2016 was still relatively low, at 2.65.

sectors including banks (the “Negative

Compared to Malaysia which has a

Investment

3.45 index, Indonesia is still lagging

concerns

in

many

partners.

Examples

List”),

of

and

divestment
mining

behind in the infrastructure sector.

companies. OECD analysis suggests

Even Vietnam's infrastructure index has

that such measures may be restricting

reached 2.70. For this reason, he

Indonesia’s

into

stressed the need for improvements in

GVCs, which is lower than would be

the quality of infrastructure to reduce

expected given the country’s economic

production input costs and improve

characteristics.11 This highlights the

efficiency.

need for policymakers to be aware of

infrastructure development policy in the

the role imports play in facilitating

Jokowi-Jusuf Kalla government, he

participation in GVCs and to reduce

hoped that the policy would be able to

tariffs

encourage

requirements

as

for

wider

well

as

foreign

integration

trade-restricting

Through

an

this

increase

massive

in

the

performance of the national economy.

http://www.gbgindonesia.com/en/main/partners_updates/kadin/m
oving_indonesia_up_the_value_chain.php.
11
OECD.(2015). Sources from the internet. Downloaded on
August
22,
2018
from
https://www.oecd.org/policybriefs/indonesia-global-value-chains.pdf
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technopreneur.12 Technopreneur itself

Moreover, upgrading in GVCs
requires

more

in

is a term for entrepreneurs who work in

knowledge-based capital. The country

technology. While business incubators

has very low levels of public and private

themselves

R&D, little collaborative research and

business development strategies that

poor skill levels; it consequently has

are

little ability to generate patentable

incubators

inventions

location

and

investment

other

intellectual

means

unique

and

business

flexible.

provide
in

a

and

Business
centralized

which

there

are

property. Efforts are made to improve

infrastructure and work networks that

the innovation system: universities are

aim to maintain and develop small

mandated to develop research plans

businesses in the initial phase of

based on national priorities, a Centre of

growth. Business incubators not only

Excellence programme is attempting to

provide physical infrastructure, but also

improve research infrastructures, and a

a variety of business support services,

National Innovation Committee was

including

established to improve governance. But

business planning training, leadership

much remains to be done to bring the

training, marketing and sales training,

large

business

informal

economy

into

the

entrepreneurship

development

advice,

other

country’s rich resource endowment.

accounting,

The Rise of Indonesia’s IT-Based

provision of funds. According to Allen

GVC Industries

and McCluskey13 and Smillor and Gill14,

Indonesian

government

business

services,

legal,

incubators

such

and

innovation system and leverage the

The

general

training,

marketing,

are

able

as
and

to

seeks to foster a business climate in IT

improve the ability to survive small

field in order to maximize domestic and

businesses that are still premature in

international market opportunities. In

the initial stages of growth.

this case, the Indonesian government

PT.

through PT. Telekomunikasi Indonesia,

12

or companies that had just been
young

the

Suci
Lestari
Yuana,
et.
al.
(2017).KuasadalamRantaiIndustriBerbasisInovasi.Monograph on
Politics and Government, Vol. 11, No.2.
13
D.N. Allen and R. McCluskey. (1990). Structure, Policy,
Services, and Performace in The Business Incubator Industry.
Enterpreneurship, Theory, and Practice, 15 (2), 61-77.
14
R.W. Smilor and M.D. Gill. (1986). The New Business
Incubator: Linking Talent, Technology, Capital, and Know How.
Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington Books.

incubation program to support startups
by

developed

incubation business in three cities,

Tbk (PT. Telkom) launched a business

pioneered

Telkom

Indonesian
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namely

Jakarta,

Bandung

and

Capital

from

Sillicon

Valley.

This

Yogyakarta. The name of the business

strategy is expected to be able to

incubation was adjusted to the chosen

improve

city, Jakarta Digital Valley in Jakarta,

Indonesian technopreneur to become a

Bandung Digital Valley in Bandung, and

global

Yogyakarta

(America) and Alibaba (China).

Digital

Valley

in

Yogyakarta. The three cities were

the

competitiveness

player,

such

Business

as

of

Facebook

incubators,

which

selected through the initial survey

collaborate with the communities where

based on the consideration that these

they

cities

producers that provide business service

were

business

can

be

named

as

able

to

data

samples

on

programs.

incubation

initiated

by

startups are consumers of output or

comprehensive

provide

operate,
In

this

different actors. In addition, these three

services

cities were chosen because they have

incubators.16In

differences in terms of geographical

governance in GVC, the pattern of

location,

relations

cultural

government

values,

administrative

and

systems;

provideds

circumference,
by

the

between

business

context
incubators

of
and

startups shows a tendency towards

where these differences are believed to

dialogical

contribute to the effectiveness of each

Relationship pattern that more inclined

business

towards

incubation.15

The

three

and
an

egalitarian

egalitarian

or

pattern.
minimal

incubation and business acceleration

hierarchy indicatesthe formation of a

programs are

by Indigo

relational governance model. Relational

Incubator as the subsidiary of PT.

governance model exists in a situation

Telkom

when

for

managed
the

Digital

Business

there

is

a

more

complex

Division. In this case, PT. Telkom does

interaction between the actors (buyer

not only provide facilities for business

and sellers), or in this context between

development through the concept of co-

incubators and startups. Interaction

working space, but PT. Telkom also

then creates dependency between the

plans to

two parties.

collaborate

with

Venture

15

16

P.H. Phan, et. al. (2005). Science Parks and Incubators:
Observations, Synthesis, and Future Research. The Journal of
Technology Transfer, 20(2), 165-182.

M.P. Rice. (2002). Co-Production of Business Assistance in
Business Incubators: An Exploratory Study. Journal of Business
Venturing, 17(2), 163-187.
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CONCLUSION

AND

paper

POLICY

are

first,

encourage

other

government stakeholder to conduct the

RECOMMENDATION
become

similar project to build bigger IT-based

critical in today’s global trade since its

industry area in the various cities.

ability to create inclusive participation to

Second, Attract investor to invest in the

the

establised

Global

value

wider

chains

economy

actors.

industry

and

the

other

Furthermore, it also contribute to the

incubator projects. Last, refer to the

greater

principle in the GVCs, the activities will

development

for

both

highly supported by the wel condition of

enterprises and countries.
Indonesia has participated in the

connectivity and logistic. That is why,

global value chains since 1990s. Since

the last recommendation of this paper

then, Indonesia has focused on the

is to build advance connectivity and

sectors

logistic facilities.

of

manufacture

primary

products

products.

Despite

and
its

considerable high participation in global
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THE IMPACT OF ICT ON FIRM’S ABILITY TO EXPORT
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Abstract
In the globalization era, ICT has important role in firm’s ability to export their products. The
objective of this research is to analyze the impact of ICT on the ability of Indonesia’s firm to
export their product. Two ICT methods are analyzed, email and website. The data utilized is
the secondary data from the enterprise survey conducted by the World Bank in 2015 with
1317 firms data. Two analysis is conducted, using chi-square analysis and logit equation.
The result indicates that 32% of firms using email to contact their clients exported their
product meanwhile only 5% of firms which do not use email exported their products. In
additon, 36% of firms with website exported their products meanwhile only 7% of firms
without website exported their products. Using chi-square analysis, it shows that there is a
relationship between ICT and where the firms sold their products, whether in domestic or
international market. The logit equation indicates that firm ownership, email and website
affects the firm ability to export.
Keywords: Ability to Export, Email, Website
JEL Classification: F10, O33

more and more profiable compare with

INTRODUCTION
The use of information and

firms not using ICT (Worldbank, 2016).

communication technology (ICT) has

The growth of ICT is one of the driving

increased significantly over the years.

forces of globalization making nations

In the economic perspective, the use of

and business without boundaries (Wild

ICT has played role in advancing

and Wild, 2016). In addition, besides

economic growth and also reducing

contributing to economic growth ICT

poverty (Worldbank, 2016). In business,

has also contribute to the firm efficiency

firm that utilized ICT grow faster, invest

(OECD, 2004).
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Figure 1. Number of Fixed and Mobile Phone User in Indonesia, 1990-2016
Source: Worldbank (2018)

to the usage of mobile phone (Figure 1)

Indonesia is one of the country
with the highest growth of ICT usage

(Worldbank,

especially for fixed and mobile phone.

usage

For the fixed telephone, the growth

significantly during the year 2000s. In

occurred during the 1990s when in

2000 only 1.7 person per 100 person

1990 only 0.3 person per 100 person

owned a mobile phone and the number

has fixed telephone and the number

increase in 2016 with 147 person per

picked in 2010 with 16.9 person per

100 person meaning that one person

100 person who has fixed telephone

has more than one mobile phone

and beyond the number decrease due

(Figure 1) (Worldbank, 2018).
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Figure 2. Percentage of Population Individuals Using Internet, 1994-2016
Source: Worldbank (2018)

The other indicator of the use of ICT is

impact

internet usage. The internet usage can

depending on the diffusion of ICT in

be

business

each countries (OECD, 2004). There

purposes. In 2016, 25,4% of individuals

are three roles of ICT in advancing

use internet which increase significantly

economic development and productivity

since 2000 which only 0.93% of the

(OECD, 2004), (1) as a capital good,

population use internet (Worldbank,

(2)

2018). The increase of internet user is

multifactor productivity (MFP) growth in

closely related with the mobile phone

ICT producing sector and (3) increase

user which made internet access easier

firm

to the public.

multicountry analysis Xing (2017) using

use

for

personal

or

differs

accross

contribution

overall

in

country

more

efficiency.

In

rapid

the

One of the impact of ICT that

panel of 21 developed and developing

many scholars has analyzed is on

countries and 30 OECD countries

export. The impact can be classified

indicates that better access to modern

into two level of analysis. The first is the

ICT

impact of ICT in the country level. The

applications stimulate bilateral trade

31

adoption

of

e-commerce

flows at various level. Meanwhile for a

firm’s website in order to promote their

single country case, Oczan and Nath

products.

(2016) analyze the effect of ICT on
Turkey and its trading partners. The

METHODS

research shows that ICT has positive

The research is conducted using

impact on Turkey’s export and import

secondary data from the Enterprise

although the impact is higher on import

Survey conducted by the Worldbank in

activities.

2015 with the original data of 1317
firms

The second level of analysis is in

but

after

considering

the

the firm level, Qiang et.al (2006)

availability of the variables only 494

analyze the impact of ICT on firm

firms are eligible for the mode. Logit

performance on several countries using

analysis is utilized since the dependent

the Investment Climate Survey (ICS)

variable is binary with the model as

database. The authors concluded that

follows:

firms using extensive ICT grow faster in

𝐿𝑖 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝑙𝑛𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷𝑖 + 𝛼2 𝑙𝑛𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖
+ 𝛼3 𝐷𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑖 + 𝛼4 𝐷𝐸𝑀𝐴𝑖
+ 𝛼4 𝐷𝑊𝐸𝐵𝑖
Where

terms of sales and employment, invest
more and more profitable. In addition
Machikita et.al (2010) found similar

Li

result in the case of four ASEAN
countries

(Indonesia,

Philippines

and

introduction

of

correlation

with

Vietnam)
ICT

have

various

firm (1 = exporting; 0 = non

Thailand,
that

= exporting or non exporting
exporting)

the

PROD

positive

= number of production
worker (person)

business

SALES = production value (Rupiah)

indicators. Although the impact differs

DFOR

between multinational companies/joint

= dummy foreign ownership
(1 = foreign share; 0 = no

ventures and local firm.

foreign share)

The objective of this article is to

DEMA

analyze the impact of ICT on the ability

= dummy for email usage (1
= use email; 0 = do not use

of Indonesia’s firm export their product.

email)

The use of ICT is measured using two

DWEB

parameters, the use of email in their

= dummy for website usage
(1 = have website; 0 = do

business and the availabilty of the

not have website)
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The same pattern also occurs in

The hypothesis is that all of the

firms having their own website. Firms

coefficients are positive.

who have website 36% exported their
product

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(full

or

partially

exported)

involves

meanwhile only 7% of firms with no

analyzing the raw data regarding the

website exported their product (full or

relation between ICT modes and export

partially exported). Website is used as

market. The data survey indicates that

a

32% firms using email in their activities

foreign buyers to obtain information

exported their product (full or partially

about the firm’s products.

The

first

analysis

promotion

media

especially

for

exported) meanwhile only 5% of firms

In order to analyze the relation

not using email in their activities

between the firm’s ICT mode and

exported their product (full or partially

export market, chi square analysis is

exported) (Table 1). This shows that

conducted. The chi-square analysis

firms using email in their activities has

indicates

higher

between the ICT mode (email and

probability

to

export

their

that

there

is

a

relation

website) and the market orientation.

product. Email is oftenly used as a
communication tool to contact with
foreign buyers.

Table 1. Firm’s ICT Mode and Export Market
Market Orientation
Fully Export
Partial Export
27
169
17
18
21
148
23
39

ICT Mode
Email

Yes
No
Yes
No

Website

Domestic
414
672
303
783

The second analysis utilized the logit

meanwhile

analysis with the dependent variable is

worker and sales are not significant

export or sell wholly in domestic

(Table 2).

market.

The

variables
ownership,

result

are

shows

significant:

email

and

number

of

production

three

Foreign ownership is significant

foreign

and has the higherst coefficient. Firms

website

with foreign ownership has 5.15 times

33

probability to export compare to firms

CONCLUSION

with no foreign ownership (Table 2).

RECOMMENDATION

This result is similar to the findings of

1. Firms using email in their activity

Sjoholm (2003) and Rifin (2017) for the

has higher percentage to export

case of Indonesia. Firms with foreign

compare firms with website.

AND

POLICY

ownership have foreign network in

2. ICT (email and website) has a

buying their product and also has the

significant effect on firms to export,

market

the other variable is the foreign

information

regarding

their

home country (Sjoholm, 2003).
Both

ICT

ownership

variables

are

3. Infrastructure supporting ICT must

significant with email has the highest

be more developed to ease the use

coefficient. Firm using email has 4.70

of email and websites

times probability to export compare to
firms not using email, meanwhile for
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Abstract
In order to face the rapidly growing digital era in the last few decades, the Indonesian
government has developed a roadmap for industry 4.0. The roadmap sets out five industries
that will be the top priority, namely the automotive industry, food and beverages, electronics,
textiles and chemicals. Therefore, this paper aims to analyze export opportunities in the five
industries using CGE analysis with GTAP model. Simulation results show that technological
improvement in the digital age of 5% will increase the export of textile industry by 9.8%,
electronic industry by 8.4%, 1.1% of the automotive industry and chemical industry by 2.6%,
while in the food and beverage industry decreased by 0.9%. This increase in exports also
occurred when the growth of technology by 10% or 15%. Then, sales of industrial exports to
all ASEAN countries and trading partner countries in the form of textiles, electronics,
automotive and chemicals have increased along with the growth of technology in Indonesia.
In the food industry, only export sales to Korea increased, while other countries experienced
a decline. To support the development of this digital era, the government is expected to
immediately complete the regulations related to the development of telecommunications
infrastructure, taxation and cyber security.
Keywords: Digital Era, Export, Industrial Sector, GTAP Model
JEL Classification: F10, F14, F17, F47

information can be presented through

INTRODUCTION

long-distance relationships and those

The emergence of the digital era
in

international

opportunities

trade

in

opens

the

who

new

process

want

to

make

transactions

do not have to face to face but

of

developing a country. Trade in the

enough

through

computer

digital era can support the achievement

telecommunications equipment.

and

of the United Nations Sustainable

Digitalization in trade has also

Development Goals (SDGs) and can

changed some of the services that

increase

prosperity

cannot be traded into tradeable. Digital

throughout the world (Godoy & Heal,

flows make cross-border buyers and

2016).

digital

sellers of goods and services easier.

technology will form a global trade and

The existence of digitalization can

investment,

of

reduce marginal production costs and

technology has driven rapid business

transaction costs related to shipping

growth,

constraints. Godoy and Heal (2016),

economic
The

existence
where

because

the
a

of

use
variety

of

37

explained that the ability in the process

as a foundation that benefits all people

of buying and selling through online

and

markets can help developing countries

demand, increase inter-regional trade,

overcome high trade costs due to

and provide opportunities for economic

limited

diversification. Therefore, it needs to be

slow

transportation
customs

infrastructure,

procedures

and

aims

to

encourage

domestic

controlled through improving the quality

far

of

geographical distances.

digital

infrastructure

and

an

education system that is suitable for the

In addition, countries that have

future.

digital infrastructure and regulations
that apply appropriately will get the

The existence of a industry era

most out of the new digital era, namely

4.0 makes Indonesia focus on five

the positive impact on economic and

leading industrial sectors, namely (1)

social development. Trade in the digital

the food and beverage industry, (2)

era can also be a force in inclusive

textiles and clothing, (3) automotive, (4)

growth

Medium

chemistry, and (5) electronics. The five

Enterprises (SMEs) where businesses

industrial sectors contribute greatly to

can more easily integrate into global

GDP and have value added and

markets which can certainly boost

international competitiveness. This is

economic growth (ADB, 2015). This is

consistent with data from the Badan

in accordance with the explanation of

Pusat Statistik (BPS) which shows that

Sayekti (2018) that future models of

in 2017 the contribution of the digital

economic

market to Indonesia's Gross Domestic

in

Small

growth

and

will

depend

on

Product

various technological innovations.

(GDP)

increased

by

4%

compared to 2016 at 3.61% and in

The Managing Director of the
(IMF),

2018 it is estimated to reach 10

Christine Lagarde, said that Indonesia's

percent. Thus, this study aims to

digital economic potential is very large

analyze the export opportunities of

because there are 1,700 pioneering

Indonesia's

businesses that are developing in the

sectors in the digital era. Section two of

country.

must

this paper discusses the methods used

ensure that it is not only promotes

and the section three contains the

productivity and growth, but also serves

results and discussion. Conclusions

International Monetary Fund

This

new

economy

38

five

leading

industry

The latest version of the GTAP

and policy recommendations are at the

database is version 9 with three basic

end.

years, 2004, 2007 and 2011. This
METHODS

version represents the world economy

Data

from
Project

(GTAP)

regions

comprising

120

countries (representing 98% of world

This study uses the Global Trade
Analysis

140

GDP

Database

and

92%

of

the

world's

version 9A to analyze the export

population) and 20 regions which is

opportunities of five industries which

largely a smaller economic aggregation

are the priorities of the Indonesian

(Aguiar et al., 2016).
Then, all economic activities in

government in the digital era.
Global

Trade

Analysis

each

Project

region

are

recorded

in
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economic commodities based on the

(GTAP)
GTAP model is a CGE model

classification of the United Nations

developed by the Center for Global

Central Product Classification (CPC)

Trade

and International Standard Industrial

Analysis,

Perdue

University,

United States. The GTAP database

Classification

comes from input-output tables, macro

economic commodities represent 14

data, trade, protection available in each

agricultural

country. Then, the Center for Global

forestry

Trade Analysis summarizes these data

extraction

into a database that can be used

processing

globally. So that the database contains

manufacturing commodities, 3 utility

an annual flow of goods and services

distribution commodities, construction,

for

wholesale

the

entire

world

economy

(ISIC).
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commodities

and

fisheries),

these

(including
4

commodities,

mineral
8

commodities,

and

retail

trade,

food
16

3

trade,

transportation commodities, 6 service

transportation and protection matrix

commodities, and residence. Then, the

that connects the database of each

GTAP

country or regional economy and is

endowment factors for each region into

updated regularly (Walmsley, Aguiar &

5 categories: 1) officials and managers,

Narayanan, 2012).

(2)

which

consists

of

bilateral

database

technicians,

service/shop
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distinguishes

(3)

workers,

clerks,

(4)

and

(5)

agricultural

and

unskilled

trade costs. But the shock of trade

workers

(Aguiar et al., 2016).

costs

that

are

directly

related

to

Aggregation

technological growth is not explicitly

Of the 140 regions contained in

available in the database. How to

the GTAP database, Indonesia and 16

introduce the shock and analyze the

Indonesian trading partner countries

possible

are mapped in mapping 1-1, while other

According to Hertel et al (2001), the

countries are mapped into the Rest-of-

approach was taken is the "effective

the-world (ROW) category so that the

price" of commodities i in countries

total region becomes 18 regions (see

imported from countries r (PMS * irs).

Appendix
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This approach is also related to the

commodities on the GTAP database

observed price of PMS, where PMS * =

are mapped into 5 categories, namely

PMS/AMS.

industry

and

coefficient here is unknown and equals

automotive,

1 in the initial balance. So that the

chemical, food and beverage. The rest

change in value captures the impact of

of the other commodities are mapped

technological

into the others category, so the total

costs on import prices from certain

becomes 6 categories (see Appendix

exporters. For example, an increase in

2). Then, the production factors were

AMS will reduce the effective price of

aggregated into "Land", "Skilled Labor",

domestic goods in countries imported

"Unskilled

and

from countries r. That is, this is

"Natural Resources" categories. Land

beneficial for the country because the

and natural resources are determined

commodity prices in the country are

to

between

cheaper so exports will increase. Then

commodities. Whereas "Skilled Labor",

in order for the data set to be balanced,

"Unskilled

it is necessary to adjust the quantity, so

1).

Furthermore,

products

foodware,

have

of

electronics,

Labor",

limited

textile

"Capital"

mobility

Labor",

"Capital"

have

impact

on

The

growth

trade

AMS

flows?

technical

through

trade

unlimited mobility (see Appendix 3).

that the effective quantity of the export

Scenarios

associated with AMS is obtained where
the

QXS * = QXS . AMS. That is, an

to

increase in AMS will increase the

international trade, which can reduce

quantity of goods exported to countries

Technological
digital

era

can

growth
be

in

beneficial
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from countries r. Therefore, the product

of import demand, for example, one

of the observed price and quantity is

percent of the shock to the amsirs will

the same as the product of effective

reduce the effective price of imports of

price and quantity.

goods from exporter r imported into the

Furthermore, Hertel et al (2010)

country s, thus encouraging substitution

explained that when this theory is

of these exporters and away from other

incorporated into the GTAP model, it

exporters, as governed by substitution

will be obtained:

elasticity: σim. However, the second

Import Demand Equation

effect in the same equation works in the

qxsirs = -amsirs + qimis - σim . [pmsirs –

opposite direction, because effective

amsirs – pimis] ………………….……….….(1)

quantity of goods also increases, less is
needed to meet the needs of importers.

Composite Import Price Equation

Then, from the combined import price

pimis = ∑𝑘 𝛳iks . [pmsiks – amsiks] …..(2)

equation, we can see that one percent
shock against amsirs will reduce the

Note:
σim

average import price, thus encouraging

: elasticity of substitution

the expansion of imports.

among imports of i

To analyze export opportunities

qxsirs : percentage change in

from

bilateral exports of i from r to s

the

five

leading

Indonesian

industrial sectors in the digital era, this

qimis : percentage change in total

study uses the shock of technological

imports of i into s

change represented through amsirs of

pmsirs : percentage change in price of

5%, 10% and 15%.

imports of i from r in s
pimis : percentage change in

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

average import price of i in s

Table 1 shows that when there

amsirs : percentage change in

was a technology growth of 5% in

effective price of i from r in s

Indonesia, the textile industry export

due to change in unobserved

aggregate experienced an increase of

trade costs

9.8%, the electronics industry by 8.4%,

From equations (1) and (2) we

the automotive industry by 1.17%, the

can see that shock amsirs has three

chemical industry by 2.67% and other

different effects. First, from the equality
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industries by 0.86%. Whereas the food

to all ASEAN countries and trading

beverage industry decreased by 0.9%.

partner

The same thing applies if technology

technological growth in Indonesia. In

grows by 10% and 15%. In the food

the food industry, only export sales to

and beverage industry, the decline in

Korea experienced an increase of 0.15

export aggregates is caused by low

percent,

levels

labor

experienced a decline. One of the

productivity, even though in the digital

causes is protectionism policy in the

era as it is currently needed workers

destination country which will cause

who are competent and have special

margins to become depleted due to the

qualifications. This is partly due to the

import

large number of food and beverage

Indonesian food and beverage industry

industry players, especially in Small

is less competitive with other countries.

and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) who

In Appendix 4, it was also seen that

have

about

other industrial export sales which

technological changes. In addition, poor

experienced a decline only in Australia,

productivity in the agricultural sector

Malaysia,

can also affect the development of the

Netherlands, the rest experienced an

level of exports and imports of the food

increase (see Appendix 4).

of

not

competency

been

and

educated

and beverage industry in Indonesia.

countries

while

duty

in

line

other

applied.

Furthermore,

countries

So

Singapore,

the

with

that

USA

the

and

aggregate

Table 1. Aggregates of Indonesia's

import of all Indonesian industries has

Leading Industrial

increased if technology grows both by

Commodities Exports

5%,

10%

and

15%.

When

the

technology grew by 5%, the textile

Industry

5%

10%

15%

Textile

9.81

20.18

31.11

Electronic

8.49

17.29

26.38

Automotive

1.17

2.35

3.52

by 11.21%, the electronics industry by

Chemistry
2.67
5.42
8.23
Food and
-0.90
-1.71
-2.44
Beverage
Others
0.87
1.67
2.41
Source: data processed by GTAP (2018)

5.27%, the automotive industry by

industry's import aggregate increased

7.76%, the chemical industry by 9.65%,
the food industry by 10.13% and other
industries by 9.79%. The same thing

Then, export sales of the textile,

applies if technology grows by 10% and

electronic, automotive and chemical

15% (see Table 2).

industries in Indonesia have increased
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infrastructure

Table 2. Aggregates of Indonesia's
Leading Industrial
Commodities Import
Industry

and

regulations

that

apply appropriately will get maximum
results from the digital era, namely the

5%

10%

15%

Textile

11.21

23.04

35.47

Electronic

5.27

10.37

15.31

Automotive

7.76

15.54

23.34

social

Chemistry

9.65

19.50

29.52

Indonesian government is developing a

10.13

20.63

31.50

roadmap industry 4.0 that focuses on 5

9.79
19.94
30.44
Source: data processed by GTAP (2018)

leading industry sectors, namely the

Food and
Beverage
Others

positive

opportunities

textile, automotive, chemical, food and

Therefore,

the

of

the

five

industrial

sectors in the digital era, using GTAP

other industries is greater than the

models with the shock of technology

aggregate of exports, except for the

growth of 5%, 10% and 15%. The

electronics industry. This is because
are

and

This study aims to analyze the export

concluded that the import aggregate of

exports

development.

economic

automotive, chemicals and electronics.

aggregate in Table 1, it can be

Indonesian

on

food and beverage industry, textiles,

When compared with the export

most

impact

results

still

of

this

Indonesia's

fulfilling orders, not struggle. So that

study

export

found

that

aggregates

experienced an increase except in the

Indonesia's export products are still not

food and beverage industry. While

maximal towards export products that

import

are highly competitive.

aggregates

have

increased

throughout the industry. Then, export
sales

of

the

textile,

electronic,

CONCLUSION AND POLICY

automotive and chemical industries in

RECOMMENDATION

Indonesia have increased to all ASEAN

Digitalization in trade can turn

countries and trading partner countries

something that cannot be traded into a

in line with technological growth in

tradable.

trade

Indonesia. In the food industry, only

digitalization can also help countries

export sales to Korea experienced an

overcome high trade costs, so that

increase. Whereas in other countries

countries

experienced a decline.

The

existence

which

have

of

digital
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The policies suggested by the

10. Ensure availability of raw material

author are:

supply

1. Ensuring

the

availability

telecommunications

of

11. Increasing the quality of human

utilization

resources

through regulation

capable of

mastering

digital technology and integrating

2. Increase investment

internet

use

3. Developing innovations in export

education.

through

vocational

products by applying world-class
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Appendix 1. Mapping of Regional Aggregation
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Code
AUS
USA
CHN
JPN
KOR
BRN
KHM
IDN
LAO
MYS
PHL
SGP
THA
VNM
XSE
IND
NLD
ROW

Description
Australia
United States
China
Japan
South Korea
Brunei Darussalam
Cambodia
Indonesia
Laos
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Vietnam
Rest of Southeast Asia
India
Netherlands
Rest of Oceania; Hong Kong, Special Administrative Region of China; Mongolia;
Taiwan; Rest of East Asia; Bangladesh; Nepal; Pakistan; Sri Lanka; Rest of South Asia;
Canada; United States of America; Mexico; Rest of North America; Argentina; Bolivia;
Brazil; Chile; Colombia; Ecuador; Paraguay; Peru; Uruguay; Venezuela (Bolivarian
Republic of); Rest of South America; Costa Rica; Guatemala; Honduras; Nicaragua;
Panama; El Salvador; Rest of Central America; Dominican Republic; Jamaica; Puerto
Rico; Trinidad and Tobago; Caribbean; Austria; Belgium; Cyprus; Czech Republic;
Denmark; Estonia; Finland; France; Germany; Greece; Hungary; Ireland; Italy; Latvia;
Lithuania; Luxembourg; Malta; Netherlands; Poland; Portugal; Slovakia; Slovenia;
Spain; Sweden; United Kingdom; Switzerland; Norway; Rest of EFTA; Albania;
Bulgaria; Belarus; Croatia; Romania; Russian Federation; Ukraine; Rest of Eastern
Europe; Rest of Europe; Kazakhstan; Kyrgyzstan; Rest of Former Soviet Union;
Armenia; Azerbaijan; Georgia; Bahrain; Iran; Israel; Jordan; Kuwait; Oman; Qatar;
Saudi Arabia; Turkey; United Arab Emirates; Rest of Western Asia; Egypt; Morocco;
Tunisia; Rest of North Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Cote dIvoire; Ghana;
Guinea; Nigeria; Senegal; Togo; Central Africa; Rest of Western Africa; South Central
Africa; Ethiopia; Kenya; Madagascar; Malawi; Mauritius; Mozambique; Rwanda;
Tanzania; Uganda; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Rest of Eastern Africa ; Botswana; Namibia;
South Africa; Rest of South African Customs Union ; Rest of the World
Source: www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu (2018)
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Appendix 2. Mapping of Commodity Aggregation
No
1.

Industry
Textile

GTAP Code
wol
tex
wap
lea

2.

Electronic

ele
ome

3.

Automotive

mvh
otn

4.

Chemistry

crp

5.

Food and
Beverages

oap

rmk
cmt

omt

mil
pcr
sgr
ofd

6.

Others

b_t
pdr
wht
gro
v_f

Description
Wool: wool, silk, and other raw animal materials used in textile
Textiles: textiles and man-made fibres
Wearing Apparel: Clothing, dressing and dyeing of fur
Leather: tanning and dressing of leather; luggage, handbags,
saddlery, harness and footwear
Electronic Equipment: office, accounting and computing machinery,
radio, television and communication equipment and apparatus
Other Machinery & Equipment: electrical machinery and apparatus
n.e.c., medical, precision and optical instruments, watches and
clocks
Motor Motor vehicles and parts: cars, lorries, trailers and semitrailers
Other Transport Equipment: Manufacture of other transport
equipment
Chemical Rubber Products: basic chemicals, other chemical
products, rubber and plastics products
Other Animal Products: swine, poultry and other live animals; eggs,
in shell (fresh or cooked), natural honey, snails (fresh or preserved)
except sea snails; frogs' legs, edible products of animal origin
n.e.c., hides, skins and furskins, raw , insect waxes and spermaceti,
whether or not refined or coloured
Raw milk
Cattle Meat: fresh or chilled meat and edible offal of cattle, sheep,
goats, horses, asses, mules, and hinnies. raw fats or grease from
any animal or bird.
Other Meat: pig meat and offal. preserves and preparations of
meat, meat offal or blood, flours, meals and pellets of meat or
inedible meat offal; greaves
Milk: dairy products
Processed Rice: rice, semi- or wholly milled
Sugar
Other Food: prepared and preserved fish or vegetables, fruit juices
and vegetable juices, prepared and preserved fruit and nuts, all
cereal flours, groats, meal and pellets of wheat, cereal groats, meal
and pellets n.e.c., other cereal grain products (including corn
flakes), other vegetable flours and meals, mixes and doughs for the
preparation of bakers' wares, starches and starch products; sugars
and sugar syrups n.e.c., preparations used in animal feeding,
bakery products, cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery,
macaroni, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous products,
food products n.e.c.
Beverages and Tobacco products
Paddy Rice: rice, husked and unhusked
Wheat: wheat and meslin
Other Grains: maize (corn), barley, rye, oats, other cereals
Veg & Fruit: vegetables, fruitvegetables, fruit and nuts, potatoes,
cassava, truffles,
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osd
c_b
pfb
ocr

ctl
frs
fsh

coa
oil

gas

omn
vol

lum
p_c
nmm
i_s
nfm
fmp

Oil Seeds: oil seeds and oleaginous fruit; soy beans, copra
Cane & Beet: sugar cane and sugar beet
Plant Fibres: cotton, flax, hemp, sisal and other raw vegetable
materials used in textiles
Other Crops: live plants; cut flowers and flower buds; flower seeds
and fruit seeds; vegetable seeds, beverage and spice crops,
unmanufactured tobacco, cereal straw and husks, unprepared,
whether or not chopped, ground, pressed or in the form of pellets;
swedes, mangolds, fodder roots, hay, lucerne (alfalfa), clover,
sainfoin, forage kale, lupines, vetches and similar forage products,
whether or not in the form of pellets, plants and parts of plants used
primarily in perfumery, in pharmacy, or for insecticidal, fungicidal or
similar purposes, sugar beet seed and seeds of forage plants, other
raw vegetable materials
Cattle: cattle, sheep, goats, horses, asses, mules, and hinnies; and
semen thereof
Forestry: forestry, logging and related service activities
Fishing: hunting, trapping and game propagation including related
service activities, fishing, fish farms; service activities incidental to
fishing
Coal: mining and agglomeration of hard coal, lignite and peat
Oil: extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas (part), service
activities incidental to oil and gas extraction excluding surveying
(part)
Gas: extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas (part), service
activities incidental to oil and gas extraction excluding surveying
(part)
Other Mining: mining of metal ores, uranium, gems. other mining
and quarrying
Vegetable Oils: crude and refined oils of soya-bean, maize
(corn),olive, sesame, ground-nut, olive, sunflower-seed, safflower,
cotton-seed, rape, colza and canola, mustard, coconut palm, palm
kernel, castor, tung jojoba, babassu and linseed, perhaps partly or
wholly hydrogenated,inter-esterified, re-esterified or elaidinised.
Also margarine and similar preparations, animal or vegetable
waxes, fats and oils and their fractions, cotton linters, oil-cake and
other solid residues resulting from the extraction of vegetable fats
or oils; flours and meals of oil seeds or oleaginous fruits, except
those of mustard; degras and other residues resulting from the
treatment of fatty substances or animal or vegetable waxes.
Lumber: wood and products of wood and cork, except furniture;
articles of straw and plaiting materials
Petroleum & Coke: coke oven products, refined petroleum
products, processing of nuclear fuel
Non-Metallic Minerals: cement, plaster, lime, gravel, concrete
Iron & Steel: basic production and casting
Non-Ferrous Metals: production and casting of copper, aluminium,
zinc, lead, gold, and silver
Fabricated Metal Products: Sheet metal products, but not
machinery and equipment
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omf
ely
gdt

Other Manufacturing: includes recycling
Electricity: production, collection and distribution
Gas Distribution: distribution of gaseous fuels through mains; steam
and hot water supply
wtr
Water: collection, purification and distribution
cns
Construction: building houses factories offices and roads
trd
Trade: all retail sales; wholesale trade and commission trade;
hotels and restaurants; repairs of motor vehicles and personal and
household goods; retail sale of automotive fuel
otp
Other Transport: road, rail ; pipelines, auxiliary transport activities;
travel agencies
wtp
Water transport
atp
Air transport
cmn
Communications: post and telecommunications
ofi
Other Financial Intermediation: includes auxiliary activities but not
insurance and pension funding (see next)
isr
Insurance: includes pension funding, except compulsory social
security
obs
Other Business Services: real estate, renting and business
activities
ros
Recreation & Other Services: recreational, cultural and sporting
activities, other service activities; private households with employed
persons (servants)
osg
Other Services (Government): public administration and defense;
compulsory social security, education, health and social work,
sewage and refuse disposal, sanitation and similar activities,
activities of membership organizations n.e.c., extra-territorial
organizations and bodies
dwe
Dwellings: ownership of dwellings (imputed rents of houses
occupied by owners)
ppp
Paper & Paper Products: includes publishing, printing and
reproduction of recorded media
Source: www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu (2018)

Appendix 3. Mapping of Production Factors Aggregation
Factor of Production

Aggregation Group

Land

“Land”

Technicians, Associates,
Professionals Officials and Managers
Agricultural and Unskilled
Clerks
Service / Shop workers
Capital

Skilled Labor
“SkLabor”
Unskilled Labor
“UnSkLabor”

“Capital”
Natural Resources
Natural Resources
“NatRes”
Source: www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu (2018)
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Factor Mobility
Sluggish
(𝐸𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐸 = −1)
Mobile
Mobile
Mobile
Sluggish
(𝐸𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐸 = −1)
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20.68

21.16

20.58

20.69

19.70

21.34

19.84

19.79

20.82

18.50

20.28

21.01

20.65

21.00

19.45

20.34

20.71

10.03

10.25

9.99

10.05

9.60

10.35

9.65

9.65

10.11

9.06

9.86

10.20

10.03

10.18

9.48

9.87

10.04

aus

chn

jpn

kor

brn

khm

lao

mys

phl

sgp

tha

vnm

xse

ind

usa

nld

row

31.99

31.42

29.91

32.46

31.86

32.43

31.24

28.27

32.12

30.38

30.56

32.95

30.28

31.91

31.74

32.71

31.94

15%

8.62

8.35

8.39

8.57

8.74

8.94

8.71

8.09

8.60

8.77

9.12

9.35

8.73

8.64

8.64

8.40

8.76

5%

Source: data processed by GTAP (2018)

10%

Textile

5%

Country

17.58

17.03

17.10

17.48

17.83

18.23

17.76

16.39

17.51

17.87

18.64

19.09

17.77

17.62

17.61

17.13

17.88

10%

Electronic

26.86

26.00

26.11

26.70

27.24

27.87

27.11

24.86

26.72

27.29

28.53

29.18

27.09

26.92

26.88

26.17

27.31

15%

0.98

1.23

1.33

2.73

0.93

1.21

1.09

1.70

1.08

0.83

1.51

0.63

1.66

0.51

1.32

0.91

2.37

5%

1.98

2.47

2.66

5.40

1.88

2.42

2.18

3.39

2.15

1.67

3.02

1.31

3.31

1.07

2.64

1.84

4.70

10%

Automotive
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2.98

3.69

3.97

7.99

2.84

3.62

3.26

5.07

3.18

2.52

4.50

2.01

4.94

1.67

3.94

2.77

6.96

15%

2.65

2.76

2.34

2.78

3.04

3.09

2.60

2.69

2.74

3.34

2.52

3.05

2.97

2.80

2.53

2.76

3.23

5%

5.39

5.60

4.76

5.62

6.11

6.23

5.28

5.45

5.51

6.73

5.15

6.15

6.01

5.67

5.14

5.58

6.51

10%

Chemistry

8.19

8.51

7.26

8.52

9.18

9.41

8.03

8.26

8.32

10.16

7.88

9.31

9.10

8.59

7.80

8.47

9.86

15%

-0.81

-0.97

-1.21

-0.32

-0.46

-0.14

-0.75

-0.87

-0.58

-0.58

-1.48

-1.86

-0.32

0.15

-1.06

-0.67

-0.88

5%

-1.55

-1.85

-2.31

-0.61

-0.86

-0.25

-1.40

-1.64

-1.11

-1.09

-2.80

-3.57

-0.61

0.29

-2.02

-1.28

-1.68

10%

-2.21

-2.64

-3.30

-0.87

-1.22

-0.33

-1.98

-2.33

-1.59

-1.55

-3.98

-5.13

-0.86

0.44

-2.89

-1.84

-2.39

15%

Food and Beverage

0.17

-0.55

-0.39

3.07

0.03

0.13

0.38

-0.40

4.60

-0.04

0.36

0.25

0.34

1.51

0.74

1.83

-0.93

5%

0.32

-1.06

-0.76

5.94

0.05

0.26

0.73

-0.75

8.99

-0.10

0.70

0.47

0.66

2.91

1.40

3.52

-1.78

10%

Others

0.44

-1.54

-1.11

8.64

0.06

0.37

1.04

-1.07

13.16

-0.17

1.01

0.67

0.95

4.19

1.99

5.08

-2.57

15%
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ANALYSIS OF INDONESIAN NATURAL RUBBER EXPORT USING
ROBUST S-ESTIMATOR FOR FIXED EFFECTS PANEL DATA MODEL
Alfada Maghfiri Firdani1, Siskarossa Ika Oktora2
Politeknik Statistika Sekolah Tinggi Ilmu Statistik, Jalan Otto Iskandardinata No. 64C,
Jakarta Timur, 13330, Indonesia
Email: 114.7968@stis.ac.id; 2siskarossa@stis.ac.id

Abstract
Indonesia is the second largest producer and exporter of natural rubber in the world after
Thailand. In recent years, world’s demand for natural rubber has been increasing because the
automotive industry in the world has increased so that natural rubber exports in Indonesia also
increased. This study aims to determine the development of Indonesian exports natural rubber
to five largest importer countries, which are the United States, Japan, China, South Korea,
and India. The method used in this research is robust S-estimator regression. Based on the
fixed effect model using robust S-Estimator regression, real GDP is significantly positive effect
while the economic distance is significantly negative effect to export volume of Indonesian
natural rubber. The recommendations for the government are making an improvement for
producing TSNR SIR natural rubber and changing the export of primary forms into semifinished or finished natural rubber products, so more value added will be gained. The ecommerce application system should be developed for natural rubber farmers in upstream
and downstream industries. This application should provide facilities to distribute natural
rubber products without intermediaries from the seller to the buyer, so it will cut the long chain
of sales.
Keywords: International Trade, Natural Rubber, Robust Regression, S-Estimator
JEL Classification: C230, F1, Q17

economics activity in Indonesia. Those

INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is one of agricultural

sectors are the third largest contributors

country in the world and most of

of GDP after manufacturing industry

Indonesian citizens work in agricultural

sector and the wholesale and retail trade

sector. Data from Badan Pusat Statistik

sector, exclude cars and motorbikes.

(BPS) (2016) shows that 32.99 million

Data from BPS (2012) shows that

ha of agricultural land in Indonesia were

agricultural,

ready to plant. BPS (2017) also shows

fishery contribute to GDP by 12.68

that 35.9 million or about 29.68 percent

percent.

forestry,

hunting,

and

15 years above of Indonesian citizens

Agricultural, farming, hunting, and

worked in the agricultural, plantation,

agricultural services subsectors are

forestry, and fishery sector.

important subsectors in agricultural,
forestry,

Agricultural, plantation, forestry,

and

agricultural,

and fishery are important sectors for
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fishery
forestry,

sectors.
and

In

fishery

sectors, the largest share is contributed

especially in the largest automotive

by agricultural, farming, hunting, and

country, such as United States, Japan,

agricultural services subsectors. Data

China, South Korea, and India. Rubber

from BPS (2017) shows that 77,4

is raw materials for producing tire in

percent total GDP from agricultural,

automotive industry. Budiman (2004)

forestry,

are

suggested that world demand of natural

contributed by agricultural, farming,

rubber and synthetic rubber will continue

hunting,

to increase due to the development of

and

fishery

and

sectors

agricultural

services

the automotive and tire industries.

subsectors.

Export priority in Indonesia has

Plantation crops sub-sub sectors
important

sectors from

been started since 1983 (Basri, 2002).

farming,

hunting,

and

According to Dumairy (1996), since

subsector.

On

1998, main source of foreign exchange

hunting,

and

earnings rests on non-oil and gas export

agricultural services subsectors, the

revenues. To fulfill the world demand,

largest contributor is plantation crops.

Indonesia has been exporting rubber to

And 38,06 percent from total GDP of

automotive industry countries, such as

agricultural,

farming,

hunting,

and

United States, Japan, China, South

agricultural

services

subsector

is

Korea and India. Data from BPS (2017),

is one

of

agricultural,
agricultural

services

agricultural,

farming,

contributed by plantation crops.
The

largest

plantation

around 83.42 percent of the total
crops

Indonesian

rubber

production

is

production in Indonesia are palm oil,

exported abroad, the rest is used to fulfill

sugar

domestic needs.

cane,

Meanwhile,

coconut,
rubber

and

rubber.

production

in

World rubber production is divided

Indonesia is the fourth largest from the

into two types, natural rubber and

other crops, but the rubber export is the

synthetic rubber. World synthetic rubber

second largest. Thus, the rubber export

production is more than natural rubber.

in one of the largest contributor on

Even that, the utility of natural rubber

Indonesian economies.

cannot be replaced with synthetic rubber

The world demand of rubber is

because natural rubber is needed as a

getting improve because the growth of

raw material for tire manufacturing in the

automotive industry is more increasing,

automotive industry. Currently around
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70 percent of the world's natural rubber

and

production is used to make tires while

exchange rate against the importing

the rest is used as raw material in other

country. According to Batiz Fransisco

products.

and Luis A. Reivera Batiz (1994), the

The five largest natural rubber

the

real

Indonesian

currency

higher real income of the importing

producing and exporting countries in the

country,

the

higher

world are the regions that have a tropical

Indonesian

climate. Based on data from the BPS

increase of real rupiah exchange rate

(2017), the five largest natural rubber

against

producing countries in the world are

decrease Indonesian export. This is

Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, India and

because

Malaysia. The world's largest rubber

exchange

producing countries are also the world's

currencies to be cheaper so that they

largest natural rubber exporters.

tend to import rather than export.

exports.

the

demand

for

However,

the

importing

the

increase

rate

country
of

causes

will

rupiah
foreign

BPS (2016) states that Indonesian

Robust regression S-Estimator is

natural rubber export volume since 2013

an analysis method used when there are

has continued to decline even though in

outliers in a continuous data and has a

every year, natural rubber production in

high breakdown point up to 50 percent.

Indonesia has increased. Data from the

The existence of outliers cannot be

trade map in 2016 states that the

immediately removed from observation.

increase of Indonesian natural rubber

Draper and Smith (1992) state that

export volume to Japan, China, South

outliers can provide unusual information

Korea and India in 2016 each was 6.2

by other data points. This is because

million tons, 13.43 million tons, 6.45

outliers arise from a combination of

million tons, and 26.35 million tons.

unusual circumstances which may be

Thus the demand of Japan, China,

very important for further investigation.

South Korea and India to Indonesian
natural rubber remained high, although

LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Zhang, et al. (2017),

Indonesian natural rubber total export

factors influencing China's iron exports

volume continued to decline in 2013.

to

Indonesian export is affected by

destination

resources,

the real income of the importing country
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countries are

trade

openness,

GDP,
port

development

levels,

polical

Korea and India) and 17 of time series

risk,

units. Data used in this research are:

exchange rates, electricity consumption,

1. Real

and transportation systems. Research

Gross

Domestic

Product

conducted by Zhang, et al. (2017) states

(GDP) of importer countries from

that using the gravity model method

The World Bank
2. Economic distance, the formula is

shows that the factors influencing
China's LNG exports are importer’s

𝐸𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑡 =

GDP, importer's natural gas production,

refers

gas import prices, the proportion of the
consumption

of

gas

in

exporter
Distance

county
data

is
from

http://distancefromto.net/.
3. Real

in his research on natural rubber exports

Effective

Exchange

Rate

(REER), the formula is

stated that the factors that affect
rubber

, where i

generated

and political risk. Mirawati, et al. (2016)

natural

to

(Indonesia).

the

importing country, distance, language

Indonesian

𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑗𝑡

refers to importer countries, and j

importer's gas pipeline volume, natural
main

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑗 𝑥 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑖𝑡

(𝐶𝑈𝑅 /𝐶𝑈𝑅 )

REERt = ∏[(𝐶𝑈𝑅 𝑖𝑡/𝐶𝑈𝑅𝑗𝑡 )]𝑤𝑡 x [

exports

𝑖0

𝑗0

(𝑃𝑗 /𝑃𝑖 )𝑡 𝑤
] 𝑖

(𝑃𝑗 /𝑃𝑖 )0

include population and exchange rates.

where CUR is currency, P is

Bramati & Croux (2002) in their research

consumers price index, and w is

using the robust fixed effects panel data

weight. Weight (w) that used to

method by comparing WGM-Estimator

calculate REER is based on the

and WMS-Estimator. Based on the

proportion of the value of exports

description above, the research aims to

and imports from the importer

study the development of Indonesian

country to the exporting country.

natural

Currency is from the International

rubber

determinant

of

exports

and

Indonesian

the

Monetary

natural

Fund

(IMF),

and

rubber exports to the five largest

consumers price index is from The

importers of Indonesian natural rubber.

World Bank.
4. Population of importing countries
from The World Bank.

METHODS
This research using panel data

5. Indonesian natural rubber export

analysis with 5 cross-sectional units

volume with HS codes 4001 from

(United States, Japan, China, South

The World Bank.
.
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In the equation, the solution can

ROBUST S-ESTIMATOR
Robust regression can be used if

be found by finding the derivative of β so

there are outliers in the data. Outliers

that

make OLS estimation producing bias

obtained:

conclusions. Therefore, we can use

𝛽̂𝑆 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜌′(

robust regression as the alternative

̂𝑆
𝜕𝛽

method.

𝜕𝛽

According to Chen (2002), there
are

the following

five

parameter

results can

𝑦𝑖 −∑𝑘
𝑗=0 𝑥𝑖𝑗 𝛽

= ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗 𝜓(

𝑠

be

) = 0 , j = 0, … k

𝑦𝑖 −∑𝑘
𝑗=0 𝑥𝑖𝑗 𝛽
𝑠

) = 0, j = 0, … k

(2)

estimation

Tukey (1977) states that ψ is

procedures in robust regression, one of

called the function of influence which is

which is S-Estimator. S-Estimator can

a derivative of ρ (ρ '= ψ), so that the

be used to analyze the presence of bad

derivative of the function ρ is:

observation in the data so the method

𝑢

can be used to distinguish the existence

ρ’ (ui) ={

of bad leverage points and good

𝑢𝑖 (1 − ( 𝑐𝑖 )2 )2

, |𝑢𝑖 | ≤ 𝑐

0

, |𝑢𝑖 | > 𝑐

leverage points. S-Estimator is an

In Eq. (2) it can be solved through

estimator that has a high breakdown

the Weighted Ordinary Least Square

point, which can be used to estimate the

method (Weighted OLS) which is done

standard deviation of residual (s) (Chen,

iteratively so that it is called the Iterative

2002). High breakdown point is a

Reweighted Least Square (IRLS). The

general measure of proportion of an

initial portion used by the S-Estimator is

outlier data that can be handled before

the rest obtained from M-Estimator.
Furthermore, it is said that IRLS is

the observation affects the prediction

an estimation process that is used

model. The form of S-Estimator is:

through weighted OLS methods and

𝛽̂𝑆 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝛽 𝑠(𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , … , 𝑟𝑛 )

then carried out by calculating the new

According to Salibian & Yohai

residual and weighting w(ui) and carried

(2006), the minimum robust (𝑠) scale

out

estimator value, following this equation:

convergent conditions. Convergence is

repeatedly

until

it

reaches

achieved if the absolute number of

𝑘

𝑦𝑖 −∑𝑗=0 𝑥𝑖𝑗 𝛽
𝛽̂𝑆 = min ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜌 (
)
𝑠

changes is made ∑𝑛𝑖=1|𝜀𝑖:𝑚 |, from the last

(1)

iteration to the next iteration is less than
0.01 (Salibian & Yohai, 2006).
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So that the formula wi which is

f. Calculate the parameter 𝛽̂𝑆 by the

weighting of IRLS function is:
𝑤𝑖 (𝑢𝑖 ) =

𝜓(𝑢𝑖 )
𝑢𝑖

𝑢
𝑢𝑖 (1−( 𝑖 )2 )2
𝑐

{

=

g. Repeat the steps from b to g to gain
converging 𝛽̂𝑆 values.

, |𝑢𝑖 | ≤ 𝑐

𝑢𝑖

h. Test the hypothesis to find out

, |𝑢𝑖 | > 𝑐

0

𝑢𝑖
[1 − ( )2 ]2
𝑤𝑖 (𝑢𝑖 ) = {
𝑐
0
with ui =

WLS method with the weight 𝑤𝑖

𝑟𝑖
𝑠

whether the independent variable

, |𝑢𝑖 | ≤ 𝑐

has a significant influence on the

, |𝑢𝑖 | > 𝑐

dependent variable.
The

and c = 1,547. The c

a

breakdown

point

of

S-Estimator

fixed

effects model for panel data is:

value is suggested at 1.547 in order to
get

robust

𝐸𝑋𝑃𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝐸𝐷𝑖𝑡

50%

+ 𝛽3 𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝑃𝑂𝑃𝑖𝑡

(Rousseeuw & Leory, 1987).

+ 𝜀𝑖𝑡

According Salibian and Yohai
(2006), the steps in determining the

where 𝐸𝑋𝑃𝑖𝑡 is Indonesian natural

robust S-Estimator regression are as

rubber export volume, 𝑃𝐷𝐵𝑖𝑡 is real GDP

follows:

of import countries, 𝐸𝐷𝑖𝑡 is economic

a. Calculates the 𝛽 parameter using

distance,

𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑡

is

real

effective

exchange rate, 𝑃𝑂𝑃𝑖𝑡 is population of

the OLS method
b. Calculate the residual value of ri = yi

import countries, 𝛼𝑖 is constant, 𝛽 is
slope, and 𝜀𝑖𝑡 is error terms.

– 𝑦̂𝑖
c. Calculate the value of 𝑠
𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛|𝑒𝑖 − 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑒𝑖 )|
, 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑖
0,6745

𝑠={

1
∑𝑛 𝑤 𝑒 2
𝑛𝐾 𝑖=1 𝑖 𝑖

√

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

=1

Indonesian

, 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑖 > 1

Rubber

Production

with K= 0,199
d. Calculate the value of ui =

From 2000 to 2016, Indonesia is

𝑟𝑖

the

𝑠

e. Calculate weighting

second

largest

natural

rubber

producer after Thailand. Natural rubber
productions in Thailand, Indonesia and

𝑤𝑖
𝑢𝑖 2 2
[1 − (
) ]
1,547
= {
0

Natural

, |𝑢𝑖 | ≤ 1,547

India tend to increase year by year.

, |𝑢𝑖 | > 1,547

Whereas in Malaysia the productions
tend to decrease.
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Figure 1. Natural Rubber Production in Five Largest Exporter Countries (000 tons)
Source: Food and Agricultural Organization (2018)

In 2009, there was a decline in

The global crisis caused the costs of

natural rubber production because of

natural rubber production became more

the global crisis. The decline happened

expensive,

in Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia.

decreasing of total production.

it

had

an

impact

of
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Figure 2. Natural Rubber Export Volume in 5 Largest Exporter Countries (000 tons)
Source: Trade Map (2018)
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export volume. It was because Thailand,

Indonesian Natural Rubber Export
the

Based on Figure 2, Indonesia is

Indonesia, and Malaysia as members of

second

The

largest

natural

rubber

International

Tripartite

Rubber

exporter in the world. Indonesian natural

Council (ITRC), did export restrictions in

rubber export volume from 2000 to 2016

2012 to 2016 to protect the natural

generally tends to increase. In 2007 was

rubber price which continued to decline.

the starting point for the decline of the

With this policy, it caused a decrease

natural rubber exports volume and 2009

not only for Indonesian natural rubber

is the peak of the decline that caused by

exports

the global crisis at 2008, where the total

and Malaysia. The highest natural

export volume was 1.9 million tons.

rubber export in Indonesia occurred in

volume

but

also

Thailand

2013, where total exports reached 3.7

Then in 2012 there was also a

million tons.

decline of Indonesian natural rubber

700
United States

600
500

Japan

400
China
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South Korea

200
100

India

0
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Figure 3. Natural Rubber Export Volume to 5 Largest Importer Countries (000 tons)
Source: Trade Map (2018)

Based on Figure 3, Indonesia

China, Japan, India and South Korea. In

exported natural rubber to five main

Japan and China, there were position

destination countries, United States,

changes in the period 2000-2009 and
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2009-2015.

In

2000-2009,

Indonesian natural rubber importer until

Japan

2013.

became Indonesian second largest
natural rubber importer after the United

Based on the figure in Appendix

States and China in the third position.

1, it can be concluded that Indonesia is

The

occurred

the largest exporter of TSNR SIR-type

throughout the world caused a decline in

natural rubber, while for RSS and latex

Indonesian export volume to the United

are dominated by Thailand. All of natural

States, Japan and South Korea.

rubber

global

crisis

that

However, after 2009, the United
States,

Japan

and

South

exported

by

Indonesia,

85

percent is natural rubber type SIR, the

Korea

rest is another type of natural rubber.

managed to rise from the effects caused

The existence of a deep gap in the

by the global crisis in 2008 so the

export of natural rubber of SIR type

volume of Indonesian natural rubber

between Indonesia and Thailand makes

exports to these countries rose further.

Indonesia

The global crisis that occurred

as

the

largest

exporter

country for natural rubber of SIR type in

throughout the world did not cause a

the world.

decrease in the volume of Indonesian

Panel Unit Root Test

natural rubber exports to China and

Based on Table 1. by using LLC

India. But after the global crisis in 2009,

test, we can conclude that all of

Indonesian

export

variables are not stationary in their level.

volume to China tended to decline. The

But all of variables are stationary after

decline in the volume of natural rubber

we do the transformation into first

exports to China did not change China's

difference form.

natural

rubber

position as the second largest of
Table 1. Unit Root Test (LLC Test)
Variable
Ln Export
Ln Real GDP
Ln Economic Distance
Ln REER
Ln Population

Prob.
0,184
0,977
0,098
0,103
0,960

Stationary Level
Level
First Difference
Note
Prob.
Note
Not stationary
0,000 Stationary
Not stationary
0,003 Stationary
Not stationary
0,005 Stationary
Not stationary
0,000 Stationary
Not stationary
0,007 Stationary
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Panel

Data

Regression

Model

Outlier
Based on the figure in Appendix 2

Estimation
Chow test

and Table 2, it can be concluded that

The Chow test hypothesis is :

there is a leverage point on observations

H0 : α1 = α2 = … = α𝑖 (Common Effect

35, 37, 82, 83, 84, and 85. The

Model)

observations

H1 : at least 1 α𝑖 ≠ α𝑗 for i ≠ j (Fixed Effect

horizontal axis (x-axis) and far from the

Model)

regression line.

The result of the Chow test show

are

located

on

the

Table 2. Outlier

that the p-value (0.000) is less then

Observation
35
37
82
83
84
85

alpha (0.005), then we can conclude
Fixed Effect Model is better than the
Common Effect Model.
Hausman test
The Hausman test hypothesis is:

E
-1,341
-1,516
-1,517
-1,760
-1,149
-1,197

Cook’s SD
0,142
0,151
0,142
0,217
0,101
0,152

Based on these characteristics, it

H0 : E(wit | Xit ) = 0 (Random Effect

can be concluded that there is a bad

Model)

leverage point on the data used.

H1 : E(wit | Xit ) ≠ 0 (Fixed Effect Model)

This condition makes the data

The results of the Hausman test

cannot be estimated using the OLS

show that the p-value (0.00) is less than

method. If the data is still estimated

alpha (0.05) so we can conclude that the

using the OLS method, it will affect the

Fixed Effect Model is better than the

bias

Random Effect Model.

intercept and the slopes. Therefore, the

Fixed Effect Model

estimation method used is S-Estimation.

The estimation result of Fixed Effect

Robust S-Estimator Fixed Effects

Model is:

Model Panel Data

estimation

of

OLS

both

the

Based on the normality test on

̂ 𝑖𝑡 = −0,446 +
∆𝑙𝑛𝐸𝑋𝑃

appendix 3, the results obtained the

4,543 ∆𝑙𝑛𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑖𝑡∗ − 0,740 ∆𝑙𝑛𝐸𝐷𝑖𝑡∗ −

abnormal distribution of errors. It is

0,045 ∆𝑙𝑛𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 41,20 ∆𝑙𝑛𝑃𝑂𝑃𝑖𝑡

because of the presence of outliers.

(3)

After detecting the outliers, it turns out

*significant at α = 5%

that in the data used there is a bad
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leverage point. Maronna & Yohai (2000)

countries is significant with negative

explained that M-Estimator is used for

sign, so that Indonesia will export more

categorical variables while S-Estimator

natural rubber to countries that have

is used for continuous variables.

closer distance to Indonesia.
REER has no significant effect

∗
̂ 𝑖𝑡 = −0,337 + 4,028∆𝑙𝑛𝑃𝐷𝐵𝑖𝑡
∆𝑙𝑛𝐸𝑋𝑃
−

and negative sign to Indonesian natural

0,433∆𝑙𝑛𝐸𝐷𝑖𝑡∗∗ − 0,022 ∆𝑙𝑛𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑖𝑡 +

rubber exports. This is in line with the

29,092 ∆𝑙𝑛𝑃𝑂𝑃𝑖𝑡 + 29,092 ∆𝑙𝑛𝑃𝑂𝑃𝑖𝑡

research of Hastuti & Meri (2011),

(4)

Claudia (2016), and Zhang (2017) which
estimated that REER had no significant

*significant on α = 5%
**significant on α = 10%

effect on Indonesian natural rubber

Real GDP of Indonesian natural

export volume. Although there was a

rubber importing countries is significant

change in the rupiah exchange rate

and has a positive correlation

to

against the currency of the importing

Indonesian natural rubber exports. This

country, the volume of Indonesian

is suitable with the theory by Mankiw

rubber exports did not significantly

(2006) which explained that when the

change. It is because the high needs of

GDP of a country increased, the

natural rubber for each importer as the

purchasing power of a country would

automotive industry countries These five

increase so that at the same time the

importing countries need a lot of natural

country's demand for an imported

rubber with TSNR SIR specifications

commodity increased. It caused the

that are produced in Indonesia.
Based on Eq. (4), the population

export volume of Indonesian natural

of Indonesian natural rubber importing

rubber increases.
the S-

countries is not significant but has a

Estimator fixed effect robust regression

positive sign to Indonesian natural

model (Eq.(4)) , it can be concluded that

rubber

if the growth of real GDP increases 1%,

Indonesian natural rubber exports by

Indonesian

importing countries is not affected by

In

the estimation of

natural

rubber

export

distance

The

demand

of

their large number of population. The

volume will increase 4.028 percent.
Economic

exports.

needs of Indonesian natural rubber by

from

importing

Indonesia to natural rubber importing
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countries,

especially

the

TSNR SIR is caused of the largest

(Technically Specified Rubber), almost

automotive

85 percent of them are natural rubber

producing

in

those

TSNR type SIR, it is necessary to

countries.

increase the production of SIR natural
CONCLUSION AND POLICY

rubber. World demands for natural

RECOMMENDATION

rubber types of SIR are very high. This
condition makes Indonesia has a good

The development of Indonesian

opportunity because Indonesia is the

natural rubber export to the five largest

largest exporter of SIR rubber.

importing countries in general tends to

Indonesia should develop the

increase. In 2009, Indonesian natural

process of raw natural rubber products

rubber exports to the United States,

into semi-finished or finished goods for

Japan and China are decline. This is

exports, so it can give the value added

caused by the effects of the global crisis

for Indonesia.

that occurred throughout the world. The

The government should develop

decline in 2012 is caused by the export

an e-commerce application system for

restriction policy that was implemented

natural rubber farmers in upstream and

by the state which was incorporated in
The

International

Tripartite

downstream industries. This application

Rubber

should provide facilities to distribute

Council (ITRC).

natural

Real GDP has a significant effect

rubber

products

without

intermediaries from the seller to the

and positive sign to Indonesian natural

buyer, so it will cut the long chain of

rubber export volume. While economic

sales.

distance has a significant effect and
negative sign. REER variable and
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1. Export of RIS, TSNR and Latex Natural Rubber for Thailand, Indonesia and
Malaysia in 2006-2015 (Million Tons)
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INPUT-OUTPUT TABLES ANALYSIS IN APEC DIGITAL ECONOMY DATA FOR
MANUFACTURE OF RUBBER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS
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Abstract
Input-Output Tables Analysis is very powerful in measuring the inter-sectoral linkages in the
economy. However, sometimes the availability of Digital Economy Data is difficult to obtain in
supporting of the analysis. Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Organization is
developing the availability of Digital Economy Data so that inter-sectoral linkages can help
increase trade through the Global Value Chains (GVCs). Based on the Input-Output Tables
Analysis for Manufacture of Rubber and Plastic Products, it is important for relevant authorities
to increase more export of Rubber and Plastics Products Manufacture in final products
compared to intermediate goods. The most important markets of Indonesia’s manufacture of
rubber and plastic products are: Japan, USA and Australia for intermediate input and final
products. It is necessary to increase the availability of Digital Economy Data related to InputOutput Tables (IOTs) and information on rubber and plastic products manufacture in order to
increase export to APEC Economy.
Keywords: Input-Output Tables Analysis; Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis; APEC
Digital Economy Data; Manufacture of Rubber and Plastic Products
JEL Classification: F10, F13, F14, F41

INTRODUCTION
most

analyse the domestic rule such as: rules

dynamic growth in the world in the last

on trade, foreign investment, license of

20 years (Kelly and Souter, 2014). The

technology, local research support,

digital economy sector was recognized

company regulation, and the support for

as a powerful way to accommodate the

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

necessities of small communities in

(SMEs) and venture capital (World

developing countries (Kramer, Jenkins,

Bank, 2002).

Digital

Economy

the

and Katz, 2007). The improvement of

USAID (2002) conducted rubber

digital economy can become a major

research in Sri Lanka. This study found

factor to generate a better country’s

that rubber manufacture will be more

economic income, growth and welfare.

productive and gain profit if business

The relevant authority regulation is an

actors behave based on the cluster.

important factor to accelerate the digital

Clusters are associations of companies

economy industry. It is essential to

that
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participate in transactions and

trade agreements and represent each

entertainment, buying and selling or

segment in a business value chain. This

banking using connected devices or

has been done in the rubber and plastic

internet (AIPEG, 2017). Digital economy

industry in Indonesia, where there are

data needs in Indonesia tend to increase

the Association of Indonesian Rubber

every year. The Indonesian Internet

Entrepreneurs (GAPKINDO / Gabungan

Service Providers Association indicates

Perusahaan

that

Asosiasi

Karet

Industri

Indonesia)
Plastik

and

the

Indonesian

internet

user

number reached 132 million (51,7

Indonesia

percent) out of total population 256

(INAPLAS).

million

Then for rubber case in Indonesia,

in

2016,

or

16,8

percent

Hendratno (2008) made a study on the

increasing out of total population in the

export demand of Indonesian Rubber to

year 2014 (APJII, 2016).

China. The advantages of Indonesia

The active social media users in

are: (1) traditional natural rubber market,

Indonesia reached 130 million and

(2) availability of natural resources, (3)

active mobile social users 120 million

sources

of

people. This data also supported by the

farmers, and (4) plantation labour. In the

survey that time spent daily related to:

scope of research in several rubber

(1) average using internet via any device

centres in Indonesia there are Silangit,

is 8 hours and 51 minutes and (2)

et al (2014), Nasution (2008) and

average using social media via any

Herawati (2010). These three studies

device is 3 hours and 23 minutes. The

relate

and

device that is used by the adult

resulted in a strategy to increase the

population in Indonesia varied: (1)

income of smallholder rubber farmers.

mobile phone is 91%, (2) smart phone is

The availability of land and labour

60%,

becomes a force in each of these areas.

computer is 22% (Hootsuite, 2018).

of

to

household

rubber

income

manufacture

and

(3)

laptop

or

desktop

The digital economy is a range of

In Ministry of Industry, there is an

social and economic activities that using

Agency for Leather, Rubber and Plastics

Internet Protocol (IP)-enabled networks

(Balai

and platforms as part of the embedded

Plastik / BBKKP) in accordance with

infrastructure of society. The social and

Regulation

economic

No.58/MIND/PER/6/2015

activities

are

accessing
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Besar
of

Kulit,
Ministry

Karet
of

dan

Industry
on

the

position, duties and functions of Balai

looking for a more comprehensive and

Besar and Balai Research and Industrial

detailed form of trade agreement in the

Standardization within the Ministry of

Asia-Pacific region. At a meeting of

Industry. According to BBKKP (2016),

APEC leaders in Santiago, Chile, in

one of the functions of this agency

2004,

is

establishment of the Free Trade Area of

implementation

of

marketing,

agreed

to

initiate

the

and

the Asia-Pacific (FTAAP). The inter-

technology

industry linkages in Global Value Chains

(including using APEC Digital Economy

(GVCs) represent a major shift in the

Data). Another important role of BBKKP

current trading era that replaces the

is supporting the development program

traditional trading patterns in which a

for

plastic

country or a manufacture produces a

increased

product in its entirely. Bank Indonesia

technical services provided, and the

(2015) convey that the Global Value

active role of BBKKP in the national and

Chains (GVCs) is a revolution in the

international area will be increasingly

production system of the 21st century

taken into account. In international area,

where the production and distribution of

it is obvious that rubber and plastic

goods is jointly organized by several

products are one of the main Indonesian

economies. In GVCs, one production

export commodity to APEC economies.

stage of a unified production process is

The

(IOTs)

conducted in one economy while the

database can help the stakeholder to

next stage is done in another economy.

decide what kind of rubber and plastic

GVCs is possible because of the

products

revolution of digital economy data,

cooperation,
utilization

development
information

manufacture

products

of

rubber,

nationally,

Input-Output

also

Tables

should

be

exported

communications and logistic technology

(intermediate goods or final demand).
Economic

and the decline of trade barriers

Cooperation (APEC) is a forum of

between economies that produce goods

cooperation between 21 economies in

and services move almost unimpeded

the Asia-Pacific region that aims to

from one economy to another.

Asia

Pacific

and

APEC digital economy data to

improve the welfare of its member

support global production network is one

(Puska KPI, 2015). Currently APEC is

of the requirements to establish the

encourage

economic

growth
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FTAAP.

Information

on

plastics

the

products

Asia-Pacific

interconnection of global production

economies.

networks between manufactures among

introduced

APEC

research was extended of Input-Output

economies

requires

digital

An

in

in

analysis

which

the

Tables

production

and

Economy Data that will describe the

the

manufacture of rubber and plastics

comparative

distribution

advantage

of

in

previous

economy data on manufactures inputs,
input,

Analysis

method

APEC

Digital

products in 10 Asia-Pacific economies.

participation of each economy in the
production network.
The information on the linkages of

METHODS

global production networks, especially

Qualitative

among

be

Approach

Tables

This

APEC

reflected

from

economies

can

Input-Output

and
paper

Quantitative
uses

qualitative

digital economy data. The weakness of

analysis, which is document review

this data is the unavailability of complete

(Subandi,

Input-Output Tables for all economies in

qualitative

APEC. Based on the research of Puska

approach relates to data that can be

KPI (2017) using Intra-Industry Trade

measured using numerical symbols by

(IIT) analysis in the period of 2012-2015

utilizing Input-Output Tables (IOTs). The

there

in

important thing of Input-Output Tables is

Indonesia that has high value of

the measurement and inter-economic

integration in APEC market, one of them

connection model between regions.

is

Input-Output Tables analysis can be

are

rubber

12

(twelve)

and

plastic

sectors

products

obtained

manufacture.
It can be seen that not many

2011).

Different

approach,

from

the

with

quantitative

www.wiod.org

website, World Input-Output Database

research papers related to Input-Output

(WIOD)

Tables

digital

Organization for Economic Cooperation

economy data for manufacture of rubber

and Development (OECD). The WIOD

and plastic products. There is a space

project was originally built and funded by

for a writer to fill the gap. So, the

the European Commission lasting from

purpose of this research is to see how is

early May 2009 and ending April 2012.

the trade of manufacture of rubber and

The database was officially launched on

analysis

in

APEC
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that

is

harmonized

by

Based

16 April 2012 in Brussels, during a high-

on

the

level conference on “Competitiveness,

Standard

Environmental Trade and Employment

revision 4 (ISIC Rev.4), World Input-

in

WIOD

Output Database (WIOD) is classified

database”. The essential database in

into 56 sectors. One of the important

WIOD is the harmonization of Supply

sectors is manufacture of rubber and

and Use Tables (SUT tables) along with

plastic products. It can be seen from

international trade in goods and services

Table 1 that the Input-Output Tables

data. In the case of APEC economies,

(IOTs) analysis for manufacturing of

there are only 10 economies listed in the

rubber

Input-Output Tables out of the total 21

intermediate input for export and import

APEC

the

structure. In terms of importation rank,

number of these 10 economies can be

the Indonesia’s import rubber and

considered to be sufficient to measure

plastic

by using Input-Output Tables Analysis.

China and Japan is the highest rank

The economies that listed are as

(number 8) compared to other sectors.

follows: (1) Australia (AUS), (2) Canada

In terms of importation value, the

(CAN), (3) China (CHN), (4) Indonesia

Indonesia’s import from China is the

(IDN), (5) Japan (JPN), (6) South Korea

highest value number compared to other

(KOR), (7) Mexico (MEX), (8) Russia

countries. In terms of exportation rank,

(RUS), (9) Taiwan (TWN), and (10) USA

the Indonesia’s export rubber and

(USA).

plastics

Europe:

Insights

economies.

from

Although,

Industrial

International

and

plastic

products

products

Classification

products

manufacture

manufacture

in

from

to

Canada, Mexico and USA is the highest
rank (number 1) compared to other

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

countries. In terms of exportation value,

Input-Output Tables (IOTs) Analysis in
APEC

Digital

Economy

Data

the Indonesia’s export to USA is the

for

highest value number compared to other

Manufacture of Rubber and Plastic

countries.

Products.
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Table 1. Input-Output Tables (IOTs) Analysis for Manufacture of Rubber and
Plastics Products in Intermediate Input
No.

Destination Economy

1.
2.

Indonesia Export to Australia
Indonesia Import from
Australia
Indonesia Export to Canada
Indonesia Import from
Canada
Indonesia Export to China
Indonesia Import from China
Indonesia Export to Japan
Indonesia Import from Japan
Indonesia Export to Korea
Indonesia Import from Korea
Indonesia Export to Mexico
Indonesia Import from
Mexico
Indonesia Export to Russia
Indonesia Import from
Russia
Indonesia Export to Taiwan
Indonesia Import from
Taiwan
Indonesia Export to USA
Indonesia Import from USA

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Rank of 56
Sectors
2
16

Trade Value
(USD Million)
672.44
37.68

% Trade to
Total Sector
15%
0.7%

1
12

311.62
12.6

40.2%
1.3%

6
8
3
8
7
12
1
14

859.01
918.18
2628.7
875.58
341.02
120.45
153.57
2.09

5%
4.2%
13.3%
6.5%
3.8%
1.1%
18.4%
2%

7
15

5.07
0.34

0.8%
0.03%

5
9

178.02
104

2.6%
3.2%

1
14

1,487.11
55

20.4%
1.2%

Source: WIOD, 2017 (Calculated)

Table 2. Bilateral Trade Balance for Manufacture of Rubber and Plastics
Products in Intermediate Input
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

APEC Economy
Japan
USA
Australia
Canada
Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
Russia
China

Source: WIOD, 2017 (Calculated)

Trade Balance (USD Million) Condition of Trade
1753.12
Trade Surplus
1432.11
Trade Surplus
634.76
Trade Surplus
299.02
Trade Surplus
220.57
Trade Surplus
151.48
Trade Surplus
74.02
Trade Surplus
4.73
Trade Surplus
-59.17
Trade Deficit

Table 2 shows that Indonesia has a

rubber

bilateral trade surplus for manufacture of

intermediate

70

and

plastic
inputs

products
with

8

in

APEC

economies. Indonesia only has a deficit

Indonesia to boost more export for

of bilateral trade with China. This

rubber and plastic products to several

condition indicates that Indonesia can

economies such us Russia and Taiwan

get

APEC

because the rank and nominal trade

economies for manufacture of rubber

value lower compared to other APEC

and plastic products in intermediate

economies.

more

benefit

from

8

input. There is still opportunity for
Table 3. Input-Output Tables (IOTs) Analysis for Manufacture of Rubber and
Plastics Products in Final Product
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Destination Countries
Indonesia Export to Australia
Indonesia Import from Australia
Indonesia Export to Canada
Indonesia Import from Canada
Indonesia Export to China
Indonesia Import from China
Indonesia Export to Japan
Indonesia Import from Japan
Indonesia Export to Korea
Indonesia Import from Korea
Indonesia Export to Mexico
Indonesia Import from Mexico
Indonesia Export to Russia
Indonesia Import from Russia
Indonesia Export to Taiwan
Indonesia Import from Taiwan
Indonesia Export to USA
Indonesia Import from USA

Rank of
56
Sectors
10
20
6
18
15
10
7
5
17
13
9
3
15
20
6
6
5
15

Trade Value
(USD Million)

% Trade to
Total Sector

51.18
4.77
12.08
1.5
25.24
252.94
251.98
117.39
4.01
37.38
13.82
7.56
0.15
0.001
22.68
25.16
213.1
15.19

2.8%
0.4%
1.5%
0.4%
0.7%
1.9%
4.5%
4.4%
0.2%
1.3%
2.5%
10.5%
0.04%
0.003%
3.9%
3.7%
1.7%
1.2%

Source: WIOD, 2017 (Calculated)

Table 3 shows the Input-Output Tables

the highest rank (number 3) compared

(IOTs) Analysis for Manufacture of

to other sectors. In terms of importation

Rubber and Plastics Products in Final

value, the Indonesia’s import from China

Product in export and import structure.

is the highest value number compared

In terms of importation rank, the

to

Indonesia’s import rubber and plastic

exportation rank, the Indonesia’s export

products manufacture from Mexico is

rubber and plastics product manufacture
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other

countries.

In

terms

of

to USA is the highest rank (number 5)

export to Japan is the highest value

compared to other countries. In terms of

number compared to other countries.

exportation

value,

the

Indonesia’s

Table 4. Bilateral Trade Balance for Manufacture of Rubber and Plastics
Products in Final Products
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

APEC Economy
USA
Japan
Australia
Canada
Mexico
Russia
Taiwan
Korea
China

Source: WIOD, 2017 (Calculated)

Trade Balance (USD Million) Condition of Trade
197.91
Trade Surplus
134.59
Trade Surplus
46.41
Trade Surplus
10.58
Trade Surplus
6.26
Trade Surplus
0.149
Trade Surplus
-2.48
Trade Deficit
-33.37
Trade Deficit
-227.7
Trade Deficit

Table 4 shows that Indonesia has a

(2) trade value below USD50 million,

bilateral trade surplus for manufacture

(3) percentage trade to total sector

of rubber and plastic products in final

below 1%. Moreover, the increased of

products with 6 APEC economies.

connectivity on Global Value Chain

Indonesia has a deficit of bilateral trade

(GVCs) related to rubber and plastics

with three economies (Taiwan, Korea,

products

and China). There is still opportunity for

boosted with the help of research and

Indonesia to increase more export of

development by the government, such

rubber and plastic products to China

as Agency for Leather, Rubber and

and Korea because the rank and

Plastics (Balai Besar Kulit, Karet dan

nominal trade value still relatively low

Plastik / BBKKP).

compared to other APEC economies.

CONCLUSIONS

The relevant authorities should

AND

be

POLICY

APEC Digital Economy data in

value added for sector of rubber and
products

should

RECOMMENDATION

give more attention to increase the
plastic

manufacture

general

manufacture,

is

essential

to

support

researchers and policy makers so that

especially that have: (1) rank below 10,

the comprehensive and detailed form of
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trade agreement in APEC region can

manufacture of rubber and plastic

be achieved. It is better to have specific

products are: Japan, USA and Australia

Input-Output

for

Tables

data

for

21

intermediate

input

and

final

economies in APEC organization digital

products. Government of Indonesia

economy compared to retrieved it from

should negotiate to reduce tariff and

WIOD OECD. The openness of input-

non-tariff

output tables in APEC digital economy

economies so that the export of rubber

can

and

and plastic products manufacture can

information related to inter-linkages for

increase. Nevertheless, there is still a

Manufacture of Rubber and Plastic

room for export improvement for other

products.

economies, especially: China, Korea,

increase

Based
Tables

the

on

Analysis

innovation

the
in

to

these

three

Taiwan and Russia. Indonesia should

Input-Output
APEC

barriers

consider to give consumer protection

Digital

Economy data for Manufacture of

related

Rubber and Plastic Products, it is

Measures (NTM) that allow by World

important for relevant authorities to

Trade Organization (WTO) for rubber

increase more export of Rubber and

and plastic products that made from low

Plastics Products Manufacture in final

quality of crude oil. In the short run, it

products compared to intermediate

will be necessary to speed up the

goods. Agency for Leather, Rubber and

making of official Input-Output Tables in

Plastics can give more incentives to the

APEC digital economy for all 21

private sectors through the Association

economies.

of Indonesian Rubber Entrepreneurs

government that have authority to

(GAPKINDO / Gabungan Perusahaan

collect and release Indonesian data

Karet Indonesia) and Asosiasi Industri

should give commitment to support the

Plastik Indonesia (INAPLAS), so that

Input-Output Tables in APEC Digital

the rubber and plastics products' export

Economy Data, but the government

can shift from intermediate goods to

also must ensure the appropriate levels

final products.

of national security for input-output

of

Indonesian

Non-Tariff

Central

Future research paper should be

(IOTs) also can suggest that the most
markets

certain

tables information.

Analysis of Input-Output Tables
important

with

more comprehensive if the researcher

Indonesia’s

73

could add more economies that listed in

F. Kennedy School of Government
and World Resources Institute (2007).

Input-Output Tables in APEC Digital

Kelly, Tim., and Souter, David. “A World
Bank Study: The Role of Information
and Communication Technologies in
Postconflict Reconstruction”. The
World Bank, Washington, D.C. (2014).

Economy Data. Therefore, there is still
a gap to be elaborated further by
another

writer

by

adding

more

Nasution, Enda Soaloon (2008). Analisis
Strategi Revitalisasi Perkebunan
Karet di Kabupaten Kotawaringin
Barat. Tesis Program Pascasarjana
Manajemen dan Bisnis, Institut
Pertanian Bogor (IPB).

economies into a research paper.
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THE ROLE OF THE DIGITAL NTMS DATA ON INCREASING EXPORTS
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Abstract
Availability of Digital data has helped the economic growth in the world. The existence Digital
Non-Tariff Measures (NTMs) data in digital economy has opportunities and challenges for
Business and Government. Based on the literature review analysis, it is important for
stakeholders to comply with the main NTMs rules and regulations related to the
transparency and participation in the World Trade Organization (WTO). Digital NTMs Data
can help reduce asymmetric information among governments, and between countries,
economic actors, and citizens. The relevant authorities should continuously submit
notification for new regulations in the Digital NTMs Data because of the nature of digital
economy sector is more dynamic. Furthermore, based on quantitative analysis using WITS
data, it can be concluded that there are 123 NTMs in Brunei, 23 NTMs in Chile, and 44
NTMs in Peru for Development Products. The trade stakeholders should aware the
important the availability of Digital NTMs data so that it can help to streamlining NTMs.
Keywords: Non-Tariff Measures (NTMs); Digital NTMs Data; Brunei, Chile and Peru;
Development Products
JEL Classification: C22, F13, Q40, Q48

NTMs are any form of policy other than

INTRODUCTION
Since the formal World Trade

import tariffs, potentially having an

Organization (WTO) was in form in

economic impact on the trade in goods

1995, its member countries have been

between countries, by affecting the

completed

trade

quantity traded, the price, or both.

cooperation so that the entry tariffs of

According to UNCTAD (2013), NTMs

the countries involved become very low

are manifestly employed as instruments

even

of trade policy (e.q. trade measures,

to

to

0

enter

(zero).

into

Although

the

international community has adopted

quotas,

low entry tariffs, it does not mean that

restrictions), while others stem from

the flow of trade in goods becomes

non-trade policy objectives (technical

smoothly without a barrier. In fact,

measures).

every

country

respective

still

national

protects
interests

and

export

NTMs are generally enforced on

their
by

subsidies,

the

grounds

to

protect

domestic

applying a non-tariff policy or known as

consumers and producers from the

the Non-Tariff Measures (NTMs) policy.

country concerned. If NTMs cannot be

overcome, then the inflow of goods

forestry products) are much greater

from trading partner countries will be

when tariffs and NTBs are considered

hampered and even stopped although

than if only tariffs are reduced.

the tariff has been liberalized. This is in

Alavi (2009) writes a research

line with the analysis by UNCTAD

paper related to sanitary standards in

(2016),

trade

the EU: the impact on Malaysian fishing

liberalization in major trading partners

industry. Malaysian seafood exports

aimed at lowering tariffs can still

banned by European Union (EU) in

produce

gains.

2008). The result shows that the impact

Likewise, in APEC, NTMs in force

of this policy is significant, especially

applied has increased from year to

with regard to border rejection rates,

year, from 1,576 measures in 2008

compliance

increased to 2,010 measures in 2012.

improvements,

Furthermore,

adjustment

for

many

substantial

countries,

export

understanding

and

costs

and

job

costs.

facility

losses,

and

Technical

and

information about NTMs policy is still

financial

assistance

from

the

relatively small.

government is needed by the industry

Movchan (2004) regress panel

to address the constantly changing

data related to tariff and non-tariff

security requirements imposed by the

barriers on Ukraine’s imports. The

EU.

result

shows

that

trade

Khouilid

control

and

Echaoui

(2017)

measures / NTMs have a very limited

examine the impact of NTMs on

impact on the import of all types of

Moroccan

products. While the main determinants

elasticity of import demand and the

are production in exporting countries

gravity equation for 28 countries with

and transportation costs.

different levels of development. From

foreign

trade

used

the

Winchester (2008) analyze the

4,242 tariff lines data during the period

simulation of tariff reduction and Non-

2000-2015 showed that NTMs had a

Tariff Barriers (NTBs) between New

negative effect on Moroccan foreign

Zealand and Australia with Computable

trade. The export sector is not affected

General Equilibrium (CGE) model. The

at the same rate and worse in trading

result shows that there is indication of

with

trade liberalization advantages on all

developed countries.

types of products (including fishery and

developing

countries

than

in

Table 1. Non-Tariff Measures (NTMS) Classifications by Chapter

Source: UNCTAD (2012), edited

Table 1 shows that there are

In 2013, Indonesia is trying to

three NTMs classification based on

submit a proposal through Asia-Pacific

UNCTAD (2012), which are technical

Economic Cooperation (APEC) to get a

measures, non-technical measures and

tariff reduction on agricultural and

exports

forestry products including CPO and

measures.

There

are

16

chapters applied by relevant authorities

rubber

by

registering

to make sure that consumers and

environmentally friendly products, but

producers in a country are protected.

this effort has not successful. In 2014,

12 chapters are included in non-

Indonesia tries to propose research

technical measures, 3 chapters are

related to the “Promoting Products

included in technical measures, and 1

which Contribute to Sustainable and

chapter is included in export measures.

Inclusive

Although in some cases, in certain

Development and Poverty Alleviation

commodities the number of technical

(RDPA)”. In addition to CPO and

measures is higher compared to non-

rubber, there are three product groups

technical measures.

proposed by Indonesia to be included,

Growth

them

Through

into

Rural

namely: Paper, rattan and fisheries.

applied

The

for

Meanwhile, the qualitative method is

Indonesia are considered to meet the

used to determine the NTMs policies

criteria

applied

five

groups

as

(DevPro)

of

products

Development

that

can

Products

contribute

to

in

APEC

by

APEC

review.

give

Identify NTMs

role

in

alleviating

economies

to

Indonesian exports through literature

inclusive and sustainable growth and
important

economies.

The identification of NTMs refers

poverty.
research

to the UNCTAD classification in 2012.

and analysis is needed with the aim of

In general, the classification of NTMs is

ensuring that Indonesia can convince

divided

its

the

export measures. The import measures

importance to take further steps to

are divided into two parts: technical

mitigate the negative impact to the

measures and non-technical measures,

NTMs policy. Not many proceeding

while for export measures only one

papers related to the role of digital

classification

NTMs Data on increasing exports.

measures).

There is a space for researcher to fill

often regarded as Non-Tariff Barriers

the gap, especially to case study small

(NTBs) by certain parties. Actually,

open

developing

NTBs can be a small part (subset) of

countries in APEC such as Brunei,

NTMs. The difference is that NTMs

Chile and Peru.

have a wider scope than NTBs. NTMs

Therefore,

partner

adequate

countries

economies

about

for

into

import measures

(export

and

related

Sometimes,

NTMs

are

become NTBs when: (1) is intended to
protect; (2) excessive in affecting trade

METHODS
The

method

used

in

this

than

is

supposed

to

respond

to

research is quantitative and qualitative.

domestic issues; (3) affect the quantity

Descriptive quantitative is used to

trade

identify the types of NTMs that are

discriminate certain parties.

and

price,

and

proven

to

Table 2. 15 HS of Development Products Proposed by Indonesia for APEC
No
1

HS
Code
030343

2
3
4

030563
151110
151190

5

291619

6
7
8

382313
400110
460122

9

460193

10

460212

11

480255

12

480256

13

480257

14

480300

15

481029

Products Description
Skipjack or stripe-bellidbonito,frozen ex head
No 03.04, livers&roes
Anchovies, salted and in brine, but not dried or smoked
Palm oil, crude
Palm oil and its fractions, whether or not refined (excl. chemically
modified and crude)
Unsaturated
acyclic
monocarboxylic
acids, their anhydrides,
halides, peroxides, peroxyacids and halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated
or nitrosated derivatives
Fatty acids, industrial, monocarboxylic; acid oils from refining
Natural rubber latex, whether or not prevulcanised
Mats, matting and screens, of rattan plaiting materials, flat-woven or
bound together in parallel
Plaits and similar products, of rattan plaiting materials, whether or not
assembled into strips; plaiting materials, plaits and similar products of
rattan flat-woven or bound together in parallel
Basketwork, wickerwork and other articles, made directly to shape from
rattan plaiting materials or made up from goods of rattan plaiting
materials of heading 4601, and articles of loofah
Uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used for writing, printing
or other graphic purposes, and non-perforated punchcards and punchtape paper, in rolls of any size
Uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used for writing, printing
or other graphic purposes, and non-perforated punchcards and punchtape paper, in square or rectangular sheets with one side <= 435 mm and
the other side <= 297 mm in the unfolded state
Uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used for writing, printing
or other graphic purposes, and non-perforated punchcards and punchtape paper, in square or rectangular sheets with one side > 435 mm
or with one side <= 435 mm and the other side > 297 mm in the
unfolded state
Toilet or facial tissue stock, towel or napkin stock and similar paper
for household or sanitary purposes, cellulose wadding and webs of
cellulose fibres
Paper and paperboard used for writing, printing or other graphic
purposes, of which 10% by weight of the total fibre content
consists of fibres obtained by a mechanical or chemi-mechanical
process

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
NTMs

Classification

Brunei

on Development Products. Total of 123
for

Development Products

HS were enacted consisting of 69
NTMs in form of SPS, 28 NTMs in form

Table 3 identifies the type of

of TBT, 15 NTMS in form of export

NTMs that Brunei Darussalam imposed

measures, and 11 NTMs outside SPS,

TBT and export measures. So, there

NTMs to Rattan products HS 460122,

are 56.1% SPS, 22.7 % TBT, 12.2%

HS 460193 and HS 460212 for a total

export measures and 8.94% of other

of 8 NTMs. Moreover, Brunei also

NTMs. Brunei mostly applied NTMs to

applied NTMs to HS 400110 rubber

palm oil products HS 151110 and HS

products for 4 NTMS. Nonetheless,

151190 with a total of 84 NTMs

Brunei does not apply NTMs for paper

compared with other HS. Furthermore,

products with HS 480255, HS 480256,

Brunei apply NTMs to HS 030343 and

HS 480257, HS 480300, and HS

HS 030563 fishery products for a total

481029, as well as palm oil products

of 27 NTMs. Then, Brunei also applied

with HS 291619 and HS 382313.

Table 3. Type of NTMs imposed by Brunei for Development Products
Type of NTMs (number)
No.

HS

Type of NTMs percentage
Total

SPS

TBT

Export
Measures

Others

Total

SPS

TBT

Export
Measures

Others

41.18

23.53

23.53

11.76

100

1

030343

7

4

4

2

17

2

030563

6

2

1

1

10

60

20

10

10

100

3

151110

8

3

1

1

13

61.54

23.08

7.69

7.69

100

4

151190

40

19

5

7

71

56.34

26.76

7.04

9.86

100

5

400110

4

0

0

0

4

100

0

0

0

100

6

460122

1

0

1

0

2

50

0

50

0

100

7

460193

2

0

2

0

4

50

0

50

0

100

8

460212
Total

1

0

1

0

2

50

0

50

0

100

69

28

15

11

123

56.10

22.76

12.20

8.94

100

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table 4. NTMs on selected products compared with total NTMs in Brunei
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

HS

030343
030563
151110
151190
400110
460122
460193
460212
NTMs on HS
% NTMs for HS
Total NTMs in Brunei
Source: WITS (2017), edited

Number of NTMs on 15-selected products
Export
SPS
TBT
Others
Total
Measures
7
4
4
2
17
6
2
1
1
10
8
3
1
1
13
40
19
5
7
71
4
0
0
0
4
2
0
0
0
2
2
0
2
0
4
1
0
1
0
2
70
28
14
11
123
0,66
0,07
0,14
0,22
0,19
10.606
39.108
9.774
5.116
64.604

the

export measures are only 0.14% when

comparison between HS development

compared with total NTMs in the form

products compared with total NTMs

of export measures of 9,774 NTMs.

applied in Brunei. 70 NTMs in the form

Then, there are 11 NTMs outside SPS,

of SPS are only 0.66% when compared

TBT and export measures or only

to total NTMs for SPS of 10,606 NTMs.

0.22% with total other NTMs of 5,116

28 NTMs in the form of TBT are only

NTMs. So, there are total of 64,604

0.07% when compared to total TBT of

NTMs

39,108 NTMs. 14 NTMs in the form of

products.

The

table

4

shows

applied

by

Brunei

for

all

Table 5. The distribution of SPS Measures, by selected Products in Brunei
No. Product Groups A15 A21 A22 A31 A33 A41 A64 A81 Total
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

030343
030563
151110
151190
400110
460122
460193
460212
Total

0
0
1
5
0
1
2
1

1
1
1
5
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
10
0
0
0
0

1
1
2
10
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

1
1
1
5
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
5
0
0
0
0

7
6
8
40
4
1
2
1

10

8

16

14

4

8

1

8

69

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table 5 shows that there are only

code

for

tolerance

limits

for

8 HS implementing NTMs with SPS for

contamination of certain microbiological

fish,

content,

palm

commodities.

oil,

rubber

Brunei

is

and

rattan

the

most

A41

code

for

final

microbiological product criteria and A81

widely applied 16 NTMs with SPS code

code

for

product

A22 for restrictions on the use of

requirements: 4 NTMs with A33 code

foodstuffs; 14 NTMs with A31 code for

for

labeling requirements; 10 NTMs with

requirements; 1 NTMs with A64 code

A15 code for importer registration

for

requirements; 8 NTMs each with A21

conditions.

condition

storage

of

and

registration

packaging

transportation

Table 6. The distribution of TBT Measures, by Selected Products in Brunei
No.

Product Groups

B14

B15

B31

B6

B7

Total

1
2
3
4

030343
030563
151110
151190
Total

1
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
1

1
1
2
10
14

0
0
1
5
6

1
1
0
4
6

4
2
3
19
28

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table 6 shows that only 4 HS are

product identity conditions and B7

implementing NTMs with TBT for fish

requirements of product quality and

and

Brunei

appearance. Then 1 NTMs for 2 codes

mostly applied 14 NTMs with TBT code

are B14 authorization requirement for

B31 labeling requirements. Then 6

TBT and B15 reasons for registration

NTMs for 2 codes of each B6 code of

requirements for importers.

palm

oil commodities.

Table 7. Distribution of Export Measures, by Selected products in Brunei
No. Product Groups
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

030343
030563
151110
151190
460122
460193
460212
Total

P13

P14

P5

P7

Total

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
1
1
5
1
2
1
12

4
1
1
5
1
2
1
15

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table 7 shows there are only 7

for terms of license/export permit, P14

HS implementing NTMs with export

code for terms of export registration,

measures or at most 12 NTMs with P7

and P5 code for terms of tax and export

code of export subsidy terms, and 1

costs.

NTMs for 3 codes which are: P13 code

Table 8. Distribution of Measures other than SPS and TBT, by Selected
Products in Brunei
No.

Product Groups

F19

F65

F69

Total

1
2
3
4

030343
030563
151110
151190
Total

0
0
0
2
2

1
0
0
0
1

1
1
1
5
8

2
1
1
7
11

Source: WITS (2017), edited

with

Table 8 shows that a total of 4

the

F19

code

of

other

HS apply other NTMs codes for fish

administrative requirements affecting

and

Brunei

the value of customs and excise. Then,

mostly applies 8 NTMs of other codes

1 NTMs of other code with import

with the F69 code for the additional

license cost code.

palm

oil commodities.

taxes. Then, 2 NTMs of other codes

NTMs Classification Chile for Development Products
Table 9. Type of NTMs imposed by Chile on Selected Products on Indonesian
Interest
Type of NTMs (number)

Type of NTMs percentage

No.

HS
Code

SPS

TBT

Export
Measures

Others

1

030343

4

1

0

0

2

030563

3

1

0

3

151110

2

0

4

151190

2

5

460122

3

6

460193

7

460212
Total

Others
Grand Total

Total

SPS

TBT

Export
Measures

Others

5

80

20

0

0

0

4

75

25

0

0

0

0

2

100

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

67

33

0

0

0

0

0

3

100

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

3

100

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

3

100

0

0

0

20

3

0

0

23

87

13

0

0

3.868

3.682

11

166

7.727

3.888

3.685

11

166

7.750

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table 9 shows the identification

on 15 HS. However, there are only 7

the type of NTMs that Chile implements

HS development products that have

NTMs. The table above identifies the

products HS 151110 and HS 151190

type of NTMs imposed by the Chile on

with a total of 5 NTMs. Then, Chile

the 7 HS. In total, there are 23 NTMs in

applied NTMs for rattan products with

place consisting of 20 NTMs in the form

HS 460122, HS 460193, and HS

of SPS and 3 NTMs in the form of TBT.

460212

So, there are 87% of SPS and 13% of

Nonetheless,

TBT.

NTMs for paper products with HS
Chile mostly apply NTMs to

for

a

total

Chile

of
did

9

NTMs.

not

apply

480255, HS 480256, HS 480257, HS

fishery products HS 030343 and HS

480300,

030563

NTMs

products with HS 400110, as well as

compared with other HS. Then, Chile

palm oil products with HS 291619 and

also applies NTMs to the palm oil

HS 382313.

with

a

total of

9

and

HS

481029,

rubber

Table 10. NTMs on 7-selected products compared with total NTMs in Chile
No.

HSCode

1
030343
2
030563
3
151110
4
151190
5
460122
6
460193
7
460212
NTMs on HS
% NTMs for HS
Total NTMs in Chile

Type of NTMs (number)
Export
SPS
TBT
Measures
4
1
0
3
1
0
2
0
0
2
1
0
3
0
0
3
0
0
3
0
0
20
3
0
0,51
0,08
3888
3685
11

Others
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
166

Total
5
4
2
3
3
3
3
23
0,30
7750

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table 10 shows the comparison

Three NTMs in the form of TBT are

between 7 HS development products

only 0.08% if we compared with the

compared with the total NTMs applied

total NTMs for TBT amount 3,685

in Chile. 20 NTMs in the form of SPS is

NTMs. So, there are 23 NTMs (0.3%)

only 0.51% if we compared with total

compared with the total of 7,750 NTMs

NTMs for SPS amount 3,888 NTMs.

that Chile implements for all products.

Table 11. The distribution of SPS Measures, by Selected Products in Chile
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

HS-Code
030343
030563
151110
151190
460122
460193
460212
Total
Others
Grand Total

A14
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
3
163
166

A21
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
274
275

A31
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
381
383

A33
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
394
396

A83
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
929
936

A84
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
5
634
639

Total
4
3
2
2
3
3
3
20
2775
2795

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table 11 shows there is only 7

A14 for SPS specific authorization

HS implementing NTMs with SPS for

requirements,

fish, palm and rattan commodities.

codes (A31 code for labeling terms

Chile is the most widely applied 7

and

NTMs

for

requirements), and 1 NTMS with A21

certification requirements, 5 NTMs with

code for residual tolerance limits or

SPS

contamination of non-microbiological

with

code

SPS

A84

code

for

A83

inspection

requirements, 3 NTMs with SPS code

A33

2

NTMs

code

for

with

SPS

packaging

substances.

Table 12. The distribution of TBT Measures, by Selected Products in Chile
No.
1
2
3

HS
030343
030563
151190
Total
Others
Grand Total

B31
0
0
1
1
1.769
1.770

B83
1
1
0
2
986
988

Total
1
1
1
3
2.755
2.758

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table 12 shows that there is only

NTMs with TBT code B31 for labeling

3 HS implementing NTMs with TBT for

terms. This figure is relatively small

fish and palm oil commodities. Chile

compared to the number of NTMs with

mostly apply 2 NTMs with TBT code

TBT code B31 and B83 applied for the

B83 for certification requirements and 1

entire product total 2,758 NTMs.

NTMs Classification Peru for Development Products
Table 13. Type of NTMs imposed by Peru on Selected Products on Indonesia
Interest
Type of NTMs (number)

No

HS
Code

SPS

TBT

EXP

OTHERS

1

030343

4

4

1

0

2

030563

4

4

1

0

3

151110

0

3

0

4

151190

0

3

5

291619

0

6

400110

5

7

460122

8

460193

9

460212

Total

Type of NTMs percentage
SPS

TBT

EXP

OTHERS

9

44,44

44,44

11,11

0

9

44,44

44,44

11,11

0

0

3

0

100

0

0

0

0

3

0

100

0

0

3

0

0

3

0

100

0

0

0

0

0

5

100

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

4

100

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

4

100

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

4

100

0

0

0

25

17

2

0

44

56,82

38,64

4,55

0

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table 13 shows there are only 9

with other HS. Then, Peru also applied

HS development products that have

NTMs to rattan products HS 460122,

NTMs. The table above identifies the

HS 460193 and HS 460212 with a total

type of NTMs that the Peru imposed on

of

the 9 HS. In total, there are 44 NTMs

applies NTMs to palm oil products HS

enacted consisting of 25 NTMs in the

151110, HS 151190, and HS 291619

form of SPS, 17 NTMs in the form of

for total 9 NTMs. Then Peru applied

TBT, and 2 NTMs in the form of export

NTMs to HS 400110 for rubber product

measures. So, there are 56.82% of

with total of 5 NTMs. Nonetheless, Peru

SPS, 38.64% of TBT, and 4.55% of

does

export measures enforced by Peru.

products with HS 480255, HS 480256,

12

NTMs.

not

apply

Furthermore,

NTMs

for

Peru

paper

Peru most likely to apply NTMs to

HS 480257, HS 480300, and HS

HS 030343 and HS 030563 fishery

481029, as well as palm oil products

products for total 18 NTMs compared

with HS 382313.

Table 14. NTMs on Selected Products Compared with total NTMs in Peru
Type of NTMs (number)

HS Code

SPS

TBT

EXP

OTHERS

SPS

TBT

EXP

OTHERS

1

30343

4

4

1

0

9

0,06

0,06

0,28

0

2

30563

4

4

1

0

9

0,06

0,06

0,28

0

3

151110

0

3

0

0

3

0

0,05

0

0

4

151190

0

3

0

0

3

0

0,05

0

0

5

291619

0

3

0

0

3

0

0,05

0

0

6

400110

5

0

0

0

5

0,08

0

0

0

7

460122

4

0

0

0

4

0,06

0

0

0

8

460193

4

0

0

0

4

0,06

0

0

0

9

460212

4

0

0

0

4

0,06

0

0

0

Total
Total ALL PERU
NTMs
% Selecterd
Product

25

17

2

0

44

0,38

0,28

0,57

0

351

133

13.302

0,57

0

0,33

6.649

6.169

0,38

0,28

Total

% selected products compared with total

No

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table
comparison

14

shows

between

that

the

NTMs in the form of export measures

9

HS

only

amounted

to

0.57%

when

development products compared to the

compared with the total barriers to

total NTMs applied by Peru. 25 NTMs

export measures of 351 NTMs. Then,

in the form of SPS are only 0.38%

there are no NTMs outside of SPS,

when compared to total NTMs SPS of

TBT and export measures with total

6,649 NTMs. 17 NTMs in the form of

barriers of 133 NTMs. So, total of

TBT are only 0.28% when compared to

13,302 NTMs is applied by Peru for all

total NTMs TBT of 6,169 NTMs. Two

products.

Table 15. The distribution of SPS Measures, by Selected Products in Peru
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Product
Groups
030343
030563
400110
460122
460193
460212
Total

A14

A15

A31

A49

A83

A84

A86

A9

Total

1
1

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

1
1

4
4

1
1

1
0

0
0

1
0

1
1

0
1

1
1

0
0

5
4

1
1
6

0
0
1

0
0
2

0
0
1

1
1
4

1
1
5

1
1
4

0
0
2

4
4

Source: WITS (2017), edited

25

with

Table 15 shows there are only 6

SPS

code

A83

certification

HS implementing NTMs with SPS for

requirements, and A86 code quarantine

fish, rubber and rattan commodities.

conditions; 2 NTMs with SPS code A31

Peru is the most widely used 6 NTMs

labeling

with

special

other SPS requirements; 1 NTMs with

authorization requirements for SPS

SPS code A15 importer registration

reasons; 5 NTMs with SPS code A84

terms and

with inspection requirements; 4 NTMs

conditions.

SPS

code

A14

for

terms

and

A49

A9

code

of

code

of

hygienic

Table 16. The distribution of TBT Measures, by Selected Products in Peru
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Product Groups

B31

B33

B82

B84

Total

1
1
0
0
0
2

1
1
1
1
1
5

1
1
1
1
1
5

1
1
1
1
1
5

4
4
3
3
3
17

030343
030563
151110
151190
291619
Total

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table 16 shows there are only 5

code B33 packaging conditions, B82

HS implementing NTMs with TBT for

testing conditions, and B82 inspection

fish and palm oil commodities. Peru

requirements. Then 2 NTMs with B31

applies the most to 5 NTMs with TBT

labeling terms.

Table 17. Distribution of Measures other than SPS and TBT, by Selected
Products in Peru
Product
Groups
1
030343
2
030563
Total

No.

P13

Total

1
1
2

1
1
2

Source: WITS (2017), edited

Table 17 shows there are only

export permit. Furthermore, there were

two HS implementing NTMs with export

no NTMs in the form of outside SPS,

measures

TBT and export measures.

code

P13

for

fish

commodities. Peru applies terms of an

SPS

45
40

SPS

TBT

Export Measures

Others

35
30
TBT

FISHERIES
25

Export Measures

SPS

Export Measures

SPS

SPS

SPS
TBT

SPS

SPS

Export Measures
Others

5

TBT
Export Measures
Others

10

TBT
Export Measures
Others

15

TBT
Export Measures
Others

SPS

20

0
030343

030563

151110

151190

291619

400110

460122

460193

460212

Picture 2. Most Commonly Applied NTMs in Each HS Code for Development
Products in Brunei, Chile and Peru
Source: WITS (2017), edited

Picture 2 shows the use of NTMs

(IV.) there are six (6) HS that not

for CPO is more intensive compared to

applied for Development Products in

other commodities. SPS measures for

Brunei, Chile and Peru.

HS 151190 is the most intensive

Based on this identification of

compared to other measures. It should

NTMs in three developing countries, it

be

15

is important for relevant authorities to

Development Products: (I.) there are

give explanation to the stakeholder

four (4) HS that applied all the NTMs

related to the classification of NTMs.

classifications (HS 030343, HS 030563,

There is a need to increase trade

HS 151110, and HS 151190), (II.) there

cooperation between Indonesia and

are two (2) HS that applied for two

Chile/

classifications (HS 460193 and HS

market access. Streamlining NTMs is

460212), (III.) there are three (3) HS

necessary to give better ease of doing

that applied for one classification (HS

business

291619, HS 400110 and HS 460122),

Furthermore, diplomacy can be used to

noted

that

from

total

Peru,

in

especially

related

international

to

trade.

get support by Brunei, Chile and Peru

consumers and producers from the

so that development products can be

country concerned, if NTMs cannot be

applied in APEC mutual agreement to

overcome, then the inflow of goods

increase exports, rural development

from trading partner countries will be

and poverty alleviation.

hampered. NTMs become NTBs when:
using

(1) is intended to protect; (2) excessive

comprehensive digital NTMs data is

in affecting trade than is supposed to

needed to make sure that the NTMs

respond to domestic issues; (3) affect

applied by Brunei, Chile and Peru is not

the quantity trade and price, and

Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs). Serious and

proven to discriminate certain parties.

Further

research

This paper identifies trade policy

comprehensive effort is needed by the
scientific

using the digital NTMs data from WITS

evidence proves that the NTMs can be

for Brunei, Chile and Peru. There are

categorized

a

123 NTMs in Brunei, 23 NTMs in Chile

disruptive trade policy. Bilateral and

and 44 NTMs in Peru for Development

regional trade negotiations are crucial

Products. NTMs for Crude Palm Oil

in finding solutions to existing trade

(CPO) is more intensive compared to

problems. If necessary and related to

other

the national interest of Indonesia, the

Development Products: (I.) there are

Government of Indonesia can bring to

four (4) HS that applied all the NTMs

Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) –

classifications (HS 030343, HS 030563,

World Trade Organization (WTO) to get

HS 151110, and HS 151190), (II.) there

the solution from the NTBs so that the

are two (2) HS that applied for two

export of development products does

classifications (HS 460193 and HS

not get serious obstacles in APEC

460212), (III.) there are three (3) HS

economies.

that applied for one classification (HS

central

government

as

if

NTBs

and

has

commodities.

From

total

15

291619, HS 400110 and HS 460122),
CONCLUSIONS

AND

POLICY

RECOMMENDATION
The digital NTMs data role is

(IV.) there are six (6) HS that not
applied for Development Products in
Brunei, Chile and Peru.

very important to support increasing

Based on this identification of

exports. NTMs are generally enforced

NTMs in three developing countries, it

on the grounds to protect domestic

is important to relevant authorities to

give explanation to the stakeholder
related to the classification of NTMs.
There is a need to increase trade
cooperation between Indonesia and
Chile/

Peru,

especially

related

to

market access. Streamlining NTMs is
necessary to give better ease of doing
business

in

international

trade.

Furthermore, diplomacy can be used to
get support by Brunei, Chile and Peru
so that development products can be
applied in APEC mutual agreement to
increase exports, rural development
and poverty alleviation.
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Abstract
In the recent years, a digital economy era has become the most dynamic growth in the world.
The development in digital economy is considered both as an opportunity and as a challenge
to Indonesia Stock Exchange Index (JKSE) and Taxi Stock Price (BIRD and TAXI). Based on
the descriptive analysis, it is important for stakeholders in Indonesia to comply with the main
digital economy business rules and regulations related to the public transportation regulation.
On the other side, the authorities should continuously make a regulatory review in the digital
economy regulation because of the nature of digital economy sector is more dynamic.
Furthermore, based on Analysis of Structural Time-Series Model (STSM), it can be concluded
that the Indonesia Stock Exchange Index (JKSE) and Taxi Stock Price up to March 2019 will
be relatively stable with a tendency to increase for JKSE and stable for Taxi stock price. The
relevant authorities should consistent to give more attention to the public transportation,
especially digital and conventional taxi so that win-win solution policy can help Indonesian
digital economy. The private sector related to Taxi business should collaborate each other so
that can give the best services to the customer and can get maximum profit.
Keywords: Indonesia Stock Exchange Index (JKSE), Taxi Stock Price (BIRD and TAXI),
Descriptive Analysis, Structural Time-Series Model (STSM)
JEL Classification: F47, G17, R48

stock capitalization value as reflected by

INTRODUCTION
Capital market is a meeting place

the value of Indonesia Composite Stock

for an investor (parties with funds) and

Price Index (Indeks Harga Saham

corporations

of

Gabungan / IHSG / JKSE). JKSE is an

funds). The increased of capital market

index whose calculation is based on the

activity is a country is one indicator of

value of all stock prices listed on the

the magnitude of investment activity in

Indonesia

the real sector in a country. Companies

factors can affect the value of stock

can get cheap funding alternatives that

price index including changes in central

can be used to measure economic

bank interest rates, global economic

growth. Capital market also is one of the

condition, world energy prices, political

variables that can be used to measure

stability

economic growth.

(Blanchard,

(parties

that

need

Stock

of

a

Exchange.

country,

2006).

and

Other

Many

other

research

The development of Indonesian

results indicate world oil prices, and

capital market can be seen from the

exchange rate values affect the JKSE

95

increasing

There is still a room to donate research

phenomenon of globalization of world

to be able to add references in the

economic activity in the form of exports

academic literature and to get benefit

and imports makes the role of currency

from relevant stakeholders.

(Syarofi,

2014).

The

exchange rate becomes important. A
decrease

in

corporate

profits

will

LITERATURE REVIEW

dampen investor interest in buying

Bala and Premaratne (2003) write

shares in companies that have an

about volatility spillover and the co-

impact on falling share prices.

movement return of stock markets in

Currently

in

Indonesia,

Singapore, US, UK, Hong Kong and

Taxi

growth is very rapid. Many of taxi

Japan.

They

providers in Indonesia, especially in

Multivariate GARCH. As a result, the

several big cities such as Jakarta,

GJR GARCH model is better to be used

Depok, Bekasi, Tangerang, Bandung,

for

Yogyakarta and Surabaya. Lots of

Singapore and Hong Kong, but the

facilities that is profitable like order taxis

EGARCH model is more suitable to see

by phone or through an application;

the dynamics of volatility in the UK,

order regular car or exclusive car. Until

Japan, and the US. The Singapore stock

now, there are several regular taxi

market provides a small but significant

namely Blue Bird, Express, Bosowa,

volatility spillover to the Japan, US and

Cipaganti, O-Renz, Gold, Mandala,

Hong Kong stock markets.

the

use

dynamics

GARCH,

of

VAR,

volatility

in

Naseer and Kurniawan (2015)

Merpati, Metro, and Silver (Prabawati,
2017). Although, this paper will only

analyse

focus on two biggest taxi companies that

between taxi incumbents and taxi apps.

already go public which are Blue Bird

There are four main taxi apps (ride-

(BIRD) and Express (TAXI). These

sharing), which are: Uber, Go-Jek,

stock prices variables represent the

Grabtaxi and GrabBike. These online

biggest taxi transportation in Indonesia.

taxi aggressively enters into Indonesian

To the best of our knowledge,

market and making a lot of waves. Blue

there

is

no

systematic

empirical

Bird

Indonesia

management

transport

sector

highlighted

an

research exists regarding the analysis of

increase in turnover of driver that gone

Indonesia Stock Exchange Index and

to ride-sharing apps. In 2015, BIRD is

Taxi Stock Price in Digital Economy Age

generating ROE of 22% and ROIC of

96

18%, but the profile of growth is lower

calculation is as follows: ROE at 32.6%,

than expectations.

ROA

at

12%,

and

EVA

at

Bareksa (2017) examines Bird

Rp300.226.000.000. These variables

and TAXI prospects after floor price

indicate that BIRD still has a good

online taxi applied. The Ministry of

performance

Transportation

added, although there were fluctuations

has

enacted

online

and

economic

value

during 2013-2015.

application-based taxi tariff regulations
which are regulated in the Minister of

Prabawati (2017) write about

Transportation Regulation No.26 of

marketing strategy in Blue Bird to

2017 concerning the Implementation of

compete in service transportation with

Transportation of People with Public

online application in Surabaya. The

Motorized Vehicles not in Routes. The

result shows that the marketing strategy

existence of government intervention

on transportation services of Blue Bird

related to the implementation of lower

consists of services, promotions, and

limit tariffs for online taxis has become a

price is still not going well in facing

positive sentiment in the capital market.

competition based online application.

Rates for Uber Taxi, Grab Car and Go

Although

Car are according to some users

physical evidence, persons and prices

interviewed by Bareksa, around 30-50

have been very good in facing these

% cheaper than regular taxis. Bird and

challenges

Taxi companies claim to experience a

economy age application.

decline in performance because Uber

Stock Price Estimation method with

Taxi, Grab Car and Go Car suck up

Structural Time-Series Model (STSM)

users

of

the

land

transportation

distribution

related

to

strategy,

the

digital

Share prices are classified as

services.
Anestya

the

Volatile Commodities (VC) or the main
(2017)

analyse

the

source of data inaccuracies that are

Return on Equity (ROE), Return On

difficult to model. Therefor a simple

Asset (ROA) and Economic Value

model is needed that can explain the

Added (EVA) to measure the financial

dynamics of VC. One way to be able to

performance at PT. Blue Bird Tbk. The

do a more structured and accurate VC

ability to compete in a company is

short-term assessment and estimation

determined by external and internal

is to decompose and projection in a

environmental conditions. The variables

comprehensive model, the Structural
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Time-Series

Model

(STSM)

 j ,t 
 cos c sin c   j ,t 1   K t 
 *    
 *    * 
 sin c cos c   j ,t 1   K t  (4)
 j ,t 

Decomposition (Harvey and Shephard,
1993).

for t = 1,...,T. Where ψt is a cycle

The advantage of this STS

component, ρψ and λc are damping and

approach compared to the historical

frequency factors with values 0< ρψ<1

average price is that it is more
structured,

it

can

model

and 0< λc <π while Kt dan Kt* are not

seasonal

mutually correlated N(0,σk2). If the three

patterns and irregularity in commodity

components are summed it becomes:

prices and make the model more robust

yt   t   t   t   t ………………(5)

(strong). STSM decomposition consists
of

3

components,

namely:

Trend

So yt is the stock price predicted

components that follow a random walk

by the trend (ԏt), seasonal (γt) and cycle

process.

(ψt). This model is estimated by the MLE

 t  t   t 1  nt , nt ~ N (0, 2 ) . (1)

(Maximum Likelihood Estimation) and 3
components that are difficult to estimate,

 t   t 1   t ~ N (0,  2 ) ………. (2)

produced from the Kalman filter (Harvey

Where ԏt is a trend component, μt is a

& Shephard, 1993). Data collection for

slope which can be stochastic, and nt is

this model was obtained from the

an error from ԏt, and Ʋt is an error from

Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX). The

μt .

data period used is weekly data from the

(1) Seasonal Components that are

first week of March 2013 until third week

specifications

(yt)

follow

the

of January 2018. This study uses the

trigonometric model.

Stamp OxMetrics 7 software.
Analysis

 j ,t   cos  j sin  j   j ,t 1  t 
 *    sin  cos    *    *  (3)
j
j   j ,t 1  t 
 j ,t  

of

Indonesia

Stock

Exchange Index (JKSE)
The Structural Time Series Model

for j = 1,...,[s/2]; t = 1,...,T. Where γt is

(STSM) approach to the Indonesia

a seasonal component, ωt is an error

Stock Exchange Index (JKSE) shows

from γt.

that (see Picture 1): (1) the dynamics of

(2) Cycle components whose models

JKSE are sourced from trend, seasonal
and irregular components, (2) seasonal

resemble Seasonal Components.

components of JKSE tend to fluctuate
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with positive values in February-July

in

JKSE

more

and negative in August-January, (3) the

compared to 2016 and 2017. This is due

lowest value of the irregular component

to the fact that the return of JKSE

occurred in April and August 2015, in the

is the

end of 2016; the highest value in

compared

January and October 2015. Irregularities

(Setiawati, 2017).

lowest
with

fluctuate

in

2015
2016

in

2015

(-12.13%),
is

15.32%

Trend

Season

Irregular

Picture 1. Development of the Indonesia Stock Exchange Index (JKSE) and
Influence of Trend, Seasonal, and Irregular Components
Source: Researcher Calculation with software Stamp OxMetrics 7 (2018)

7750
JKSE
Realised-JKSE

Forecast-JKSE +/- SE

7500

7250

7000

6750

6500

6250

6000

2018

2019

Picture 2. Estimation of Indonesia Stock Exchange Index (JKSE) In 2018-2019
Source: Researcher Calculation with software Stamp OxMetrics 7 (2018)
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JKSE estimation from October

below the tolerance of the Coefficient of

2018 to March 2019 will increase by

Variation (CV) of 9%. So, the impact of

8.1% (see Table 1 and Picture 2). JKSE

JKSE fluctuation on the performance of

fluctuations are mostly caused by short-

taxi companies can be maintained.

term components, namely seasonal

However, if there is a decline in

which can be occur due to problems with

Indonesia stock Exchange Index (JKSE)

the

are

such as in 2015 there is a possibility of

relatively different each month. The

irregularity and a cycle of a decline in the

pattern of conditions of rising demand

JKSE can occur. If there is an increase

from Indonesia Stock Exchange Index

in the interest rate of the USA Central

(JKSE) that usually occurs between

Bank (The Fed / Federal Reserve

February to July, while the condition of

Interest Rates) then there could be an

the decline in JKSE stock demand

increase in foreign capital outflow from

usually occurs from August to January.

JKSE

The fluctuation of the JKSE index is still

anticipated.

number

of

requests

that

to

abroad

which

must

Table 1. Estimation of Indonesia Stock Exchange Index (JKSE)
Period

% Change of JKSE
October 2018

-

November 2018

0.4

December 2018

1.2

January 2019

2.1

February 2019

2.3

March 2019

1.9

% Change from October 2018 - March 2019

8.1 (increase)

Coefficient of Variation (CV)

3.18 (stable)

Source: Indonesia Stock Exchange (2018)
Index from October 2018-March 2019 (estimation result).
Coefficient of Variation = Standard Deviation divided by average, if below 9 it is stable.
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be

Analysis of Blue Bird Stock Price

with

positive

(BIRD)

February,

values

March,

in

June,

January,
July,

and

The Structural Time Series Model

December and negative values in April,

(STSM) approach to the stock price of

May, August, September, October, and

Blue Bird (BIRD) shows that: (1) the

November, (3) the irregular of BIRD

dynamics of BIRD stock prices are

stock price with the lowest value in

sourced from trend, seasonal and

January and July 2015, (4) no cycle

irregular

component (see picture 3).

components,

(2)

BIRD

seasonal component tend to fluctuate

BIRD

Level

10000

Trend

5000
2015
1000

2016

2017

2018

2017

2018

Season

BIRD-Seasonal

500
0
-500
2015
0.25

2016

BIRD-Irregular

Irregular

0.00
-0.25
2015

2016

2017

2018

Picture 3. Development of the Blue Bird Stock Price (BIRD) and Influence of
Trend, Seasonal, and Irregular Components
Source: Researcher Calculation with software Stamp OxMetrics 7 (2018)

Table 2 shows the estimation of %

change of JKSE which is only 8.1%.

change of BIRD stock price from

BIRD stock price fluctuations are mostly

October 2018 to March 2019 will

caused

increase by 53.9%. This number is

namely seasonal which can occur due to

relatively higher compared to the %

number of bid and offers that are
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by

short-term

components,

relatively different each month. The

of December the stock price of BIRD

pattern of rising demand of BIRD stock

also increase. The fluctuation of the

usually occurs in the month of January,

BIRD stock price is higher compared to

February,

and

the tolerance of the Coefficient of

December. This is in line with the

Variation (CV) of 9%. So, the impact of

increase of JKSE in the month of

BIRD fluctuations on the performance of

February, March, June and July, but it

Taxi Company should be watched

has different pattern where in the month

carefully.

March,

June,

July

Table 2. Estimation of Blue Bird Stock Price (BIRD)
Period

% Change of BIRD
October 2018

-

November 2018

7.7

December 2018

21.7

January 2019

12.5

February 2019

-3.2

March 2019

7.8
53.9 (increase)

% Change from October 2018 - March 2019

16.92 (fluctuate)

Coefficient of Variation (CV)

Source: Indonesia Stock Exchange (2018),
Numbers from October 2018-March 2019 (estimation result).
Coefficient of Variation = Standard Deviation divided by average, if below 9 it is stable.

Analysis

of

Express

2015 only Rp.32 billion compared with

Transindo

2014 is Rp.118 billion and in 2013 is

Utama Stock Price (TAXI)
The

Structural

Time

Series

Rp. 132 billion (Express, 2015), (3)

Model (STMS) approach to the stock

TAXI seasonal component tend to

price of Express Transindo Utama

fluctuate with positive values in April to

(TAXI) shows that: (1) the dynamics of

August

TAXI stock prices are sourced from

September to March, (4) there is no

trend and seasonal components, (2)

cycle and irregular components (see

Trend of Taxi relatively decline in 2015

Picture 4).

due to the reduction of net income in
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and

negative

values

in

TAXI

Level

1000

Trend

500

2015
100

2016

2017

TAXI-Seasonal

2018

Season

50
0
-50
-100
2015

2016

2017

2018

Picture 4. Development of the Express Transindo Utama Stock Price (TAXI)
and Influence of Trend and Seasonal Components
Source: Researcher Calculation with software Stamp OxMetrics 7 (2018)
.

Table 3 shows the estimation of %

of TAXI in April to August. This is

change of TAXI stock price from

different with BIRD that has rising

October 2018 to March 2019 will

demand in January, February, March,

relatively

June,

decline

if

there

is

no

July

and

December.

The

fundamental reform in the company.

fluctuation of the TAXI stock price is

This number can become concerned to

higher compared to the tolerance of the

stakeholders and stockholders in the

Coefficient of Variation (CV) of 9%. So,

future. TAXI stock price fluctuations are

the impact of TAXI fluctuations on the

mostly

short-term

performance of this taxi company should

components, namely seasonal which

be managed very carefully. The net loss

can occur due to the low number of bid

of Express Transindo Utama in the year

and offer. The pattern of rising demand

2017 is Rp. 491 billion, compared to the

caused

by
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net loss in 2016 is Rp. 184 billion

already maintains the number of direct

(Express, 2017). This is due to the fact

cost from Rp.579 billion in 2016 to

that there is a decline in revenue from

Rp.488 billion, but the company still

Rp.618 billion in 2016 to only Rp.304

have to suffer from this relatively difficult

billion. Even though the management

situation.

Table 3. Estimation of Express Transindo Utama Stock Price (TAXI)
Period

% Change of TAXI
October 2018

-

November 2018

-39.8

December 2018

3.0

January 2019

-11.2

February 2019

-11.5

March 2019

-5.5

Relatively decline

% Change from October 2018 - March 2019

102.9 (fluctuate)

Coefficient of Variation (CV)

Source: Indonesia Stock Exchange (2018),
Numbers from October 2018-March 2019 (estimation result).
Coefficient of Variation = Standard Deviation divided by average, if below 9 it is stable.

TAXI trend have a decreasing pattern,

CONCLUSION
The Indonesia Stock Exchange

this is due to the fact that stock price in

Index (JKSE) and BIRD stock price have

general still has positive trend, but

trend,

conventional

seasonal

and

irregular

taxi

companies

have

components, but TAXI stock price has

significant challenges to be managed,

only trend and seasonal components.

especially taxi apps.

The irregular components in JKSE and

JKSE and BIRD estimation have an

BIRD indicate that these indexes and

increasing % change from October 2018

stock price can capture the irregular

to March 2019, but TAXI estimation has

shock from outside the company such

a relatively decreasing % change if there

as digital economy era. The JKSE trend

is

has an increasing pattern, but BIRD and

company. The pattern of rising demand
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no

fundamental

reform

in

the

of BIRD stock, usually occurs in the

Blanchard,
O.
(2006).
European
unemployment: The evolution of facts
and ideas. Economic Policy, 21(45), 5–
59.
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.14680327.2006.00153.x.

month of January, February, March,
June, July and December. This is in line
with the increase of JKSE in the month

Express. (2015). Annual Report PT Express
Transindo Utama Tbk 2015. PT
Express Transindo Utama Tbk.

of February, March, June and July, but it
has different pattern where in the month

Express. (2017). Annual Report PT Express
Transindo Utama Tbk 2017. PT
Express Transindo Utama Tbk.
Downloaded
August
16,
2018.
Available
online
at:
http://quote.morningstar.com/stockfiling/AnnualReport/2017/12/31/t.aspx?t=XIDX:TA
XI&ft=&d=20a586fb258d6da21065ebf
bac5bae65

of December the stock price of BIRD
also increase. Then, the pattern of rising
demand of TAXI in April to August. The
fluctuation of the BIRD and TAXI stock
prices are higher compared to the
tolerance of the Coefficient of Variation

Harvey, A.C. dan Shephard, N. (1993).
Structural Time Series Models.
Handbook of Statistics, Vol.11, Elsevier
Science.

(CV) of 9%. So, the impact of BIRD and
TAXI fluctuation on the performance of
this taxi company should be managed

Naseer, Jahanzeb and Kurniawan, Benny.
(2015). Indonesia Transport Secor,
Taxi Wars: Apps vs incumbents. Equity
Research,
Credit
Suisse,
Asia
Pacific/Indonesia, 1 October 2015.
Downloaded August 9, 2018, Available
online at: https://research-doc.creditsuisse.com/docView?sourceid=em&do
cument_id=x658913&serialid=vh0Bso
4cU7hEi71m8VHIY8ZL8zy2SNLUAdnt
xl%2fAVto%3d

very carefully.
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DEMYSTIFYING ONLINE MARKETPLACE, IS IT THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR
SMALL MEDIUM ENTERPRISE (SME)? A PRELIMINARY STUDY
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Pusat Pengembangan Sumber Daya Kemetrologian (PPSDK), Kementerian Perdagangan,
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Abstract
Nowadays, online marketplace has play significant role in Indonesia e-commerce
development. Many buyers and sellers especially SME are conduct transaction in this type
of e-commerce business model. Some of the advantages are safe and convenience
transaction process for buyer and easiness to build an online store for seller. As the online
marketplace continue to grow, arise several questions. Is it feasible enough as distribution
channel for SME in the long term and sustainable? What kind of SME that can survive and
thrive this competition? This preliminary study uses combination of descriptive analytic desk
research with observation and online survey to give initial insight for SME to improve their
competitiveness. The result shows that In short term marketplace is useful to educate the
online market and boost turnover of Indonesian SMEs, but for long and sustainable benefits,
SMEs should use their own brand / website to build customer databases and direct interaction
with customers through various online marketing tools including social media. Another finding
is in order to expand SME have to focus their strategy on product differentiation and niche
market.
Keywords: Marketplace, e-commerce, SME, Competitiveness
JEL Classification: O31, O32, O33

stated that it was necessary to develop

INTRODUCTION
In

the

last

10

years,

an online marketplace and use social

the

development of information technology

media

in Indonesia is very rapid, including in

consumer confidence and accelerate

the field of e-commerce. Various digital

the

business models have sprung up as

marketing. Furthermore e-commerce

technology develops. Starting from the

plays

blog era, email marketing, social media

competitiveness of SMEs through the

website, google analytics, which played

promotion

a role in transforming SMEs into online

businesses and the ease of accessing

business (Falgenti, 2011). The role of

production information and business

e- commerce,

transactions (Nuryanti, 2013).

especially

online

(Facebook)

effects
a

role

Facing

marketplaces, began to be analyzed

of

of

the

to

Word
in

increase
of

Mouth

enhancing

fast

and

Asean

the

cheap

Economic

starting in 2013, one of them was

Community the role of e-commerce as

Ahmad Anshori muslim Syuhada, who

a medium for SME marketing is
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increasingly

evident.

According

Organizations that achieve Cost

to

Sultoni (2014), its role is to significantly

Leadership

increase market access and product

gaining market share through lowering

sales

prices (whilst maintaining profitability)

as

well

as

new

market

can

benefit

either

by

or by maintaining average prices and

expansion.
Some interesting findings from

therefore increasing profits. All of this is

the results of research on local brands

achieved by reducing costs to a level

in 2015 showed that the use of social

below

media and online discussion forums

competitors.

those

of

Companies

began to be widely used including

the

organization's

that

pursue

marketplaces (lazada and tokopedia).

differentiation

This further strengthens the conditions

share by offering unique features that

where online channels will become the

are valued by their customers. Focus

main marketing channels while offline

strategies

stores will be complementary (Barus,

Leadership or Differentiation within

2015).

niche markets in ways that are not
available

Extensive use of social media

strategy

involve

to

win

a

market

achieving

more

Cost

broadly-focused

players (Mind Tools, 2018).

and marketplace by SMEs was also
discussed by Umar (2016), Kurniawati

On this paper, we would like to

(2016), Andika Kurnia Adi Pradana

analyze SMEs presence in Indonesia

(2017) dan Alriz Tsabit Rusdan (2018).

online

In principle, the problem of SMEs such

Porter’s

Generic

as promotion, marketing and sales can

Online

marketplaces

be

cheaply and

economic opportunities for businesses

quickly through the use of social media

everywhere. SMEs are encouraged to

and marketplace.

sell online in the marketplace to

overcome

easily,

marketplace

according

Strategies

to

Model.

open

up

According to Porter's Generic

improve business performance. Based

Strategies model, there are three basic

on data by kumparanTECH there was

strategic available to organizations for

2,6

gaining competitive advantage. These

Tokopedia on January 2018. The 2nd

are: Cost Leadership, Differentiation

place was Bukalapak with 2,2 million

and Focus (Porter, 2004).

pelapak
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million

merchants

(merchant)

that

joined

(Triwijanarko,

Customers

2018) and the 3rd place was Shopee

benefit

from

this

with 1 million seller in December 2017

condition. But for a country that not

according to Nabila (2017). But behind

only wants to be the consumer nation,

all the hype, arise interesting question,

this is dangerous. Especially when our

Is the marketplace suitable for SMEs?

country does not have a complete

like

system and infrastructure to support

Tokopedia, Bukalapak, Blibli, Lazada,

the cost leadership of business people,

Shopee, is a sophisticated real market.

especially SMEs (Fajrian, 2018).

An

online

marketplace

Therefore,

People come to look for a commodity

and

this

paper

evaluate

try

to

or item, not to their favorite shop /

analyze

marketplace

merchant. Even if he landing on the

feasibility as distribution channel for

product store's subscription page, he

SME. The next question is what kind of

had very high flexibility to directly

SME that can survive and thrive this

compare the prices of similar products

competition?

in other stores. There are even some
marketplaces that recommend other

METHODS

similar products at lower prices when a

Qualitative method is used in this

consumer is landing on a merchant's

research which combine descriptive

product page.

analytic desk research with observation

In the marketplace information is

and survey to give initial insight for

so symmetrical, clear and bright. To

SME to improve their competitiveness

find the cheapest price we only need to

as we can see in figure 1.

sort it with one click. The most
dangerous part is when sellers from
other city or even countries who have
excellence in production efficiency,
supply chain and logistics, trade in the
same

place.

This

efficiency

makes them have cost leadership
so they can offer lower prices than
Figure 1. Research Method

others.
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also

With this method, data collection

conducted

are using desk research (studying

result

journal, paper and article) to gain

observation.

insight

about

Porter's

from

to

desk

complete

the

research

and

Generic

Strategies model and its implication on

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SMEs presence in digital marketplace.

An observation is applied to an

Further data collection are gained

SME selling on marketplace which is

by

through

Callista Babyshop. The sample is

shop

taken purposively because the shop

engaged in kids praying clothes. These

has been playing on online selling field

shop

sales

more than 4 years. The shop produces

activities through digital channels for

instant praying cloth for kids called

more than four years to see if there any

“sarung instan balita” branded as “Nea

pattern on how they can survive and

Orange” and sold for IDR 80.000 each

win

online

piece. The production capacity of these

marketplace. Online questionnaire on

sarung instan reaches 10.000 pieces

buyer

and

each year. Callista Babyshop sells the

that

conduct

purposive

observation

online

sampling

of

already

the

one
conduct

competition
seller

marketing

marketplace,

online

or

their

in

manufacturer

transaction
(social

classifed

ads,

via

products through some marketplaces

media,

such as tokopedia, bukalapak and
shopee as shown on figure 2:

etc)

(a) Callista Babyshop on Tokopedia
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(b) Callista Babyshop on Bukalapak

(c) Callista Babyshop on Shopee
Figure 2. Callista Babyshop on Marketplaces
product

instan or similar products come on the

using keyword “sarung instan orange”

front landing page with the lower price.

on tokopedia, the results shown as

The results goes the same for the other

depicted in figure 3. As seen on fig. 3,

marketplaces; bukalapak and shopee.

so many similar products sold in

We can see that Porter’s generic first

various prices and places. Callista

strategy,

babyshop that produce the sarung

apply for this shop since many sellers

instan itself doesn’t come on the first

offer the products with lower prices. So

page, nor the second, third, even tenth.

we can conclude that cost leadership is

So many shops sell these sarung

not the key for this shop.

Searching

this

shop
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Cost

Leadership

doesn’t

Figure 3. Searching Result on Tokopedia for Sarung Instan Produced by
Callista Babyshop
Let’s

observe

the

second

the users of their products are children,

strategy, Differentiation. Is there any

so they make their products match

uniqueness on Callista Babyshop’s

their consumer preferences. This can

products sarung instan Nea Orange?

be one of their power in order to

Yes, we can see that sarung instan

survive in online shopping.

produced by Callista Babyshop have

However, the products Callista

more colorful fabrics than other similar

Babyshop make are not hard to copy

products. Callista Babyshop knows that

and imitate. Other competitors may be
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The third stategy of Porter’s

able to produce similar products using
large

theory is focus on niche market.

capitals needed. The design of the

Callista Babyshop knows their targets

products are not special either. In order

well. Young women, especially young

to be able to compete with their

mothers, love to shop and also love

competitor, Callista Babyshop offers

their kids. It’s okay for them not to buy

something more than prices. Giving

their own fashion and allocate the

excellent services and fast responses

budget for the children’s. Most of the

are other key of this shop to run their

followers of Callista Babyshop on

business.

marketplace are women as shown as

similar

fabrics

without

Figure

2(a)

even

shows

that

figure 4.

Callista’s speed in giving response to
consumers is high, while figure 2(c)

Here, we can imply that this shop

shows that Callista’s response to chat

knows the marketing targets very well.

is also swift enough.

So, the third strategy of Porter’s: focus
on niche market really works for
Callista Babyshop.
However, is this enough to use
only these two strategies to run the
business

and

rely

only

on

the

marketplace? The observation goes to
social

media

used

by

Callista

Babyshop. Beside the marketplaces,
Callista Babyshop use other media to
increase their product sales. Instagram
and facebook are other social media
platforms Callista Babyshop use to
distribute their products. Using these
free platform to promote the products is
other good strategy. Social media are
one

Figure 4. Callista Babyshop’s

of

people

needs

nowadays.

People use social media not only to be

Followers on Shopee

connected

with

their

friends

and

relatives, but also to read some news.
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And now the social media grow bigger

questionnaires made to analyze the

and also become potential tools to

relationship between Porter’s Generic

promote

Strategies and SME’s strategies to

products

or

services.

Moreover, social media like instagram

survive

and facebook can connect directly to

questionnaires are targeted to both

the marketplace. Figure 5 shows the

buyers and sellers. 57 buyers and 10

social

onlineshop sellers participate on the

media

used

by

Callista

Babyshop to sell the products.

on

marketplace.

The

questionnaires.
A. Buyer
The buyer informants consist of
39 females and 18 males. The online
shopper aged 26-35 are on the top of
the group (43.9%), while those aged
36-45 are on the second group for
29.8%, the third are those aged 17-25
for 22.8 % and only 3.5% online
shoppers aged more than 45 years old.

(a) Callista Babyshop on Instagram

From 57 respondents, 47.4% of
them did at least 1 online shopping
activity in the last 1 month. Figure 6
shows

the

data

of

the

buyers

presented by google form on online
questionnaires.

(b) Callista Babyshop on facebook
Figure 5. Callista Babyshop on Social
Media

Supporting data for this research
(a) Data of buyers’ ages

given by online questionnaires. Some
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fashion industries grow rapidly on
online market lately.
2. Platform
Marketplaces take the first place as
the best choice platform (64.9%)
used

buy

most frequently used marketplaces

From online questionnaires, we
several

to

used by 24.6% of respondents. The

Figure 6. Data of Buyer’s Age & Gender

analyze

respondents

products. While social media are

(b) Data of buyers’ gender

can

by

points

are Shopee with 30,8 percentage,

as

mentioned below :

while Tokopedia is in 2nd place with

1. Buyers Interest

28,2%,

followed

by

Bukalapak

The survey shows that fashions and

(17.9%) and Lazada (15,4%). The

babystuffs are the most wanted

survey also shows that Instagram is

items to purchase (63.6%) followed

the

by tickets (54.5%) and beauty/

platform

skincares (45.5%). From the data

respondents, and facebook is on

we know that the respondents are

the second place with 21.4%.

mostly

Figure

wonder

females,
that

so

no

choice

social

media

used

by

78.6%

7.

represents

how

best

seller

marketplaces become the most

some

things

chosen platform by onlineshopper

the

commodities

are

related

women.

to

there’s

first

according to survey.

Moreover,

Figure 7. Marketplace Become the Most Chosen Platform
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3. Consideration in online shopping
A

question

about

buyer’s

consideration in online shopping
resulted

that

prices

(35.09%)

become the first consideration for
buyers before purchasing products.
Social proof also took their concern

Figure 8. The Samples’ Duration in

and become second consideration
(21.05%)

while

the

rest

Online Shopping Field

90%

of

of

these

onlineshop

customer

respondents have been running their

services and after sales services as

business for 1-5 year, while the other

their considerations. This results in

10% for 5-10 years (Fig.8). In this

line

duration, the shops are in stable

respondents

chose

with

Porter’s

Generic

Strategies. In marketplaces, there’s

condition

a

shopping arena.

fierce

competition

in prices.

to

compete

in

online

Consumers look for the lowest

From these 10 online sellers,

prices offered by sellers. For the

only 20% of them produce their own

sellers who can’t compete with the

products, while the rest 80% are

price, other strategies can help.

resellers who sell products of other

Since

is

other

parties. For the reseller respondents,

can

offer

50% of them buy products as inventory

other than prices, e.g excellent

(commonly these kinds of sellers are

customer

good

called ‘reseller’), 25% of them are

packaging,

dropshippers (Agent, distributor, or

social

consideration,

proof
sellers
services,

responses,

beautiful

retailer who carries little or no inventory

product guarantee, etc.

but

B. Seller

earns

commission

on

orders

The online questionnaires for

passed on to the manufacturer or

sellers are responded by 10 online

original supplier), while the rest 25% do

sellers. All of them are females, aged

both

between 26-35 (90%) and 36-45 (10%)

dropshipper) in their businesses.

located
Jakarta,

in

several

Bandung,

cities
Bekasi,

systems
From

including

the

(reseller

and

questionnaire’s

responses in sellers’ point of view,

Tegal,

there are several points to analyze:

Tangerang, Malang and Pasuruan.
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1. Commodities
According to the results, 30% of the
online

seller

respondents

sell

fashions, 30% focused on moslem
fashions, while the rest sell baby
Figure 10. Shopee as the Favorite

stuffs, home appliances, cosmetics,

Marketplace for Online Seller

and skincares as shown on figure 9

The reason in choosing shopee is

below:

free shipping cost offered by this
marketplace

platform.

Another

reason is because through this
marketplace consumers come to
buy more than other marketplace
platform. This questionnaire’s result

Figure 9. The Commodities Sold by

is in line with the response of the

Online shops

buyers who chose shopee as their

In general, we can summarize that
60%

of

the

respondents

favourite marketplace platform.

sell

3. Strategies

fashions. This is matched with the
result

of

the

Although there are so many sellers
playing

showed that fashions were the most

marketplaces

and

prices, the sellers have no worries.

2. Marketplace preference

The results of the questionnaires

All of the respondents sell their
marketplaces.

on

offering similar items with lower

wanted items in online market.

on

marketplace

competitions

questionnaires

responded by the buyers which

products

in

show that the sellers are confidence

The

in beating other competitors in

most preferable marketplace used

online

by these sellers is shopee, followed

marketplace.

The

result

shows that the sellers don’t use

by tokopedia in second place, and

Cost Leadership as the strategy

bukalapak in third (figure 10).

applied on their shops, since there
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are many shops offer cheaper price

and

for the similar items. The sellers

consumers. Figure 11 shows the

prefer

strategies applied by the sellers to

to

use

differentiation

in

product and offer excellent services

product

variations

to

get

compete on marketplace.

Figure 11. Strategies Applied by Sellers in Marketplace Competition

As seen on figure 11, most sellers
place customer services over prices.
The second priority strategies are
prices and product differentiation.
Once again, this is matched with
Porter’s Generic Strategies that
sellers who can not comply with

Figure 12. Responses on the

Cost Leadership tend to play product

possibility of marketplace

differentiation and focus on niche

used as the only platform

market to gain profits.

used in onlineshopping

4. Marketplaces as the only platform

A

to sell online
Another

question

percentage

of

33.3%

of

respondents said it was possible,
given

to

the

while 66.7% said it was not. The

respondents is “Is there possible to

sellers who gave an optimistic

use only marketplace, without any

response to the marketplace as the

other platform, as the tools in online

ideal place to do online selling are

marketing in long term (> 5years)?”.

ones

And the answer is shown on figure

products and have big capitals to

12:

play cost leadership strategy. The
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who

produce

their

own

66.7% sellers who said it wasn’t
possible

to

use

only

The survey results 80% of the

the

sellers use instagram, while 10%

marketplace are those who resell or

use facebook, and the rest 10% use

dropship the products from other

both.

parties. They have various reasons.

Here

we

can

see

that

although sellers have been selling

One said that it was difficult to

their product through

compete against other sellers in

marketplace, they still need other

marketplace without doing some

way to penetrate the market. And

promotions through other media.

social media are the best way to do

Other said that having his own

that since almost everyone use

website was a way more effective

them in daily activities. And contrary

than using marketplace, since not

to the buyer’s preferences, sellers

every buyer use marketplace as

prefer social media better than

their tools in online shopping.

marketplaces, as shown as figure

5. Social Media as Supporting Tools in

14.

Online Market
As seen on the observation before,
seller uses not only marketplace but
also social media to promote their
products.

The

questionnaires
observation.

result

of

supports
All

of

10

the
this

Figure 14. Comparation Between Social

seller

Media and Marketplace due to Seller’s

respondents use social media as

Preference

their supporting tools. Instagram is

Figure

the most frequently used, as seen

14

represents

how

the

sellers prefer to do online selling

at figure 13.

through

social

marketplaces.

media

80%

of

than
sellers

thought that social media brings
more

consumers

than

marketplaces.
One last question given to the

Figure 13. Social Media used by Sellers

respondents is, “Do they have their

in Online Market
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1. In

own website?”. Only 10% said that

Porter's

strategy,

business

they had, while the other 90% said

success comes from three things:

no. And the reasons for not having

cost leadership, differentiation and

their own website is described in

focus on niche market. The sellers

figure 15.

don’t use Cost Leadership as the
strategy applied on their shops,
since there are many shops offer
cheaper price for the similar items.
The

sellers

prefer

to

use

differentiation in product and offer
Figure 15. The reasons why some

excellent

sellers don’t have their own website

services

and

product

variations to get consumers.

Most sellers (50%) said that they

2. One important value for sellers in

lack of resources (human, time,

the marketplace is social proof in

knowledge) to build the website,

the form of the number of products

while other 25% said that they

sold, the number of transactions,

didn’t think it’s necessary to have

ratings, and reviews. This social

websites. Other 10% said that to

proof

make

leverage competitiveness against

a

website

was

money

testimony

is

able

to

other sellers whose prices are

consuming.
Actually,

or

having

a

website

cheaper. Like on the market, people

is

profitable enough since it gives

tend to come to crowded kiosks.

some

This social proof or reputation is

advantages

better

than

marketplaces. Having own website

actually

makes

collect

differentiation, not cost leadership.

consumer data, to interact directly

Because even though the price is a

with the consumers and to optimize

little more expensive, but reputation

the promotion effectively.

can provide a sense of security.

it

possible

to

discussion

get

several

above,

valuable

advantage

of

Consumers are willing to pay more

From the observation, survey,
and

the

we

can

for this sense of security. But the

insight

as

reputation is not built in short terms,
it takes long time and costly.

mentioned:
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3. Most of seller have an opinion that

h. Interest / hobbies
i.

online marketplace is not profitable

Behavior including track record
of buyer interest.

distribution channel for SMEs in the
long term. People come to the
marketplace to compare prices.

CONCLUSION

Marketplace

with

From the results and discussion, we

perfect competition where small

can answer research question as

capital SMEs will be subdued by

mentioned below:

those who have capital advantages

1. In short term marketplace is useful

is

a

market

and costs.
4. Marketplace

to educate the online market and
stores

data

on

boost turnover of Indonesian SMEs,

transaction patterns and consumer

but

for

long

and

behavior. Unlike Facebook ads, we

benefits,

use

can not easily find transaction data

website

to

patterns including but not limited to:

databases and direct interaction

a. Buyers identity

with customers.

b. Location of buyers

We proposed several steps that

c. Purchase time

MSMEs can do to gain competitive

d. Age

advantage in e- commerce which

e. Gender

inline with adapted and modified

f. Language

article from Setiabudi (2016) as

g. Demography (education,

depicted in figure 16 are as follows:

your own
build

relationship status, employment)

Figure 16. SMEs Strategy Towards e-commerce
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sustainable
brand/

customer

a. Social media

the

Instagram and Facebook social

marketplace. 'C' is an individual

media platforms have been widely

buyer.

used by online businesses so far.

Manufacturers still contribute to

These

posting

platform

was

chosen

company

their

that

owns

products

the

to

the

because it is free and easy to use.

marketplace as mentioned above.

By only owning a smartphone,

Then, the marketplace displays and

someone can run a business online

(usually)

via social media.

products

b. C2C (Classified Ads)

transaction occurs, then the buyer

Activities provide a place and/or

makes payment to the marketplace.

time to display the content of goods

Next,

and / or services (Ministry of

contact with the manufacturer to

Finance, 2013). For advertisers to

process the order. After the item is

place advertisements aimed at ad

received by the buyer, the money

users

are

will be transferred to the producer.

ads

d. B2C / Brand.com

through

provided

by

sites

that

classified

promotes
to

the

producer

customers.

marketplace

If

a

makes

organizers. Individual sellers (C)

The activity of selling goods and /or

can directly connect with individual

services

customers (C). Transactions can be

retailing to buyers at retail online

done directly or via a rekber (joint

sites.

account)

Lazada, etc. where sellers can

to

maintain

security.

carried

out

Examples

Bhinneka,

directly

c. B2B2C (Marketplace)

consumers. Even though the items

Sites provided by internet service

that are sold do not have to be

providers to sellers to sell their

brand or own production. Examples

merchandise through cyberspace

are Apple, Brodo, Mens Republic,

(Ministry

etc. who use their brand as the

Finance,

2013).

their

online

Example: OLX, Kaskus.

of

sell

are

by

products

to

Example: Tokopedia, Bukalapak,

name of the web.

Shopee.

seller / producer

These 4 stages are recommended

company cannot directly deal with

steps for SMEs to get optimal

the buyer. The first B 'is a producer

benefits from e-commerce. Data of

or seller company. The second 'B' is

active

The
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social

media

users

in

Indonesia as of January 2018 is

the first Porter’s strategy (cost

49%

people

leadership), but they can use the

(wearesocial, hootsuite, 2018) as

second and third strategies (product

illustrated in figure 17.

differentiation and focus on niche

or

130

million

market) as the tools in marketing.
Therefore, the high level use of
social

media

must

properly

through

accounts.

After

be

utilized

e-commerce
opening

social

media accounts (Instagram and
Facebook as the top 3 social media

Figure 17. Indonesia’s Key Digital

with the largest users in Indonesia

Statistical Indicator
But

nowadays,

phenomena

in

there’s
online

a

as depicted in figure 18), then the
next step is to open an account in a

new

marketplace

shopping

seller (eg free shipping, etc.). What

one more step that gives possibility

must be considered is always using

for online seller to sell products

SMEs brand, (for a brand owner) or

without even one cent of capitals.
called

dropshipper.

that

provides many benefits for the

field. Beside those 4 stages, there’s

It’s

specifically

the shop name (for a seller). This

A

must be done consistently across

dropshipper doesn’t have to own

all marketplaces, social media and

inventory product to sell. He can

other applications.

pick pictures of products from other
seller (supplier) and place them on
their shop through social media or
marketplaces.

When

there’s

a

buyer, the dropshipper orders the
products to the supplier and the
supplier

ships

directly

to

the

consumer. So, the dropshipper can

Figure 18. Indonesia’s Most Active

gain the profits without even a

Social Media Platform

penny. This kind of seller can’t meet
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After that, start building B2C system

reach them, as well as bloody

or brand.com website for long- term

competition.

and sustainable benefits. Selling on

POLICY RECOMMENDATION

social media and marketplace is a

1. Government

shoud

facilitate

short- term goal to get instant

patent process to SME’s design

turnover, build brands and traffic

in order to protect intellectual

headers to the website. Meanwhile,

property rights against product

we can increase / optimize SEO on

piracy within marketplace. This

the web, so that the traffic header

policy regarding research finding

raises

of

potential

keywords.

By

‘easiness

consistently using 1 store or brand

product

name, the website will be easy to

marketplace’.

to

do

instant

copying

within

2. Furthermore, an option can be

find when searching with google.
SMEs should not engage direct

Made to make sure marketplace

competition on cost leadership. The

just sell original/branded product

most

from local manufacturer.

sustainable

differentiation
second

and

and

advantage
niche

is

3. Government, marketplace and

(the

SME

third strategies of

Union

should

discuss

Porter). Differentiation lies not only

together to solve transaction

in the product. But also how we

patterns and consumer behavior

market it, distribute it, serve its

data that has been locked by the

sales, after-sales, to build loyalty.

marketplace. These data can be

Differentiation also target segments

used to improve local SMEs

that are not too sensitive to prices.

competitiveness

The 2nd one is start from a niche

trade era.
4. Academic,

and meet the needs of specific

in

Business

this

free
and

consumer segments. SMEs should

Government (ABG/Triple Helix

not take the big market in the

Community) have to cooperate

beginning. The bigger the market,

in order to create supportive

the harder for SMEs to understand

ecosystem for SMEs including

the

production and supply chain

needs

and

behavior

of

consumers. Large markets also

starting

need resources and high effort to

(adequate
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from
raw

upstream
material,

reasonable
waiver,

etc)

labor
to

cost,

tax

Kementerian Keuangan RI.
kumparanTECH. (2018, January 30).
Cara Tokopedia Dorong Penjualan
dan Kehidupan Para Merchant.

downstream

(digital marketing, after sales
service, etc).

Retrieved
from
Kumparan:
https://kumparan.com/@kumparante
ch/cara-tokopedia-dorong- penjualandan-kehidupan-para- merchant
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Abstract
The growth of electronic business or e-commerce is very prominent in year 2017 so that ecommerce becomes new idol for investors in 2018. E-commerce competition in Indonesia
increasingly appeals to investors who are marked by several e-commerce companies that
get flow of funds which is fantastic from foreign investors. The purpose of this study is to
determine the various dimensions of e-commerce that affect growth and development of
business in Indonesia with very significant investment value. The dimensions developed in
various e-commerce factors can be recognized and experienced by consumers among trust,
service quality, and risk that strongly determines purchasing decisions by customers.
Furthermore, value of customer satisfaction after making purchase via e-commerce will lead
to repurchase intention after the customer's expectations are met. The population in this
study is teacher at the level of primary education and secondary education in Bekasi
Regency. Sampling technique in this research is using random sampling. The analysis
technique uses structural equation modeling with Lisrel 8.8 program and uses SPSS. The
results showed that simultaneously overall dimensions of ecommerce factors have
significant influence on purchasing decisions and have significant impact on repurchasing
intention. Fast growing e-commerce business is expected to improve business quality and
strengthen business professionalism through increasing customer satisfaction and reducing
various complaints from customers resulting in business sustainability.
Keywords: Repurchasing Intention, Purchasing Decision, e-commerce

(Keisidou et al., 2011), is increasing in

INTRODUCTION
used

as

number (Hill & Beatty, 2011). Online

and

e-

shopping is used as communication

commerce trade to improve value,

media and e-commerce to improve

quality and attractiveness in providing

value, quality and attractiveness in

benefits

providing benefits and better customer

Online

shopping

communication

and

is

medium

better

customer

satisfaction so that online shopping is

satisfaction,

considered more comfortable and from

shopping more comfortable and its

day to day its popularity increases

popularity

(Hermawan, 2017), becoming popular

shopping also contains various risks.

activity

Many

on

internet,

which

is

which
is

internet

is

why

increasing.
users

online
Online

avoid

online

increasingly popular and is in demand

shopping because fraud cases, lack of

and adopted for trading or buying and

privacy, products not sent, lack of

selling activities on internet network

quality
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assurance.

Business

transactions via online if in accordance

incomplete information will cause errors

with rules mentioned above will bring

in product choices by consumers so

progress to society and country (Fitria,

that it can cause consumer discomfort

2017).

over the choices that have been made
(Auliya, et al., 2017).

E-commerce business model has
years

The benefits of transactions with

through development of internet and

e-commerce include more promising

ease of access to internet usage. Ease

revenue streams, increasing market

of accessing the internet encourages

exposure, lowering the operating cost

consumers to shop online. E-commerce

and expanding global reach (Sidharta &

is commercial activity with the use

Suzanto,

variety

of

electronic

include

all

trading

increased

rapidly

in

recent

2015).

E-commerce

in

devices

that

Indonesia is growing rapidly because it

activities,

both

is border line of e-commerce in the

Through

world and is known as fourth most

and

internet

populous country in the world that has

business

people

large number of internet accessers so

coordinate various marketing activities

that if processed properly, e-commerce

such as marketing research, product

in Indonesia can become business

development,

customers

most profitable (Hermawan, 2017). E-

about product characteristics, customer

commerce competition in Indonesia is

service, and customer feedback. E-

increasingly interesting to study after

commerce is growing fast due to

one of major e-commerce companies in

advantages of buying via internet with

Indonesia early 2018 received fund of

lower search costs and transaction

Rp. 27 trillion by foreign investors. It is

costs compared to other types of

possible that this large e-commerce

shopping. Through online shopping,

company will transform into giant e-

customers

many

commerce company in the future. With

choices and can order products and

large population, Indonesia is potential

services by comparing the cheapest

market

prices. Online sellers must provide

through

specifications of products or services

continues to increase and has impact

that

on economic growth. The involvement

products

and

electronic

marketing

communication,

are

can

sold

services.

informing

buy

in

faster,

detail

because
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for

e-commerce

mobile

business

penetration

that

of foreign e-commerce players is quite

must still be faced by e-commerce

aggressive as effort to gain market

players include internet access and

share in Indonesia and to compete with

speed, geographical and typographic

local competitors. In 2017, Indonesia

problems, and payment methods.

was full of turmoil in development of e-

The latest e-commerce business

commerce starting from entry of foreign

report in first quarter of 2018 according

investment, skyrocketing growth of new

to iPrice explained that top position of

e-commerce in winning mobile market.

marketplace was obtained by Lazada

Characteristics of online business

with highest number of visitors, while

there are several criteria including

most popular shopping applications

occurrence of transactions between two

were

parties, exchange of goods, services,

Tokopedia became best-performing e-

or information, internet is main media in

commerce company. Local companies

process or mechanism of contract

are able to achievements e-commerce

(Fitria, 2017). E-commerce business is

competition in Indonesia and ready to

increasingly attractive with presence of

face increasingly aggressive foreign e-

increasingly

commerce

competitive

newcomers

dominated

by

Shopee,

maneuvers.

iPrice

and

also

e-

explained that Indonesia is country that

commerce is unstoppable. This is

has highest share of mobile traffic in

closely

presentation

Southeast Asia, which is 87% of total

Governor of Bank Indonesia, Agus

traffic. The challenge faced by local e-

Martowardojo,

internet

commerce is how strategies in taking

users who shop online in country have

the mobile market potential can be

transaction value of 75 trillion rupiah in

optimized

2017. This new fantastic value comes

applications that are easy to use,

from 24.7 million consumers, while

feature rich, developing the appearance

number of internet users in Indonesia it

and user experience in mobile web,

has penetrated 132.7 million in early

search engine optimization so easy to

2017. Here can be seen huge potential

find in searches. Currently, local e-

to capture market share of online

commerce

trading in Indonesia. To win Indonesia's

optimistic about being able to reach

market share, many challenges that

mobile

even

though

development

related

to

stating

that

of
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from

development

companies
market

are

that

of

are

Tokopedia,

Bukalapak, and Blibli. There has been

account for average 72% of total web

massive increase in mobile visits to e-

traffic. Indonesia is country with the

commerce in Southeast Asia in span of

highest share of mobile traffic, which is

12 months marked by increase in

87%.

mobile traffic by 19%. Mobile visits

Figure 1. Traffic Mobile in Asia Tenggara
Source: iPrice (2017)

iPrice calculates basket size for

This is certainly directly proportional to

Indonesian online consumers having

gross domestic product. The finding of

average value of consumer spending

basket size value is reference to

with

determine

average

spending

value

when

of

consumer

online

shopping

product

target
being

market,
sold,

price

of

promotional

reaches US $ 36. This value makes

strategy used. Basket size value is

Indonesia occupy the second lowest

average value of

basket size in Southeast Asia. The

consumer at certain time period. The

finding of basket size value also shows

average

how

profitability of e-commerce businesses.

much

Indonesian

consumer

purchasing power when trading online.
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transaction

transactions per
value

affects

Figure 2. Comparison of Average Transaction Values vs GDP
Source: iPrice (2017)

transaction process. While Temasek's

iPrice also noted that Indonesian
active

Google research in 2017 explained that

shopping online as peak ordering of

e-commerce sales reached 10.9 billion

products on weekdays and during the

USD. This number increased by 41%

day between 10:00 and 17:00 WIB, and

from 5.5 billion USD reached in 2015.

consumers

who

are

most

E-commerce

highest conversion rate occurs on

is

transaction

Wednesday, while on weekends the

process of goods or services through

conversion rate actually drops by 30

information

system

percent. Indonesian consumers are still

information

technology

comfortable

conventional

Suzanto, 2015), trading concept in the

methods when shopping online even

form of procedures and buying and

though payment methods offered e-

selling mechanisms found on internet

commerce are quite diverse. iPrice's

(Saragih

research results are not different from

implementation of commercial activities

CNBC's

with

online

using

shopping

behavior

use

&
of

that

(Sidharta

Ramdhany,
variety

utilizes
&

2012),

for electronic

research in United States. CNBC stated

devices that include all trade activities

that 31.2 percent of online consumers

including goods and services such as

make

information based on internet media

transactions

during

working

(Hermawan, 2017).

hours. With these findings, e-commerce
players can predict when flash sale

Trust is mutual belief from both

momentum and promotional strategies

parties between buyers and sellers

are right for consumers to continue into

where they will not exploit weaknesses
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of others (Alam & Norjaya, 2010), as

people

who

serve

belief of party will find what is desired

(Sugiarto, 2002).

or are

served

from other party is not what is feared by

Risk is defined as uncertainty

others (Mao, 2010). Consumer trust in

faced by consumers if they cannot

online shopping is problem that is

predict

difficult to control because it relates to

purchasing

consumer

Kanuk, 2008), obtained when utilizing

attitudes

and

behavior

the

consequences

decisions

(Schiffman

of
&

The

e-commerce transactions are loss of

success of transactions on the internet

money due to fraud, theft of confidential

is influenced by trust (Pavlou & Gefen,

information,

2004).

opportunities due to service disruptions

(Sidharta

&

Suzanto,

2015).

loss

of

business

and utilization of access by other

Service quality is a measure of
how well the service level delivered

unauthorized

matches customer expectations (Lewis

Suzanto, 2015). Perception of risk is

& Booms, 1983), more difficult for the

interpreted as subjective assessment

consumer to evaluate than goods

by person of possibility of an accident

quality (Parasuraman et al.,1985), level

on goods and how concerned an

of good and bad conditions provided by

individual with consequences or effects

seller in order to satisfy consumers by

of

giving or conveying consumer desires

Widiastuti, 2015). Besides being useful,

or requests beyond what consumers

online shopping also carries risk of

expect (Archana & Vandana, 2012),

cases for credit card fraud, lack of

comparison

privacy, non-shipping products, lack of

between

customer

incident

parties

(Sidharta

(Wahyuningtyas

expectations of company in meeting its

quality

needs

services (Hermawan, 2017).

and

desires

with

customer

assurance

Repurchase

perceptions of service performance it

for

goods

intention

&

&

and
is

receives such as its accuracy and

individual’s judgment of repurchasing

delivery

&

specified products or services from the

Massie, 2015). Service is action taken

same business, taking into account

to meet the needs others whose level

current

of satisfaction can only be felt by

consideration

methods

(Sukmawati
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position

and

(Hellier et al.,

probably
2003),

cognitive plan or consumer's desire for

and process, thus forming an attitude

particular item or brand (Dwipayani &

on

Rahyuda,

Repurchasing

information and draw conclusions in

shopping

is

form of responses that arise what

combination of IS theory and marketing

products will be purchased (Alma,

theory where customers are not only

2011).

users of e-commerce sites but also

online are influenced by efficiency for

customers with indicators such as

quick and easy searches, competitive

customer's desire to buy back, prioritize

and

the online shop, and desire to be

interactions that include information,

regular customer at the store (Wen, et

security, load time, and navigation

al.,

2016).

intention

in

online

consumers

to

Purchasing

good

process

decisions

quality

values,

all

made

and

customer

will

(Devaraj, et al. 2003). The factors that

impact

on

influence online consumer purchases

intention

are information about products, online

because it is satisfied with previous

payments, convenience in transactions,

purchasing, it will raise the intention to

consumer attitudes to online shopping,

make subsequent purchase which in

ease

turn will have impact on repurchase

(Kannaiah, 2015). Purchase decision

(Foster, 2017).

has several factors that influence it

2011).

certainly

A

good

have

customer's

good

repurchase

of

including

Purchasing decisions are stages

shopping,

online

customer

consumer

flexibility

reviews,

in purchasing decision-making process

rating

where consumers actually buy products

(Auliya, et al., 2017). Perceived price is

(Kotler & Armstrong, 2001), made

customer's consideration of feasibility

online are series of decision processes

the product price and its ability to buy

consisting

product (Tsai, 2005).

of

and

and

perceptions

need

recognition,

retrieval,

alternative

The purpose of this research is to

evaluation, decisions, and behavior

find out various dimensions of e-

after

2008),

commerce that affect business growth

consumer decision that is influenced by

and development in Indonesia with very

financial economy, technology, politics,

significant

culture,

dimensions

information

decisions

product,

(Suhari,

price,

location,

investment
of

value.

e-commerce

Some
that

develop affect purchasing decisions by

promotion, physical evidence, people
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teachers

who

through

teachers in primary and secondary

intention

education in Bekasi regency. Samples

through trust, service quality, and risk in

were selected by random sampling of

order to conduct online transactions in

250 teachers who had used online

meeting

transactions

dissolved

are

driven

repurchasing

their

daily

needs.

This

in

shopping.

The

research is expected to describe the

quantitative analysis technique was

behavior of teachers in online buying

implemented in this study by using

and selling activities so that it can be

structural

known

supported by SPSS.

repurchasing

intention

that

equation

Development

teacher has to influence purchasing
decision.

modeling
of

and

purchasing

decision models on online shopping in
this study is based on development of
trusts, service quality, and risk that

METHOD
The research method used in this
study

is

descriptive

which

intention so that it is expected to

describes systematically and accurately

increase purchasing decisions in online

everything related to characteristics of

shopping activities to be superior.

samples found in the field. Direct

Quantitative analysis implemented in

observation as source of data was

this study develops structural equation

determined for teachers in primary and

modeling with Lisrel 8.8 program to

secondary education in Bekasi regency

determine

by

cross-sectional

dimensions and variables tested. The

timeframe in March - May 2018. The

test results are confirmed by previous

unit of analysis was determined based

theory so that conclusions produced

on public and private schools from

have suitability to previous theory.

primary

Based on previous literature reviews,

considering

and

survey

encourage strengthening repurchasing

secondary

level

and

the

effect

vocational school. Sources of data are

the research hypothesis:

obtained

H1: Trust

from

results

of

field

observations as primary data and
population

positive

effect

on

repurchasing intention

supported by other data as secondary
data. The

has

between

H2: Service quality has positive effect

includes all

on repurchasing intention
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H3: Risk

has

positive

effect

on

H4: Repurchasing intention has positive

repurchasing intention

effect on purchasing decision

TRUST
- Website reputation
- Security system
- Guarantee of
confidentiality
- Privacy

SERVICE
QUALITY
-

REPURCHASING
INTENTION

Responsiveness
Communication
Credibility
Accessible

-

Buying satisfaction
Quality suitability
Buying experience
Limited & rare products

-

Delivery
Financial
Product performance
Asymmetric
information

PURCHASING
DECISION
-

Competitive price
Product information
Ease of shopping
Transaction convenience

RISK

Figure 3. Purchasing Decision Model on Online Shopping
representative

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Composition

of

of

manufacturing

industry sampled in this study.

questionnaires

data received by researchers from

Data collected in the form of

respondents consisted of 182 data

questionnaires returned by respondents

obtained directly and 118 data obtained

were 300. The results of data collection

online

of

were then recapitulated and statistical

questionnaires that were collected as

data processing was carried out by

many as 300 respondents. After total

structural

data collection so that data is ready to

SPSS. Teachers who teach in primary

be done statistical data processing.

and

Company

industrial

regency become sources of data and

estate became source of data and

information in this study relating to

information

teacher behavior in transactions and

so

that

the

employees
deemed

number

in

important

as

equation

secondary

online shopping.
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modeling

schools

in

and

Bekasi

Table 1. Characteristics of respondents

Table 2. Construct Reliability and Variance Extracted

The results of data analysis
collected
be

from

presented

questionnaire
characteristics

respondents based on three criteria:

can

working experience, education level,

of

and
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school

institution

level.

The results of calculation for

Respondents with criteria for working
experience

with

working

construct

period

reliability

(CR),

variance

between 5 - 10 years contributed most

extracted (VE), loading factor and error

in this study that is 50.8%. This

variance in each dimension of research

indicates that teachers with working

are presented in table 1. Analysis of the

experience of 5-10 years have large

calculation of variables tested in this

contribution

shopping.

study can be declared valid and

level

S1

reliable. Valid and reliable criteria on

appear to dominate the respondents'

value of VE from test results as whole

data by 96.8%, this is in accordance

has value of ≥ 0.5. While CR value on

with regulations issued by government

variable measurement has value of ≥

which

states

must

0.7 so that it can be concluded that all

have

S1

Middle-level

constructs used in this study have good

Teachers

schools

in
with

education

that

teachers

education.

(SMA

contributed
53.6%,

online

in

and

and
online

SMK)

by

produce CR & VE values greater than

is greater

those required. So from the results of

shopping

this value

validity and reliability because they

have

than contribution to elementary school

this

test

can

be

interpreted

(SD & SMP) of 46.4% in online

variables formed from each construct

shopping.

can be implemented and used in this
study.
Table 3.
Goodness Fit

Result of Goodness of Fit Model
Fitness Criteria

Result

Remark

Index
GFI

≥ 0,90

0.87

Marginal Fit

NFI

≥ 0,90

0.91

Good Fit

NNFI

≥ 0,90

0.93

Good Fit

CFI

≥ 0,90

0.94

Good Fit

IFI

≥ 0,90

0.94

Good Fit

RFI

≥ 0,90

0.89

Marginal Fit

AGFI

≥ 0,90

0.84

Marginal Fit

PGFI

0–1

0.68

Marginal Fit

PNFI

0–1

0.78

Marginal Fit
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that

While

The test results goodness of fit

other

four

indices

with

index in accordance table 3, with some

measurement results in marginal index

criteria

results

category are GFI, RFI, AGFI, PGFI and

obtained as many as nine criteria are

PNFI. So from results of goodness of fit

measured. The calculation results can

index, it can be stated that index

be seen that there are four indices

measurement is fit because it has more

included in goodness of fit index

than three goodness of fit index with fit

category: NFI, NNFI, CFI, and IFI.

category.

produced

so

that

Figure 4. Result of Significance (tvalue) in Structural Equation Modeling
Based on figure 4. which shows

teacher behavior in online shopping is

the series of relationships between

much influenced by trust, service and

variables

structural

risk. Teachers perceptions can be

Exogenous

stated positively in conducting online

variables in this study consist of trust,

shopping activities when viewed from a

service quality and risk have significant

trust point of view, service quality and

effect

intention

risk are in the good category and can

partially or simultaneously. In addition,

be accepted by teachers so they have

picture above also shows the significant

satisfaction in online shopping, this will

effect of repurchasing intention on

gradually

purchasing decision. This proves that

repurchasing intention the stronger it is

equation

tested

using

modeling.

on

repurchasing
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and

indirectly

affect

to plan the purchase of various goods

in the teacher, the teacher's perception

and services needs in the future. With

can be stronger in purchasing decisions

the

when shopping online.

strengthening

of

repurchasing

intention in online shopping that exists
Table 4. Result of Structural Equation Model
Path

Coefficient
Standardized
Solution

t-value

Conclusion

0.18

2.76

Accepted

Service quality → Repurchasing intention

0.22

3.00

Accepted

Risk → Repurchasing intention

0.29

3.81

Accepted

Repurchasing intention → Purchasing decision

0.48

6.04

Accepted

Trust → Repurchasing intention

hypothesis

influenced by other fators. In the table

testing of teachers in Bekasi Regency

above also shows that all hypothesis

in conducting online shopping activities

testing results are significant because

can be shown in Table 4. Trust has

all have tvalue > 1.96.

The

positive

results

and

of

significant

effect

on

repurchasing intention by 18%, while

CONCLUSION

the remaining 82% is influenced by

RECOMMENDATION

other

factors.

positive

and

Service

quality

significant

effect

AND

POLICY

has

The findings of this study provide

on

clear description related to perception

repurchasing intention of 22%, while

of

the influence of other factors is 78%.

transactions by considering various e-

Similarly, dimension risk has positive

commerce factors that are growing

and significant effect on repurchasing

rapidly today. The results revealed that

intention by 29% so that 71% is

trust

influenced

factors.

repurchasing intention. Teachers need

Repurchasing intention has positive

to have high trust in e-commerce

and significant effect on purchasing

transactions to strengthen repurchasing

decision with direct influence value of

intention.

Consumer

48%, in other words that 52% of

online

transactions

purchasing

consumer trust which ultimately affects

by

decision

other

variables

are
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teachers

has

in

utilizing

positive

online

effects

satisfaction

on

in

influences

consumers'

attitudes

purchases

to

(Elvandri,

Suggestions

that

repeat

that they can develop repurchasing

2011).

intention.

Risks

significant

and

e-commerce

proved
positive

to

have

effect

decisions

on

companies have optimal business are

purchasing

expected to maintain consumer trust

(Wahyuningtyas & Widiastuti, 2015).
Repurchasing

well and improve their functions in

online

intention

has

making

positive effect on purchasing decision.

constructive improvements (Sidharta &

After the teacher has high trust, good

Suzanto, 2015). The higher trust for

service quality and various risks that

online consumers will result in higher

can be faced then able to strengthen

consumer

to

repurchasing intention that is owned by

shop online (Nusarika & Purnami,

the teacher so that teachers can

2015). Trust is able to generate positive

determine

consumer

Satisfying experiences that are felt

transaction

process

by

purchasing

intentions

purchasing

decisions

effects

on

quality

decision.

during purchase process and after

(Mahkota, et al., 2014).
Service

purchasing

has

repurchasing

buying products in certain online stores

positive

are

intention.

able

to

support

intention

of

Teachers need good service quality

consumers to shop online again at

that must be prepared by e-commerce

store (Dwipayani & Rahyuda, 2016). To

companies so they can convince them

increase customer satisfaction in online

to

intention.

purchases, marketers need to know

Service quality has positive effect on

customer experience in the purchasing

purchasing decisions for consumers

process (Rose et al., 2012). To produce

who shop at online buying and selling

long-term benefits, marketers need to

websites (Tampubolo & Purba, 2017).

optimize

Risk

on

providing customer satisfaction (Lin &

Teachers

Lekhawipat, 2014). If customer buys

increase

has

repurchasing

repurchasing

positive
intention.

effect

consumer

product

faced

e-commerce

purchase the customer will have online

transactions to ensure that products

shopping experience that has impact

and services purchased are able to

on customer satisfaction so that the

satisfy customers and as needed so

better online shopping experience of

conducting
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then

after

by

should pay attention to various risks
in

online

repurchase

making

customer will have an impact on

Fitria, T.N. (2017). Bisnis Jual Beli Online
Dalam Hukum Islam dan Hukum
Negara. Jurnal Ilmiah Ekonomi Islam,
Vol. 03 (01), pp. 52-62.

customer satisfaction (Foster, 2017).
Through online shopping, consumers

Foster, B. (2017). Pengaruh Pengalaman
Belanja Online Produk Fashion
Terhadap Kepuasan dan Niat Beli
Ulang
Pelanggan
Zalora
Serta
Berrybenka. Kontigensi, Vol. 5 (1), pp.
68-76.

can buy faster, many choices and can
order

products

and

services

by

comparing and looking for cheapest
prices so that marketers are able to
analyze

consumer

behavior

towards

attitudes
online

Hellier, P.K., Geursen, G.M., Carr, R.A.,
and Rickard, J.A. (2003). Customer
repurchase intention: A general
structural equation model. European
Journal of Marketing, Vol. 37.

and

shopping

(Hermawan, 2017).

Hermawan, H. (2017). Sikap Konsumen
Terhadap Belanja Online. Wacana, 16
(1), pp. 136-147
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IMPROVING BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT IN THE RELIABLE INFORMATION
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY MAINTENANCE SELECTION
Faisal
Information Systems Program, Faculty of Creative Industry and Telematics, Trilogi University
Email: faisalpiliang@trilogi.ac.id

Abstract
The need for information communication technology maintenance develops in such a way. It
cannot be denied that the use of information communication technology maintenance services
will be more effective, faster, easier and relatively more economical than conventional
treatment. The problem faced by users is how to determine the kind of reliable information
communication technology maintenance services installed based on predefined criteria and
sub-criteria. In this research, the problems faced by the users can be overcome by using the
analytic hierarchy process and multi-criteria decision-making approach. This approach is
chosen because it is able to choose the best alternative from several alternatives to solving
the problem of choosing the reliable information technology communication maintenance
based on the criteria and sub-criteria set. Results of data processing from respondent’s
experts choose CLEAN MASTER weight 50.7%; AVG CLEANER weight 32.5%; CCLEANER
weight 16.7%. The data inconsistency rate is considered well because of 0.03, smaller than
0.1 as the maximum value of the inconsistency ratio.
Keywords: Analytical Hierarchy Process, Improving Business Development, Information
Communication Technology Maintenance, Multi-criteria Decision Making

decision

INTRODUCTION

making

and

information

information

dissemination. Data representing real-

communication technology maintenance

world models can be stored and

develops in such a way. The information

processed so they can be presented

communication technology development

and implemented in a simpler form as

impact is many services that provide

needed.

The

need

for

Organizational

convenience for its users, such as

development

in

services used for the maintenance of

Indonesia is also increasing, with the

information communication technology

result that the need for information

equipment. Information communication

communication technology maintenance

technology is used to process access,

will

manage and utilize large volumes of

information communication technology

information quickly and accurately. The

maintenance that is now used can no

information communication technology

longer meet the organization needs. The

development has opened new insights

emergence of application services that

and paradigms in the process of

are
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also

used

increase.

for

So

the

that

the

information

communication technology maintenance

decision-making

continues to grow because of the

approach is chosen because it is able to

information communication technology

choose the best alternative from several

development that is widely used by

alternatives to solving the problem of

users in Indonesia. It cannot be denied

choosing

that

information

technology communication maintenance

communication technology maintenance

type based on the criteria and sub-

services will be more effective, faster,

criteria set.

the

use

of

easier and relatively more economical

reliable

to

This

information

Faisal

(2010)

reviews the selection of facilities back up
of

service. Faisal (2013) checks computer

information communication technology

selection with expert choice software.

maintenance offers various advantages,

Jocom (2013) examines the role of

which make information communication

smartphones

technology users become dizzy and

performance

confused in choosing a maintenance

employees. Rosida (2013) examines

application to be used. The problem

student

faced by users is how to determine

smartphone use. Faisal (2015) checks

the

information

the selection of image processing

communication technology maintenance

software. Faisal (2015) checks the

installed on information communication

selection of data processing devices.

technology

Faisal (2015) checks vocational high

type

of

the

the

According

than conventional treatment.
Therefore,

approach.

application

reliable

devices

based

on

predetermined criteria and sub-criteria.
know

the

communication

Prismadana
patterns

in

the

selection

of

electronic

voting

software. Timbowo (2016) examines the

communication technology maintenance

benefits of using a smartphone as a

that can be relied on based on the

communication medium. Novina (2016)

criteria and sub-criteria, to improve

examines the relationship between the

business development. In this research,

smartphone use levels. Thalib (2016)

the problems faced by the users can be

tested smartphone as a lifestyle among

overcome

analytic

students. Ramadhani (2016) examines

hierarchy process and multi-criteria

communication technology and social

using

of

Bank

the

information

by

type

of

supporting

school selection. Faisal (2015) reviews

The research purpose is expected
to

in

the
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interaction. Oktario (2017) examines the

Table 2. Research Framework

relationship between the intensity of
smartphone
achievement

use

and

motivation.

Description
Observation on the use of maintenance
services for information communication
technology;
Feedback: Do surveys, interviews and
discuss with expert respondents;
Purpose: Get research framework;
Methods: With observations, interviews,
and discussions with expert respondents
using focus group discussion approach;
Output: Selection of reliable information
communication technology maintenance.
Determine the research focus;
Feedback: Data from discussions with
expert respondents using focus group
discussion approach;
Objective: Determine the research focus;
Methods:
Through
interviews
and
discussions with expert respondents using
focus group discussion approach;
Output: The information communication
technology maintenance.
Determining the research criteria;
Feedback: Data from discussions with
expert respondents using focus group
discussions approach;
Objective: Define the study criteria feature;
Methods:
Through
interviews
and
discussions with expert respondents using
focus group discussions approach;
Output: Availability; Reliable performance;
Multi-platform; Registry cleaner; Backup
software; and Antivirus.
Determining the alternatives;
Feedback: Data from discussions with
expert respondents using focus group
discussions;
Objective: Determine alternative features;
Methods:
Through
interviews
and
discussions with expert respondents using
focus group discussions;
Output: AVG cleaner; Ccleaner; and Clean
master;

student
M.

Damiri

(2017) checks Dam'z's cleaning and
computer services.
The model that can be used as a
decision-making process is by using the
analytic hierarchy process. Analytical
hierarchy process was developed by Dr.
Thomas L. Saaty of the Wharton School
of Business in 1970 for organizing
information and judgment in selecting
the most preferred alternative (Saaty,
1983; Marimin, 2005; Faisal, 2018).
Table 1. Comparison Scale Saaty
Value

Facts

1

Criteria/Alternative A, both
important criteria/alternatives
B
A little more important than B
A is clearly more important
than B
A very obviously more
important than B
A is absolutely more important
than B
When hesitating between two
adjacent values

3
5
7
9
2,4,6,8

Source: Marimin (2005); Faisal (2018)
Processed

The framework of research thinking can
be seen in table 2.

Source: Self-proceed
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support

METHODS

information communication technology

Reliable information
communication technology
maintenance
Availability
Reliable Performance
Multi-platform
Criteria
Clean Registry
Backup software
Antivirus
AVG cleaner; Ccleaner; and
Alternate
Clean master

information

Focus

communication technology maintenance.

This research uses descriptive-analytic
method and survey results in the form of
a

questionnaire.

This

method

will

explain the conditions for choosing
reliable

information

communication

Source: Self-proceed

technology maintenance.
Furthermore,

the

search

Calculation consistency index, the

for

measurement is intended to determine

secondary data is carried out in the field

the consistency of the answers that

through the internet, literature books

would affect the validity of the results,

and journals and articles to obtain

(Marimin, 2005; Faisal, 2018).

accurate information. This is also done
by considering the identification of
supporting

variables

by

reliable

Table 3. Research Criteria

maintenance, which aimed to design a
reliable

of

maintenance.

observation of the use of reliable

of

selection

information communication technology

The research began with the

selection

the

CI =

conducting

λmax  n
……………………………..(1)
n 1

interviews and providing questionnaires

To determine whether the consistency

to the experts. This is an important step

index with a specific amount is good

because the model must be accurate

enough or not, please note that the ratio

and

is considered good, if:

accountable.

Then

the

data

processed by using analytic hierarchy

CR ≤ 0.1 ……………………………………………...(2)

process approach to get the results of

The formula consistency ratio is:

steps that must be done.
To prioritize the selection of
reliable

information

CR =

communication

technology maintenance, the research

CI
…………………..……………………(3)
RI

Consistency ratio is a parameter

treatment focus proposes six (6) criteria;

used

three (3) strategic alternatives that

comparisons are done consequently or
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to

check

whether

pairwise

not. The random index value released

Availability Criteria

by the Oakridge Laboratory can be seen
in table 4.
Table 4. The Oarkridge Laboratory
Index
N

1

2

3

4

5

RI

0

0

0.6 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.3

N

8

9

10

11

6

12

Figure 2. Availability Weight
Source: Self-proceed

7

Clean master weight 54%; AVG cleaner

13

weight 29.7%; Ccleaner weight 16.3%.

RI 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6

Reliable Performance Criteria

Source: Marimin, 2005; Faisal, 2018, processed

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Research Focus

Figure

The result of weighted processing,
the

reliable

Reliable

Performance

Weight

analysis, and interpretation of data
affecting

3.

Source: Self-proceed

information

Clean master weight 60%; Ccleaner and

communication technology maintenance.

AVG cleaner weight 20% each.
Multi-Platform Criteria

Figure 1. Selection

of

The

Reliable

Information

Communication

Technology

Maintenance

Figure 4. Multi-Platform Weight
Source: Self-proceed

Weight

Clean master weight 60%; Ccleaner and

Source: Self-proceed

AVG cleaner weight 20% each.

Antivirus weight 36.5%; backup
software

weight

16.3%;

reliable

Cleaning Registry Criteria

performance and clean registry weight
14.5%

each;

multi-platform

weight

10.9%; availability weight 7.3%.
Figure 5. Cleaning Registry Weight
Source: Self-proceed
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Clean master weight 44.3%; AVG

Performance Sensitivity

cleaner weight 38.7%; Ccleaner weight
16.9%.
Backup Software Criteria

Figure 9. Performance Sensitivity

Figure 6. Backup software weight

Weight

Source: Self-proceed

Source: Self-proceed

Clean master weight 50%; Ccleaner and

Based on the performance of the

AVG cleaner weight 25% each.

sensitivity graph can be concluded that

Antivirus Criteria

from three alternative strategies if sorted
then the order is Clean master; AVG
cleaner; and Ccleaner. The value of the
inconsistency ratio data collected from

Figure 7. Antivirus Weight

the expert respondents can be seen in

Source: Self-proceed

the table below.

Clean master weight 48.1%; AVG

Inconsistency Ratio

cleaner weight 40.5%; Ccleaner weight

Table 5. Inconsistency Ratio

11.4%.

Comparison Matrix Elements
ICT maintenance weight
Availability weight
Reliable performance weight
Multi-platform weight
Clean registry weight
Backup software weight
Antivirus weight
Synthesize weight

Research Alternate

Figure 8. Synthesize Weight
Source: Self-proceed

Value
0.03
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.03
0.03

Source: Self-proceed

Clean master weight 50.7%; AVG

It can be concluded that pairwise

cleaner weight 32.5%; Ccleaner weight

comparisons

16.7%.

provided

by

expert

respondents have an inconsistency ratio
of 0.03, smaller than 0.1 as the
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maximum

inconsistency

ratio.
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Abstract
In the field of domestic trade, the policy of prioritizing domestic products is by far the most
frequently asked policy in international negotiations. This policy is often considered to be
contrary to one of the basic principles of the World Trade Organization, namely National
Treatment. However, since this policy was first enacted in 2007, there has been no
significant change to the current regulation, which shows how strong the legal considerations
of this policy. Through the normative-empirical legal research method, this paper seeks to
explain to what extent was the trade policy of domestic product prioritization implemented in
the period of 2007-2016. The result of the study indicates that the policy of prioritizing
domestic product is getting stronger from the regulation side, but weak in its implementation.
Therefore, this policy needs to be rearranged in order to increase the trade of domestic
products, both in domestic and export markets.
Keywords: Trade, Domestic Product, Policy.
JEL Classification: F13, K20, L81

In a Boston Consulting Group

INTRODUCTION

(BCG) survey, 88 million people (some

Indonesia is an amazing market

35% of the population) were designated

for foreign investors and traders. It has

as middle-class, affluent consumers

the fourth largest population in the
world,

strong

economic

who regularly spend more than Rp. 2

growth,

million (US$ 140 or above) per month

abundant natural resources, millions of
workforces,

conducive

on

political and

routine

household

expenditure,

including food, utilities, transportation,

security situation, as well as easy
access to consumer credit. Moreover,
Indonesia was ranked 8th in A.T.
Kearney’s

2017

Global

Retail

Development Index1 and 3rd in Global

https://www.atkearney.com/global-retaildevelopment-index/rankings.
2
The Conference Board. (2018). Global Consumer
Confidence. Downloaded on 20 August, 2018 from
http://www.nielsen.com/content/dam/nielsenglob
al/eu/docs/pdf/Global-Consumer-ConfidenceReport-Q1-2018-Ukraine.pdf.

Consumer Index Q1 20182.

1

AT Kearney. (2017). The Age of Focus.
Downloaded on 20 August, 2018 from
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communications

and

other

regular

countries in the WTO. However, the

household supplies.3

policies

However, as a problem for many
developing
suffered

countries,

losses

because

of

prioritizing

domestic

products is by far the most frequently

Indonesia

asked policy in international agreement

sales

meetings,

of

such

as

Agreement

on

foreign products were greater than

Trade-Related Investment Measures

sales of domestic products. While

(TRIMS),

domestic products are less competitive,

Economic Partnership - Working Group

imported

on Trade in Services (RCEP-WGTIS),

products

especially

from

Regional

China, Korea, Taiwan, Vietnam, and

Working

Malaysia are easy to find in Indonesia’s

Investment (WGTI) Indonesia – Uni

market.

Eropa and Indonesia-Japan Economic

This

situation

leads

the

Group

Comprehensive

Partnership

on

Trade

Agreement

(IJEPA).

Government of Indonesia to issued

Moreover,

some policies that encourage the trade

investors who planned to open a retail

of domestic products in the country.

shop in Indonesia such as from France,

Since 2007, at least 7 trade policies

Japan,

were founded openly encouraged to

Singapore, United Arab Emirates and

prioritize

Sweden were asking those policies.

the

trade

of

domestic

many

and

Korea,

foreign

Turkey,

potential

Thailand,

products. These policies can be found

These trade policies in prioritizing

in various forms of legislation, ranging

the use of domestic products during

from Ministerial Regulation to Law.

2007-2016

leave

several

important

Considered as populist policies,

questions to be answered. How are the

the policies of prioritizing domestic

patterns/trends of these regulations

product were clearly supported by

changed during that time? And are

many parties in the country. Fortunately

these policies effective to increase the

there

filled

use

other

Indonesia's market?

has

regarding

been
these

no

dispute

policies

by

of

the

domestic

products

in

This paper consists of four parts.
The first part of the article is briefly

3

HKTDC. (2017, 15 February). ASEAN in Focus; The
Indonesian Cinsumer Market, Downloaded on 20
August,
2018
from
http://hkmb.hktdc.com/en/1X0A91HG/hktdcresearch/ASEAN-in-Focus-The-IndonesianConsumer-Market.

describing the dynamics of the trade
policies
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of

prioritizing

domestic

products in Indonesia from 2007 to

such

2016.

regulations are also not part of this

Second

part

describes

international issues relating to these

as

import-export

and

tariff

paper.

policies. Third part explores about how

Domestic product in this paper

these policies are implemented. The

means as its written in the Law No. 7

last part of this paper examines the

Year 2014 on Trade: goods made or

necessary to redesign the policies of

services performed by business actor in

prioritizing domestic products.

Indonesia.4 This term is focused on the
processed of the products which should
be placed in Indonesia although the

METHODS
I conduct a qualitative research
by

using

research

normative-empirical
method.

This

products

might

use

imported

raw

legal

materials, made by foreign workforce,

method

made for foreign brand and/or using

basically means a combination

of

foreign technology.

normative legal approaches with the
addition of various empirical elements.

THE

Data in this paper are consist of

DYNAMICS

POLICIES

regulations, internal reports in Ministry

DOMESTIC

of Trade, books, media analyses and

INDONESIA

other supporting sources. Most of the

The

IN

OF

TRADE

PRIORITIZING
PRODUCT

Policies

OF

Regarding

data were analyzed using qualitative

Prioritizing Domestic Product is one of

juridical

the

analysis,

which

analyze

strategies

that

Indonesia

has

qualitative data by using normative

applied to face global free trade. From

juridical approach.

2007 to 2016, various trade policies

There are some other regulations

have been made to protect Indonesia's

which prioritizing domestic products,

product. But why it is necessary to

mostly from the Ministry of Industry, but
this paper focuses more on the trade
policies.

Besides,

trade

regional

Another meaning of domestic product can be
found in Law No. 3 Year 2014 on Industry :
goods/services including design and engineering,
which produced or processed in Indonesia, using
some Indonesian labour and processed by using
domestic raw materials/component and/or some
imports.
4

policies (city/regency/province) are not
part of this paper. Trade policies which
indirectly prioritize domestic products,
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prioritize Indonesia’s product in its own

on prioritizing domestic products in

domestic market?

Indonesia, as follows:

It is undeniable that the increase

Table

in sales of domestic products is a factor

1.

Regarding

that play a role to build the national
economic

No

Year

stability.5 Unfortunately the sale of

1.

2007

improve

national

List

of

Prioritizing

Policies
Domestic

Product in Indonesia

autonomy, empower domestic industry
and

The

Policies
Article

9

paragraph

(2)

of

the

domestic products in domestic market

Regulation

itself is hampered by some facts, such

Government No. 42 Year

as: (1) some foreign products are

2007

cheaper, (2) bad perception among

Franchisor and franchisee

domestic consumers about the quality

prioritize the use of goods

of

law

and/or service from domestic

competitiveness of Indonesian workers,

production as long as meets

(4) domestic consumers generally tent

all quality standards of goods

to buy global brand. The last point is

and/or services as specified

not only happened in Indonesia, but it is

in writing by the franchisor.

the

domestic

product,

(3)

shown in many countries. According to

2.

2007

on

Franchising

:

Article 20 paragraph (2)

Nielsen’s Global Brand-Origin in 2017,

Regulation of the President

consumers

No. 112 Year 2007 on

in

63

countries

demonstrated their overall preference

Management

for international brands rather than their

Development of Traditional

home country local brands, eventhough

Markets, Shopping Centers

in some sectors, decent local brands

and Modern Stores: Modern

performance did win.6

store which sell goods with

From 2007 to 2016, at least there

its

are 7 trade policies that directly focus

own

prioritize
produced

and

trade

mark

goods

which

by

MSMEs

in

Indonesia.

5

As stated in the part explanation Article 85, Law
No. 3 Year 2014 on Industry.
6
This research reporting that consumers in
Southeast Asia have strong preference in local
snack brands and local instant noodles.

3.

2012

Article 19 Regulation of the
Ministry
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of

Trade

No.

53

Year

the

Implementation

service store and shopping

of

center

goods of minimum 80% of

materials,

the total and types of the

business

equipment and sell goods at

goods

least

80%

produced

traded,

trade

except

of

domestic

Minister give permission to

and/or

services,

Modern/self-service store in

Minister

give

the

form

of

standalone

permission after considering

brand

recommendations from the

stores, in terms of the trade

Assessment Team.

goods:

Article 7 Regulation of the

a. Need

and/or

production

Year 2012 on the Franchise

from

for

chain;

Modern

Stores:

specialty

uniformity

Ministry of Trade No. 68

a

of

and

come

global

supply

Franchisor and Franchisee

b. has its own premium

for business type of modern

brand and does not yet

store

have

have
from

provide

to

domestic

a

base

of

production in Indonesia;

production at least 80% of

c. are imported from certain

the total and types of goods

countries to meet the

traded, except Minister give

needs of their citizens

permission after considering

who live in Indonesia.

recommendations from the

6.

Assessment Team.
2014

provide

to

Franchisee have to use raw

goods

5.

have

domestic

except

2013

on

Franchise: Franchisor and

goods

4.

2012

2014

Article 22 paragraph (2) The
Law No. 7 Year 2014 on

Article 22 the Regulation of

Trade : Increased use of the

the Ministry of Trade No. 56

products in the State shall

Year 2014 on Amendment

alignments

to the Regulation of the

through

the

promotion, dissemination or

Ministry of Trade No. 70

marketing, and implement

Year 2013 : Modern/self-

the
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obligation

to

use

Domestic

Product

accordance
7.

2016

From the list above, it can be

in

with

seen

the

that

the

trade

prioritizing

Article 6 The Regulation of

getting stronger year by year. Firstly,

the Ministry of Trade No. 47

this pattern can be seen in the use of

Year 2016 on Increased

words in the regulations. In 2007, the

Use of Domestic Products :

use of words related to domestic

The implementation of the

products in the regulations was only
“prioritize”.

produced by MSMEs and as long as it

a. for the procurement of

meets quality standards writing by the

goods/services owned by

franchisor.

and

However in the following year,

state/regional-owned

the choice of words turned out to be

enterprises;
b. for

regional

stronger. It is indicates in the words

apparatus,

“have to” which has stronger meaning,

regional government, and
employees

Besides, it was limited to

goods with its own trade mark which

least the following forms:

government

are

some conditions, such as only for trade

products is carried out in at

the

products

of

provisions of the legislation.

obligation to use domestic

domestic

policies

of

as compulsory for the business actors.

state/

By using “have to”, it means that if

regional-owned
enterprises

during

these certain regulations is not fulfilled,

working

and/or

sanctions can be applied. For example,

hours

official events; and/or

in the Regulation of the Ministry of

c. provision of minimum

Trade No. 53 Year 2012 and in the

domestic

Regulation of the Ministry of Trade No.

produced trade goods

70 Year 2013, the maximum sanction is

from the total and types of

revocating business license.

80%

the

of

goods

goods

traded

of

Secondly, there is an increase in

retail

the level of the hierarchy of laws and

traded
in

level.

regulations. According to Article 7 Law

Source: National Law Development Agency

No. 11 Year 2012 on Establishment of

(2018), processed.

Laws and Regulations, there are 7
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types

of

laws

in

From the table above, we can

Indonesia based on its hierarchy; (1)

see that the policies of prioritizing

Constitution

of

domestic products are vary. In 2007,

People's

the highest type of the policies of

Indonesia

and

of
of

the
1945;

regulations
Republic
(2)

Consultative Council Decree; (3) Law /

prioritizing

Government Regulation In Lieu of Law;

Government

(4)

following years, these policies were

Government

Regulation;

(5)

Presidential Regulation; (6) Province

spread

Regulation;

Regulation

and

(7)

Regency/Municipality Regulation. The
of

regulations

products

Regulation.

into

various

as

its

In

is
the

Ministerial
implementing/

technical regulation.

next article of the law stated that other
types

domestic

Eventhough

it was frequently

including

asked in international meetings, the

ministerial regulations are recognized

legal considerations of these policies

and have the force of binding all

was never became weak. In 2014, the

ordered by higher Rules or established

policies

based on authority.

products were strengthened with the

of

prioritizing

domestic

According to the hierarchy of

issuance of a Law (The Law No. 7 Year

laws and regulations in Indonesia, the

2014 on Trade) that hierarchically has

policies

more legal power than government

of

prioritizing

domestic

products is reflected on this table :

regulation and presidential regulation.
Lastly, it is not only Indonesia’s

Table 2. The Policies Regarding
Prioritizing

Domestic

Product

government who issued the trade

in

policies

Indonesia Based on Hierarchy of

Type
Law

1

2

Government

1

by the government together with the
People's Representative Council. It
shows that support for the prioritization

Regulation
3

Presidential

of

1

Ministerial

domestic

government

Regulation
4

domestic

policy in the type of Law, it was made

Quantity

1

prioritize

products in Indonesia. Regarding the

Laws and Regulations
No

that

4

products
initiatives7,

is

not
but

just
also

If we viewed broadly, the trade policies of
prioritizing domestic product were also contained in
other regulations, such as regulations in Ministry of
7

Regulation
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initiatives from various elements of

To be detailed on Trade Without

society represented in the People's

Discrimination, there are two provisions

Representative Council.

related to this : Most-Favoured-Nation
and

WTO

PROVISION

National

Treatment.

Most-

Favoured-Nation means that under the

AND

WTO agreements, countries cannot

INTERNATIONAL CONCERN
Indonesia has been a World

normally discriminate between their

Trade Organization (WTO) member

trading

since 1 January 1995 and a member of

exceptions in limited circumstances and

The General Agreement on Tariffs and

under strict conditions.8

Trade (GATT) since 24 February 1950.

partners,

The

unless

next

for

one,

some

National

In WTO, there are some simple,

Treatment, means that imported and

fundamental principles run throughout

locally-produced goods/services/ local

all of The WTO agreements, which

trademarks, copyrights and patents

become

the

should be treated equally after it has

multilateral trading system. It include

entered the market. This rule prevents

Trade Without Discrimination, Freer

countries from taking discriminatory

Trade (gradually, through negotiation),

measures

Predictability

and

offsetting the effects of tariffs through

Fair

Non-Tariff Measures (NTMs).9 Some

the

transparency),

foundation

(through

of

binding

Promoting

on

imports

allowed,

from

Competition, as well as Encouraging

exceptions

Development and Economic Reform.

government procurement and domestic
subsidies.

are

and

Policies

in

such

as

Prioritizing

Domestic Product of Indonesia are

Industry (Article 2 Regulation of the Ministry of
Industry No. 16 Year 2011 on Provisions and
Procedure for Calculating Domestic Component
Level Values, Article 86 The Law No. 3 Year 2014 on
Industry, and Article 4 Regulation of the Ministry of
Industry No. 69 Year 2014 on Provisions and
Procedure for Calculating Domestic Component
Level Values of Electronics and Telematics Industry),
Ministry of Agriculture (Article 23 Regulation of the
Ministry of Agriculture No. 26 Year 2017 on the
Provision and Distribution of Milk) and Ministry of
Health (Article 6 Regulation of the Ministry of
Health No. 17 Year 2017 on Action Plan for the
Development of Pharmaceutical and Medical
Devices Industry).

closely against National Treatment rule.
That

is

frequently

why

these

asked

by

policies

were

international

parties (governments and investors).

8

D Online. (2012). Sources from the internet.
Downloaded on August 23, 2018 from
https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/t
if_e/fact2_e.htm
9
Ibid.
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Then, is Indonesia the only one

function. Comparing all of ASEAN

country which protect its domestic

countries, the total of Indonesia’s NTMs

product? The answer is no. In recent

is on a moderate level.11

years, where many countries reduced

Countries like China, Rusia, and

tariff levels in most lines of products

India

and some countries were even promote

development

trade facilitation, preferential market

established policies to prioritize the

access and aid for trade, it is also a fact

trade of their domestic product too.12

that

trade

Besides, a number of African countries

measures by emerging countries has

are heavy users of NTMs, on par with

been markedly rising.10

the Europian Union.13 It shows that

the

use

of

temporary

which

has

higher

than

industry
Indonesia

In ASEAN for example, while

there is a tendency for some countries,

tariff has been reduced, the number of

especially importing countries, to try to

NTMs (including prioritizing domestic

use

product) is increasing and is often

domestic regulations to protect national

blamed to be a source of the lack of

production.

discriminatory

application

of

integration in ASEAN. ASEAN tariffs

Although free trade is considered

declined from 8,9 percent in 2000 to 4.5

detrimental to certain countries and

percent in 2015. By 2010, tariffs had
been outright eliminated on 98 percent

See literature of Lili Yan Ing, Santiago Fernandes
de Cordoba, Olivuer Cadot (Ed) (2016), Non-Tariff
Measures In ASEAN page 20-24 for further details
concerning trends in tariffs and NTMs in ASEAN.
Jakarta; ERIA, UNCTAD.
12
India, China, France (EU) and Russia are some
cases of countries invoked in WTO disputes
because of their policies againts National
Treatment Provisions. India for example got
complained in 2013 due to its measures relating to
domestic content requirements under the
Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission for solar
cells and solar modules. Another case in India is in
1999 about Public Notice No. 60 which stated
import licenses might be granted only to local joint
venture manufacturers that had signed an MoU
with the Indian Government, whereby they
undertook, inter alia, to comply with certain local
content and export balancing requirements.
13
Lili Yan Ing, Santiago Fernandes de Cordoba,
Olivuer Cadot (Ed) (2016), Non-Tariff Measures In
ASEAN; ERIA, UNCTAD.
11

of the product lines in Indonesia, Brunei
Darussalam,
Singapore

Malaysia,
and

Philipines,

Thailand,

with

Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar and
Vietnam to follow by 2018. However,
NTMs number in ASEAN between 2000
and 2015 swelled from 1,634 to 5,975
which
perform

then
an

considered
equivalent

aiming

to

protectionist

Didier et.all (2016) in Lili Yan Ing, Santiago
Fernandes de Cordoba, Olivuer Cadot (Ed) (2016),
Non-Tariff Measures In ASEAN. Jakarta; ERIA,
UNCTAD, page 13.
10
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some countries protect their domestic
products,

but

free

trade

The trade policies of prioritizing

benefits

domestic product will suffer a global

consumers in a global level. According

financial and consumer lose. These

to a 2015 report for the White House,

policies were unlikely to significantly

middle-class Americans can buy 30%

improve

more for their money than if there were

industries to compete in the global

no free trade.14

marketplace and make them unable to

A research under supervision of

the

ability

of

domestic

gain benefits of being part of global

Copenhagen Consensus Center finds

production chains.17

that completing the Doha Round of
global free-trade talks would reduce the

THE

number of people living in poverty by

POLICIES

IMPLEMENTATION

OF

THE

145 million in 15 years and make the

It seems that the policies of

world US $ 11 trillion richer. Three-fifths

prioritizing domestic products are still

of this wealth would go to developing

being debated internationally. It does

countries, equivalent to an extra $1,000

not support global trade, but still there

per person every year by 2030. Even if

are several countries attempt to do it.

one-fifth of these benefits were eroded

Since the policies of prioritizing

by the costs of redistribution, this would

domestic products emerged in 2007

still amount to $9 trillion in benefits to

until now there have been no serious

humanity.15

demands

The

rising

specialization

and

from

governments

that

certain
force

foreign

Indonesian

fragmentation of production just led to

government to revoke the policies.

trade in intermediate goods and in

Beside, Indonesian government has

particular regional value chains.16 It

also been quite transparent so far to

limits

foreign parties.

the

diversification

of

raw

materials.

In the end, foreign traders must
inevitably adjust to the policies if they
still want to run business in Indonesia.
In franchise regulations, for example,

14

Bjorn Lomborg. (2018). A Trade War on the
World’s Poorest. The Jakarta Post, March 9
15
Ibid.
16
Lili Yan Ing, Santiago Fernandes de Cordoba,
Olivuer Cadot (Ed) (2016), Non-Tariff Measures In
ASEAN; ERIA, UNCTAD, page 1.

One example of a country that has succeeded in
gaining benefits from global production chains is
Vietnam.
17
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there were several foreign companies

Thirdly, the effort to provide a

that apply exemptions, such as IKEA.

minimum of 80% of domestic products

Likewise with foreign modern retail

in modern store is not difficult for most

companies that get exemptions such as

modern stores in Indonesia. It is

Lulu, Decathlon, Waikiki and Uniqlo.

because modern store20 generally sells

Although after obtaining exemptions,

convenience goods which are quite

they are still required to gradually

widely produced in Indonesia. In 2014,

increase

goods

Ministry of Trade announced that some

produced in Indonesia18, they continue

big modern store such as Circle K,

to open retail stores in Indonesia. So,

Alfamart, Indomaret, 7-Eleven, Toserba

are those policies really effective to

Yogya,

increase the trade of domestic product?

Hypermart had fulfilled the obligation to

To answer this question, firstly it

provide minimum 80% of domestic

sales

of

similar

should be known that the mandatory to

Tip

Top,

Carrefour,

and

products in their store21.

provide local products in trade policies

These policies would only be a

is not a final option. As it is discussed

big problem for certain modern stores,

above,

an

especially department stores, which sell

domestic

high quality goods because according

market is very large, while mandatory

to Regulation of Ministry of Trade No.

for providing at least 80% domestic

56

products is only for moderns stores

providing 80% of domestic products is

it

exemption

is

possible

Secondly,

to
the

get

Year

2014,

the

exemption

of

(excluding traditional stores and online
stores). Based on estimated data from
Nielsen Indonesia in 2013 regarding a

Stores in Indonesia.
20
Based on Regulation of the President No. 112
Year 2007 on Management and Development of
Traditional Markets, Shopping Centers and Modern
Stores, modern store consist of 5 types namely
minimarket, supermarket, department store,
hypermarket and grocer. Four of the types of
modern stores are retail stores and one type of
supermarket is wholesale.
21
Detik Finance (September 24, 2014), Ini Daftar
Toko Modern yang Jual Produl Lokal Hingga 50%100%. Downloaded on 24 August 2018 from
https://finance.detik.com/berita-ekonomi-bisnis/d2702626/ini-daftar-toko-modern-yang-jual-produklokal-hingga-50-100.

total retail store in Indonesia, modern
store was only about 1.5 % of the total
of

2.67

million

retail

shop

in

Indonesia.19

Article 22 paragraph (3) the Regulation of the
Ministry of Trade No. 56 Year 2014 on Amendment
to the Regulation of the Ministry of Trade No. 70
Year 2013.
18

19

Nielsen Indonesia (2013). Estimated Data of Retail
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only

for

stand-alone

brands

and

in their store. Many Point of Sale (POS)

specialty stores.
Fourth,

software will allow retailer to use the
the

calculation

of

UPC as the SKU in store.22

domestic production in the modern

Another weakness of SKU is that

store is difficult to do and to supervise

it

by government officials. That is why in

standardized,

practice, data is obtained by self

retailer has its own set of SKUs for its

assessment

product.23 It is also means that SKU

from

the

concerned

modern store.
In

is

not

universal,

regulated

meaning

that

or

each

cannot always distinguish local product

general,

trade

policies

from foreign product. When a retailer

regarding prioritizing domestic product

receives items from a vendor, it has a

can be grouped into retail policies and

choice of maintaining the vendor’s SKU

franchise policies. In the field of retail,

or creating its own. This makes them

the problem is the regulation states

distinct from Global Trade Item Number

domestic products are calculated from

(GTIN), which is a standard, global,

the total and types of goods trade. Until

tracking units.

today, there is no information system

UPC is another code which often

that can be used to distinguish between

used in retail store. It is one of GTIN

imported goods and domestic goods in

which administered and managed by

retail stores.

GS1. A product will retain one UPC

At least two kinds of codesare

code even if it is assigned different

often being used in retail sector; Stock

SKU numbers by different companies.

Keeping Unit (SKU) and Universal

UPC

Product Code (UPC). SKU is a unique

purchased and licensed from GS1.

identifier used to distinguish one item

Each UPC barcode consists of a

for sale from other item types, such as

scanable strip of black bars and white

manufacturer,

color,

spaces above a sequence of 12

packaging, warehouse location, etc.

numerical digits. However, the same

When a business takes inventory of its

problem with SKU, not all of retailer use

material,

size,

barcode

numbers

must

be

stock or product, it counts the quantity it
Matthew Hudson (March 9, 2017). What Is a Stock
Keeping Unit (SKU)?, Downloaded on August 24,
2018 from, https://www.thebalancesmb.com/whatis-a-sku-in-retail-terms-2890158
23
Ibid.
22

has of each SKU. The weakness of
SKU is that not all of retailer use SKU
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UPC in their store. Some retailers use

which sells trade in services, such as

European

beauty salon or education course? This

Article

Number

(EAN),

Japanese Article Number, or other

part is unclear in the franchise policies.

kinds of GTIN. On the other hand,

Because of the difficulties in

some other retailers do not use GTIN

counting domestic products, no one

number, and even some use EAN

can really know how far these policies

without using a GTIN because it used

can increase the trade of domestic

for products sold in their own stores

product in the Indonesian domestic

only.

market.
In the franchise sector, counting

THE NEEDS OF REDESIGNING THE

domestic products is challenging as

GOVERNMENT

well. Regulation of the Ministry of Trade

INCREASE

No.

DOMESTIC PRODUCTS

53

Year

2012

on

the

Implementation of Franchise stated

EFFORTS

THE

TO

TRADE

OF

Does the policy of prioritizing the

Franchisor and Franchisee have to use

domestic

raw materials, business equipment and

preserved? Internationally, this policy is

sell goods at least 80% of domestic

still possible for Indonesia to do.

goods and/or services. This regulation

However, for its own good, I believe

describes that a franchise product

that

could be a trade in goods or could be a

domestic product is important to re-

trade in services.

designed, by abolishing the imposition

Counting local content of trade in

the

product

policy

deserves

in

to

prioritizing

be

the

of obligations.

goods in franchise retail store like

The

obligation

to

protect

Alfamart or Indomaret can be based on

domestic product may win in a modern

retail policies. Counting local content in

store

a franchise restaurant selling coffee or

international market. Not even in a

food could be check from its material

traditional store and an online store

procurement

purchase

competition in Indonesia. Despite of

letters of business equipment.24 But

that, the protection cost is paid by the

how to count it in a franchise store

Indonesia’s counsumer, and so does

letters

and

competition,

but

not

in

an

the low quality of product. Therefore,
the Government of Indonesia needs to

Decree of Director General of Domestic Trade
Number 16 Year 2014on Technical Instruction on
the Implementation and Supervision of Franchise.
24
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improve

the

of

was only about 4.82%, while the

that

average GDP growth reached 5.39%.

in

In fact, in the 1990s, the Indonesian

competitiveness, as well as labor that

manufacturing industry was successful

needs to gain diverse skills. Global

with a growth of 11% per year and

production network is not only useful for

controlled

creating jobs in the country, but also for

manufacturing

spreading skills and technology to

Indonesia, which is the country with the

Indonesian labour.

most population in ASEAN, has not

domestic

competitive

industry

experience

a

and

ability
trade

decrease

4.6%

of

the

industry.

world
Now,

Indonesia has experienced an

been able to control the regional trade.

increase in terms of trade during

Indonesia was only become a market

commodity boom for the past decades,

by neighboring countries, especially

as commodities contributed more than

related to manufacturing products.

half on Indonesia’s non-oil and gas.

Indonesia’s

export

growth

is

However, commodity prices have fallen

tends to be encouraged by demand

in recent years, and indeed, we cannot

rather than the skill of producing an

continue to rely on commodity exports.

export commodity that is competitive in

On an article, Zulkifli Hasan, the
Speaker

of

Indonesian

terms of price or quality.26 As a result,

People’s

Indonesia's balance of trade is often

Consultative Assembly reveals that the

cause a deficit.27

contribution of manufacturing industry

In December 2017, Indonesia

to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has

experienced a deficit of 0.27 billion

declined from 28,34% in 2004 to

dollars,

21.01% in 2014, then 20.99% in 2015,

February 2018 of 0.12 billion dollars. In

20.51% in 2016, and 20.16% in 2017.25

addition, net international investment of

During

the

2011-2017,

then

occurred

again

in

the

Indonesia was negative more than 400

average manufacturing industry growth

billion dollars, an alias of having a net

25

Zulkifli Hasan (2018). Urgensi Reindustrialisasi,
Kompas 7 Mei. See also Trade Protectionism in
Indonesia; Bad Times and Bad Policy, page 11,
which reveals the share of foreign value added in
Indonesia’s exports has declined from 30% in 2005
to 19 % in 2011, contrast to other successful
manufacturing exporters in Asia, which have
increased the foreign value added component of
their exports.

26

Haryo A and Dandy R, A Review of Indonesia’s
Economic Competitiveness, CSIS Working Paper
Series 2018, hlm. 7
27
Trading Economics (2018). Indonesia Balance of
Trade Sources from the internet. Downloaded on
August
24,
2018
from
https://tradingeconomics.com/indonesia/balance
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external liabilities, or a country with a

own markets. This is indeed not easy

balance sheet as a debtor country. It

because in the short term, Indonesia

means that if the development of

will suffer losses due to the more

domestic industry becomes weaker,

popular

Indonesia's tax revenue will decrease,

domestic products. Domestic refusals

difficult to pay off debt (even increasing

will also arise because the policy is not

debt), and the number of unemployed

popular. This needs to be anticipated.

will increase.

imported

products

from

The policy in Law No. 7 Year

Other than that, it seems that in

2014 on Trade was actually correct,

the future, trade goods will produce

except for the obligation to use the

through a Global Production Network

domestic product. It regulated that the

(GPN).

effort to increase the use of domestic

GPN refers to

trade

and

production that is vertically integrated

products

and

alignments

involving

various

countries.

in

the

State

through

the

shall

be

promotion,

Through GPN, each country produces

dissemination and marketing. In regard

a certain component based on its

of improving industry and trade in

comparative advantage to be combined

Indonesia,

into finished products in the country

should be changed from a regulator to

that takes role as the production hub.28

a facilitator, as well as improving in

It also can make consumers find a

infrastructure, improving logistics and

much wider variety of products, at

reforming business license. But this

cheaper prices, than one country could

needs a huge consistency. Hopefully

produce alone.29

under the new presidential term in

Therefore, it is time for the
government

spur

approach

2019, this consistency is maintained, or

domestic

even increased, because we really

businesses to compete, rather than to

need to prepare ourselves to address

protect

the

them.

to

government

They

need

to

be

encouraged to penetrate the outside

demographic

bonus

that

is

predicted to start in 2030.30

market, rather than just staying in their
28

30

Ibid., hlm. 16.
Bjorn Lomborg. (2018). A Trade War on the
World’s Poorest. The Jakarta Post, March 9. This
article explained the important of free trade for
global economic development.

Online (2017). Bonus Demografi 2030-2040 :
Strategi Indonesia Terkait Ketenagakerjaan dan
Pendidikan. Sources from the internet. Downloaded
on
August
24,
2018
from
https://www.bappenas.go.id

29
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If deindustrialization continues in

see from the foreign side, it is even

the next few years, the demographic

more interesting to see how it is

bonus will not provide benefits. Instead,

implemented

it will be a disaster for this country.

market. Even though the policy of
prioritizing

in

the

domestic

domestic
product

is

CONCLUSION

getting stronger from a regulation

1. The policy of prioritizing domestic

side, unclear process of counting

product is getting stronger from

domestic product was complicating

regulation side. This can be seen

business player and making its

on these following three aspects:

implementation weak.

(1) Using “mandatory” word than
encouraging ”word” which has

RECOMMENDATION

stronger meaning.



(2) In

a

legislation

hierarchy

Review the effectiveness of the
policies

in

prioritizing

domestic

aspect, that policy is found in

products of Indonesia and consider

various

to revise these policies.

legislations,

ranging

from Law to the Ministerial



Regulation.

Optimalized

other

efforts

to

increase the trade of domestic

(3) In term of its constituent, it is

product stated in Article 22 Law

also known that the policy is

Number 7 Year 2014 on Trade,

not

the

which are promotion, dissemination

also

and marketing. Social media can be

supported by the House of

helpful to influence public perception

Representatives

about domestic product as well as

only

prepared

government,

but

by

as

learn from useful critics from the

representatives of the people.

consumers.

2. The policy of prioritizing domestic
and

against

provision.

However,

of

traders

along with government can initiates to

product is not beneficial for global
consumers

Association

celebrate a Local Product Day.

WTO



several

Give training to new entrepreneurs
and SMEs how to promote their

contries attempted to do it.

products in international level, for

3. The policy of prioritizing domestic

example by using omni-channel.

product is not only interesting to
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Detik Finance, September 24, 2014, Ini
Daftar Toko Modern yang Jual Produl
Lokal
Hingga
50%-100%,
https://finance.detik.com/beritaekonomi-bisnis/d-2702626/ini-daftartoko-modern-yang-jual-produk-lokalhingga-50-100.
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IS CATFISH SHREDDED MORE PREFERABLE THAN BEEF IN THIS DIGITAL
ECONOMIC AGE?
Ristina Siti Sundari1, Dona Setia Umbara2, Yudhi Arie Priyanto3,
1,2Universitas Perjuangan Tasikmalaya, Jl. PETA 177 Tasikmalaya, Jawa Barat, Indonesia
3Institut Pertanian Bogor, Jl. Dramaga Bogor, Jawa Barat, Indonesia
Email: ristina.sitisundari@yahoo.com

Abstract
Euphoria of digital age is crowded in almost whole aspect of life. Everything is able to be
handled by finger at hand just connected to internet. The world is so small to reach to any
place right now. Fish sweetmeat is a new innovation of sweetmeat such as meet food
diversification made of fresh catfish which too big in size for consumption directly an out of
market, can’t be sold fresh in order to know some product whether be able or not to meet
consumer’s desire can be measured by mean preference of consumer against its product.
This research aimed at identifying consumer’s preference on sweetmeat made of catfish that
has been developing among sweetmeat made of beef as well. The coarse materials are such
patin catfish and beef by those attributes influenced to consumer due to deciding to buy the
product made of catfish such the way using go food. The used method is Un-Paired test
Analysis. The result showed that economically, consumer prefer to buy catfish shredded than
beef shredded. Consumer would rather beef shredded than catfish shredded as more familiar
taste. And to buy the product by go food was preferable as well.
Keywords: Preference, Consumer, Catfish and Beef Shredded
JEL Classification: F12, F14, F15

consumer due to a product. Whereas

INTRODUCTION
Catfish shredded is fish innovation

Foster (Foster) said that everyone act

product. It needs socialization and

upon their preference, so there are

introduction

consumer action could be predicted.

to

know

consumer

preference level before spread out and

Consumer

distribute

Sweetmeat

product could be known by determine

Agroindustry Product basically has the

consumer attributed factors on product

similar unique to beef sweetmeat that

that

characterized by fish coarse matter in

consideration to choose the product.

to

them.

which smoother than meat. Hence, it is

can

those

by kids.

respond
Preference

is

influence

against

someone

the

as

The result of taste introduction to

easy to be chewed and digested even

Consumer

preference

respondent
and

show

consumer

comment

desirable

sweetmeat deal with, and also desiring

consumer tend prefer to one product

due

than other similar. According to Assael

become developing-based later. One of

(2002)

methods

this

preference

formed

by

to

shredded

to

know

characterization

the

consumers

preference level was Conjoint Method.

correlation between those attributes.

Conjoint method is not only proper to

Then combined the stimulate deal with

know consumer respond but also make

valuing form respondents/panelists as

evaluation due to product attribute

consumers against the best attribute

combination then we can indicate which

combination

one

preference.

attribute

has

potency

to

be

based

on

consumer

Operationalization Variable

developed.

Used

Variable

for

consumer

METHODS

preference analysis on both catfish and

Research Method

Beef shredded are product attributes.

The research used survey method

Product attributes are the considerable

to 100 panelist by trying/tasting two

components which is important matter

kinds of fish sweetmeat that researched,

for consumer and fundamental for

and

decision making since selecting until

then

the

panelist

answering

questioner. The step of this research

buying

begin

Identified Operation become attribute

with introduction survey,

variable

identification,

questioner

(Tjiptono,

2008).

Variable-

and level as following:

arrangement, carrying out of research,
collecting data, analyzing data. Data
collected

covering

primary

and

secondary data

Table 1. Atribute and Level Identification
No. Atribute
1.
Taste
2.

Color

3.

Teksture

sampling taken from people who live in

4.

Structure

Kota Tasikmalaya near to University of

5.

Price

Respondent Determining Technique
We

used

purposive

judge

Perjuangan. Santoso (2010) explained
that the amount of samples suggested in
conjoint research method is between 50
– 100 samples, therefore it has taken 70
samples of respondents/panelists.
Hence the conjoint research is
correlation analysis due to within being

Level Mean of Level
1
True beef shredded
2
Similarly beef
1
shredded
2
Dark brown
1
Golden brown
2
Coarse
1
Fine
2
Coarse Fibrous
1
Fine Fibrous
2
20.000–25.000/100
g
45.000–55.000/100
g

Analysis Design
Arranging stimulated combination
by combining attribute level become
stimulate or profile formed by carrying

out software IBM SPSS 24 for windows.

indicated high consumer’s preference

Stimulates combination was conducted

level on product level and negative

to get respondent’s scoring due to the

score

best

consumer

preference level on product level after

Stimulate-

gained utility value then gained total

identified based on attribute and level

utility value with the following conjoint

such as: 2x2x2x2x2, hence it gained 64.

method:

attribute

preference.

deal

with

Combination

indicated

Gained Combination stimulates was not
showed at all as question but only

µ(x) = β0

addition as the best comparer. Scoring

µ(x)
β0

=
=

βij
Ij

=
=

Ki
M
Xij

=
=
=

used Likert Scale for any questioner
(Table 2).
Table 2. Questioner Likert Scale
Statement
Very agreed
More agreed
Rather more agreed
Agreed
Rather disagreed
More disagreed
Most disagreed

Respondent

scoring

Score
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

due

consumer’s

(1)

Note:

chosen 16 primary stimuli and 2 (two)

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5
6
7

less

Total Utility
average constant of
respondent’s value on each
profile
Coefficient
part worth (utility value from
atribute in level j)
level j of i atribut
sum of attribute
dummy variable atribut I
level j
(has 1 value when related
level appearance otherwise
0)

To define attribute importance level i
to

(Ai) by the following formula:

attribute and stimulates combination
Wi = a x 100%

was the matter for doing consumer
analysis

preference

by

Conjoint

Methods. Hence they result each utility
value, total utility value for their each
attributes, and level of importance.
Utility value is value gained due

Note :
Ii

= (max(..ij) – min(..ij) for each i
After all being counted to get the

best combination stimuli of shredded
product attribute based on consumer’s

indicating

preference. And the result is an attribute

consumer preference level deal with

importance level explained by scoring

attribute evaluation, the positive score

use percentage. Each level utility value

to

consumer

evaluation

and attribute importance was analyzed

2012). Conjoint method resulted utility

by conjoint analysis using IBM SPSS 24

value describing consumer valuation

for windows.

toward attribute by numeric indicating
consumer preference level. The highest

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

value described consumer preferred

Consumer Preference-Based Utility

level and the lowest even negative

in each level

value

described

not

preferred

of

opinion

consumer. Table 8 showed Utility in

expressed by number and deal with

each level of attribute preference-based

principal in conjoint analysis (Santoso,

consumer.

Utility

is

respondent

Tabel 8. Utility in Each Level of Attribute Preference-Based Consumer
Shredded Attribute
Taste

Level Atribut
• Similar to beef
• Beef Specific
Color
• Browny
• Golden Browny
Texture
• Rather Coarse
• Silky/fene
Price
• 20.000 – 25000 IDR
• 40.000 – 55.000 IDR
Constant
Source: Processed Primary Data, 2017

Utility Estimate
.165
-.165
-.068
.068
.-072
.072
.076
-.076
3.672

Std. Error
.046
.046
.047
.047
.047
.047
.63
.63
.47

From table above could be seen

said that beef shredded flesh was too

that consumer prefer beef shredded

coarse. For the price the consumer

taste by mean positive analysis 0.165,

prefer to Patin fish shredded that was

followed by Patin shredded taste. They

cheaper than beef shredded. The price

said that the taste of Patin shredded

for Patin fish shredded was 25.000 –

was similar to beef. On the color

30.000 IDR. The consumer now know

attribute, consumer was prefer to Patin

there are Patin fish shredded that

shredded – golden brown color. This

cheaper price and similar taste than

matter was indicated by utility value of

expensive beef shredded, price utility

color around 0.068.

value 0.76. The taste of Patin fish

Consumer prefer to Patin Fish
shredded for the fine texture attribute
indicated by utility value 0.072. They

shredded was similar to beef shredded.
Now
consumer’s

consumers
preference

know
to

decide

buying Patin fish shredded based on
particularly price, taste and texture.
This probably the price of raw beef is
very higher than fish.

CONLUSION

AND

POLICY

RECOMMENDATION
Conclusion
The cheaper, the better taste and
fine of sweet catfish shredded the more
deciding to buy and eat. The consumer
prefers to eat Patin sweet Catfish
shredded because the taste is similar to
beef

and

cheaper

in

this

digital

economic age. The consumer can buy
it by go food as well. The simpler the
preferer.
Suggestion
The

people

need

to

eat

sweetmeat-catfish shredded to provide
the simpler food stock and nutritious
enough to keep body healthy from
protein of catfish.
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MAKING SHIP WHARVES ALONG THE BIG RIVER FLOW IN ACHIEVING
EFFICIENT SEA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Hantoro Ksaid Notolegowo
Universitas Gadjah Mada, Tekhnika Utara Road, Yogyakarta 55284, Indonesia,
Email: hantoro.ksaid.n@mail.ugm.ac.id

Abstract
Indonesia is one of the largest maritime nations in the world. With this potential, the maritime
sector becomes a leading sector in spurring economic growth. But there are still some
obstacles that hinder performance in the maritime sector. One of them is caused by the high
cost of logistics. It has been agreed that the stops for the distribution of goods from the sea
lane are through the port. But not always the location of the port near the destination of
delivery of goods, which causes the distribution system will be disrupted and transportation
costs more expensive. The activation of big rivers that cross several areas to be used as an
alternative route of distribution of goods and the making of nearby stopping spots can be
used as solutions to reduce distribution costs. It is hoped that with the existence of
alternative channels of distribution of goods through the activation of the big river, can create
a more efficient distribution of goods system in the maritime sector.
Keywords: Alternative, Path, Cost, Distribution, Big River

The

INTRODUCTION

National

Development

Indonesia is one of the largest

Planning Agency (Bappenas) explained

maritime nations in the world. This

that there are several issues that should

potential should be optimally utilized,

be the concern in the national fisheries

especially in improving the welfare of

sector, which is divided into economic,

the society. Latest data from the Central

social and environmental aspects. From

Bureau of Statistics (BPS) shows Gross

the

Domestic Product (GDP) in the fishery

logistics problem that has not been well

sector in the quarter of 2016 contributed

organized and efficient becomes one of

Rp317.09 trillion rupiah grew 9.75

the government's focus.

percent

from

2015

amounting

economic

aspect,

the

fishery

to

Logistics of fishery products have

Rp288.92 trillion rupiah. This increase

their own characteristics, as in the case

in production can not be separated from

of different handling with agricultural

the illegal fishing eradication policy, the

products, farms and other products. In

moratorium on foreign fishing vessels

addition, the problem of Indonesia's

and the ban on loading and unloading

location which consists of many islands

vessels in the middle of the sea, to law

is also a constraint for remote areas

enforcement through the sinking of

located in the eastern part of Indonesia

Indonesian ships.

which has great resources but has
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difficulties to distribute them (Bappenas,

efficient distribution mechanism can be

2014). Unmanaged logistics problems

realized by making a spot for the

lead to wastage of expenditures that will

discharge of a vessel on the edge of a

lead to increased production costs.

big river and integrating it with the

Another problem is the inefficient

purpose of distribution or growth center.

port logistics system. One of the

Based on the description of the

logistics problems in the port system is

background

the length of the boat dock at the port

problems that will be discussed in this

which takes an average of maximum 5

scientific paper are:

(five) days, which is caused by the lack

1. Does the activation of big rivers as a

of reliability in the management of the

new channel for the distribution of

loading

equipment

goods and the manufacture of spot

allocation (kompasiana.com). Therefore

stops in the vicinity reduce logistics

we need a solution to accelerate the

costs?

and

unloading

2. What

mechanism of the distribution of goods

described

is

the

above,

the

mechanism

from the sea. One of the efforts that can

determining

be done is to create new spot stop

channels by activating big rivers?
The

(other than ports) that are integrated

new

for

purpose

of

distribution
writing

this

with the growth centers in an area. This

scientific paper is:

is done to break down the central

1. To further study the benefits of big

distribution of goods in the port, which

rivers, especially as a distribution

has not been able to create an efficient

channel for goods;
2. To find out the mechanism for

distribution system.

implementing

Utilization of big river flow has not

new

distribution

channels by activating big rivers.

been utilized optimally, which is actually
very potential to be developed as a
distribution of goods to and from the

DISCUSSION

sea, because not a few big river

Logistics Costs as a Cause of High

streams that exist in Indonesia across

Cost Economy

the areas that became the distribution

High cost economy problems can be

destination. It is on this basis that we

triggered

are interested in discussing how an

management. In the fisheries sector,
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by poor

logistics system

high economic costs can be triggered

utilize the river flow. When viewed, the

by the port logistics system. Whereas

potential of the river in Indonesia is very

the port logistics system in Indonesia

large, in addition to being a source of

cannot be said to be efficient. Some

livelihood

problems that occur at the port as

population, it also has benefits as a

disclosed

of

trade route. It's just that so far the

investigation

utilization is only limited to trade carried

the

in

the

results

Ombudsman

for

the

surrounding

of

out along the river, there is no initiative

maladministration related to the time

so that the river can also be used as a

needed for loading and unloading of

distribution channel for goods to and

goods (dwelling time). 2) uncertainty in

from the sea. Rivers that have the

the time of inspection services from the

potential to be developed are rivers that

inspection process to the response from

fall into the classification of big rivers.

the Directorate General of Customs and

This is because transport ships that

Excise, 3) regulations that tend to

distribute goods to and from the sea

overlap

issuing

(between islands) have a much larger

permits, as well as submitting cargo

size, so that only rivers that are

manifests

in

categorized as big rivers have the

container import notifications, and 4)

potential to be used as trade distribution

the existence of illegal levies at service

channels to and from the sea. Big rivers

points such as the cost of withdrawing

in Indonesia are scattered on big

containers to the behandle location.

islands such as Musi in Sumatra,

Implementation of New Distribution

Bengawan Solo in Java, Mahakam in

Channels by Activating Big Rivers

Kalimantan,

and

(Universitas

Pendidikan

(mediaindonesia.com):

between
which

1)

a

agencies
cause

lot

delays

The use of the port as the only
distribution

channel

causes

Digul

in

Papua

Indonesia,

2010).

the

distribution of goods to and from the

Big rivers flow some of them

sea to be inefficient. This is caused by a

across growth centers. So if it is

logistics system that has not been going

integrated with making stop spot in the

well, so a solution is needed to

vicinity, it can save logistics costs. The

overcome the centralized ship stop

following

spot. One way that can be done is to

determination
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will

explain
mechanism

the
that

spot
is

integrated

with

the

growth

port, so there is no solid queue of

center

goods.

location:

CONCLUSION

AND

POLICY

RECOMMENDATION
Based on the problems that have been
raised, it can be concluded as follows:
1. Activation of big rivers and making
stop spot at the edges can save
logistics costs, because it can break
down the centralized loading and
unloading process at the port. In

Figure 1. Determination of The ship

addition, by determining the location

Stop Spot
The picture above can explain the

of ship stop spot on the river bank

benefits of making ship stop spot along

close to the center of growth can

major rivers. Determination of ship stop

save transportation costs, because

spot in rivers that approach growth

the distance needed to distribute

centers can save transportation costs.

goods becomes closer;
2. The mechanism for determining a

Can be seen if the ship distributes
goods from the port, the required

new

mileage is 30 km. Whereas if the ship

activating

distributes its goods from the existing

implemented with the support of

stop spot on the river bank, the required

making ship stop spot at the river

mileage is only 10 km. Thus there is a

bank,

mileage efficiency of 20 km (30 km-10

considering the usefulness of the

km),

save

local community, one of which is to

transportation costs. In addition, the

consider the location of the stop with

creation of new spot around the big

the center of growth.

which

will

certainly

distribution
a

then

channel

big

river

integrating

can

it

by
be

by

river can save logistics costs because it

Based on the conclusions above, this

can break down the center of the

paper

loading and unloading process at the

suggestions:
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provides

the

following

1. There must be infrastructure support

Pengelolaan
Perikanan
Berkelanjutan. Jakarta: Direktorat
Kelautan dan Perikanan Bappenas.

from the government so that it can
establish ship stop spot on big rivers

Kompasiana. (2014, Desember 14).
Permasalahan
Pelabuhan
di
Indonesia. Download on October 27,
2015
from
http://www.kompasiana.com

(if realized);
2. There must be a more in-depth
study regarding this project, about
whether the water level is able to be

Mediaindonesia.
(2015,
April
08).
Ombudsman Ungkap Pungli di
Pelabuhan. Download on October 28,
2015
from
http://www.mediaindonesia.com

passed by big ships; does the water
flow support for big ships to pass;
and to what extent this spot then
does not disturb the local people

Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia. 2010.
Hidrologi
Kepulauan
Indonesia.
Bandung: Fakultas Pendidikan Ilmu
Pengetahuan
Sosial
UPI

who live around the river.
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THE IMPACT OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT ON GLOBAL
VALUE CHAIN OF INDONESIA PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY EXPORT
Tauhid Ahmad
Institute for Development of Economics and Finance (INDEF),
Jl. Batu Merah No. 45, Pejaten Timur, Pasar Minggu, Jakarta Selatan, 12510, Indonesia
Email: tauhidfeui@yahoo.com

Abstract
Global value chain (GVC) has become important in the digital economy age, especially on
the pulp and paper industry export. For Indonesia, one of the efforts to improve the GVC is
through research and development investment. Therefore, using the Inter-country Input
Output (ICIO) approaches and OECD data in 2011, this study aims to determine the
implications of R & D investment policies on; (1) changes in the GVC decomposition; (2) the
position and participation of GVC; (3) the position of linkages with the trading partner
countries. The results has show that R & D investment would make the domestic value
added decrease and the foreign value added is increasing, while the trading partner country
has not changed significantly. Nevertheless, both in Indonesia's pulp and paper industry as
well as in trading partner countries there is a change of GVC decomposition and the
positions are becoming increasingly "downstream" and the participation in GVC is increasing
while trading partner countries is affected by varying values. The results of the smile curve
analysis also indicate that R & D investment has an influence on the linkage position of
Indonesian pulp and paper industry with trading partner countries. In the future, R & D
investment policy needs to be encouraged by the development of domestic technology on
raw materials import.
Keywords: Global Value Chain, Pulp dan Paper Industry, Inter-Country Input Output,
Research and Development (R & D)
JEL classification: C17, L16, L73, O32

industry, are sent through very large

INTRODUCTION
Digital economy by bringing its

amounts of data into the cloud and then

distinctive characteristics; (i) advanced

analyzed to get new ideas, products

manufacturing, robotics and factory

and services. The implications are a

automation; (ii) new sources of data

change

from mobile and ubiquitous internet

technological and product platform.

connectivity; (iii) cloud computing; (iv)

Including fragmentation of work based

big data analytic and; (v) artificial

on

intelligence, encouraging a variety of

fragmentation and organizations that

more advanced changes, including the

develop R & D, product design, new

industrial

knowledge

world.

Sturgeon

(2017)

explained that new data sources, from

the

functions.

smart phones to factory sensors on
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in

the

progress

and

organizational,

of

geography

business-innovation

marketing,

The consequense of digital era,
geography

fragmentation

in

distribution

and

some

supporting activities to end consumers

the

industrial world basically developed so

(Gereffi

fast. The iPhone production that follows

involvement of these various countries

market tastes in China involves many

in the value chain is illustrated in the

countries

case of three countries where the first

that

cross

geography

and

Stark,

country

from

products for the second country, both

memory

comes

from

produce

The

boundaries where hardware originates
Japan,

will

2011).

Korea, processors come from America

as

and are then retailed in the United

products (Meng, 2011; Koopman et. al,

States and other countries (Dedric et.

2010). The second country will produce

al, 2010), as well as the production of

for domestic consumption or exports for

Boeing aircraft where the wings are

third countries. It’s requires domestic

made in Japan, engines are made in

intermediary

England

domestic labor, while exports for third

and

America,

aircraft

intermediary

intermediary

products

products,

or

final

capital

and

entrances are made in France until the

countries

wheels of the aircraft are made in

intermediary

England.

will

products. This process is then called

continue considering that each country

the global value chain where each

will

country will be involved starting from R

This

participate

production

fragmentation
in

one

processes

or

more

so

that

&

D,

can

take

the

products

design,

form

or

as

important

final

inputs,

production sharing occurs between

production,

these countries (Johnson and Noguera,

marketing to after-sales services.

2012).

distribution

of

and

retail,

For Indonesia, this also applies
Why each country continues to

to major export products, ranging from

participate in an increasingly global and

textiles

fast production process? Because there

electronics, automotive to pulp and

is a value chain that describes the

paper (Ministry of Trade, 2018). Among

benefits of activities carried out by both

these products, pulp and papers is one

companies and workers in producing

of product that is slightly different from

goods or services, starting from the

other

initial

of

source of raw material comes from

processes,

domestic sources, especially industrial

research

production,

and

production

design
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and

products

textile

because

products,

the

main

plantations (HTI). The implication is that

diversifying

the GVC has its own characteristics in

products,

accordance with the production process

downstream position. It’s caused by

to the end consumer. The input comes

diverse decomposition of the product

from logs, wood chips and non-wood

industry between interrelated sectors.

natural fibers and wastepaper. The

Ye, et. al (2015) propose that GVC

input is then processed into chip/flake,

information can link the value chain

wood fiber and lumber and processed

backward and forward linkage of a

into pulp whose products range from

cross-country product.

mechanical pulp, semi-chemical pulp,

that a country's trade or investment

chemical pulp, sulfite, recovered fiber

policy will have an impact on the value

pulp and other forms of pulp fiber. The

added gained by the country and its

pulp can be processed into final

trading partner countries.

products

such

printed

both

and

services

upstream

and

These imply

paper

In addition, GVC information

(newsprint, magazine, office paper),

through decomposition of value added

bulk packaging, individual packaging,

is also very useful in determining trade

health and hygiene paper (diapers,

policies. Kozak and Canby (2007), at

pad, toilet paper) (Daly et. al, 2016).

the case of China, found a significant

GVC

as

goods

information

is

very

difference between import tariffs for

important considering that up to now

logs

there is not much data on how far the

industrial products. Import tariff in the

value added that Indonesia receives

form of logs does not exist at all or zero

when exporting pulp and paper industry

percent,

to its trading partner countries. It’s also

industrial products are less than 10%,

the value added is not fully owned by

even

Indonesia even though the raw material

generally between 3-4%. Exports in the

comes from Indonesia. Therefore, the

form of primary inputs, intermediary

position and participation of a country in

products

GVC will determine industrial policy.

determine

According to Low and Tijaja (2013), in

Indonesia will apply the import tariff

the import substitution industry (ISI)

policy for similar products from other

strategy,

countries to protect the availability of

the

GVC

approach

can

provide opportunities for upgrading and

with

for

processed

while
wood

and
the

wood

processed
industrial

final

wood
products

products,

extent

from

to

will
which

raw materials and domestic industries.
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increase brand image and supply chain

On the other hand, pulp and
paper industry also have strategic value

which

where in the period 2002-2015, their

friendly. At macro level, stock R & D will

contribution reached an average of

have

3,937 thousand tons or 3,265 million

significant impact on output and total

US $ and contributed 3,4% to non-oil

factor productivity. In the long run,

exports. This industrial worker is on

cross-state R & D in the United States

average 129 thousand workers (BPS,

contributes to the formation of 77% of

2016). Even in 2017, the contribution of

total GDP (Blanco et. al, 2013). In

this sector along with printed goods and

addition, the R & D investment also

record production in gross domestic

contributes to job creation (Bogliaciano

product (GDP) reached 0.71% (BPS,

and Vivarelli, 2010). However, there are

2018). This implies that pulp and paper

very few studies that discuss the

industry need to be a concern in

implications of R & D investment on

various government policies given its

GVC conditions in a country.

creation

of

employment

a

more

positive,

environmentally
measurable

and

Based on that background, this

contribution to the economy, especially
the

are

paper aims to determine the extent to

and

which the decomposition of the global

national revenue.
One of the government policies

value chain of industrial pulp and paper

to encourage the development of an

exports of Indonesia and Indonesia's

industry is research and development

main

(R & D). R & D investment provides

export position and participation and

opportunities for growing innovation,

Indonesia's main trading partners will

technology and new ways. At the

also be explored further, including the

company level, several studies have

linkage between Indonesia's pulp and

been conducted. Shin et. al (2009)

paper industry's value-added exports

found that R & D spending can

with Indonesia's main trading partners.

increase high gross profit in electronic

Then, the impact of R & D investment

companies,

in

although

it

does

not

trading

Indonesia

partners.

and

Indonesia's

trading

partner

increase return on equity and high

countries on GVC of each country will

return on assets. Khoi et. al (2016) also

also be further elaborated. Therefore

found Japanese investment in R & D of

the information presented in this paper

Ajinomoto companies in Vietnam could

will be the input of policy makers,
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especially through measures that are

expenditures

on

research

and

better than the gross export value

development (R&D), expressed as a

(Gereffi, et. al, 2005).

percent of GDP. They include both
capital and current expenditures in the
four main sectors: business enterprise,

METHODOLOGY
This

study

uses

a

model

government,

higher

education

and

developed by Koopman et. al (2010,

private non-profit.

2014) and Ye et. al (2015) with the

research,

Inter-country

experimental development. The values

approach.

Input
Basic

Output
data

(ICIO)

for

the

of

shock

R&D covers basic

applied
are

research,

Indonesia

and

(-0.77%),

construction of the ICIO for the pulp

Australia (-0.92%), Belgium (2.1%),

and paper industry were obtained from

France (0.19%), Germany (1.29%),

the Organization for Economic Co-

Japan

operation and Development (OECD)

Netherlands (0.32%), United Kingdom

with the 2011 base year. In addition,

(0.36%), United State (1.36%), China

Multiregional Input Output was used

(5.74%),

from the EORA database in the same

(3.99%), Singapore (2.59%), Vietnam

period to disaggregate ICIO data. The

(1.48%), Rest of the World (2.70%).

data

The main data processing process

is

then

aggregated

into

17

countries and 16 sectors in an ICIO

(

-0.02%),

India

Korea

(2.56%),

(3.78%),

Malaysia

uses Stata 13.

table. For the shock of investment, the

Koopman et. al (2014) in his

R & D investment used data on growth

model divides exports into nine terms of

of the R & D expenditure of each

value added, as shown in equation 1

country in 2003-2015 sourced from the

below.

World

Bank.

Gross

domestic
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𝐺

𝐺

𝐺

𝐺

𝑢𝐸𝑠∗ = {𝑉𝑠 ∑ 𝐵𝑠𝑠 𝑌𝑠𝑟 + 𝑉𝑠 ∑ 𝐵𝑠𝑟 𝑌𝑟𝑟 + 𝑉𝑠 ∑ ∑ 𝐵𝑠𝑟 𝑌𝑟𝑡 }
𝑟≠𝑠

𝐺

𝑟≠𝑠

𝑟≠𝑠 𝑡≠𝑠,𝑟

+ {𝑉𝑠 ∑ 𝐵𝑠𝑠 𝑌𝑠𝑟
𝑟≠𝑠
𝐺

𝐺

+ 𝑉𝑠 ∑ 𝐵𝑠𝑟 𝐴𝑟𝑠 (𝐼 − 𝐴𝑠𝑠
𝑟≠𝑠
𝐺 𝐺

)−1

𝑌𝑠𝑠 } + 𝑉𝑠 ∑ 𝐵𝑠𝑟 𝐴𝑟𝑠 (𝐼 − 𝐴𝑠𝑠 )−1 𝐸𝑠∗

𝐺

𝐺

𝑟≠𝑠

+ {∑ ∑ 𝑉𝑡 𝐵𝑡𝑠 𝑌𝑠𝑟 + ∑ ∑ 𝑉𝑡 𝐵𝑡𝑠 𝐴𝑠𝑟 (𝐼 − 𝐴𝑟𝑟 )−1 𝑌𝑟𝑟 }
𝑡≠𝑠 𝑟≠𝑠
𝐺

𝑡≠𝑠 𝑟≠𝑠

+ ∑ 𝐵𝑠𝑟 𝐴𝑟𝑠 (𝐼 − 𝐴𝑟𝑟 )−1 𝐸𝑟∗
𝑟≠𝑠

(1)

This model assumes the world

the country needed for an increase in

with G (17) countries, where each

one unit in the final demand in the

country produces goods in different

destination country r.

trade N (16) sectors where 𝑢𝐸𝑠∗

vector of 16 x 1 which is a global use of

is a

is the final demand

gross export, 𝑌𝑠𝑟

final products. 𝑉𝑠

vector of 16 x 1 which is demand in

is a

𝑌𝑠

is the direct value-

added coefficient vector 1 x 16.

country r for the final product produced

The

second

model

used

is

is the 16 x 16

adapting from Koopman et. al (2010) to

input output (IO) matrix coefficient

see the relationship between GVC

which is a intermediary product the

Indonesia

countries used r of goods produced in

countries formulated in the position and

the country. In addition, 𝐵𝑠𝑟

index

in country s,

𝐴𝑠𝑟

is a 16 x

of

and

its

trading

participation

by

partner
adopting

and 𝑉𝑆𝑠𝑛 in Koopman et. al

16 Leontief inverse matrix block, which

𝑉𝑆1∗𝑠𝑛

is a total needs matrix that provides a

(2014) whose formulation is as follows;

number of gross outputs, produced by

𝐺𝑉𝐶𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑛 = 𝐿𝑛 (1 +

𝑉𝑆1∗𝑠𝑛
𝑉𝑆𝑠𝑛
) − 𝐿𝑛 (1 +
)
𝐸𝑠∗𝑛
𝐸𝑠∗𝑛
(2)
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In addition to looking at the

towards

the

overall

value

added

upstream and downstream position

between countries. For this reason,

through the GVC, it is necessary to see

using the formulation described by

also the participation of Indonesia and

Koopman et. al (2010), the changes are

the main trading partner countries

as follows;
𝑉𝑆1∗𝑠𝑛 𝑉𝑆𝑠𝑛
+
𝐸𝑠∗𝑛
𝐸𝑠∗𝑛

𝐺𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑛 =

(3)

the

the sum of the VS matrix (without

position of the country s in GVC and

domestic industry) column which is

𝐺𝑉𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑛 is the participation of

related to the import (foreign) content of

countries in GVC as well 𝐸𝑠∗𝑛 is gross

the country's export with the formula

Where

𝐺𝑉𝐶𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑛

is

that is;

exports in each country. While 𝑉𝑆𝑠𝑛 is
an element of the vector obtained from
𝐺

𝐺

𝐺

𝐺

𝐺

𝐺

𝑉𝑆𝑠 = ∑ ∑ 𝑉𝑡 𝐵𝑡𝑠 𝑌𝑠𝑟 + ∑ ∑ 𝑉𝑡 𝐵𝑡𝑠 𝐴𝑠𝑟 (𝐼 − 𝐴𝑟𝑟 )−1 𝑌𝑟𝑟 + ∑ 𝑉𝑡 𝐵𝑡𝑠 𝐴𝑠𝑟 ∑(𝐼 − 𝐴𝑟𝑟 )−1 𝐸𝑟∗
𝑡≠𝑠 𝑟≠𝑠

𝐺

𝑡≠𝑠 𝑟≠𝑠

𝐺

𝐺

𝐺

𝑡≠𝑠

𝐺

𝑟≠𝑠

= ∑ 𝑉𝑟 𝐵𝑟𝑠 𝐸𝑠∗ = ∑ ∑ 𝑉𝑡 𝐵𝑡𝑠 𝑌𝑠𝑟 + ∑ ∑ 𝑉𝑡 𝐵𝑡𝑠 𝐴𝑠𝑟 𝑋𝑟
𝑟≠𝑠

𝑡≠𝑠 𝑟≠𝑠

𝑡≠𝑠 𝑟≠𝑠

(4)
Where 𝑉𝑆𝑠

goods

is an element of

between

domestic

in

other

vector which is obtained from the sum

countries exports in the country s

of lines of VS1 matrix (without domestic

whose

formulation

is

as

follows;

industry) which are related to exports of
𝐺

𝐺

𝑉𝑆1 ∗𝑠 = ∑ 𝑉𝑠 𝐵𝑠𝑟 𝐸𝑟𝑠 = 𝑉𝑠 ∑ 𝐵𝑠𝑟 𝑌𝑟𝑠 + 𝑉𝑠 ∑ 𝐵𝑠𝑟 𝐴𝑟𝑠 𝑋𝑠
𝑠≠𝑡

𝑟≠𝑠

𝑟≠𝑠

(5)
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Both equations (4) and (5) show

(final demand vector) or because of

different directions where countries in

changes in matrix element C. It’s

the downstream position tend to have a

showing information on the technical

high share of vertical specialization

coefficients decomposed X to CF to

from the import side or in other words

identify the portion of output change

have foreign content (VS) in their

that leads to structural change, which

exports. While the countries in the

changes

upstream position tend to have a high

(technical changes are reflected in

share of vertical specialization in terms

changes of A). The results of this

of exports (VS1) or in other words have

analysis then produce a new ICIO

a high export share through third

structure which is then analyzed using

countries (Koopman et. al, 2014)

equations (1) to equation (5) to see the

in

production

structure

The third model used is the ICIO

impact of the R & D investment on the

model with the approach proposed by

structure of GVC decomposition, the

Gosh et. al (2011). This model can be

position and participation.

used to measure the shift in economic

The next analysis uses the

structure between countries as a result

approach of Ye, et. al (2015) in the

of changes in the R & D investment. In

form of a "U" smile curve. This analysis

the most recent analysis of structural

aims to see the position and linkages of

changes, the ICIO table matrix can be

GVC of each industry/sector with other

notified as follows

industries/sectors,

(6)
Where
X : Vector of sector output
Ĉ A : Matriks of technical coefficients (aij)
ICIO
F
: Vector of final demand ICIO ( Ĉ Y)
Solve this model as follows

"smile"

curve

analysis

uses

three

measures where on the Y axis gives a
level of value added rate (obtained by
producing one unit of US $ output); the
X axis is "distance" which is a measure

-1

or, example C = (I - Ĉ A)-1,
X = CF

domestically

and with other countries (foreign). This

X = (I – Ĉ A)-1 F

X = (I – Ĉ A) F

both

of the value added propagation length,

(7)

between

a

specific

industry

that

participates in the corresponding value
(8)

chain and the world consumers. The

Equation (6) shows that sector

latter relates to the size of the circle

output will change due to changes of F

represents the absolute value added
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gained by joining the corresponding

industry that is used across the entire

value chain (unit: million US $ constant

industry. The distribution of the value

price). In addition there is also a line of

chain is then called the propagation

polynomial regression results which is a

length of the value chain, both through

weighting of the value added obtained

forward

(Ye, et al, 2015).

linkages.

linkages

and

backward

Ye, et. al (2015) model basically

The formula of the propagation

uses ICIO tables where in the matrix,

length of the value chain for forward

along

linkages of an industry can be seen in

the

lines

represent

the

the following equation;

distribution of the value chain from one

𝑉̂ (1𝐼 + 2𝐴 + 3𝐴3 + ⋯ … )𝑌 𝑉̂ (1𝐼 + 2𝐴 + 3𝐴3 + ⋯ … )𝑌
=
+𝑢
𝑉𝐴
𝑉𝐴
= 𝑉̂ 𝐵 2 𝑌 = 𝑉̂ (𝐵 2 − 𝐵)𝑌/ 𝑉𝐴 + 𝑢

𝑈=

(9)
In

this

equation,

index

U

reaches all final demand users by the

measures the total number of stages,

forward industrial linkages.

on an average, through which the

As for the backward clinkage

value added of a spesific industry

position using the following formula;

.
𝐷 = 𝑉(1𝐼 + 2𝐴 + 3𝐴3 + ⋯ ) = 𝑉(0𝐼 + 1𝐴 + 2𝐴2 + ⋯ ) + 𝑢𝑇
= 𝑉𝐵 2 = 𝑉(𝐵2 − 𝐵) + 𝑢𝑇
(10)
The

index D measures

the

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Data

average number of production stages

analyis

results

show

for a specific final product when it

different GVC decomposition between

induces

all

Indonesia and main trading partner

industries by the way of backward

countries, see figure 1. GVC Indonesia

industrial linkages in the whole value

is generally dominated by intermediary

chain.

products that are directly absorbed by

the

value

added

for
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importing countries (V2) of 60.45%,

different decomposition where V2 is

direct final products (V1) of 16.5%,

39.83%, V8 is 22.67%, V1 is 19.38%,

foreign value added that returns to

V7 is 10.49% and V3 is 5.77%.

foreign

of

However, both Indonesia and the main

intermediary products (V8) of 9.69%,

trading partner countries have a smaller

the value added re-exported to third

proportion of domestic value added that

countries (V3) of 9.38%, and foreign

returns home, both in the form of final

value added back to foreign countries

products

in the form of final products (V7) of

products (V5). It’s also double counting

3.34%, as shown in the figure below.

in the domestic (V6) and foreign (V9) is

The

also relatively small.

countries

main

trading

in

the

form

partner’s

have

(V4)

and

intermediary

Figure 1. Decomposition of Global Value Chain of Indonesian Pulp and Paper
Industry Export and Major Trading Partner Country in 2011
The high value of V2 compared

products. It’s caused by processing in

to V1 in Indonesia shows the value-

the form intermediary of products (pulp)

added exports of the pulp and paper

cheaper than final products so that

industry in the form of intermediary

producers prefer exports in the form of

products higher than in the form of final

intermediary products rather than final
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products.

This

is

the

added compared to Indonesia. This can

dependence from foreign for chemical

be seen of V7 (10.49%) and V8

and equipment and the limited R & D

(22.67%)

support for the pulp and paper industry,

decomposition. This means that from

especially for small-scale industries

every export from the partner country to

(Sijabat, 2012). It’s also producing the

the final consumer, there is value

final product requires a much larger

added enjoyed by other countries.

investment.

This

that

Indonesia's trading partner country,

Indonesia's

downstream

industry

such as China which exports paper to

(finished products) is less competitive

Asian countries, North America to

with

Europe,

partner

investment

is

due

to

implies

countries
greater

whose
and

the

in

there

products

technology is more advanced.

the

value

are

added

intermediate

(chemical

wood

pulp,

wastepaper, mechanical wood pulp)

Different result for the main

and

final

products

Brazil,

and

trading partner countries where the

paperboard)

decomposition shows more diverse

Indonesia to America (Forest trend,

GVC variations, especially for V1,V2

2017). Thus, value added of the V7 and

and V3.

V8 is also enjoyed by China's trading

This means that trading

from

(paper

partner countries have greater value

partner

added

Indonesia's exports to trading partner

in

the

final

product

than

countries.

partner

more

received by foreign countries in the final

innovative in developing final products

form of 3.34%, while in the form of

in accordance with the market demand

intermediary products of 9.69%. This

of their trading partner countries. This is

happened because some of the raw

also

of

materials for export of pulp and paper

Indonesia's pulp and paper industry

industry also came from imports, such

products used by the second country

us waste papers, chemical products

(importers) to be re-exported to third

and capital machines and equipment.

country.

Although in relatively low proportions,

reflected

in

the

be

value

On the other hand, Indonesia's

value

to

countries,

can

is

contrast

Indonesia. This is because trading
countries

there

In

Canada,

added

this proves that the value added of the

main trading partner countries also

pulp

have quite a high role of foreign value

increasingly global.
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industry

and

Indonesian

is

R & D investment policies in

investment in Indonesia and main

Indonesia and main partner countries

partner countries actually increases

have positive implications on the gross

foreign value added in the form of final

export of Indonesia's pulp and paper

products. R & D investment of main

industry but have various effects on

partner countries raises opportunities

GVC decomposition. Gross exports

for the involvement of Indonesia's

increased from 4555.15 billions to US $

trading partner countries in the value-

4565.27 billions US $ or an increase of

added of Indonesian pulp and paper

0.22%, see table 1. While the changes

exports. The main trading partner

in GVC decomposition occurred in all

countries carry out innovations, both in

components, from V1, V2 to V9 which

the supply of intermediary inputs and

decomposition decline, except for V7

production process technology for the

which actually 17.78% increase in

Indonesian pulp and paper industry.

contribution. This means that R & D
Table 1. Impact of R & D Investment on Decomposition of Global Value Chain
of Indonesian Pulp and Paper Industry Export
Decomposition
in Billions of US dollars
in direct final exports

Policy
Base
Change
% Change
(0)
4565,27
4555,15
10,12
0,22

(1)
in
int.
absorb
by
direct
Value-added
(2)
importers
exports
in int. reexports to
(3)
third countries
in
final
exports
(4)
Domestic VA
return home
in int. Exports
(5)
Pure double
counting
Foreign VA
return foreign
countries

16,50

16,55

-0,04

-0,26

60,33

60,45

-0,12

-0,19

9,34
0,10
0,16

9,38
0,20
0,27

-0,04
-0,09
-0,11

-0,45
-47,92
-40,03

0,04

0,06

-0,02

-35,01

3,93
9,55

3,34
9,69

0,59
-0,14

17,78
-1,48

0,04

0,07

-0,02

-35,10

86,48
13,52

86,90
13,10

-0,43
0,43

-0,49
3,25

in
int.
Exports
produced
(6)
in home
final exports
(7)
in int. Exports
(8)

Pure double
counting

in
int.
produced
abroad

Value-Added

Domestic
Foreign

Exports
(9)
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Decreases in V1, V2, V3, V4,

Indonesia’s where R & D in all

V5, V6, V7 and V9 as well as an

countries will bring innovation in input

increase in V8 have implications for

and production technology so that

domestic value added reduced by

decomposition changed.

added

On the other hand this policy

This

also has an impact on the increase of

decomposition caused by the R & D

domestic value added by 0.01% which

investment in some of Indonesia's

is

trading partner countries

increased

decrease in foreign value added by -

while Indonesia's R & D investment

0.01%. The decline in foreign value

which has actually declined. The results

added was due to the foreign added

may differ if in Indonesia, the growth of

value in the form of intermediary

R & D investment is increasing.

products falling by -8.2%. Thus, R & D

0.49%

and

increased

foreign
by

value

3.25%.

inversely

proportional

to

the

budget policy has a greater influence

Different impacts are shown in
partner

on technological change and the role of

countries, see table 2. Although there

a country in the final product for foreign

was an increase in gross exports of

markets (V7) and reduces the role of a

0.14%,

in

country in intermediary products for

decomposition of GVC was slightly

foreign markets (V8). For Indonesia,

different. The increase in proportion

this change should be captured by an

occurred in V2 of 0.07%, V5 of 0.03%

increase in V2, namely value added

and V7 of 17.67% with the largest

absorbed in Indonesia's trading partner

increase in V7. This means that in

countries in the form of final products.

general an increase in the R & D

However this is not happen because

budget in most countries also increases

the growth of Indonesia's R & D budget

foreign value added in the form of final

actually decrease of

products. This result is consistent with

period 2003- 2015.

Indonesia's

the

major

pattern

trading

of

change
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0.77% in the

Table 2. Impact of R & D Investment on Decomposition of GVC of Pulp and
Paper Industry Export of Indonesian Major Partner Country in 2011
Decomposition
in Billions of US dollars
in direct final exports

Policy
Base
Change
% Change
(0)
160220,46 159995,74
224,72
0,14
(1)
19,28
19,30
-0,02
-0,09

in int. absorb by direct
(2)
importers
in int. reexports to
(3)
third countries
in
final
exports
Domestic VA
(4)
return home
in int. Exports
(5)

Value-added
exports

Pure double
counting
Foreign VA
return foreign
countries
Pure double
counting
Value-Added

in
int.
Exports
produced
(6)
in home
in final exports
(7)
in int. Exports
(8)
in
int.
Exports
produced
(9)
abroad
Domestic
Foreign

39,86

39,83

0,03

0,07

5,77
0,63
0,64

5,77
0,63
0,63

-0,01
0,00
0,00

-0,09
-0,09
0,03

0,27
12,35

0,27
10,49

0,00
1,85

-0,03
17,67

20,81

22,67

-1,86

-8,20

0,41

0,41

0,00

-0,02

66,43
33,57

66,43
33,57

0,00
0,00

0,01
-0,01

above

2011, the Indonesian pulp and paper

decomposition also affect the position

industry GVC was worth -0.3 which

of GVC Indonesia and Indonesia's

means it is in a downstream position.

trading partner countries. If the position

This position is almost the same as

is upstream in the global value chain or

almost all countries, ranging from

positive value means the country

Japan, the Netherlands to Malaysia,

participates in producing inputs for

which has the lowest value of -2.4 or

other countries, both in providing raw

most requires intermediary input from

materials or providing intermediary

other countries to produce the final

inputs. Conversely, if a country is in a

export product. In contrast America

downstream position in the global

with a value of 0.25 is in an upstream

value chain or negative value means

position. This means that America is

that the country has a large proportion

the main supplier of components to

in need of products between other

companies in the same industry to its

countries to produce the final product

trading

Changes

in

the

for export (Koopman et. al, 2010). In
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partner

countries.

70.0

0.25 0.50

64.8 64.4

60.0

-0.26

-0.05

0.00

50.0

-0.50

40.0

-1.00

30.0

23.0 22.3

20.0
10.0

-2.44

-1.50

17.8 -2.00

-2.31

-2.50

-

-3.00

GVC Participation

GVC Position

Figure 2. Position and Participation of GVC of Indonesian Pulp and Paper
Industry Export and Major Trading Partner Country in 2011
Another position is also indicated

Netherlands, Korea, Germany, Britain,

by the GVC participation index (axis

Australia and China. It is said to be low

left)

considering that the value is below the

which

shows

how

far

the

industry/sector of a country participates

average

in the global value chain. The larger

countries studied. In contrast, France,

index

Belgium, India, Taiwan, Singapore,

shows

the

higher

level

of

participation index of

participation of the industry/sector in

Vietnam

the global value chain. Indonesia has a

participation index. Malaysia has a

participation index of 23.0 or includes

participation index of 64.8 or the

low participation in the global value

highest compared to other countries

chain, along with America, Japan, the

studied.
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and

Australia

the

has higher

Table 3. Impact of R & D Investment on the Position of GVC of Pulp and Paper
Indonesia Export and the Indonesian Trade Partner Country in 2011
%
Policy Base
Change Change
-0,311
-0,256
-0,054
21,24
-1,275
-1,275
0,000
0,04
-1,839
-1,838
0,000
0,03
-1,543
-1,542
0,000
0,02
-1,084
-1,084
0,000
0,04
-0,055
-0,054
-0,001
1,41
-0,865
-0,864
-0,001
0,09
-0,695
-0,694
-0,001
0,15

Country
Indonesia (IDN)
Australia (AUS)
Belgium (BEL)
France (FRA)
German (DEU)
Japan (JPN)
Korea (KOR)
Netherland (NLD)
United Kingdom
(GBR)
United States
(USA)
China (CHN)
India (IND)
Malaysia (MYS)
Singapore (SGP)
Taiwan (TWN)
Vietnam (VNM)
Rest of The World

-1,175

-1,174

-0,001

0,05

0,252
-1,331
-2,094
-2,437
-2,308
-2,188
-2,415
-0,135

0,252
-1,331
-2,093
-2,436
-2,307
-2,187
-2,415
-0,135

-0,001
0,000
-0,001
-0,001
-0,001
-0,001
0,000
0,000

-0,24
-0,01
0,03
0,03
0,04
0,04
0,01
0,06

Of these two positions, the more

If there is a shock in the form of

downstream the position of a country is

an R & D investment with negative

in

growth

GVC,

the

higher

the

GVC

(Indonesia,

Japan

and

participation index and vice versa. This

Australia), while other countries grow

means that countries that are in a

positively,

downstream

directions impact. First, Indonesia and

position

will

be

very

there

different

Japan

participation in the global value chain is

countries.

getting higher. On the other hand,

Australia, Belgium, France, Germany,

countries that are in an upstream

Korea, the Netherlands, England, India,

position have lower dependence on

Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan, Vietnam

other countries in the export of the pulp

and the rest of the world despite being

and paper industry so that participation

increasingly downstream, the influence

in the global value chain is getting

is still relatively small. Secondly, China

lower, such us America.

and America are actually increasing

While

more

two

dependent on other countries so that
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becomes

are

the

downstream
countries

of

their upstream position. A country has

the

country

will

get

worse

in

maintains its R & D investment remains

maintaining its position in GVC. This

positive impact in maintaining GVC

country, like Indonesia and Japan, will

position. On the other hand, countries

increasingly depend on inputs from

where the R & D investment has fallen,

trade partner countries.

Table 4. Impact of R & D Investment on the Participation of GVC Pulp and
Paper Indonesia Export and the Indonesian Trade Partner Country in
2011
Country
Indonesia (IDN)
Australia (AUS)
Belgium (BEL)
France (FRA)
German (DEU)
Japan (JPN)
Korea (KOR)
Netherland (NLD)
United Kingdom (GBR)
United States (USA)
China (CHN)
India (IND)
Malaysia (MYS)
Singapore (SGP)
Taiwan (TWN)
Vietnam (VNM)
Rest of The World

Policy
Base
Change
% Change
23,17
23,01
0,16
0,70
37,29
37,30
-0,01
-0,03
48,53
48,54
0,00
-0,01
42,44
42,45
-0,01
-0,03
28,52
28,53
-0,01
-0,05
22,28
22,29
-0,01
-0,05
28,59
28,61
-0,01
-0,04
27,74
27,74
0,00
-0,01
32,74
32,75
-0,01
-0,02
17,81
17,82
-0,01
-0,08
36,05
36,06
-0,01
-0,02
50,29
50,30
0,00
-0,01
64,83
64,85
-0,02
-0,03
64,39
64,42
-0,03
-0,04
60,46
60,47
-0,01
-0,01
61,60
61,61
-0,01
-0,01
30,27
30,28
-0,01
-0,02

R & D investment has different

will certainly reduce the participation of

implications for the participation in the

the country in the global value chain

global value chain. Almost all countries

even though in a relatively small

are increasingly participating despite a

amount. As with Indonesia, where

relatively small level, except Indonesia.

investment growth in the R & D

This is due to the R & D investment that

Investment decreases, it will have

makes

each

country

improve

implications for participation in GVC is

innovation

for

its

increasing. This happens because R &

domestic interests so that it’s domestic

D program is underdeveloped so that

value-added is increasing. This change

Indonesia's trading partner countries

technology

and
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propose inputs for Indonesian export

Indonesia's participation in the global

products. The involvement of trading

value chain of the pulp and paper

partner countries is what has made

industry increase.

Figure 3. Linkages of Global Value Chain Indonesian Pulp and Paper Industry
Export to Indonesia Major Trading Partner Country in 2011

Another result is that the pulp

sectors were utilizing the Indonesian

and paper industry shows a flatter "U"

pulp and paper industry. This means

smile curve, as shown in figure 3. This

that the forward linkages in this sector

shows that in the pre-fabrication stage,

are more related to other sectors than

the pulp and paper industry has a high

the

level of value-added but in post-

various policies that affect this industry

fabrication (end consumers) shows the

will also have a greater influence on

tendency of the value-added level is

other

lower. Ye et. al (2015) defines this

domestically and foreign. It’s caused

difference

different

the export in the term of intermediary

between

products (V2) so that allows many

sectors. On the other hand, that in

countries to use these products in

2011,

various sectors.

in

technology
many

the
up

use

of

grading

countries

and

many
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backward

sectors

linkages.

or

Therefore,

industries,

both

of

cannot be described in the illustration

Indonesia pulp and paper industry, if

below because of their small value

there are R & D investments in each

once. Compared to smile curves before

country,

is

policy, along the curve there is an

Indonesia's R & D (IDN 15) compared

increase in position even in small

to its trading partner countries. In

proportions. This means that R & D

addition other countries also benefit,

investment policy can affect the level of

especially China (CHN 15), America

value-added at each stage of the

(USA 15) and rest of the world (ROI

production process, from producers to

15), see figure 4. Other countries

end consumers.

In

case

the

of

smile

biggest

curve

implication

Figure 4. Impact of R & D Investment on Linkages of Global Value Chain of
Indonesian Pulp and Paper Industry Export and Indonesia Major
Trading Partner Country in 2011

and

Those result is due to the pulp

companies, while the furniture industry

paper

amounted to 1270 companies and the

investment

industry
with

the

has

a

large

number

of

timber industry totaled 1141 companies

industries is less than other industries

(BPS, 2016). The implication is R & D

in forestry sector. The number of

in each company to have a large value

medium and large pulp and paper

added. BPS data (2016) shows that the

industry companies in 2011 was 450

value added of the pulp and paper
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industry in 2011 was 60.16 trillion

partner countries there have been no

rupiah, while the timber industry is

significant changes. This is due to the

18.36

negative growth of R & D investment in

trillion

rupiah

and

furniture

Indonesia, while in most countries the

industry 10.26 trillion rupiah.
Based on these conditions, it

growth is positive. However, this policy

can be said that R & D investment will

makes changes in the GVC export

directly affect R & D along the value

decomposition of the pulp and paper

chain. Therefore, it is important for the

industry, both in Indonesia and in major

government to give more attention to

trading partner countries.

investment of R & D in the pulp and

The R & D investment policy

paper industry which can produce more

also made Indonesia's pulp and paper

final products. It is time for government

industry

and the company pays attention to

increasingly downstream or dependent

various types of paper, paperboard,

on input from Indonesia's major trading

wrapping paper and other end products

partner countries. As an implication,

from the pulp and paper industry.

participation in the global value chain is

export

GVC

position

also increasing because of the greater
role of other countries in Indonesia's

CONCLUSION
In the decomposition of export of

exports. In the major trading partner

the pulp and paper industry, Indonesia

countries, the R & D investment policy

has greater domestic value added than

has

the major trading partner countries,

countries

especially in the form of intermediary

while the US and China are becoming

products. Conversely, the major trading

increasingly upstream. Consequently,

partner countries have greater foreign

the participation of most of Indonesia's

added value compared to Indonesia in

trading partner countries in the world

the form of intermediary products as

GVC industry and pulp is increasing. In

well. On the other hand, R & D

addition, the results of the smile curve

investment policies in Indonesia and

analysis also prove that R & D

major trading partner countries have

investment has an influence on the

actually reduced Indonesia domestic

relationship of the Indonesia pulp and

value added and increased foreign

paper

value added, while in major trading

sectors/industries, both in Indonesia
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made

the

position

increasingly

industry

of

most

downstream,

to

several

and foreign. Other implications also in

support from Dr. Ardi Adji and Ari Sugih

increasing levels of value added in all

Mulia M.Sc. We thank you very much.

sectors in the pulp and paper industry
value chain of Indonesia.
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DATA-DRIVEN SOLUTIONS IN EXPANDING E-COMMERCE MARKET IN
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Abstract
Rapidly growing of e-commerce makes Indonesia as e-commerce center in ASEAN. This
study will answer how to expand e-commerce market through data-driven solutions. In
general, e-commerce performance is determined from its engagement characteristics, such
as total web visits, visit duration, page visits, bounce rate, traffic rates in Indonesia, number
of Indonesian visitors, and number of foreign visitors. In this study, we analyzed 63 ecommerce platform with its engagement characteristics. PCA (Principal Component
Analysis) reduced the variables into three principal components, excluding bounce rate due
to its opposite direction. The first principal component is general engagement, second is
strategy of web development, third is customer satisfaction. Then, causality analysis is
conducted to support the solutions that will be proposed. The result shows that number of
internets, phone, and computer is significantly increasing GDP (p < 0.05). Those variables
will improve e-commerce performance, then followed by increasing GDP. Therefore, the
solutions proposed in this study for e-commerce company are optimizing user-experience
(UX) in website & application, maximizing customer satisfaction, then expanding the market
to other countries. For the government, they have to develop quantity and quality of ICT
factors.
Keywords: E-commerce, Principal component analysis, Engagement
JEL Classification: C38, F15, L81, O25, O38.

virtually, actually trigger the revolution

INTRODUCTION

of marketing in Indonesia. At first, trade

Penetration of internet in early
1990s

directly

affected

and

Indonesia’s

business

are

done

manually.

daily living. Not only changing how the

Buyers need to meet sellers and

citizens

purchase the product using cash. Now

socialize,

but

it

also
is

that there is the Internet, it does not

conducted (Yannopoulos, 2011). No

need to happen because it can be done

innovation of recent times has had such

virtually. The use of the Web has

a

radically

revolutionize

profound

the

way

impact

business

on

customer

changed

behavior and on how business is

expectations

conducted, as has the Internet (Barnes

speed, price, service, and comparability

and Cumby, 2002). The power of

(Hamel and Sampler, 1998). However,

internet, which support almost every

it can also reduce operational cost and

business

triggering sales to increase. Even a

and

economy

activities
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about

customer
convenience,

research conducted by Howard (2002)

the right condition to support growing e-

proved that small business which use

commerce in Indonesia is a part of

the

government’s

Internet

to

help

them

doing

role.

By

now,

e-

business have grown 46% faster than

commerce is currently a market of

business that do not use internet. This

almost USD 3 trillion, or more than 10%

might be encouraged by benefits they

of

can take from using internet, such as

worldwide.

user convenience to find product and

smartphones and internet penetration,

price information quickly. With the

technological advances, and improving

Internet, customers all around the world

customer convenience are expected to

can check availability of products and

grow e-commerce 15-20% annually

how much it costs, check the order

(UBS, 2018). This phenomenon is also

status, and pay cashless. Customers

happening in Indonesia. Moreover, the

do

stores

growing number of mobile phone,

physically to see the thing they would

computer, and internet penetration are

like to purchase. This convenience is

expected to directly influencing GDP,

very powerful, because customer can

since

easily find the cheapest price for a

economy indicator of a country. Based

product and choose how to pay based

on iDEA report for e-commerce in

on their preferences. In short, to deal

Indonesia,

with a great radical change to the

commerce in Indonesia reached 5

interaction with customers, business

billion US dollars for a year. This

need to develop stronger relationship

amount

with

e-

Malaysia ($4.9 billion), Singapore ($1.5

and

billion), Thailand ($4.7), Philippines

not

need

their

commerce

to

visit

customer
strategy

the

through
(Barnes

total

consumer
The

GDP

is

the

is

retail

rising

the

number

most

opportunity

greater

sales
of

reliable

for

compared

e-

to

($1.7 billion), and Vietnam ($4 billion).

Cumby, 2002).
The great radical changes in

In short, most of countries in Southeast

customer behavior not only need to be

Asia are being outdone by Indonesia in

faced by e-commerce companies, but

terms of e-commerce opportunity. The

also by government. The growing e-

great opportunity comes from its big

commerce

market, great opportunity to grow, and

can

be

tackle

by

e-

relatively

commerce companies, but to prepare
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good

infrastructure

for

Internet in Indonesia. iDEA stated that

performance by focusing on some

in the next 5 years, online shop in

important

metrics.

Indonesia will grow at least ten times

important

metrics

higher, from 3% to 30%. Percentage of

visitors, bounce rate, traffic rates, visit

internet users in Indonesia is only 34%,

duration, and number of page visits.

lower than Thailand (54%), Vietnam

Those

(50%), Philippines (46%), Malaysia

characteristics for an e-commerce. As

(67%), and Singapore (84%). However,

an example, the bigger number of

it brings great chances for new startup

visitors, the bigger engagement that e-

and new e-commerce to bloom in

commerce makes. However, the higher

Indonesia.

bounce

Also,

based

on

Social

metrics

rate,

Some
are

can

which

of

number

show

shows

the
of

the

the

Research & Monitoring experiments,

percentage of visitors to a particular

77% of internet user in Indonesia finds

website who navigate away from the

product

These

site after viewing only one page, then

why

the lower engagement an e-commerce

Indonesia is said to be the most

have. There are many kind of metrics to

potential country to the growing e-

determine e-commerce performance.

commerce in Southeast Asia.

Many

proofs

information
can

be

the

online.
reason

information

which

can

be

1 out of 2 non-online shoppers,

generated from e-commerce metrics

people who have never shopped online

are expected to give e-commerce

before, is expected to buy online within

solutions in expanding their market.

a year. Based on iDEA report, non-

However, abundant variation of e-

recent

commerce

online

shopper

can

be

metrics

be

influenced to buy things online. The key

overwhelming

in

companies to take a decision based on

influencing

shopping

is

them
online

to

do

online

for

can

e-commerce

the information.

advertisement.

Around 83% of ad exposure of non-

Donkor (2003) proposed metrics

recent online shoppers have made non-

which can indicate performance of e-

recent online shopper to act directly

commerce in at least four areas:

(buy online) or doing offline action (buy

financial, customer, Internal Business

offline). In the other hand, e-commerce

Processes, and Learning and Growth.

can

Some metrics to indicate financial

analyze

how

good

their
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condition are revenue growth, cost

engine of economic growth in France.

management, and asset utilization. In

The result show that for ICT’s average

customer area, some metrics which is

total

useful are market share, customer

amounted to approximately 0.2% per

retention,

acquisition,

year over 1969-1999. Also, over 1995

customer profitability, and customer

to 1999, contribution of ICTs to output

satisfaction. The result shows that a

growth

company’s overall performance does

reaching

not depend on how well it performed in

average per year, even becoming more

one area, but rather how it ranked

important

relative to the others in all four areas.

equipment. When Cette compared it to

customer

contribution

has

to

GDP

gradually

approximately
than

other

growth

increased,
0.3%
types

on
of

Barnes and Cumby (2002) stated

United States, the result were shocking.

that there is a lot of evidence the

It shows that ICT’s contribution in the

customer

United States have been larger 100%

becoming

frustrated

and

abandoning their search for product

than in France.

information or desire to buy a product.

Therefore,

based

on

the

39% of customer decided not to buy the

introduction above, it’s shown that to

product because websites were too

expand e-commerce it needs the role of

difficult to navigate. 56% of them failed

e-commerce

to make a purchase because their

government. E-commerce companies

attempts to search for information

can expand their market by optimizing

failed;

up”

metrics that they have, however there

experience within the past 60 days

are various amount of metrics that

(Hercz,

condition

shows e-commerce performance. The

encourages e-commerce companies to

problem arise when there are too much

make their websites much more user-

indicators, since it will be harder to

friendly, designing them or re-designing

focus on solving the problem. In the

them with customer as their priorities.

other side, government also needs to

62%

had

2000).

an

“I

This

give

companies

and

In the other hand, Cette (2001)

prepare the optimum condition in order

researched about how information and

to maximize expanding of e-commerce.

communication

is

The most basic needs to access e-

increasingly referred to as an important

commerce are internet, phone, and

technology

(ICT)
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computers. Therefore, the problem will

is an official statistical bureau of

arise if those elements are not fulfilled

Indonesia, which provides abundant

to prepare the proper condition of

amount of data related to Indonesia.

expanding e-commerce. This paper

This

paper

analyzed

63

e-

proposed two research questions which

commerce in Indonesia which data was

will be

generated

answered

in

the

analysis

from

SimilarWeb.

The

section. First question were focusing on

characteristics we would like to focus

how to simplify various amount of

on are total web visits, visit duration,

metrics

page visits, bounce rate, traffic rates in

into

important

groups

of

metrics. Second question is focusing on

Indonesia,

how ICT is affecting GDP in Indonesia.

visitors, and number of foreign visitors.

The first question will be answered by

Time reference for the data is the year

conducting

of 2016. Thus, the data generated from

Principal

Analysis

(PCA),

question

will

Component

however
be

second

answered

number

of

Indonesian

BPS are number of computers, phone,

by

and

internet,

and

GDRP

conducting simple linear regression for

provinces in the year of 2016.

every component of ICT, which are

•

in

34

Total web visits: sum of all visits to

percentage of phone user, internet

the analyzed domain, within the

user, and computer user in

country and time period analyzed.

each

province of Indonesia.

•

Visit duration: the average amount
of time visitors spend on a website
within a session

METHODS
In this paper, we generated the

•

Page visits: average number of

data from SimilarWeb and Badan Pusat

pages visitors view on a site within a

Statistik. SimilarWeb is a company

session

based in Tel Aviv, Israel whose mission

•

Number of Indonesian visitors

is to empower people with the insights

•

Number of foreign visitors

we need to win the market. It gathers

•

Regional GDP (GDRP)

the data for all of e-commerce around

•

Percentage

of

phone

user:

the world, such as its engagement

Percentage of phone user related to

characteristics,

total number of people in 2016

traffic,

and

other

metrics. Besides, Badan Pusat Statistik

(Susenas)
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•

•

user:

the remaining variation as possible,

Percentage of internet user related

with the constraint that the correlation

to total number of people in 2016

between

(Susenas)

component is zero. In the analysis,

Percentage

of

internet

the

first

and

second

Percentage

of

computer

user:

component loadings are defined as

Percentage

of

computer

user

correlation

between

the

original

related to total number of people in

variables and the factors. It indicates

2016 (Susenas)

what percentage of the variance in

To

answer

the

original variable is explained by a

research

factor.

questions proposed in this paper, we
which

are

In the other hand, simple linear

Analysis

and

regression is a statistical method that

Principal

allows us to summarize and study

Component Analysis is a dimension-

relationships between two quantitative

reduction tool that can be used to

variables

reduce a large set of variables to a

variable, denoted as X, is regarded as

small set that still contains most of the

independent

information in the large set. In the other

variable, denoted as Y, is regarded as

hand, linear regression is an analysis of

dependent variable. In this paper, there

causality,

us

will be three simple linear regression.

information about how much a variable

Three of them have regional GDP as

or some variables are contributing to

the dependent variable. The reason

the changes of dependent variable.

why GDP is chosen as the dependent

Both of the analysis are being done

variable is because of its direct link to

using R 3.3.1.

indicate economy’s condition. Also,

would

use

Principal
Linear

two

tools,

Component
Regression.

In

which

PCA,

will

the

provide

first

(Penn

State

variable.

Edu).
The

One
other

there has been no data about e-

principal

component is the linear combination of

commerce

x variables that has maximum variance

Therefore, GDP is being the proxy to

among all linear combination (Penn

describe economy’s condition. The first

State Edu). Thus, the second principal

regression has percentage of phone

component is the linear combination of

user as independent variable, second

x variables that accounts for as much of

regression has percentage of internet
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contribution

to

GDP.

user as independent variable, and third

five principal components (PC). The

regression has percentage of computer

analysis shows that about 55% of total

user as independent variables. We

variation is explained by the first

conducted

linear

principal component, 86% by the first

regression instead of conducting one

two principal components, and 97%

multiple linear regression. The reason

explained by the first three principal

is because we will focus on how each

components. It means that 97% of total

of ICT variable are actually affecting the

variance

regional

condensed into three new variables

three

GDP

influence.

simple

without

any

other

Moreover,

the

Component

regression with 3 ICT indicator as the
independent variables. The equation for
linear regression

variables

are

Table 1. Principal Components

we tried to conduct one multiple linear

simple

five

(PCs).

multicollinearity issue is arised when

each

in

are

written below.
𝐺𝐷𝑃 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑒 + 𝜀 …………. (1)
𝐺𝐷𝑃 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑡 + 𝜀 …...….. (2)

Percentage

Cumulative

of Variance

Variance

1.

55%

55%

2.

31%

86%

3.

12%

97%

4.

3%

100%

5.

0%

100%

Source: author, processed

𝐺𝐷𝑃 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝜀 ………(3)

In table 2, it’s shown that the
most important variables for the first

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To simplify various engagement

principal components were total visits,

variables into few of indicators without

visitor from Indonesia, and visitor from

losing the variance of those variables,

other

we will use PCA to analyze it. Total

loadings -0.533, -0.525, and -0.427

visits, number of Indonesian visitor,

respectively.

They

number

component

loadings

of

other

countries

visitor,

countries,

with

component

have

higher

compared

to

duration of visit, and number of page

another variables, thus first principal

visits will be condensed into several

component is characterized by those 3

principal component. The result of the

variables. It can be defined as general

principal

engagement characteristics because

component

analysis

are

presented in Table 1 which shows the

PC1
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have

the

same

relationship

direction, which shows how many

Based on graph 1, PC2 have two

visitors that visit the e-commerce site.

directions. First, “attracting the buyers”

Table 2. Principal Components loadings

is determined by its high correlation in

Variables

PC1

PC2

PC3

visitors-related variable. Second, “web

Total Visits

-0.533

0.335

0.296

usability” is determined by its high

Visitors from

-0.525

0.334

0.361

correlation between page visits and

Indonesia
Visitors from

visit duration. Visit duration shows the
-0.427

0.190

-0.879

Visit duration

-0.380

-0.586

-0.012

Page visits

-0.338

-0.629

0.095

average duration people spend in the

other countries

e-commerce sites. Page visits shows
how many pages in average people will
visit

Source: author, processed

in

the

e-commerce

sites.

Therefore, both of them describe how

The second principal component

good the sites performance. Barnes

is characterized by two variables, they

and Cumby (2002) has stated that 39%

are visit duration and page visits. Those

of customer decided not to buy the

variables have component loadings of -

product because websites were too

0.586 and -0.629 respectively. To see

difficult to navigate, which means that

further from the principal components,

they will not be comfortable exploring

we visualize it by biplot in graph 1. PC1

the

is the reference, since it means general

duration and number of pages visit will

engagement.

decrease. Second principal component

e-commerce

sites,

thus

visit

can be defined as strategy for web
development, because it is related
directly

to

the

web

performance.

Riihimäki (2014) stated that some
typical web metrics include the average
number of page views by visitors. Also,
the duration is actually matter to show
web performance. Fasel and Zumstein
(2009) presented a framework of the
relations between web and e-business

Graph 1. PC1 vs PC2

metrics. The model shows that there

Sounce: author, processed
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to

it will attract visitor from other countries

determine web pages performance,

to use the e-commerce (PC3). Finally,

which is number of page views, time on

there are three principal component

site, number of visitors, and number of

that

visits. Further analysis from PC3, we

metrics. The first principal component is

visualize it by biplot in graph 2

general

are

four

important

variables

can

condense
engagement,

engagement
second

is

strategy of web development, third is
customer satisfaction.
Based on the PCA analysis
above,

we

have

components,

three

principal

are

general

which

engagement,

strategy

development,

and

of

web

customer

satisfaction. By getting three principal
Graph 2. PC1 vs PC3

components, e-commerce should not

Sounce: author, processed

be confused in focusing on which

Based on graph 2 above, PC3

metrics. The simplified indicators can

have two directions. First, “get loyalty of

greatly explained 97% of variance in

local customers” which determined by

the metrics. Thus, those three principal

high correlation between visitor from

components are the most important

Indonesia,

visit

area to focus on when e-commerce

the

would like to expand their market.

market” is determined by number of

Therefore, after we plot the principal

visitor from other countries. So the third

components into biplots, we can get

principal

three important solutions based on

duration.

page

visits,

Second,

and

“expanding

component

is

strongly

characterized by visitor from other

three

countries,

which are:

which

indirectly

shows

•

customer satisfaction.
(PC1)

and

components

above,

Attracting more buyers (based
on first PC)

The reason is, when the general
engagement

principal

•

web

Developing better web usability

performance (PC2) are great then

and user-experience (based on

customer satisfaction will rise, therefore

second PC)
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•

Expanding the market to other

be

countries (based on third PC)

percentage. Also, the probability is
0.02204,

The analysis above are focusing on
to

analyze

it

enough

phone user, percentage of computer

than

of

to

phone

proof

that

user

are

Table 4. Second linear regression

user, and percentage of internet user,

Variables Beta

will be analyzed its contribution to
regional GDP in 2016.
regression

lower

user

significantly affecting regional GDP.

ICT variables, which are percentage of

linear

is

evidence

percentage

regression analysis. In this part, three

first

which

phone

significance level of 0.05, we have

from

governmental side, we will use linear

The

by

significance level 0.05. Thus, with

what e-commerce team can optimize.
However,

determined

is

conducted to determine percentage of

Probability

Constant

-100.983 0.03833

Internet

4.71605

0.00004

R2 = 0.393

phone user contribution to regional in

𝐺𝐷𝑃 = −100.983 + 4.71605 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑡

2016.

Table 4 shows us that percentage of

Table 3. First linear regression
Variables Beta

internet user have positive impact to

Probability

the regional GDP. When percentage of

Constant

-263.733 0.10319

internet user are increased by 1

Phone

4.25119

percent,

0.02204

GDP

will

linear regression is 0.393, which means
that 12.6% of variation in regional GDP

𝐺𝐷𝑃 = −263.733 + 4.25119 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑒

can be determined by phone user

Table 3 shows us that percentage of

percentage.

phone user have positive impact to the

0.00004,

regional GDP. When percentage of
GDP

will

Also, the probability is
which

is

lower

than

significance level 0.05. Thus, with

phone user are increased by 1 percent,
regional

regional

increase 4.71605. The R-squared of first

R2 = 0.126

then

then

significance level of 0.05, we have

increase

enough

4.25119. The R-squared of first linear

evidence

percentage

regression is 0.126, which means that

of

to

internet

proof
user

significantly affecting regional GDP.

12.6% of variation in regional GDP can
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that
are

still lower compared to most Southeast

Table 5. Third linear regression
Variables Beta
Constant

Asian countries, such as Malaysia,

Probability

Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. The

-76.1358 0.05474

Computer 9.16524

significant effect of ICT variables to
GDP and the low percentage of internet

0.00001

user should be the most important

R2 = 0.440

message for government. It means that

𝐺𝐷𝑃 = −76.1358 + 9.16524 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟

Indonesia is really potential to grow its

Table 5 shows us that percentage of

e-commerce,

computer user have positive impact to

affecting the regional GDP.

thus

it

can

directly

the regional GDP. When percentage of
computer user are increased by 1, then

CONCLUSION

regional GDP will increase 9.16524.

Based on the analysis, there are

is 0.440, which means that 12.6% of

four steps which can be taken to

variation in regional GDP can be

expand e-commerce. First, we should

determined by phone user percentage.

attract more users. There are many

Also, the probability is 0.00004, which

ways to attract customers, such as

is lower than significance level 0.05.

developing

Thus, with significance level of 0.05, we

and

have enough evidence to proof that
of

computer

user

on

three

linear

of

phones,

famous
Second,

e-commerce
we

should

done by making easy-to-use and light

regression
number

choosing

advertisement

develop web usability. This can be
sites, but still deliver great services.

analysis above, we can conclude that
number

influential

ambassadors.

are

significantly affecting regional GDP.
Based

POLICY

RECOMMENDATION

The R-squared of first linear regression

percentage

AND

Also, sites’ user-experience should be

of

the focus in e-commerce development.

computers, and number of internet are

Third, we should achieve customer’s

significantly affecting the regional GDP

loyalty

in 2016. This is an important message

by

maintaining

great

interactions. Last, we should finally

for government, where actually the

expand the market by doing those

number of internet users are only 34%

steps simultaneously. This is the cycle

from total population. The percentage is

of expanding market which we can get
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based on our Principal Component

need for conducting online shopping.

Analysis.

When the percentage of ICT users is
high, then they will have better access

From all of the R-squared in each

to

linear regression, the highest is the

regression

Aside of positively affecting regional
GDP, it will also affect small and micro

internet user, the last is percentage of

business who sells their products via e-

phone user. It means that percentage

commerce. Therefore, it can support

of computer user is the best at

micro and small business in better

determining regional GDP compared to

direction.

percentage of internet user and phone

research

really wide. It is not limited only in doing

In

other

hand,

the

preparing right condition in expanding
e-commerce. Simple linear regression
analysis has proved that percentage of
user,

computer

user,

by

better.

government can take the roles by

phone

conducted

role in adopting e-commerce to be

can determine regional GDP than
percentage.

increase

there are six steps for government’s

reason why computer user percentage
user

to

Papazafeiropoulou and Pouloudi (2000)

shopping online. That might be the

phone

order

need to do some steps. Based on

computer usage in economy activity is

and

In

percentage of ICT user, government

user. This might be true, because

user

any

maintain their power in digital era.

with

independent variable percentage of

internet

without

to increase their engagement and to

variable percentage of computer. Then
by linear

shopping

limitations. It will support e-commerce

third linear regression with independent
followed

online

and



Knowledge building



Knowledge deployment



Subsidy



Mobilization



Innovation directive



Standard setting

This can be implemented in Indonesia

internet user are each significantly

by:

affecting the regional GDP in every



province positively. It means that the

Knowledge building & knowledge
deployment: expanding government

higher the percentage of ICT users, the

allocation

better regional GDP. This is because

development,

the 3 ICT components are such a basic
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in

research
specifically

and
in

education areas such as university
and

school.

Also,

Communication
Technology
to
French Economic Growth. Journal
Economie et Statistique, February
2001, pp. 25-31.

supporting

research and development in e-

Chief Investment Office Americas. (2018).
Longer Term Investments. New York:
UBS.

commerce. Therefore, there are two
approaches for knowledge building,

Donkor, Simon. (2003). Performance
Measurement in the e-Commerce
Industry. Master Thesis. Worcester:
Degree of Professional Master of
Science
Worcester
Polytechnic
Institute.

which are building approach (from
education area) and deployment
approach

(from

e-commerce

companies).


Fasel, D. & Zumstein D. (2009). A Fuzzy
Data Warehouse Approach for Web
Analytics. Visioning and Engineering
the Knowledge Society. Vol. 5736,
pp. 276-285.

Subsidy: financial support to all
entities that are involved in the
electronic

commerce

innovation,

such as support for infrastructure
building

and

services

in

provide
every

Hamel, G., Sampler, J. (1998). The eCorporation. Fortune (December 7),
80-92.

internet

areas

of

Hercz, R., (2000). Making It Click.
Canadian Business (January 10) 1921.

Indonesia.


Mobilization:

providing

incubator

Howard, Caroline. (2002). Winning the Net
Game. Irvine, CA: Entrepreneur
Press.

and accelerator for e-commerce.
Also,

government

organizations

for

can

establish

idEA Asosiasi E-Commerce Indonesia.
Demystifying
Indonesia
ECommerce. 2014. Jakarta: idEA.

e-commerce

companies.


Online.
(2018).
Sources
from
https://onlinecourses.science.psu.edu
/stat505/node/51/. Downloaded on
August 8, 2018.

Innovation directive and standard
setting:

regulating

e-commerce

public service, advertisement, and

Online.
(2018).
Sources
from
https://onlinecourses.science.psu.edu
/stat501/node/250/.Downloaded
on
August 8, 2018.

taxation

Papazafeiropoulou, A. and Pouloudi, A.
(2000).The Government Role in
Improving EC Adoption. Proceedings
of
European
Conference
on
Information Systems. Vienna, Austria,
709–16.
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Abstract
Currently, the digital era is inherent in the life of the community, especially the internet that
provides many opportunities and convenience more practical in conducting transactions,
especially in the field of the economy called e-commerce. E-commerce is causing problems,
in the form of state revenues related to income tax and value added is not running
maximally, shifting the pattern of shopping through the internet arise the number of
regulations that regulate it that result in bias and do not have legal certainty. This research
uses a qualitative approach, the type of this research is normative-juridical and using the
method of Roccipi and Ria. The collection of data is using documentation and observation
on e-commerce regulatory documents and business actors and consumers trade activity.
The Analysis using Triangulation techniques. The Result of this research is the issuance of
new regulatory construction based on community/stakeholder requirement component about
e-commerce, the subject component is Legislative and Executive institution.The objective
component of the Agency issuing regulations may increase the tax contribution to a justicebased State, providing protection, supervision for consumers and business actors with better
taxation system.
Keywords: E-Commerce, Building Regulation, Tax Collection, Taxation
JEL Classification: H20, H21, H30, K23, K34.

According to S.Sahabuddin (2014),

INTRODUCTION

“The

The development of technology

basic

difference

commerce

on changes in people behavior. So

transaction is the media used in the

many

their

process of trade transactions. If the

trade

conventional transactions using paper-

trade

based

methods

have

from

transactions
transaction

switched

conventional

to

electronic

(e-commerce)

the

e-

in globalization era has a major effect
people

and

between

transaction,

conventional

e-commerce

because

transaction use a digital document that

today businesses do not have to be

can be stored in sellers and buyers

conducted

through

a

electronic media.” (p.27). The function

transaction

to

the

E-

of this digital document is not different

commerce is commercial activities that

from written documents or commonly

involve

referred

service

do

face-to-face

consumer,
provider,

trade.

manufacturers,

and

intermediary

(Suparni,

2009,

p.

as

receipts,

which

is

providing legal certainty to clarify rights

traders using a computer or electronic
networks

to

and obligations for the parties.

45).
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In

practice,

e-commerce

METHOD
This research uses a qualitative

transactions are more difficult to detect
than

conventional

transactions,

approach, the type of research is

the

reason is that e-commerce transactions

normative

are conducted using technology and

method using the method of Roccipi

often are unknown what is the tax

and Ria. Data collection is using

object (Shabuddin, 2014 p. 15) also

documentation,

there are obstacles and constraints in

observation.

determining the amount of tax and the

commerce regulatory documents and

procedure for depositing or collecting e-

business

commerce tax. However, the rules in

trading. technical data analysis. e-

the field of taxation such as Act number

commerce associations. Analysis using

38 of 2004 concerning Procedures for

Triangulation techniques. The result of

Granting Installments or Postponement

this research is the issuance of new

of Tax Payments, Act number 28 of

regulatory

2007 concerning the third amendment

community/stakeholder

to Act number 6 of 1983 concerning

component about e-commerce. The

General Provisions and Procedures for

objective component of the Agency

Taxation do not executed optimally in

issuing regulations may increase the

contributing

revenue

tax contribution to a justice-based

because the nature of the rules only

State, providing protection, supervision

affirms

for consumers and business actors.

that

to
tax

the

state

obligations

in

e-

juridical

and

research

interview,
Research

actors

and

construction

data,

and
e-

consumers,

based

on

requirement

commerce activities are the same as
common trade activities. The number of

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

regulations does not guarantee law

E-commerce in Indonesia

enforcement can be realized properly,

Indonesia is a country with the

so it is necessary to make a regulation

fourth most populous population in the

which is ready and appropriate in the

world with a population of over 250

case of taxation in e-commerce sector

million. Based on We Are Social &

So that’s why in this paper the authors

Hootsuite’s Digital report 2017 (Media

try to determine The Construction Of E-

Keuangan, 2018, p.18) the internet

Commerce Regulation In Increasing

user in Indonesia as of January 2018

Tax Contribution As State Revenue.
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have reached 132,7 million people. The

on growth in the value of e-commerce

rapid growth of internet user has

transactions in Indonesia showed in

affected the shift in the way of trading

table 1.

from conventional to digital. The data
Table 1. E-Commerce Transaction Value
2015

2016

2017

2018

Rp.47 Trilion

Rp. 75 Trilion

Rp.85 Trilion

Rp. 102 Trilion

Source: Media Keuangan (2018) & Media Indonesia (2018)

E-commerce is a commercial

authorities based on legal norms and

transaction between sellers and buyers

the law to cover the cost of producing

or parties who are in the same

collective goods and services to create

contractual

the

general welfare (Sutedi, 2011, p. 50).

procurement of goods, services, or

According to SE-62/PJ/2013, there are

acceptance of a right. This transaction

four types of e-commerce in Indonesia

is done through electronic which does

which divided into:

relationship

for

not require the presence of parties to

1. Classified

Ads

is

a

site

of

carry out the transaction and is not

commercial ads, where the sites do

limited by city, regency, province or

not

state

(2017)

activities. This type of e-commerce

argue that, In general, e-commerce is

only advertises shopping sites that

organizing trade activities using an

have registered and paid a sum of

electronic

money to promote the products or

borderline.

Sujadmiko

device

which

provides

facilitate

online

Classified

transaction

convenience in consumer transaction

sites.

activities on the internet (p.41). In

illustrated like newspapers, which

Indonesia, the e-commerce business

offers a place for businesses to

transaction have not clear rules, so the

promote their goods. Examples like

e-commerce tax contribution is still not

Kaskus,

optimal. Tax is one of the sources of

others.

OLX,

ads

can

rumah123,

be

and

2. Online Marketplace is a business

state revenue that derived from the
people’s contributions which paid to the

model

state

application owners facilitate online

treasury

and

levied

by

the
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where

the

website

or

money transaction for traders and

blibli.com,

help

others.

them

to

promote

their

merchandises. Usually, this model

Bhinneka.com,

and

Theory of Tax Collection.
The

system will charge the merchant

tax

philosophy

is

the

with registration fee or rental fee

philosophy of justice, which relies on a

that must be paid during placing

welfare distribution when economic

their

platform.

resources are spread and absorbed by

Examples like tokopedia, elevenia,

the public.(Rahayu, 2013, p.2). This

bukalapak,

principle of justice must always be held

product

in

the

JD.id,

nyewain,

dinamarket and others

firmly, both in principle regarding its

3. Daily Deals is a business model

legislation and in practice. To uphold

which sell goods to buyers using

the value of justice, the amount of tax

vouchers or coupons as a payment

for taxpayers must be determined by

tool. So that buyers can buy the

their ability to pay which measured by

desired products with a voucher

their consumption and production. To

that has been purchased at the

determine someone’s ability to pay, it is

daily deal merchants. Examples

necessary

like

instruments such as

Gopay,

T-cash,

Lakupon,

Dealgoing and others.

to

use

measuring

1. Wealth owned by someone will

4. Online retail is a business model in

show their ability to pay taxes

which sellers have a stock of

2. Person’s

ability

to

pay

taxes

products/services and sell them via

determined from his/her expenses.

online to the buyers. The name of

With

these shop is usually made similar

considered that she/he able to pay

to the domain name that registered

taxes.

so that buyers can easily find the

3. Assets

these

that

expenses,

can

it

generate

is

the

shop or product on the internet.

owner’s income will show that

Unlike the marketplace, online retail

person’s ability to pay taxes. (Utz,

is not through intermediaries or stall

2002, p.939-940)

owners to sell their products and/or

According to Zoem (2013), A fair

services. Examples like Lazada,

taxation system is the same treatment

Eztudia,

and the same amount of tax will be

Alfaonline,

Bro.do,

charged for people or entities in the
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same economic level and same income

reporting the taxes by themselves.

earned. This kind of justice is called

(Siahaan, 2010, p.185)
Based

horizontal justice (horizontal equality).

on

the

Presidential

Otherwise, giving different treatment to

Regulation (Perpres) Number 74 of

different economic and different income

2017 concerning the Electronic Based

level is called vertical justice. It means

National Trade System Road Map

that the greater income, the greater

(SPNBE) / e-Commerce Road Map for

taxes that must be borne, on the

2017-2019, if PKP whose turnover is

contrary,

the

above Rp 4.8 billion is subject to

smaller the taxes are, it is even

10%VAT. But for small traders whose

possible not to be taxed because of the

turnover is below 4.8 billion is only

minimum tax imposition (p.13). The tax

subject to PPh 0.5% as part of taxation

collection in e-commerce business is

(Suyani, 2017, p.141). Pangesti (2017)

no different from a conventional trade,

found that the Responsibility for tax

such as Income Tax (PPh) and Value

payments in Indonesia relies on public

Added Tax (PPN).

trust and awareness of taxes so that

E-commerce Tax Collection Scheme

sometimes there are some individuals

in Indonesia

who attempt to embezzle taxes or even

the

smaller

income,

avoid taxes (p.184).

Tax collection in Indonesia uses
a self-assessment system in which

The Urgency of the Roccipi and RIA

taxpayers determine their own amount

Method Approach to E-commerce

of tax owed in accordance with taxation

Transactions

regulations. Since the enactment of

A

theory

and

method

of

Law number 6 of 1983 concerning

legislative design with the Roccipi

KUP, Indonesia adheres to a self-

method with stages: Identification of the

assessment

in

problem, primary and secondary data

accordance with the explanation of Law

collection to find out the cause also tax

No. 6 of 1983 concerning KUP where

collection from online transactions to

the

the

increase State revenues based on the

taxpayer, is given the trust to carry out

Director General of Taxes Circular No.

the national cooperation through a

62 / PJ / 2013.

system.

community,

system

of

This

in this

calculating,

is

case,

paying and
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Table 2. The Existing and Ideal Tax Regulation
Component
Basis

Existing
Establishment of tax regulations
based on justice carried out by the
legislative
and
executive
institutions
Legislature and Executive

Subject
Goal

Regulations established by the
legislature fulfill the sense of
justice of the community

Substance

Contains
the
principle
of
openness,
the
existence
of
Academic Manuscripts, measures
of justice, indicators of fairness of
business actors, tax subjects have
the right to determine tariffs.
Can be planned in the substance
of the national legislation program
in the following year.

Consequences

From what has been described

Ideal
Establishment of tax regulations based
on justice carried out by the legislative
and executive institutions together with
business actors
Legislative, Executive and Business
Actors (sellers and buyers) based on law
no. 12 of 2011.
Regulations
established
by
the
legislature fulfill the sense of justice of
the community. Based on the principle of
openness.
Regulations that give authority to the
legislative, executive, and business
actors.

Fair regulations are binding on every
taxpayer.

open to the public and give their

above the researcher recommends

rights

making

construction of regulations from the

improvements

with

the

following considerations:

to

participate

in

the

initial draft to evaluation

1. The basis for imposing e-commerce

RIA

tax rates is adjusted to the ability of

(Regulatory

Assessment):

taxpayers.

systematically

2. For the achievement of agreement

examines

and understanding of e-commerce

the

is

a
and

effects

Impact

method

that

consistently
caused

by

government actions to communicate

tax rates, it is fair that both the

information to Ria decision makers is a

legislature and the executive be

method for evaluating policies.
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Table 3. New Construction using RIA and Rocipi Methods
Component

New Construction

Basis

The needs of the public are related to e-commerce tax regulation with
just-based e-commerce

Subject

The needs of the public are related to e-commerce tax regulation with
just-based e-commerce

Substance

1. Academic manuscripts affirmed in the statutory regulations are
requirements that must be in the formation of legislation
strengthened by using the roccipi and ria methods which become
Roccipi and RIA Prismatic models
2. Openness factor Article 5 letter (g) Act No. 12 of 2011 concerning
Establishment of Legislation
3. Using justice indicators from the aspect of taxation.

Consequences

Can be planned in the substance of the drafting of legislation related to
e-commerce today.

From what was described above the
researcher

recommends

3. The review of the draft law is

making

carried out in stages. There must

improvements with consideration:

be an affirmation of the norm that

1. The formulation of the problem in

community participation can begin

the RIA is the same as the

at the planning stage through the

understanding

evaluation stage.

of

academic

manuscripts in the making of the

4. Actually, the community's right to

Act and this is a necessity to be

participate has been regulated in

carried

law no.12 of 2011 but there is no

out

starting

from

the

beginning of the drafting with the

confirmation

aim

explanation

of

accommodating

the

aspirations of the community so

therefore,

that the problem solving can be

regulate:

done appropriately.

a. The

2. Institutions forming laws/regulations

in
it

is

number

and

further

the

provision,

necessary
of

to

community

members/stakeholders

who

must be sensitive and respond to

actively participate in taking the

and accommodate the aspirations

law policy.

that develop in the community.
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empower IdEA as an E-Commerce

b. The stakeholders involved in
participating in the legislative

entrepreneur

policy are those who have

disseminate

interests

annual tax letter (SPT).

and

material

of

master

the

Act

the

tax

registration

Collection

specific

through
2017,

official
business

e-commerce
p.

members'

portal

that

is

directly

recorded in the Directorate General of
Tax database to facilitate an audit of

At present in Indonesia, there is
concerning

collect

create a special e-commerce business

Construction
no

and

to

In addition, the Government can

being

discussed.
E-commerce

association

131).

regulation

Income Tax and VAT for local e-

transaction

commerce merchant or them who
domiciled

(Firmansyah,

The

abroad

to

facilitate

registration in the Directorate General

researchers

suggest the implementation of the Self-

of

Assessment-

Government can also request the

Official

Assessment-

Tax

database.

Online

field. In this research, the researchers

Classified Ads platform to report and

try to map the tax collection system

collect

where every business actor must join or

Directorate General of Tax as applied

at least register in the e-commerce

by the European Union (European

merchant association to facilitate the

Union,

data collection process. After every e-

entrepreneurs are also required to

commerce

his

register and create a bank account

business, the government will issue an

used to save money from e-commerce

electronic NPWP specifically for e-

transactions that are separated from a

commerce business to every registered

private bank account to facilitate the

business. The government can also

Income Tax and VAT audit process.

registers
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Income

tax

2017).

Daily

the

Withholding System method in this

merchant

Marketplace,

Moreover,

and

Deals,
VAT

to

E-commerce

Table 4. Income tax collection scheme:
1. Every merchant recomended to fill
annual tax letter which can be
downloaded in Directorate General of
Tax Portal

2.The IdEA Organization, Online
market place, Daily deals & Classified
ads platform also help government to
disclose and collect annual tax letter of
its merchant and submit it to
Directorate General of Tax Portal

3. After that Government can
supervise the merchants whether they
already submit their annual tax letter or
not

4. If there is a merchant do not submit
his annual letter and pay taxes, then
will be given administration sanction
according to existing taxes law

5. The collection of annual letter and
amount of taxes money can be
performed by post, or by
intermediatery of e-commerce
platform such as Online Market place,
Daily Deals and Classified Ads or
directly to Directorate General of Tax
Office

6. To checks validity of annual letter
and amount of taxes which already
collected, government can held an
audit to every transaction record in the
bank which trader have registered
before.
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v.

Value Added tax collection Scheme:
For

payment

businesses

can

of
use

VAT

payable,

the

following

Customer name and delivery
destination

vi.

methods:

Specifications and quantity of
goods or services

1. Every business person must put the

vii.

Original price of goods

original price and VAT on the goods

viii.

The amount of tax that must

sold on the website or e-commerce

be paid
ix.

application.
2. The sellers are obliged to make

The total price of goods that
have been added tax

invoices or receipts in electronic

3. The function of the invoice is to give

form if the transactions are made

legal certainty to buyers and as a

online, in paper form if done face-to-

document

face. The invoice must contain:

Directorate General Tax.

i.
ii.

iii.

Electronic Receipt / Invoice

taxes

audit

by

4. The collection of VAT can be

Information

performed by

NPWP specifically for e-

intermediate

commerce shops /

platform

businesses

Marketplace,

Name, location and type of

Classified Ads or directly to The

transaction (purchase of

Directorate General of Tax Office

goods or services)
iv.

for

5. For

details

post, or by the
of

e-commerce

such

as

Daily

of

Deals,

VAT

Date of transaction
Table 5. Online Marketplace VAT Scheme
1. The merchants that use online market platform must
submit the invoice to buyers and platform operator at least
30 days after conduct a transaction

2. The Platform obligated to forward the invoice to
Directorate General Tax at least at the end of the next
month after the tax period expires and before the notice of
VAT period is delivered.
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Online
and

collection:

Table 6. Online retailers and Classified ads VAT Scheme

1. Vendor have to make electronic invoice
and send it to buyers.

2. Vendor can report the invoice along with
the amount of tax money to Directorate
General Tax at least at the end of the next
month after the tax period expires and
before the notice of VAT period is
delivered.

Table 7. Daily Deals VAT Scheme:
1. Vendor must submit the invoice to
buyers and merchants at least 30 days
after conduct a transaction

2. The Platform obligated to forward
the invoice to Directorate General Tax
at least at the end of the next month
after the tax period expires and before
the notice of VAT period is delivered.

To supervise and control the tax

1. The sellers and buyers transaction

of these types of e-commerce, The

will be easier to be recorded and

Directorate General of Taxation and

supervised

by

Government

IdEA can supervise every transaction

there

be

no

recorded

anymore.

in

the

merchant’s

bank

account that has been registered

will

tax

so

evasion

2. There is legal certainty in every

before along with the invoice that has

transaction.

been collected. The advantages of this

3. Privacy will be more secure.

system are :
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4. The Government is possible to do

Contribution as State Revenue. The

an audit on every e-commerce

government

seller.

commerce taxation sector. As follows:

5. More simple and easy to do.

can

take

in

the

e-

1. Infrastructure improvement in the
field of technology in the tax sector

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

to make it easier for tax authorities

Conclusion.

to

From the description above the

collect

tax

maximally

and

efficiently.

conclusion are :

2. Increasing human resources in the

1. The regulation of e-commerce in

field

of

Indonesia still not able to collect

participating

taxes optimally because of lack of

comparative

system and regulation.

European

2. In researchers opinion, there must

Singapore

tax

collection
in

training,

studies

with

Union,
or

by

India.

the

China,
This

be specific regulation concerning e-

comparative study must be utilized

commerce taxation and it must be

to the maximum extent possible to

separated

provide

from

conventional

experience

and

commerce. This policy will not

knowledge to tax authorities or

discriminate

auditors in the tax sector.

against

the

conventional trader, because the

3. Socialize the new system with the

characteristic of both transactions

public using social media, TV,

is different.

radio and mass media.

3. The Merchants Organization like
IdEA

is

not

government

to

socialization,

empowered
help
education,

4. Providing training and assistance

by

to the Indonesian e-commerce

conduct

association so that it can help the

and

implementation

of

efficient

collection of VAT and Income Tax

taxation, for example, by creating

of e-commerce.

guidelines in the form of files or ebooks related to the tax system
that will be applied in the e-

Policy Recommendation.
Based on the illustration above,

commerce sector.

a new E-Commerce Regulation can be
formulated

to

Increase

Tax
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5. Use the result of this research as a

Sahabuddin,
S.
(2014)
Transaksi
Konvensional Dengan Transaksi Ecommerce (Pendekatan Kimparatif).
Journal Lex Specialis No 20, 27.

consideration for the formation of
rules.

Siahaan, Mariot Pahala. (2010). Hukum
Pajak
Elementer,Yogyakarta
:
Graha Ilmu.
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Abstract
Advances in technology, especially internet, have changed many aspects including ways to
produce statistics. Back then, BPS - Statistics Indonesia focused on collecting data only by
using conventional way such as census or survey. Nowadays nonconventional way has also
been done; one of them by using big data. Big data is data whose scale, distribution, diversity,
and/or timeliness require the use of new technical architectures, analytics, and tools in order
to gain the insights. Any kind of information could be obtained from big data, including but not
limited to e-commerce data. E-commerce data could be obtained from online sellers in social
media or market place websites using data scraping methods. However data scraping could
not be done legally without permission from the sites owner. The purpose of this study was to
design the legal framework for data scraping in Indonesia, so that the both side – site owners
and data scrapers, especially government- could get the benefit. Comparative study from
several market place websites has been done to check the coverage of their data that could
be used in e-commerce statistics production. Examinations of best practices from other
countries scraping policy has also been conducted. The result from studies were used to
design the Indonesia data scraping policy. With data scraping policy, e-commerce statistics
production could be done easier and legal warranty.
Keywords: Web-scraping, Legal Framework, e-commerce
JEL Classification: C82, F13, G38

By 2020, SDGs have targeted to

INTRODUCTION
According

to

UNSD

increase access to information and

(2016),
9

communication technology, and seek to

addresses three important aspects of

provide universal and affordable internet

sustainable development: infrastructure,

access in less developed countries

industrialization

innovation.

(UNDP, 2016). To reach the target,

the

improvement

Sustainable

Infrastructure

Development

and
provides

Goal

basic

of

physical facilities essential to business

technology

and

telecommunication

society;

industrialization

drives

infrastructure
especially

and
in

are

being

economic growth and job creation,

conducted. There are many great

thereby reducing income inequality; and

advancement

innovation expands the technological

Smartphone

capabilities of industrial sectors and

technologies that always change so fast.

leads to the development of new skills.
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in
and

technology.

internet

are

two

All the improvement will affect our

changing, particularly in distribution

way of thinking and way of life, such as

channel. The importance of the Internet

how people trading. In 2016, percentage

as a medium for market transactions is

of Indonesia population aged 5 years

rapidly increasing, thereby supporting

and over who owned cellular phone

the

were 58,30%. (BPS, 2016). Internet is

marketplaces

very important thing in communication in

exchange of a wide variety of products

order to access information. Increasing

and services as well as the exchange of

in the percentage of Indonesia people

information (Meck in Maupa, 2014). It

using the internet means the increasing

also gave big impact in economic growth

in accessibility of the population to

especially

public information as well. During 2012-

Communication Sectors. According to

2016, percentage of population aged 5

Economic Census 2016, number of

years and over who ever accessing

economic activity related to Information

internet keep increase (Figure 1). It also

and Communication were around 645,7

means

thousand

establishments.

accustomed to use internet in their daily

growth

in

life, whatever their purpose are.

Communication Sectors

that

people

are

become

development

of

that

in

interconnected
facilitate

Information

the

and

Economic

Information

and

year 2010-

2016 always above eight percent much
30.00

Smartphone

21.98

25.00
20.00

higher than general economic growth.

25.37
14.70

14.94

17.14

era

combined

with

increasing in internet data speed could

15.00

be suspected as one of several reasons

10.00

behind those remarkable numbers.

5.00
0.00
2012

2013

2014

2015

Like

2016

was

paragraph,

Figure 1. Percentage of Population Aged 5
Years And Over Who Ever
Accessing Internet in Indonesia,
2012-2016

infrastructure

said

in

previous

improvement
and

technology

of
has

changed the way how people do their
business. In the old ways, people tend

Source: Statistics Indonesia (2016)

to do their business by direct meeting,

With the advent and proliferation
of

face to face or by phone. Nowadays,

business and market activities are

everything can be done online using

of

the

internet,

many aspects
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internet, including trading. It is well

several limitation regarding how to

knows as e-commerce. The Indonesian

gather e-commerce data. E-commerce

e-commerce market has been growing

data could be obtained from online

fast in the last ten years. Presence of

sellers in social media or market place

numerous shopping website, market

websites using data scraping methods.

place, price grabber and online retailer

However there are some consideration

using

that should be undertaken before we

social

media

opened

new

opportunity of new kind data transaction.

use data scraping.

It also challenged official statistics

Research Issues

producer in data collection.
Infrastructure

technology

common method in big data mining, but

development changed many aspects

it is very sensitive issue. Data scraping

including ways to produce statistics,

is prone to cause problems. The

especially economic statistics. Back

problems are: (1) is scraping legal in

then, BPS - Statistics Indonesia focused

Indonesia? (2) How far is the researcher

on

using

can do data scraping and in what

conventional way such as census,

context? (3) Who are the actors that

survey or administrative data. Today

should be responsible to settle this

along with the conventional ways,

matter? (4) What is the advantages data

nonconventional ways has also been

owners can have if they allow data

done; one of them by using big data. The

scraping?

term of big data has become a lively

Research Purpose

topic

collecting

in

and

Data scraping may be one of the

data

discussion.

only

by

of

The purpose of this study was to

information could be obtained from big

design the legal framework or legal

data. For example, in 2016, BPS used

setting for data scraping in Indonesia, so

big data to produce number of foreign

that the both side – site owners and data

tourist using Mobile Positioning Data

scrapers, especially government- could

(MPD). The idea of using big data to

get the benefit. The result from studies

capture

can be used to design the Indonesia

information

Any

related

kind

to

e-

commerce has been brought up these

data scraping policy.

past two years since BPS has not able
to published this kind of data because of
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METHODS

AND

networks, mostly the Internet. It includes

THEORETICAL

STUDIES

the process of electronically buying and

Methods

selling goods, services, and information.

The method that were used in

Meanwhile, OECD (2002) defined e-

this research are comparative study

commerce using internet transaction

from

been

term as the sale or purchase of goods or

data

services, whether between businesses,

scraping. Examinations of best practices

households, individuals, governments,

from other countries scraping policy has

and

also

organizations,

countries

experiencing

been

that

legal

have

issues

conducted.

in

Comparative

other

public

or

conducted

private
over

the

study from several websites also has

Internet. The goods and services are

been done to check the coverage of

ordered over those networks, but the

their data that could be used in e-

payment and the ultimate delivery of the

commerce statistics production.

good or service may be conducted

E-Commerce

online or off-line.
There are four types of e-

There is no solid definition for e-

commerce (Kalakota, 1997):

commerce. Every author tries to figure
out the most proper definition so that it

Table 1. E-commerce Types

can be accepted. According to UNIDO

Types

(2017), E-commerce involves the buying

Business

and selling of goods and services or
transmitting

of

funds,

data

and

Definitions
to

(B2C)

internet directly and offer
sufficient

order to eliminate channel
intermediaries.

categorized as business-to-business,

Consumer to

consumer-to-

Consumer

consumer and consumer-to-business.
(2015)

defined

and

consumers to buy online in

The business transactions can be

al.

information

convenient interface to attract

such as smart mobile device and email.

et

the

commodities or services in

in conjunction with supplementary tools

Turban

provide

Consumer

information through electronic networks,

business-to-consumer,

Enterprises

(C2C)

e-

Website's operator is not
responsible for the logistics.
They only help gathering
information and establishing
credit-rating

commerce as a business model in which

systems.

The

eBay is a good example of

transactions take place over electronic

C2C platform.
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Consumer to

Consumers come as groups

online retailers may be easier than that

Business

by topics and needs. By

(C2B)

group body negotiations and

the smaller ones which is usually
unofficial e-commerce. BPS believe the

demand aggregators, they

data will be very useful for anyone who

can play a leading role for the

Business

to

products.

take part in e-commerce industry. The

By using EDI, commerce

data

generally will

emphasize

the

Business

among businesses can be

difference that had been made by e-

(B2B)

conducted over internet to

commerce industry. The data will depict

integrate supply chain and

not only the changing of consumers'

logistics to reduce costs and

preferences in goods but also products

promote efficiency in internet

which

environment.

purchased

online,

until

the

possibility of other shift that needs to be
anticipated (Suhariyanto, 2018).

By taking advantage of the spread
of the Internet, its appeal to young

Big Data

people and the relative simpler business

According to Elgendy and Elragal

pattern. E-commerce are closely related

(2014), big data is data whose scale,

to online shopping. It cannot be avoided

distribution, diversity, and/or timeliness

that the online shopping trend has

require the use of new technical

changed shopping patterns in the

architectures, analytics, and tools in

country. For consumer, e-commerce

order to enable insights that unlock new

offers simple marketing, fixed prices,

sources of business value. In 2001,

wide product range, effortless and easy

Doug Laney presented the 3Vs model to

products

time

describe Big Data by its volume, variety

shopping.

and velocity. Nowadays, this model is

Because of the changing in public

widely used to explain the outline of big

consumption pattern, BPS has to find

data.

consuming

browsing

and

than

factual

less

new method to gather data on e-

The first element of 3Vs model is

commerce growth. It is sure not an easy

volume, which is a characteristic that

task to perform since e-commerce data

point out the size of data. Relatively, the

source still limited and sometimes

magnitude of data can be very large,

uncovered. With involvement from stake

depends on the periodicity and the type

holder, measuring the growth of big

of data. For example, the size of text
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tabular data is not comparable with the

data of million products which can be

size of video data. Defining a specific

accessed by every user in real time.

threshold for Big Data volume is

Web Scraping

impracticable, since different types of

Web scraping can be defined as

data require different technologies to

the process of extracting and combining

deal with it (Costa and Santos, 2017).

contents of interest from the Web in a

Next, variety refers to the type of

systematic way. In such a process, a

data that Big Data can comprise. The

software agent, also known as Web

data can be structured as well as

robot, mimics the browsing interaction

unstructured (Ularu et al., 2012). The

between the Web servers and the

website

most

human in a conventional Web traversal

unstructured data like images and

(Glez-Pena et al., 2013). By using web

videos. Most of this data does not fit well

scraping tools, the process of collecting

in

With

data which available in internet can be

ingesting

done effortlessly. We can set up the

in

internet

conventional

conventional

provide

databases.

database,

different types of data and building the

schedule

to

run

the

process

relationships between the records is

automatically in specific time. Web

expensive and difficult to do, especially

scraping focuses on the transformation

at scale. Also, the way organizations

of unstructured data on the Web,

analyze data needs to be changed so

typically in HTML format, into structured

that all the advantage value from the

data that can be stored and analyzed in

data can be extracted.

a central local database or spreadsheet

The final characteristic is velocity,

(Vargiu and Urru, 2013). However,

referring to the speed of data traveling

despite the demonstrable power of web

from one point to another and the speed

scraping,

of processing it (Trifu and Ivan, 2014).

legitimacy have somewhat shrouded its

Data can be generated at different rates,

benefits in illegality.

ranging from batch to real-time. For

BPS Data Scraping Research

issues

pertaining

to

its

example, the data driven website like a

BPS-Statistics Indonesia has long

web market place generates million

considered using big data to support

transactions each day and provides the

conventional data collection. This is due
to a shift in people lifestyle who now rely
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more on the internet to fulfill their needs.

collecting data to finally disseminate

Several studies related to use of big

them into database. This project also

data

created

for

e-commerce

statistics

a

robot

process

run

the

to

production conducted by BPS staff:

automatically

process

1. Pilot project in collecting online price

monthly (Suwiyanto and Siswayu,
2018).

data using web scraper program.
Data was used in CPI-inflation

Scraping Issues

measurement and to construct the

Web scraping, also known as web

index. By getting the massive price

crawling or web harvesting, presumably

data through internet, the bias from

is on grey area. Grey area means

current

be

something between legal and illegal.

Pratiwi,

Since it is in grey area, this matter

data

minimized

collection

(Arsiani

can

and

should be handled carefully. That is why

2018).

scraping policy is needed. Scraping

2. The ad-hoc use of big data in tourism
in

policy should be established to ensure

accommodation statistics. Data from

that web scraping activity can be done

specific web markets is collected to

transparently,

update the sampling frame of hotels

and respecting all relevant legislation;

using

and the data are used wisely (ONS,

statistics

especially

web

scraping

technique,

consistently,

ethically,

2018).

consists of establishment name,

There

address and number of rooms, rating

were

some

cases

and number of rooms left. Later, data

happened regarding scraping issues. In

is processed to produce the proxy

2014-2015, we heard about QVC versus

approach of room occupancy rate

Resultly case. QVC was the well-known

(Putra and Wulandari, 2018)

TV retailer. Meanwhile, Resultly was a

3. Pilot project in producing the time

start-up shopping who built a catalog of

series data of e-commerce by using

items for sale by scraping many online

big data from several commercial

retailers, including QVC. In May 2014,

sites in Indonesia. This project used

Resultly’s

certain software to conduct in-depth

overloaded QVC’s servers, causing

research

capturing

damaged

which

content of e-commerce site and

According

to

crawling

by
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automated
cost

Goldman

scraper
$2

Million.

on

Forbes

no

Trader Corporation v. CarGurus Inc.

intention to damage QVS, still Resultly

(2017), HiQ Labs Inc. v. LinkedIn

breaking the ethics by: (1) assuming that

Corporation (2017), The Associated

QVC's website could handle Resultly's

Press

requests; and (2) failing to identify itself

(2013), Facebook v. Power.com (2009),

in its user name during the time it

Field v. Google Inc. (2006), and many

crawled the QVC server. Because of

more.

(2015),

although

Resultly

has

v.

Meltwater

U.S.

Holdings

Although such cases seems to

that, US court put this case under

have not happened in Indonesia yet, it

Computer Fraud & Abuse Act law.
in

does not mean they would never

Canada, between Century 21 Canada

happened in future. Scraping policy in

Limited

Rogers

form of web scraping legal framework/

Communications Inc. One of Rogers

setting should be built along with the

subsidiary, Zoocasa website, scraped

guidance about how to do scraping

Century 21 websites repeatedly to

legally. All aspects must be considered.

Another

case

Partnership

happened
v.

provide users a search function for
homes that included basic information,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

such as prices, location, rooms and

We could not agree more that e-

amenities. They also copied texts and

commerce websites have right to protect

images from the Century 21 websites

their data. But they should

and displayed that on its own website.

balanced their policy which allowing

Century 21 has strongly expressed what

scrapers especially official statistics

can and/or cannot be done in their

producer

website, including scraping in their term

government

of use which appeared as a link on the

official statistics producer, researcher

bottom of the Century 21 Canada home

also should have granted scraping as

page. Century 21 sued Zoocasa and

long as the result is not used in

Rogers for breach of contract, copyright

commercial purpose. Scrapers also

infringement and trespass to chattels.

have to learn how to scrap with ethics,

Aside from those cases, from across the

what they can do and what they can

world, similar cases also arise such as

cannot do.
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to

scrap

their

advantages.

data
Not

have

for
only

a. Infringement of Copyright

Legal Issues and How to Evade Them
In

order

to

be

Copyright

considered

infringement

is

the

beneficial, scrapers should meet at least

violation, piracy or theft of a copyright

three criteria. First, the scraper should

holder's exclusive rights through the

gather data that is already publicly

unauthorized use of a copyrighted

available and is not protected by a code

material or work, such as website,

barrier. Second, the scraper should be

photograph, articles, script and more.
b. Breach of website Term of Use

used to amalgamate data and present it
in a manner that offers some benefit to

Scraping without permission from

a consumer in terms of efficiency or

website owner could be sentence as

ease-of-access. And third, the scraper

breach of website Term of Use.
c. Trespass

should be used in a way that does not
directly harm the data host from which it

Trespass occurs when someone

retrieves

by

intentionally acts to directly cause an

inhibiting the data host’s own access to

injury to another person’s property or

its data, compromising the safety of

goods without lawful justification.

the

data,

such

as

In addition to legal aspects that

the data host’s consumers, or seriously
host’s

must be considered, there are several

website functionality or profitability (Din,

rules that must be obeyed by a scrapers

2015).

when doing data scraping ethically:

undermining

the

data

1. Scrapers

When scrapers start to crawling,

should

read

and

they should acknowledge the term of

understand clearly the terms and

use or term of service of their target

conditions each website. Different

website. They must know what legal

websites can have different terms.

aspects should not be violated. There

Scrapers must follow their rules. If

are some legal issues that should be

scrapers insist to scrap the websites,

considered when one want to scrap a

they have to provide assent or

website. These are several legal issues

agreement from the websites owner,

related to scraping (Muenster, 2017)

otherwise they can be sued. Be

that are known in many countries with

aware, some websites do provide

different terms but have the same

assent page in their Term of Use, but

meaning:

some others don’t. By accessing their
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websites means scrapers have fully

Best Practice from Other Countries

understood their Term of Use. Do not

Legal issues related to scraping

hesitate to ask websites owner if

have become a precaution for many

there are things that still unclear.

countries, especially countries that have

2. When scrapers tend to scrap the

or will take advantage of big data as their

websites, they have to consider the

official

copyright of the data they scrap,

including Indonesia. Before designing a

including

legal

copyright

of

websites,

statistics
setting

supporting

that

is

data,

suitable

for

photographs and full-text property

Indonesia, it's good to learn best

descriptions which were the product

practices from other countries that

of skill and knowledge.

have

already

dealt

with

scraping

problems.

3. Scrapers must choose the right time

Australia was yet established any

for scraping so that it would not
Scrapers

concrete policy in web scraping space

should use a reasonable crawl rate

because the issues has not specifically

(e.g. 1 request per 10-15 seconds),

based in law even though Australia does

do not bombard the site with request

have

and do not access the servers too

protection laws, and the Crimes Act

frequently,

1995

overload

the

websites.

especially

on

smaller

robust

copyright

prohibits

computer

and

data

hacking.

However, an approach were designing

websites.

by both lawmaker and technologists

4. Scrapers has to identify themselves
in the header using a legitimate user

(Turton,

2015).

This

agent string. Scraping should have

considered

purpose for research only, not for

copyright, overseas treatment of the

commercial.

issues, and provide guidance regarding

existing

approach

foundation

in

what a web scraping legal framework

5. If the websites provide an API,
scrapers are better use it, instead of

should

scraping

requirements already exist for the

data

directly

from

the

look

like.

Mandatory

inclusion of privacy policies on certain

websites.
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the

violations that occurred. Scraping issues

implementation of scraping terms would

were only resolved when the problem

not be too difficult. The proposed

arose. They have not yet prepared

framework

preventive action for the same problem

websites

in

Australia,

give

so

webmaster

an

in the future.

opportunity to lock down data in an
excessive manner. Lessons taken from

Office of National Statistics (ONS)

big case put the role of APIs in spotlight.

United Kingdom established scraping

The use of APIs for non-protected data

policy for their staff when carrying out

might be very expensive, but sure it will

web-scraping or using web-scraped

not be a problem when API is used in

data. This policy consist of practices,

protected data.

procedures and principles that should

Until 2015, Canada has not fully

be followed. ONS also draws roles and

defined the legality of web scraping.

responsibilities table in web-scraping

Some websites had a specific clause

data. The table shows roles in ONS that

against scraping. With other websites,

involves in web-scraping, such as

especially government data, the rules

researcher, responsible officer, ONS

are not so clear. Although Canada have

Web Data Group, ONS Data as a

long ago established the law regarding

Service, ONS Legal Services and

copyright infringement and breach of

National

contract separately, the law has not

Advisory Committee (NSDEC). Not only

targeted for solution of the scraping

ONS staff, all researchers or whoever

issues only. Scraping issues were

use ONS data must follow with this

solved according to number of law

policy.
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Statistician's

Data

Ethics

Figure 2. Propose Framework for Data Scraping In Indonesia
There are four major parties in this

Legal Setting for Scraping

setting;

Since scraping issue involved

website

owner,

website

many parties, a set of firm legal setting

scrapers, IT agency (which is Ministry of

for data scraping has to be planned.

Communications

This setting should be established to

Technology) as a regulator, and web-

ensure that web scraping can be done in

scraped data user. We can categorize

ethical

website scrapers into three different

manner,

transparently,

and

and

respecting all legal aspects. This setting

group;

also governs how data scraping is used

official

properly. All parties should give and

commercial purpose scrapers. We can

receive the compensation from the

also categorize web-scraped data user

setting.

into three groups; public user, policy
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(noncommercial)

Information

statistics

researcher,

provider,

and

maker (including Ministry of Trading),

data is only to support the e-

and private sectors. All parties has their

commerce data collection and as an

responsibilities

alternative data if the data collection

in

data

scraping

framework.
In

cannot be used.

Figure

2,

framework

for

Indonesia.

There

we

data

propose
scraping

are

five

a

3. Data Scrapers must:

in



actors

policy when conducting research

involved in this framework with their



responsibilities:




the

for commercial
4. Ministry of Communication and IT,

give exclusive permission for

as an IT regulator has obligation to:

government scrapers



Always understand that the

provide API for researcher if

purpose is for research only, not

necessary

for commercial

sets

out

the

web-scraping

practices



and

or

using

Protect

data

Socialize the regulation to every
party who involve in data
scraping

web-

5. Public user, private sector, and

scraped data



that

explain what can be done and/or

procedures when carrying out



understand

purpose is for research only, not

2. Official Statistics Agency has duty to:


Always

Set out term of use that clearly
not on their website.



Seek approval to web-scraping if
necessary

1. Website owner has responsibility to:


Comply with the web-scraping

policy maker, including Ministry of
and

Trading. Ministry of Trading can

publication

which using web-scraped data so

provide

policy

to

enhance

the

that it will not leak and cannot be

development and investment in e-

scraped

commerce sector.

Give site owner benefit as a

The propose framework can be

priority data user, such as free

used as a reference to set up legal

publication,

setting of data scraping. We believe if

statistics

the framework is implemented, this data

consultation, etc.
Official Statistics Agency should

scraping especially e-commerce data,

keep in its mind that web-scraped

will
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run

in

an

ethical

manner,

transparently, and respecting all legal

E-commerce statistics production by

aspects without any party being harmed.

government agencies is one of data
scraping

that

should

be

allowed.

CONCLUSION AND POLICY

Although website owners do not receive

RECOMMENDATION

the advantages in instant and directly,

Conclusion

the share of information they gave will
technically,

surely help government in policy making

scraping is legal in Indonesia because it

especially policies in the development of

just the way of data gathering, from

e-commerce sector.

human activity to automated machine

Policy Recommendation

As

a

conclusion,

activity using bot. As long as scrapers

To ensure the legal setting run

follow the rules that has been set up by

well, memorandum of understanding

website owner and do scraping ethically,

between

any legal issue can be avoided. There

established and socialized so that

are four major parties that have to work

everyone understand their own right and

in conjunction with each other to ensure

obligation. IT agency as a regulator

this framework can be established and

should

run smoothly; website owner, data

arrangement, alongside BPS as Official

scrapers including Official Statistics

Statistics Agency and IDEA on behalf of

Agency, IT agency (which is Ministry of

startup company association.

Communications

and

each

be

the

party

should

leader

in

be

this

Information

Technology) as a regulator, and web-
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Abstract
This paper examines the prospect of Indonesia’s digital economy if it is supported by the
digital diplomacy. The concept of public diplomacy will be used to analyze such concern.
Digital economy which signified by technology-driven transactions has grown rapidly in
Indonesia that may be manifested in the form of e-commerce. The rapid growth of internet
user’s population in Indonesia becomes one of the reasons why the country has the potential
to become the biggest digital economy country in ASEAN. At the macroeconomic level, the
waves of digital economy hold the potential for new sources of productivity and economic
growth. Therefore, to support its digital economy, Indonesian government should consider
the exertion of digital diplomacy. The government that deals with foreign policy matters
should take advantage of this as they will be able to extend their diplomacy agenda in an
even more interactive way. The result reveals that under the digital diplomacy framework,
the government can create a channel to communicate with foreign public in promoting and
expanding Indonesia’s e-commerce in ASEAN.
Keywords: Internet, e-commerce, Digital Diplomacy, Indonesia, ASEAN
JEL Classification: F15, F59, F60

friendly communication for a very fast

INTRODUCTION

growing number of people worldwide.

The expansion of internet and
and

Given the widespread use of the

Communication Technology (ICT) in

internet and ICT, business has been

the last decade have clearly existed in

looking at them as a platform for

all

The

electronic transactions, through which

widespread use of internet came with

economic digitalization began to rise.

the introduction of the browser in 1994.

They have developed and embodied in

Internet today is important and has

a world often called as cyber-space,

already penetrating various societies’

which is a place where societies can

aspect of living, this has happened

communicate,

because communication is actually a

economic activity or business.

advancement

of

society’s

Information

living

aspect.

The

basic need of the society, making ICT

“meet”,

digital

and

economy

doing
is

an

need.

economy based on computing and

have

digital ICT. It can be understood as

become the infrastructure for user-

consisting of three main, overlapping

serves
Internet

as

people’s

and

primary

advanced

ICT
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components:

the

digital

ICT

warehouse

infrastructure (hardware and software),

customers.

and

deliver

goods

to

the process of organizing through

The growth of Indonesia’s e-

computer-mediated networks, and e-

commerce over the last five years has

commerce (trading of goods or services

been primarily driven by four structural

online).1

changes in the industry. First, the
of

increase in smartphone penetration

ICT

made possible by the availability of low-

triggers the increasing number of e-

cost devices. Second, an emerging

commerce. Macquarie Bank estimated

middle class with a larger portion of

that the Indonesian market has grown

disposable income is being targeted by

60% - 70% annually since 2014 and will

leading

expand from US$8 billion in 2016 to

Third, at least US$2.5 billion of foreign

US$60 billion in 2020. This is expected

direct

to generate new opportunities for e-

platforms by leading Chinese and

commerce sites and their businesses.

Western

Indonesia’s

landscape

significant joint venture or partner

experienced investment of at least

relationships, for example, Lazada-

US$2.5 billion over the last three years,

Alibaba, Go-Jek – Tencent – KKR,

paving the way for businesses to list

Tokopedia-Alibaba

and sell their products online. In 2015

(formerly

there were 18 million online shoppers in

accelerating

evolution

of

payments

Indonesia;

infrastructure

that

is

enabling

bank

accounts

In
internet

Indonesia,
and

the

spread

advancement

e-commerce

Google

and

of

Temasek

e-commerce
investment

companies.2

in

firms,

e-commerce

specifically

and

Garena).3

via

Shopee-Sea
Fourth,

the

expect this to grow to 119 million by

customers

2025.

(unbanked consumers) to make online

Underpinning the

growth

in

online transactions in Indonesia are

without

purchases.

local e-commerce giants (such as
Lazada, Tokopedia, and Bukalapak)

Wall
Street
Journal.(2017)Sources
from
the
internet.Downloaded on
October 4, 2017
from
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-technology-battle-ragingin-indonesia-1497374402.
3
Tech in Asia.(2017). Sources from the
internet.Downloaded on May 17, 2017 from
https://www.techinasia.com/shopee-winningindonesia.TechCrunch.(2017) Sources from the
internet.Downloaded on October 4, 2017
fromhttps://techcrunch.com/2017/05/03/go-jek-tencent-1-2billion/.
2

that provide businesses with a platform
to set-up an online storefront, accept
transactions and, in Lazada’s case,
1
OECD.(2015). OECD Digital Economy Outlook 2015.
Paris: OECD Publishing.
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The digital economy stands to

country, then it is time to expand the

substantially boost economic growth

business internationally. ASEAN can be

and

in

the prospective market for Indonesia’s

arrangements

e-commerce, due to not only for its

facilitated by digital technologies, as

geographical proximity but also for the

well as social inclusion and therefore

similarity of people’s characteristics.

development. Online platforms have

Similarity on characteristics is important

the

to

employment

particular

new

work

potential

agglomerate

opportunities,

to

capture

informal

and

employment,

be

considered

encompasses

the

because
similarity

it
on

employ inactive parts of the population,

purchasing power and on customer’s

and therefore reduce unemployment.

taste.

In Indonesia, the strategic and

E-commerce development needs

widespread use of digital technologies,

support from three aspects, ranging

including

e-

from technology, market, to policy.

commerce, has the potential to have

Countries’ preparation and readiness to

significant impact, including creating an

support

additional 3.7 million jobs by 20254;

determine the expansion of Indonesia’s

generating up to 80% higher growth in

e-commerce in ASEAN. In term of

revenue

international relations, especially for

social

for

media

small

and

and

medium

the

digital

economy

will

enterprises (SMEs)5; and adding an

diplomacy

additional 2% per annum in GDP

public diplomacy in the form of digital

growth

diplomacy

by

increasing

broadband

subject
may

matter,

be

a

applying

strategy

to

penetration rates and usage of digital

accommodate those aspects. However,

technologies by SMEs.

question resulted from this background

Those potentials indicate that

is how does the digital diplomacy

Indonesia’s e-commerce should be

accommodates

expanded to raise its contribution to

and policy aspect as a way to support

economic development. If Indonesia’s

the

e-commerce

commerce in ASEAN?

runs

well

within

the

expansion

technology,
of

market,

Indonesia’s

e-

The answer of such question can

McKinsey and Company. (2016). Sources from the
internet.Downloaded
from
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey%20Offices/I
ndonesia/PDFs/Unlocking-Indonesias-digitalopportunity.ashx.
5
Deloitte Access Economics.(2015).SMEs powering
Indonesia’s Success.
4

be traced to the concept of public
diplomacy then digital diplomacy. The
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public diplomacy theory has been

through

analyzed from different angles. The two

collaborations”.

main

public

definition is conceptually relevant as

diplomacy’s utility are comprised of

the change management element of

“those who view public diplomacy as a

their definition presumes that ICTs are

‘necessary evil’ and those who view it

not just disseminators of information

as milieu for how nations interact with

but also provide an effective change in

each other, from public affairs officers

international

to the citizen diplomat.6 Signitzer and

definition is valuable to consider, since

Coombs define public diplomacy as

it is adding an emphasis to the

“the way in which both government and

collaborative

private individuals and groups influence

diplomacy.9

directly or indirectly those foreign public

Three

philosophies

about

digital

tools
The

and

virtual

scope

relations.

of

Also,

aspect

this

this

of

digital

key

components

the

digital

are

attitudes and opinions which bear

relevant

directly

definition, according to Holmes. First,

on

another

government’s

foreign policy decisions.7

to

diplomacy

the ways in which actors engage with

Following the development of the

outside audiences in order to project a

discipline, scholar Jan Melissen have

particular message or image. Second,

started using the term ‘new public

the way in which different agencies

diplomacy’ which is about “building

both public and private structure and

relationships with civil society actors in

organize information resources. Third,

other countries and about facilitating

ways in which actors acquire data on

networks between non-governmental

the ground in order to monitor subtle

parties at home and abroad.8

endogenous

Particularly

for

the

digital

changes

in

political

structures and public opinion.
The traditional form of public

diplomacy, Bjola and Holmes define it
as a “strategy of managing change

diplomacy,

depending

diplomatic

practices

significantly

Nancy Snow and Philip M. Taylor, eds. (2009).Routledge
Handbook of Public Diplomacy.Routledge International
Handbooks. New York: Routledge.
7
Benno H. Signitzer and Timothy Coombs.(1992). Public
Relations
and
Public
Diplomacy:
Conceptual
Convergences.Public Relations Review, 18(2): 137-147.
8
Jan Melissen, ed. (2006). The New Pubic Diplomacy: Soft
Power in International Relations. Nachdr.Studies in
Diplomacy and International Relations. Basingstoke:
Palgrave Macmillan.
6

communication

in
era.

upon

formal

has

changed

the

digital

With

the

Corneliu Bjola and Marcus Holmes, eds. (2015). Digital
Diplomacy: Theory and Practice. Routledge New
Diplomacy Studies. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon, New
York: Routledge.
9
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popularization of new media, social

The growing relationship between

networks, smartphones and other new

digital media and public diplomacy has

internet-based tools, diplomacy moved

been well demonstrated by Alec Ross,

into a new domain of digital affairs.10

who

This

the

diplomacy (e-diplomacy) is providing an

concept of digital diplomacy as a new

opportunity for interaction not just

form of public diplomacy practice.

between

laid

the

foundations

for

effectively argues that

governments

but

digital

also

Digital media and social media

between people and governments.11

platforms have created a different

Therefore, the hybrid nature of digital

communication reality for diplomats

diplomacy can possibly be defined as a

worldwide. The empowering role of

cross

communication technologies, especially

culture and foreign policy arena.12 This

the rising popularity of social media

phenomenon of the integration of online

platforms

and

such

as

Twitter

and

between

offline

social-networking

diplomacy

undoubtedly

Facebook, widened the communication

modifies the old profession to adapt

realm for diplomats towards a broader

new technologies.13

set of audiences, developing new

By exploring the role of digital

spheres of public diplomacy influence.

diplomacy in supporting Indonesia’s e-

Therefore,

with

commerce, this research will generate

wider groups of audiences has become

some suggestive strategies that can be

a must for any diplomatic service in the

used

world which understands the power and

digital

the importance of ICT in diplomatic

accommodates what should be done by

practice.

seemed

the collaborative actors, consist of

unimaginable in public diplomacy just

Indonesian government as state actor

few

common

and (online-based) business as non-

diplomatic routine today. Public officials

state actor, regarding the widespread

sharing information

Thus

decades

ago

what
is

a

to

develop

diplomacy.

business-oriented
These

strategies

share, inform receive and engage
online with various audiences, both

11
Ana Todorovska. (2015). Digital Diplomacy for Sub-State
Actors, A Case Study of Catalonia. Budapest.
12
Jesse Lichtenstein. (2010). Sources from the internet.
Downloaded
from
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/07/18/magazine/18web2-0t.html.
13
Antonio
Deruda.
(2015).
Sources
from
the
internet.Downloaded
from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKY3scPIMd8&feature
=youtube_gdata_player.

official and unofficial.
Abbas Abbasov. (2007). Sources from the internet.
Downloaded
on
August
20,
2018
from
https://www.academia.edu/1058526/Digital_Diplomacy_Em
bedding_Information_and_Communication_Technologies_i
n_the_Department_of_Foreign_Affairs_and_Trade.
10
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use of advanced ICT and the rise of e-

Meanwhile, businesses as non-state

commerce in ASEAN.

actors serve as economic experts
whocomprehend what are needed for
their e-commerce expansion and what

METHODS
a

challenges that are going to be faced.

qualitative approach and descriptive-

Then, the expansion of Indonesia’s e-

analytic strategy. The approach is

commerce can be conducted through

employed

digital

integrative pathways between them.

diplomacy support e-commerce field,

Under the name of public diplomacy

as well as recent composition of

which is performed through digital

Indonesia’s e-commerce in ASEAN.

diplomacy, ASEAN members’ public

This

research

to

describe

conducts

how

would be the targets.

Data were gathered from various
sources, such as books, academic

Based on the explanation above,

journals, and reports to take into

Indonesia’s e-commerce in ASEAN can

account

digital

be expanded if it is supported from

diplomacy in e-commerce is employed

three aspects, consist of technology,

effectively by maximizing the use of

market, and policy. Digital diplomacy

networking and platforms. Therefore,

serves as an answer of how those

policies recommendations at the later

aspects can be fulfilled just from a

part of the paper emerge as the result

single way.

of analysis of how digital diplomacy is

First,

that

Indonesia’s

when

the

government

supposedly use in terms of arranging

decides to implement digital diplomacy,

comprehensive regulation as well as

it means that they should commit to

improving

provide

the

capabilities

of

man

behind the devices.

proper

Realizing

this,

ICT

infrastructure.

the

President

of

Indonesia, Joko Widodo, continually
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

strive

Digital Diplomacy for E-Commerce

telecommunication

Theoretically,

in

digital

to

business

diplomacy, government as state actor

improve
sector14.

the

quality

of

infrastructure

in

The

quality

improvement is necessary to accelerate

serves as decision maker who is
Anon. (2017). from the internet.Downloaded on August 21,
2018
from
http://www.bkpm.go.id/en/artikelclosed/readmore/indonesia-to-become-the-aseans-biggestdigital-economy-country
14

needed to conduct diplomatic activities.
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innovation

in

information

and

Meanwhile,

The

International

technology. Therefore, the government

Telecommunication

is looking to spearhead a drive towards

Secretary-General, Houlin Zhou, has

widespread

expressed belief that the infrastructure

fibre-optic

network

development

cities’, via a five-year plan in which it

communication

will commit more than USD24 billion in

Indonesia will be ranked second in the

infrastructure

the

Southeast Asia within the next two

archipelago, with a significant portion

years.17 According to him, Indonesia

being set aside for telecoms – to push

has a good strategy to focus on the ICT

fibre and 4G coverage nationwide,

development, viewed from the Palapa

rather than seeing it limited to the

Ring broadband projects, which is

greater Jakarta area as it is currently.15

expected

in

to

information

(ITU)

coverage and the creation of ‘smart

projects

of

Union

and

technology (ICT) in

connect

around

500

of

regions in the archipelago by 2019.

Technology,

Zhou noted that with a population of

Rudiantara, said that the government is

around 250 million people and a

attempting to take a greater hand in the

growing economy, Indonesia has the

coordination of network rollouts by the

potential for a position in the dynamic

big

PT

Southeast Asian region and a lot of

Telekomunikasi Indonesia (Telkom), PT

creative young people to build the

XL Axiata and PT Indosat – including

future of the country.

Indonesian’s
Communications

three

Minister
and

providers

–

requesting that they submit their rollout

Rudiantara

plans, to help it reach this goal. With
Indonesia’s

volume

of

data

admitted

that

Indonesia`s vision to be among the

traffic

best two in terms of ICT infrastructure

expected to grow six-fold, from 84

is indeed an ambitious one, considering

exabytes in 2014 to 656 exabytes by

that the internet penetration in 2017

2020, the country must roll out fibre-

had reached 55 percent, covering 145

optic networks to carry the additional

million people in the country.Such

data16.

coverage, he added, is still bigger than
the total population of Southeast Asia.

Anon. (2015).Sources from the internet.Downloaded on
August
21,
2018
from
https://www.telegeography.com/products/commsupdate/arti
cles/2015/03/24/indonesia-to-drive-telecoms-infrastructuremodernisation-programme/.
15

17
Gilang Galiartha. (2018). Sources from the internet.
Downloaded
on
August
21,
2018
from
https://www.communicindonesia.com/indonesias-ictinfrastructure-rank-second-asean-two-years-itu/.

16
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Therefore, globally, Indonesia will be

users – in the past 12 months alone.18

seen as the spearhead of digital

Mobile internet use appears to be

development among ASEAN countries.

driving much of this growth, although

Second, the implementation of

mobile internet penetration hasn't quite

digital

diplomacy

for

hit the halfway point yet. The current

business

pace of growth suggests that we'll likely

expansion may be taken in the form of
promotion

and

advertising

pass that milestone in the next few

through

months though, with most new internet

social media. This stage is the key

users in the region now mobile-first,

point of digital diplomacy, through

and often mobile-only.

which Indonesia uses digital technology
in order to attract customers from
ASEAN countries. The role of digital
diplomacy seems significance here due
to the use of digital in Southeast Asia.

Figure 2. Digital Growth in Southeast
Asia
Source: https://wearesocial.com/specialreports/digital-southeast-asia-2017

Meanwhile, social media users

Figure 1. Digital Use in Southeast Asia

in Southeast Asia also grew by 31%

Source: https://wearesocial.com/special-

over the past year, with 72 million

reports/digital-southeast-asia-2017

people using social platforms for the
In

term

of

internet

use

first time in the twelve months up to

in

January 2017. What's more, more than

Southeast Asia, more than half of

6 million of these users only joined the

Southeast Asia's population now uses

platform

the internet, with the number of internet

in

the

past

12

months,

delivering year-on-year growth in social

users around the region growing by
more than 30% – or 80 million new

We Are Social. Nd. Sources from the internet.
Downloaded
on
August
21,
2018
fromhttps://wearesocial.com/special-reports/digitalsoutheast-asia-2017.
18
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media users of 84% - one of the

more active users in Southeast Asia's

highest growth rates in the world.

most populous nation. This is a pattern

Mobile social media continues to grow

that repeats itself elsewhere in the

even more rapidly around the region

region, too. Viber was once so popular

too, with the number of monthly active

in

users accessing social platforms via

transport authorities used it for their

mobile devices up 34% year-on-year.

contact hotlines, but now Facebook

the

Philippines

that

Manila's

Messenger is now almost twice as big

At a platform level, Facebook
has the greatest number of monthly

as Viber in

the

Philippines.

active users (MAUs) across all 11

maintains its popularity in Vietnam,

countries in the region, but people use

although the latest data suggest that

a wide range of platforms from country

Facebook Messenger has now edged

to country. As the country-level data in

the home-grown platform into second

data attest, mobile messengers are

place in terms of monthly active users.

particularly popular around the region,

WhatsApp

although there's plenty of diversity in

rankings

this area too. LINE is particularly

Malaysia, with Facebook Messenger

popular in Thailand, and the country

taking second spot, but it's interesting

features in the platform's top 4 global

to note that WeChat and LINE both

markets. Indonesia also ranks in LINE's

have meaningful user bases in these

top 4 markets, but data from Global

countries too.

WebIndex suggests that the platform

Those

leads
in

the

both

messenger

Singapore

potentials

Zalo

are

and

an

only sits at number 3 in the country's

important support for the successful of

ranking of messengers by active users.

digital

BBM used to top Indonesia's rankings,

advertising

and the country is one of the last

Indonesia’s e-commerce in the face of

remaining

ASEAN

Blackberry's

global

strongholds

once

for

diplomacy.

The

and

countries

attractive

promotion
will

affect

of
their

publics’ preferences in shopping from

ubiquitous

Indonesia’s online shops. It is believed

messenger platform.

that social media can be used as a

However, Global Web Index's
data suggest that WhatsApp, Facebook

medium

Messenger, and LINE all now have

promote Indonesia’s e-commerce. An
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for

digital

diplomacy

to

act of involvement is an important part

Indonesia,

of diplomacy and taking advantage of

Singapore

social media is one way to promote

Laos, Myanmar and Cambodia all

positive

joined throughout the remainder of the

advertising.

Therefore,

the

government

provides

and

Philippines,

Thailand.

Vietnam,

1990s.

collaborative actors are needed here.
The

Malaysia,

ICT

AFTA

delivers a

competitive

infrastructure, while the businesses do

edge for importers and manufacturers

promotion and advertise through social

within these countries through tariff

media.

reductions

Third,

through

the

digital

and

requirements.19

relaxed

trade

Benefits

include

costs,

improved

diplomacy, there will be policy change

reduced

in term of concession which can be

customs

gained in two forms. In one side,

complicated

concession on regulation about low tax

increased access to a wide range of

export

products

eligible

government to the online shops who

treatment.

However,

sell their products within Southeast

make trade less complex. Complexities

Asian region, while in the other side,

exist as each ASEAN member still

the government may negotiate each

administers AFTA through their own

government of ASEAN member states

national trade authorities and agencies.

to build economic cooperation which

This places a burden on companies as

facilitates the economic transaction

they seek to meet each respective

between their citizen, such as low

country's declaration and qualification

import tariff, concession on rules and

requirements.

and

subsidies

from

the

importer

clearance
trade

times,

less

procedures,
for

and

preferential

AFTA

doesn't

regulations, etc.
Such economic cooperation may

Indonesia’s Digital Diplomacy in E-

be taken under the name of ASEAN

Commerce
Indonesia who hold potential to

Free Trade Area (AFTA). In 1992,
trading

become the biggest digital economy

agreement known as the ASEAN Free

country in Southeast Asia, start to

ASEAN
Trade

established
Area

(AFTA).

a
The

original
Kae-Por
Chang.(2017).
Sources
from
the
internet.Downloaded
on
August
21,
2018
fromhttps://www.inboundlogistics.com/cms/article/how-toreap-the-benefits-of-asian-free-trade-agreements/.
19

members were comprised of Brunei,
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realize the importance of maximizing

guidance

digital diplomacy to support its e-

agencies to support and accelerate

commerce.

development

Various

efforts

were

to

various
of

Government

e-commerce

in

conducted by the governments along

Indonesia. The guidelines instruct both

with other actors in business sector.

the

Central

and

Governments

Since the last six year, Indonesia

to

Local/Regional

develop

sectoral

has enjoyed the growth of digital

policies and programs.

economy,

particularly

Indonesia is undoubtedly experiencing

Currently,

the

e-commerce.

percentage

of

social

e-

media

‘booming’

ICT

has

advance

reached 36%. Estimated, before 2025,

enabled wider constituents to have

e-commerce in Indonesia would reach

access to the internet. Coupled with the

to US$ 81 billion. Yet, most of the

overall progress in economy, more

player is small and micro enterprises

Indonesians

(SMEs) who barely face funding and

laptops, tablets, smart phones and

access

similar

expand

their

business.

now

of

the

commerce transaction in Indonesia has

to

development

since

have

devices,

computers,

with

internet

Anticipating this, Indonesia Ministry of

connection. No wonder Indonesia now

Foreign

and

ranks number four as the world most

to

active Facebook, listing 49,884,160

Affairs

workshops

for

hold
SMEs

seminar
regularly

users.

enlight, educate, and update them

Indonesia stays at number 5 with

regarding e-commerce20.

29.4 million accounts. In terms of active

In terms of policy, Indonesia is
considered to draft its regulation late.

Twitter

Indonesia finally issued its e-commerce

champions the list with approximately

road

Presidential

33.5 million active users, despite the

Regulation No. 74 of 2017 on E-

fact that the Chinese Government

Commerce Road Map for the Year of

blocks this service.

map

through

users,

surprisingly,

China

2017-2019 (also known as the “ECommerce Road Map”). This road map

Public Diplomacy Reposition
Although many argue that ICT is

aims to provide direction and strategic

only a tool which facilitates the overall

Anonim. (2017). Sources from the internet. Downloaded
on August 17, 2018 from https://www.kemlu.go.id/id/
berita/berita-perwakilan/Pages/Digital-Diplomacy-on-SmallMedium-Entreprise-The-New-Power-in-theEconomy%E2%80%9D-.aspx
20

business, but the changing nature of
diplomacy
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is

inevitable.

New

technologies are impacting the policies

used as channels of communications,

and

but also as national profit booster as

changing

the

diplomacy,

landscape

governance

of
and

well as positive image generator.

international relations. Along with the

In

implementing

digital

development of new communication

diplomacy

means and tools, novel approaches

policies and programs which create and

has

support Indonesia’s positive image will

emerged,

information

and

through

e-commerce,

communication technologies introduced

persistently

and implemented in the conduct of

Apparently, this is what Indonesia

diplomacy21.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs was intended

The

significant

strengthened.

of

for. The Ministry has established two

networking is also highlighted. Although

prominent directorates in this case,

it has been long recognized as one of

Public Diplomacy as well as Information

the prerequisites of good diplomacy,

and Media Directorates. Then, via

but the way diplomats expand their

social media such as Twitter, business

networks are also evolving along with

meetings and trade fairs, the visit of

the advances of ICT. Clearly, the

business

conduct of diplomacy now involves

countries, and the signing of various

many actors and stakeholders other

trade agreements are among the feeds

than the diplomats or government

being tweeted.22

officials.

of

their use responds to the public’s needs

diplomacy have to be managed and

and strategically considers the overall

again, the evolution of public diplomacy

information landscape, they can be

includes the use of powerful new tools,

utilized as effective public diplomacy

social

tools.

These

media

many

outlets,

cultures,

increase

advocate

policy

need

be

facets

to

connect

awareness,

sectors

from

various

It shows that when

and

One should be notice that digital

Hence,

diplomacy does not come at the

digital diplomacy plays crucial role in

expense of traditional diplomacy, it

repositioning the concept of public

complements

diplomacy. Not only the networking is

expanding

positions.

it.23

The

Indonesia’s

efforts

in

e-commerce

should also be conducted in ‘offline’.
21

Pohan, Pohan and Savitri. (2016). Digital DiplomacyMaximizing Social Media in Indonesia’s Economic and
Cultural Diplomacy. Advances in Social Science, Education and
Humanities Research (ASSEHR), vol. 81

22

Ibid.
Cecep Herawan. (2018). International Workshop on Digital
Diplomacy.
23
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Government officials are strengthening

of doing diplomatic activities more

focus on diplomacy to the public: from

effectively. 24

state-to-state approach to the state-to-

As

diplomacy

needs

to

people approach. One of the efforts are

reposition itself with the increasing

holding international trade expo.

network, it is inevitable that diplomacy

The

also

actors, particularly government officials

emphasizes the importance of digital

need to increase their technological

diplomacy as a means of disseminating

capabilities and adopt digital diplomacy.

government policies. The logic are

.

digital diplomacy is a mean to boost

CONCLUSION

Indonesia’s

RECOMMENDATION

establishing
links,

government

e-commerce
broader

reducing

by

communication

costs;

AND

POLICY

Conclusion
Indonesia’s

simplifying,

e-commerce

in

the

ASEAN can be expanded through

dissemination of information. By then,

commitment in three aspects, consist of

integrated

technology, market, and policy. Digital

expanding

required.

&

accelerating

media

intelligence

Therefore,

is

diplomacy

e-commerce

to

fulfill

those

aspects.

platforms are able to display such

Indonesian government starts to

informative, insightful, and interesting

realize the importance of maximizing

design.

digital diplomacy to support its e-

Digital Diplomacy is ultimately
aimed

serves

at

exploring

commerce.

information,

Various

efforts

were

formulating and interpreting policies

conducted by the governments along

interactively by involving community

with other actors in business sector. In

participation.

and

terms of policy, Indonesia finally issued

collaboration between state and non-

its e-commerce road map through

state actor are crucial, since traditional

Presidential Regulation No. 74 of 2017

diplomatic activities are penetrated with

on E-Commerce Road Map for the

sophisticated ICT remarks. A scholar,

Year of 2017-2019.

Tom

The

Fletcher,

involvement

had

warned

The

that

evolution

of

public

diplomacy includes the use of powerful

diplomacy was a difficult time, crushed
by technology or other actors capable

24
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Tom Fletcher. (2016). Naked Diplomacy.

new

tools,

including

social

media

Second,

the

issuance

of

the

E-

outlets. Hence, digital diplomacy plays

Commerce Road Map is an important

crucial role in repositioning the concept

milestone

of public diplomacy. Not only the

developing the e-commerce business in

networking is used as channels of

Indonesia.

communications, but also as national

implementation

profit booster as well as positive image

challenging. Digital economy has its

generator.

digital

own characteristics which one of them

e-commerce,

are the sophisticated of networks. To

diplomacy

In

implementing

through

for

the

Government

However,
is

more

operate

support Indonesia’s positive image will

among government agencies is crucial

persistently be strengthened.

and priority. Therefore, the extension or

Policy Recommendation

derivative of road map should be

to

the

the

the

policies and programs which create and

According

smoothly,

even

in

coordination

drafted immediately.

findings

mentioned above, there are some
recommendations we eager to share.
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THE CHALLENGES AND ADVANTAGES OF E-COMMERCE IN A DIGITAL
ECONOMY ERA: STUDY CASE OF INDONESIA’S RETAIL SECTOR
Dian Dwi Laksani1, Rizky Eka Putri2
Ministry of Trade, M.I. Ridwan Rais Street, No.5, Gambir, Jakarta, 10110, Indonesia
Email: 1dian.laksani@yahoo.com; 2rizky.eka@kemendag.go.id

Abstract
In the past five years, Indonesia digital market is growing along with the vastly growth of
information and communication technology. With the percentage of internet users of 50% from
the total population, and 40% purchased their product or service online, there is a shifting
process on the way people do their transaction. This paper is trying to examine the changes
in conditions above, specifically the challenges and advantages that will be faced by
Indonesian government as regulator. The first part of the study will set the scope of the paper
by defining Digital Economy and its important factor to economy that followed, and also setting
retail sector as the sole object of research. Then, using SWOT Analysis as the basic
methodology, along with qualitative study through deep literature review, the analysis will be
deepened. The result indicates that in retail sector, from supplier to marketplace, there are
series of complex activity involved. Government must make their way to improve the digital
landscape development, developing infrastructure, whilst setting the proper amount of
regulation to the disruptive-nature of e-commerce.
Keywords: E-commerce, Retail, SWOT

properly, may boost our economic

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the fourth industrial
revolution!

and

social inclusion, access, and hus create

automation era, digitalization can now

more development in more layer in the

be considered as the next revolution, not

society. In the case of Indonesia,

only in the industry, but also in almost

digitalization has also changed the way

every aspect of life, especially in the

people do their economic activity.

economy.

In

the

borderless

growth by providing wider opportunity on

According to

report

One of the emerging branch from

released by the KPPU and AIPEG

the shifting is through e-commerce.

(2017), digital economy can be defined

Supporting

as a range of social and economic

condition, the growth of middle class

activities which rely on digital platforms

consumers,

foreign

or IP-enabled networks as their main

developing

infrastructure

infrastructure. People can do their

successful

penetration

economic activity like selling, buying,

phones. The future of e-commerce will

making

stay bright.

financial

the

decision,

internet

by

its

Indonesian

geographical
investment,
and
of

the

mobile

consumer’s

banking, all by using internet connected

Consumer preferences have evolved to

devices.

somewhat less time-consuming buying

Digital

economy,

if

done
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experiences and the ability to compare

retailing or e-commerce, consumers can

price online, thus gaining the lowest

easily

price

products, comparing their options in

possible

(PT.

Mirae

Asset

looking

for

their

favourable

time, without having to do a physical visit

Sekuritas Indonesia, 2017).
Judging by its market size, as one

to the store. No wonder today Indonesia

of the largest population in the world, e-

were considered to be an attractive

commerce in Indonesia is now growing

market, not only for domestic internet

like ones in India and China. According

retailers, but also from foreign internet

to the projection done by the Ministry of

retail players.

Communication (2017), the market of e-

Therefore, government will play

commerce in Indonesia will grow to USD

an important role, as an enabling factor

130 billion in 2020, from USD 20 billion

of growth, not just regulatory body that

in 2016.

Along with the growth of

will suppressed the baby steps of

smartphone users to 63.4 million in

internet retailing growth. Restrictions,

2017,

deemed unnecessary, will be a threat to

the

shifting.

consumer

E-commerce

behaviour
itself,

is
was

competition.

Physical

side

like

composed by the following market

infrastructures, direct policies, also play

segment like fashion, electronics and

an important role.

media, food and personal care, toys and
hobby, also furniture and appliances. All

METHODS AND DISCUSSION

of those goods were sold via digital

This paper is trying to examine the

channel to end private user (B2C). duly

retail sector condition, post digitalisation

noted that in this paper, digitally

era in Indonesia using SWOT matrix.

distributed services, digital goods, nor

According to the research by Awais and

goods that were intended for further

Samin (2012), the invention of internet

sales process were not considered to be

connectivity were totally revolutionised

in the parameter.

the concept of retail business.
of

Study by Awais and Samin also

Indonesia is considered to be a huge

elaborate the SWOT Analysis for e-

potential for the retailers. However,

commerce that could be adapted in the

internet retailing was only a fraction of a

case of Indonesia and particularly in

total retail activity. Through internet

retail sector.

The

growing

population
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Table 1. SWOT Analysis of Retail E-Commerce in Indonesia
No.
1.

2.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

No boundaries needed, all the

Security, especially about the

The ability of e-

Competition is

activities can be dealt globally.

integrity of the payment

commerce to adapt to

inevitable among

system are becoming the

the latest trends are

sellers. Number of

major issues. The misuse, if

vastly underrated.

sellers are increasing

Time saving for consumers.

not handled properly, are

each day since there

going to open the possibility

are almost no barriers

of fraud.

for people to enter.

Long delivery timings, should

The opportunity for

Privacy concerns for

the logistics aspect were not

sellers to expand their

the customer.

prepared well.

market or product
globally.

3.

4.

Consumers are able to

High shipping cost, which

Wider growth of

The volatility in the

compare their products online.

become one of the most

business.

regulations related to

crucial factors in Indonesia

e-commerce that may

considering the geographical

hinder the issues of

condition.

sustainability.

Competitive because

Difficulties of tracking the

consumers are able to compare

consumer satisfaction as

all the products openly and

there are no direct physical

directly, thus opening the

contact among buyers and

opportunity to promote price

sellers.

competitiveness.
5.

Easier exchange of information
among the buyers and sellers
as the channel communication
are widely open through
internet.

6.

Less cost for the sellers as they
do not have to set up a physical
stores, lower staff cost,
therefore more people are able
to do that because of this
easiness.

7.

E-commerce promote the
easiness of payment and
transaction.
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comprehensive legal framework that

Government of Indonesia, in the
effort to be one of the enabling factor of

aimed

positive growth in retail e-commerce,

dispute, and all information systems.

has launched the e-commerce roadmap

Hopefully, the legal framework will

through the Presidential Regulation

create a legal certainty that satisfy both

no.74 of 2017. This roadmap serve as a

sellers and buyers to conduct their

strategic guidelines among Ministry and

activity in retail e-commerce.

other

Government

institution

to

protect

the

transaction,

to

accelerate the growth of e-commerce,

CONCLUSSION

with retail e-commerce included. This

RECOMMENDATIONS

AND

POLICY

The development and presence of

roadmap consists of 8 key areas of
funding,

technology is undoubtedly inevitable in

taxation, customer protection, education

the globalisation era. Digitalization have

and

resources,

proved to provide some comfort and

infrastructure,

easiness in the daily life, though we

development

which

are

human

telecommunication
logistics,

cyber

security,

and

have to admit in larger scale the side

the

effects must be minimised

establishment of a coordinating body.

if

not

Several key areas were caught our

eliminated. In the context of Indonesia,

attention than others. First, logistics

with all the factors elaborated above, e-

development. President Jokowi through

commerce has proved to help retail

the several economy deregulation policy

sector flourished rapidly. With all the

package have targeted logistics sector

presented SWOT analysis above, the

as one of the top priorities. As a results,

government

duty

Indonesia’s logistics cost were down by

opportunity

and

2.2 points in 2017. The development of

improving the weakness and threat.

infrastructure in the eastern part of

Cross-sectoral collaboration is the key

Indonesia

help

to accelerate the progress. The potential

lowering the logistics cost, thus will help

economic impact by 2025, estimated to

to increase the flow of goods through

USD 150 billion is too large to ignore as

retail e-commerce.

the

were

expected

to

common

is

goal.

to

boost

strength

Holistic

the

whilst

digital

protection,

strategy, as McKinsey stated in their

government will be expected to create a

report (2017) will enable Indonesian

For

customer
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companies to compete in the global

https://www.portal.euromonitor.com/p
ortal/resultslist/listpages

level, providing better choices and
welfare

to

consumers,

and

KPPU. (2017). The Digital Economy in
Indonesia. Jakarta: AIPEG.

lift

Indonesia’s economic growth to a higher

PT. Mirae Asset Sekuritas Indonesia.
(2017). Retail: Cannibalized by Online
Shopping. Jakarta: Mirae Asset.

level.

Statista. (n.d.). Retail e-commerce sales in
Indonesia from 2016 to 2022 (in
million U.S. dollars). In Statista - The
Statistics Portal. Retrieved August 22,
2018,
from
https://www.statista.com/statistics/28
0925/b2c-e-commerce-sales-inindonesia/.
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INCREASING CORPORATE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES IN CUSTOMER
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Email: faisalpiliang@trilogi.ac.id

Abstract
The business application solutions in an electronic form based on information
communication technology is the company's commitment to enhancing the competitive
advantage of its corporate customers in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, performance, and
business development. The research purpose to provide services to laundry customers in
implementing laundry application services in electronic form, so it is expected to simplify and
accelerate the work and increase the competitive advantage of corporate customers. This
research uses descriptive analytic and design methods by presenting a summary of
interviews and field surveys, model diagrams and navigation structures in developing
laundry service applications. The research output is to be able to perform the design process
and empower the electronic model of laundry service, this research is also expected to
increase the competitive advantage of corporate customers.
Keywords: Applications Laundry, Corporate Competitive Advantages, Customer Loyalty

to

INTRODUCTION
Currently,

the

company's

competitive

advantage.

electronic-based

Electronic-based

services are utilized by users to be able

information

to provide ease in service to all its

communication

customers.

electronic-based

supportive of laundry service industry.

service can also be used in laundry

Laundry industry certainly has a budget

service.

application

to

information

applications. With this laundry service

solutions

This

The

business

based

communication

on

technology

is

application,

the

terms

of

the

Laundry

the competitive advantage of corporate
in

electronic

is

very

laundry-based

quality

of

laundry

service industry can increase.

company's commitment to enhancing
customers

use

technology

service

industry

is

widespread in big cities in Indonesia,

efficiency,
and

such as Jakarta. The reason for using

business development. This is certainly

the laundry service is because of the

part of an effort to improve the quality of

busyness of the customers, which

customer service while bringing benefits

makes them have no time to clean their

effectiveness,

performance,
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own

clothes.

customers

Therefore,

often

look

for

urban

In this research try to raise the

laundry

issue of how it can be used to build

services to help them clean their

adequate

electronic

laundry

clothes in the middle of their busy lives.

applications so that it can be used by all

Indonesian

customers to improve the quality of

Migrant Workers Association, Wasono

service to customers while helping

Raharjo said if you want to start a

customers in cleaning their clothes. The

laundry business with a small capital,

purpose of this study is to provide

laundry-kilo is the right choice. With a

learning

capital of about 15 million up to 20

performing

million rupiahs, entrepreneurs can build

electronic form, so it is expected to

laundry service business in strategic

simplify and accelerate the work of

locations such as housing, campus or

customers and is expected to increase

boarding house (Novita Intan Sari, 2015

the competitive advantage of corporate

at www.merdeka.com).

customers.

Chairman

In

the

of

the

situations

described

services

to

laundry

Assessment

customers

in

services

in

of

previous

above, the laundry service industry

research is Faisal et. al, 2015 declared

requires adequate electronic laundry

this laundry application was made in the

service applications. Electronic laundry

laundry of ASRI UMI and used by the

service applications can be used to

people of Bekasi. Harisuddin, et. al,

simplify and speed up administrative

2016 declared a laundry application

work to be more effective and efficient.

created

Electronic laundry service applications

Ghozali, et. al, 2016 states a laundry

that will be implemented in the laundry

application created with the Codeigniter

service industry can also be used to

framework. Setiyawati, et. al, 2016

manage all necessary data, ranging

states a laundry application created

from customer registration data to

with the Android platform. Hamidi, 2015

managing customer data, raw material

declared a laundry application made

data to be used, supplier data, and all

with extreme programming.

other operational data used by laundry
service industry.
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using

the

OOAD

method.

Hussein, et. al, 2014 states the

The research framework can be

laundry application information about

seen in the following figure.

PT. Wiranas Laundry and Dry Cleaning
Service of human resources. Hidayat,
et. al, 2014 declared laundry done on
Hello

Laundry.

Rukmanasari,

2013

declared a laundry application created
with visual basic 6.0. Tanto, 2013
declared a laundry application made at

Figure 1. Research Framework

PT. Tiara Panca Abadi. Yuliana, 2013

Source: Self-proceed

declared a laundry application made in

The research roadmap can be seen

Mbak Is Prambanan Klaten.

in the following table.

Table 1. Roadmap Research
No
1

2

3

4

5

Description

Observation;
Feedback: Survey and interview with expert respondents about the use of laundry application;
Purpose: To get an idea of using a laundry service that helps customers;
Methods: With Reference search through literature studies, observations, interviews, and
discussions with expert respondents using focus group discussions;
Output: Laundry analysis as a service that helps customers.
Laundry application design review;
Feedback: Survey and interviews with expert respondents to find descriptions of laundry
design;
Objective: Specify features to be used in the design process of the laundry application model;
Methods: With reference search through observation, interviews, and discussions with expert
respondents using focus group discussions;
Output: Design laundry application.
Search for supporting data;
Feedback: Secondary data from various media such as the internet, literature books, scientific
journals and supporting articles;
Objectives: To produce quality and up-to-date research;
Methods: Reading literary books and scientific journals and supporting articles;
Outputs: Literary books, scientific journals and supporting articles as reference lists.
Analysis of laundry application model;
Feedback: The theory that supports model analysis and design of laundry applications;
Objective: Get the expected design;
Method: By designing a laundry application;
Output: Model laundry application.
Laundry application interface design;
Feedback: Data from questionnaire results and interviews with expert respondents;
Objective: Provide recommendations for designing a laundry application model;
Methods: Focus group discussion with expert respondents;
Output: Design and testing of laundry application model.

Source: Self-proceed
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The

website

navigation

structure

are used to analyze the construction of

involves the entire website navigation

interface models using a use-case

system and website interface design,

diagram.

navigation makes it easy to navigate the

Customer data

website. The navigation structure can

Laundry service
type

also be defined as the flow structure of
the program which is the design of

Payment

relationships and chains in various fields
and can help manage all elements of

Figure 3. Diagram Model

website creation. The mixed navigation

Source: Self-proceed

The navigation structure is shown in

structure is the navigation structure

the figure below.

used in this study, where the user will
navigate freely, but is sometimes limited

Electronic Laundry

to linear presentations or important

Customer
data

information and to the most logically
organized data in the hierarchy.

Laundry
type

Pay

Figure 4. Laundry Navigation Structure
Source: Self-proceed

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Laundry Navigation Structure

Figure 2. Navigation structure

Development

Source: Binanto 2010; Faisal, 2015

electronic

laundry application can be seen in the
figure below.

METHODS
This

of

research

descriptive-analytic

uses
method

the

Home

and

modeling design by summarizing the
result of interview and survey. With this

Customer data

method will be illustrated model laundry
application,
modeling

and

will

interface

be

design

Laundry type

Payment

Figure 5. Laundry Navigation Structure

analyzed

Source: Self-proceed

laundry

application. Data analysis techniques
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Customer User Interface

Laundry Application Testing

User interface Customer Data can be

Testing of electronic laundry service

seen in the figure below.

application model is done by checking
the application directly to be applied.
The following is a laundry application
test model.
Table 2. Customer Data
Test
Click
ADD
icon
Click
Change
icon

Figure 6. Customer Data
Source: Self-proceed

Laundry Type User Interface

Click
Delete
icon

User interface Laundry Type can be
seen in the figure below.

Click
Find
icon
Item
Number
Item
Name
Item
Address

Figure 7. Laundry Type

Item
contact

Source: Self-proceed

Click
Save
icon
Click
Cancel
icon

Payment User Interface
User interface Payment can be seen
in the figure below.

Result
Successfully
add customer
data
Successfully
change
customer
data
Successfully
delete
customer
data
Successfully
find customer
data
Successfully
add customer
ID
Successfully
add
name
customer
Successfully
add address
customer
Successfully
add contact
no customer
Successfully
save
customer
Successfully
cancel saving

Source: Self-proceed

Figure 8. Payment
Source: Self-proceed
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Tested
Accordingly

Valid
Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Table 4. Payment

Table 3. Laundry Type
Test
Click
ADD
icon
Click
Change
icon
Click
Delete
icon
Click
Find
icon
Item
Number
Item
Type
Item
Weight
Item
Type
Item In
Item
Out
Click
Save
icon
Click
Cancel
icon

Result
Successfully
add laundry
type
Successfully
change
laundry type
Successfully
delete
laundry type
Successfully
find laundry
type
Successfully
add laundry
ID
Successfully
add laundry
type
Successfully
add weight
laundry
Successfully
add another
laundry type
Successfully
add
the
date in
Successfully
add
date
out
Successfully
save
laundry type
Successfully
cancel
saving

Tested
Accordingly

Valid
Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Item
Pay

Accordingly

Valid

Item
DP

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Item
Remain
Click
Save
icon
Click
Cancel
icon

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Valid

Click
ADD
icon
Click
Change
icon
Click
Delete
icon
Click
Find
icon
Item
Number

Successfully
add payment

Accordingly

Valid

Successfully
change
payment
Successfully
delete
payment
Successfully
find payment

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Successfully
add payment
ID
Successfully
add
pay
amount
Successfully
add
down
payment
Successfully
show remain
Successfully
save
payment
Successfully
cancel
saving

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

Accordingly

Valid

AND

POLICY

RECOMMENDATION
The development of laundry service
application model is able to overcome
the problem of laundry service and can

application model using a black box

present better information. With the

approach. In the three tables, the results
laundry

Tested

CONCLUSION

The test results of the laundry service

the

Result

Source: Self-proceed

Source: Self-proceed

of

Test

service

implementation of this laundry service

application

application model can help alleviate the

software testing developed to function

tasks of all parties directly related to

properly.

laundry service applications and is
expected to increase the competitive
advantage of corporate customers. This
laundry service application is developed
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by using an interactive interface so that

Pelayanan Jasa Laundry pada Hello
Laundry.
Undergraduate
thesis
Universitas
Dian
Nuswantoro
Semarang, 2014.

both the administration and the owner
can directly use this application as
possible. This research only focuses on

Hussein, F., andKertahadi, Riyadi. (2014).
Implementasi
Sistem
Informasi
Sumber Daya Manusia (Studi Kasus
pada Perusahaan Jasa PT. Wiranas
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service).
Jurnal Administrasi Bisnis (JAB) Vol.
10 No. 1 Mei 2014.

the development of laundry service
application,

and

it

is

highly

recommended to be developed further
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ADVANCING WOMEN’S DIGITAL SKILLS AND ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT
THROUGH GIRLS IN TECH INDONESIA: A CASE STUDY
Isyfi’afiani
School of Government and Public Policy Indonesia,
Jalan Anyar, Citereup, Sentul, Jawa Barat, 16810, Indonesia
Email: afiani.isyfi@sgpp.ac.id

Abstract
The advancing Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has massively supported
the emergence economies in digital era as it enables to disseminate, store, bring added
value and manage information to provide unlimited opportunities for economic development.
However, ICT also may contribute to discrimination and reinforce existing inequalities so
called digital divide. Since all aspects of human interaction ICT are gendered, this paper
tackles digital gender divide issue, that is, the gap between men and women regarding of
access to, content and use of ICT. Accordingly, in 2016, the global internet user gender gap
was 12% and continues to happen and widen every year. Against this backdrop, a global
movement promoting women’s engagement in ICT has emerged to counter the solid bias.
This study, therefore, depicts the role of Girls in Tech Indonesia community as a chapter of
Global Girls in Tech movement in advancing women’s economic empowerment through ICT
by conducting transformational leadership concepts and Longwe’s empowerment
frameworks. In the core of qualitative studies, this study shows Girls in Tech Indonesia’s
leadership performance that impacts positively to empowerment. Also, this study formulates
policy recommendation regarding the importance of addressing woman issues in any policy
affirmatives.
Keywords: Girls in Tech, ICT, Leadership, Empowerment

especially in interconnected world. IT,

INTRODUCTION
Information and Communication

however, does not only provide direct

Technology (ICT) is a diverse set of

and indirect benefits but also as a

technological tools and resources to

catalyst for economic growth through

create, disseminate, store, bring added

various

value and manage information. The

microfinance, micro-enterprises,

basic components of ICT sector are

manufacture (UNIFEM, 2003). On the

telecommunications,

and

other side, ICT may also contribute to

computer

discrimination and reinforce existing

radio

television

broadcasting,

electronic media, the Internet and
phone.

economic

ICT

growth

stimulates
via

including
and

inequalities so called digital divide.

hardware, software and services and
mobile

networks

Digital divide is determined as

the

who benefits from and shapes the
content,

Information

development

Information

Technology (IT) as it enables services
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and

and

use

of

Communication

broader

Association (APJII) that in the past two

meaning, digital divide is several gaps

years, the internet penetration rate for

in one. First, there is technological

women is 48% and men is 52%. This

divide, which refers to the gaps in

trend

infrastructure. Second, content divide,

awareness of women in engaging ICT

refers to web-based information which

compared to men.

Technology

(ICT).

In

a

shows

there

is

still

less

is simply not relevant to the real needs

Accordingly, digital gender gap

of people, as nearly 70 per cent of the

is mainly caused by cultural divide in

world’s websites are in English. And the

patriarchal society. The World Bank

last one is gender divide, it is the fact

(2016) reported that women and men’s

that women and girls using less access

access to ICT is rooted in behavioral,

to information technology than men and

cultural, and religious traditions such as

boys (Koffi Anan, 2003).

(1) cultural and social attitudes are

Since all aspects of human

often

unfavorable

to

women‘s

interaction ICT are gendered, it is

participation in the fields of science and

challenging to discuss digital gender

technology,

gap

women

opportunities in the area of ICT, (2)

regarding of access to, content and use

women are often financially dependent

of ICT. The fact of women less

on men or do not have control over

accessing, using, and maximizing the

economic

use

by

accessing ICT services more difficult,

International Telecommunication Union

(3) allocation of resources for education

(ITU) as the global Internet user gender

and training often favors boys and men,

gap

(4)

between

of

ICT

–the

men

was

difference

and

reported

between

the

in

which

resources

some

limits

which

societies,

their

makes

women‘s

internet user penetration rates for

seclusion from the public arena makes

males and females relative to the

access

to

internet

difficult.

It

user

penetration

rate

for

community
then

results

telecenters
structural

males—was 12%, and the internet

inequalities

penetration rates in Asia are 39.5% for

employment, and income level which

women and 46.1% for men (ITU, 2016).

contribute to gender inequality and

In

digital gender gap (ITU, 2016).

Indonesia,

it

is

reported

by

Indonesia Internet Service Provider
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literacy,

education,

empowerment trough engaging ICT

Closing the digital gender gap is
a pressing concern somehow. It is not

with

just about a moral imperative but also a

Womenpreneur

significant opportunity for growth in

and its impacts to empowerment. In

today’s

doing so, I conduct

digital

economy

and

an

its

annual

program

Digital

Acceleration
contemporary

essential pathway for progress on

leadership

United

refers to transformational leadership to

Nations’

Sustainable

concept

of

Girl

examine

gender equality and empower all girls

leadership performance and Longwe’s

and women.” Then the efforts should lie

empowerment framework to weigh up

on education, and promoting girls’

Girl in Tech Indonesia’s leadership

increased

in

science,

performance’s

technology,

engineering

and

empowerment.

mathematics

(STEM)

Governments

and

Tech

specifically

Development Goal No. 5: to “achieve

engagement

in

that

Indonesia’s

impacts

to

subjects.

enterprises

also

METHODS

need to be more proactive in helping

This study belongs to qualitative

women thrive in the ICT workforce

research which conducts case study on

(ITU, 2016).

Girls in Tech Indonesia community.

In doing so, global movements

This study involves two groups of

promoting women’s engagement in ICT

informants; the leaders/initiators and

have emerged to counter the solid bias.

members/participants of Girls in Tech

And Girls in Tech is one of them.

Indonesia. The data collection in this

Known as a global movement to

study conducts in depth to selected

empower women in ICT, Girls in Tech

informants. In selecting the interviewed

has raised 60 chapters all around the

informants, I involve two groups. The

world including Girls in Tech Indonesia

first

(GIT-ID) as an Indonesia’s national

members, consists of five informants

level community that empowers and

with the following criteria:

creates more woman leaders in ICT.

the

Girls

in

Tech

(2) 19 – 35 years old,

role of Girls in Tech Indonesia in
woman’s

is

(1) Woman,

This study, therefore, reveals the
advancing

group

(3) Has experience in Girls in Tech

economic

Indonesia‘s
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empowerment

program;

coaching

classes,

educate, and engage women and girls

mentor

dinners,

startup

who are passionate in ICT. Girls in
Tech Indonesia was initiated in 2011 by

competition, and

Aulia Halimatussadiah (Co-Founder &

(4) Owns startup business/digital

Chief Content Officer of Zetta Media)

platform.
The second group is Girls in Tech

and Anantya Van Bronckhorst (Co-

Indonesia’

Aulia

Founder & Co-CEO of Think.Web).

Halimatussadiah/Ollie (Co-Founder &

Girls in Tech Indonesia is a nonprofit

Chief Content Officer of Zetta Media)

organization by some donors including

and Anantya Van Bronckhorst/Anan

Facebook.

leaders/initiators;

(Co-Founder & Co-CEO of Think.Web).

Girls in Tech Indonesia has
some efforts in increasing women’s
participation in ICT through its program

GIRLS IN TECH INDONESIA
First of all, Girls in Tech is a

so

called

Womenpreneur

Digital

global organization initiated by Andrea

Acceleration (WDA). This program is

Gascoigne in 2007 which aims to give

specifically for women who already

space for women to develop their idea,

have digital platforms for business.

their career, and also to learn new

Womenpreneur

things related to technology. Girls in

(WDA) focused on maximizing the use

Tech provides several activities such as

of

Lady Pitch Night, Catalyst Conference,

business by providing seven classes

Coding

(workshop),

and

Design

Hackathons,
Classroom,

Bootcamps,

XChange,
and

GIT

Global

WORK

digital

Digital

technology

Acceleration
for

women’s

mentoring

(mentorship),

Pitch

dinner

Night

(pitching

competition) within a year.

to

empower, to educate, to engage, and

Depth to my explanation above, I

to empower women in digital tech. Now

will put together Womenpreneur Digital

Girls in Tech has 60 chapters all over

Acceleration’s

the world including Indonesia—Girls in

Valerio’s

Tech Indonesia.

model that proposes three leadership

leadership

development

Alongside with global Girls in
Tech, Girls in Tech Indonesia is a

mentoring,

community which aims to empower,

assignment.
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composition

practices;
and

with

development
coaching,

challenging

job

1. WDA Classes—Coaching
WDA classes are seven combined

interpersonal

skills,

communicating,

delegating,

time

management,

classes held every week during two

emotional self -management, or other

months to coach approximately 50

soft skills related to the thematic

women to get closer to digital literacy in

coaching series given. For instance,

relation to digital marketing knowledge

with the coach’s help, on how to set up

to help them induce their business. The

social media advertising i.e. Instagram

selected women who already had

and Facebook ads (Promo to the Right

digital

to

Market), some feedbacks loop are

maximize their platforms by equipping

created based on trying out the new

them knowledge relates to finance,

creations, followed by feedback and

market

reflection,

and

then

trying

new

through these following classes:

creations

again

to

improve

the

a. Digital Presence For Business

effectiveness of digital platforms for

b. Winning With Social Content

promotion. In results, participants are

c. Finance 101 For Small Medium

getting to know better about how to

platforms

are

promotion,

coached

and

leadership

advertise in social media ads related to

Business
d. Social Engagement That Matters

the

e. Think Big: Optimize Your Business

strategies.

f. Understanding

2. Mentoring Dinner—Mentorship

Your

Leadership

chosen

and

other

Mentoring Dinner is a mentorship

Style
g. Promo to the Right Market

program set up for seven selected

Accordingly, the seven coaching
classes

content

help

leaders

improve

mentors who are women pioneering in

the

business

with

the

21

selected

participants’ self - awareness and self –

participants who are women starting up

management

their

through

the

use

of

business

and

have

digital

learning through job actions. They

platforms as the media to develop

enable them to make better decisions

theirs.

for themselves and their organizations

facilitate

as well as their business in the face of

knowledge about business between

uncertainty since in coaching process

mentors and mentees conducted in a

allows

depth and intimate sharing between

women

to

get

better

at
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Mentoring

Dinner

discussion

and

aims

to

sharing

both parties during one and half hour.

their

This activity aims to facilitate discussion

competition, 10 women are selected to

and sharing knowledge about business

present their digital business platforms

utilizing

between

in front of the guest judges The top

mentors and mentees by presenting

three winners are picked to be winners

success woman entrepreneurs as role

and awarded a generous amount of

models to inspire.

Facebook Ads credit and be mentored

digital

There

are

platforms

several

benefits

of

business.

Under

experience

development

other

this

pitching

to accelerate their startups/business.

mentoring activity such as sharing the
with

In

women,

the

frame

of

leadership

practice,

pitching

recognizing the wide range diversity

competition allows the participants to

among women, and gaining realistic

learn a great deal since the judges

feedback (Valerio, 2009, p. 41). As to

would exercise how the presenters

the point of fact, mentoring dinner helps

respond to challenges, how they make

mentees to learn from their mentors’

decisions, handle risks, and manage

experiences and background during the

relationships – can accelerate their

session. The mentors’ experiences and

development as a leader in ways that

backgrounds

no other method can.

can

be

an

inspiring
by

the

Respectively, the composition of

experiencing

the

activities on the WDA program is

sharing moment and recognizing the

expected to increase number of woman

environment of the activity, the mentors

entrepreneurs

come to give the mentees feedbacks

technology as media to grow the

that women have more power than they

business, increase the knowledge of

realize. Consequently, the mentees

woman

would see the action of mentors giving

concept

feedback to them as criticisms to

(branding) product / business, increase

succeed their business.

knowledge of woman entrepreneurs

motivation
mentees.

3. Pitch

and
After

adopted

Night—Challenging

who

entrepreneurs
of

use

digital

about

product

the

marketing

about the concept of product promotion

Job

Assignment

via digital platforms (such as Instagram,

Pitch Night is a competition for

Facebook

for

business),

and

to

increase women’s ability to promote

women who have digital platforms for
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their products / businesses via digital

assignments and had task-oriented

platforms.

aims. Therefore, these leaders’ focal

Girls in Tech Indonesia’s Leadership

points were believed to be on finishing

Style

tasks, with rewards or disciplining of
Since the leadership concept of

subordinates in order to influence and

Girls in Tech Indonesia is from women

improve their performances (Burns,

to women, I refer to contemporary

1978). Transactional leadership is more

leadership theory that differentiates

likely performed in strong masculine

behavioral leadership styles based on

qualities, as it is distinguished by

gendered behavioral differences into

‘‘competitiveness, hierarchical authority

dichotomy

and

and high control for the leader and

transformational style. Contemporary

analytical problem solving’’ (Klenke,

leadership rose at the early 1970s

1993) which is more typical of male

when the gender differences theories

behaviors. In contrast, women more

marked

leadership

likely fit into a ‘‘feminine model of

literature, as the behavior, skills, and

leadership build around cooperation,

attitudes of women were considered,

collaboration, lower control for the

recognized, and evaluated. It then

leader and problem solving based on

perpetuated leadership styles which

intuition and rationality’’ (Klenke, 1993).

were evaluated through the perspective

This style of leadership is closely

of gender differences, and the focus

aligned to transformational leadership

began to shift to a desire to understand

with effective leaders being described

how men and women led their followers

as those who inspired their followers

(Avolio & Bass, 2002).

and enabled them to achieve the goals

a

of

transactional

shift

in

the

Comprehensive
underlies

on

gendered

leadership

(Bass, 1985).

behavioral

In

some

practices,

differences was introduced by James

transformational leaders motivate their

MacGregor Burns, as he proposed the

followers to do something that they

terms

and

think they cannot go for it by giving

He

them such a challenging expectation

‘‘transactional’’

‘‘transformational’’

leadership.

defined transactional leaders as people

with

who

Transformational leaders motivate their

emphasized

work

standards,
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high

standard

performance.

followers to go beyond their individual

followers, instead of doing those tasks

self-interests

herself.

by

addressing

each

2. Inspirational motivation

follower‘s sense of self-worth in order to

Inspirational

engage the follower in true commitment

motivation

is

when

and involvement in the effort at hand

leaders motivate followers by creating

(Shamir, 1991).

expectations, set an example to be
followed by setting the high standard of

Depth to my explanation above,

performance

and

showing

the

transformational leadership is into four

determination

and

confidence

by

performances;

modeling appropriate behavior. Role

Bernard

M

inspirational

Bass

(2006)

split

idealized

influence,

motivation,

intellectual

stimulation,

and

modeling,

somehow,

is

always

individualized

performed by GIT-ID through their

consideration. I will employ these four

WDA program which all the mentors of

transformational

coaching

leadership

classes,

mentor

dinner,

performances to reveal Girls in Tech

pitching night and who are listed in

Indonesia’s leadership style.

#WHYNOT success story book are

1. Idealized influence

women in tech. For instance, when the
explained

GIT-ID participants were introduced to

that “trust” is the most important thing

the Head of Product Manager of Gojek

to

(GIT-ID’s

Company who is a woman and she

second

manages millions of driver and financial

Aulia

Halimatussadiah

enforce

the

participants)

to

guessing

followers
fight

constructed

the
in

transactions

women’s

with

a

very

big

minds, to make them believe that they

responsibility, they will see that woman

could do the tasks given. The leaders

is able to do this big responsibility. This

(mentors) then ought to delegate the

role modeling aims to show more

work to the followers by giving trust that

women if mastering digital technology

they are able to do the work (Aulia

is not difficult.

Halimatussadiah,

3. Intellectual stimulation

personal

Intellectual

communication, June 23, 2017). By this

stimulation

is

when

view, it can be assumed that a leader is

leaders help followers become more

responsible to assist and to coach the

creative and innovative by continually
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challenging

followers,

giving

them

assess to what extent a development

respect and consideration (intellectual

intervention

stimulation).

empowerment.

Aulia

shared

her

is

supporting

this

Furthermore,

this

experience if she had challenged one

framework comes with the idea of

of GIT-ID‘s members who was once a

women's empowerment as enabling

financial talk writer, and then now

women to take an equal place with

becoming a content writer for Rula.com

men, and to participate equally in the

after having GIT-ID‘s mentorship. She

development

is then able to write about not only

achieve control over the factors of

financial talk, but also other themes like

production on an equal basis with men

Relationship,

Health,

(March & Wellace, 1999, p. 92).

Beauty, and Men‘s Corners—the things

Basically, Longwe’s framework also

she never ever could before (Aulia

enables

gender

Halimatussadiah,

workers

to

Inspiration,

personal

process

in

order

to

and

development

analyze

development

communication, June 23, 2017).

organizations ‘degree of commitment to

4. Individualized consideration

women's equality and empowerment in
term

Individualized consideration occurs

of

control,

participation,

when leaders pay personal attention to

conscientization, access, and welfare.

the developmental needs of followers,

Using this framework, I examine Girls in

giving them respect and consideration

Tech

in

performance by questioning “does GIT-

relation

of

educating

and

Indonesia’s

leadership

empowering.

ID’s performance enables women to

Girls in Tech Indonesia Leadership’s

enhance their control, participation,

Impacts on Empowerment

conscientization, access, and welfare?

Longwe‘s

women‘s

1. Control

empowerment framework examines to

In this regard, control refers to

what extent equality between women

women's control over the decision-

and men has been achieved according

making

to the conventional sectors of economy

conscientisation and mobilization, to

and society. The Longwe’s framework

achieve equality of control over the

aims to reveal women‘s empowerment

factors

and equality in practice, and to critically

distribution of benefits.
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process

of

production

through

and

the

2. Participation

According to the five participants,

Participation

this class equips them the best practice

refers

to

women's

based on the case study and hands-on

participation in the decision-making

exercise

best

process, project making, planning, and

practices work. As a result, they can

administration. Accordingly, equality of

run their own digital platform/business

participation means involving women in

and manage them for a sustainable

making the decisions by which their

period.

community

will

Informant 1:

proportion

which

“I run divaart.co with my friends. As one of

proportion in the wider community.

to

understand

how

be

affected,

in

matches

a

their

Central to the Womenpreneur

the founders, I have control over our
business’ growth.”

Digital Acceleration‘s approach is the

Informant 2:

idea to accelerate their digital platform

“As the only founder and owner of

in this case, women must diagnose

Etnika.co I have control over the business

what they want and need in order to

and growth.”

develop their startups. The project

Informant 3:

gives attention to increasing women's

“I make knitting products and manage a

participation in the decision-making

digital platform @rajutanotentik to promote

processes

my products.”

related

to

their

digital

platform making and developing by the

Informant 4:
“I have and manage Siswawirausaha.com;

#WhyNot campaign initiatives. Orderly,

a market place for students to market their

women

products. The financial profits aim to

Acceleration classes before they are

support student’s study cost in PKBM Itaco

selected to join the mentor dinner

(SMK Itaco).”

session. In Women Digital Acceleration

Informant 5:

classes, they are coached not only

“I own and manage a digital platform it is to

about the digital literacy but also on

promote the local and I do it by myself. I

leadership as well as attending the

also work the marketplace for tour guides, I

mentoring dinner to increase their

work with team, and I involve in the

attend

the Women

Digital

confidence in making decision. This

decision making.”
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activity is considerably succeeded in

“The classes give us good material to build

enhancing women‘s participation in

up our digital platform, we can participate

tech, as stated by the five informants

more in engaging digital platform.”

3. Conscientization

that there are significant difference

Conscientization refers to raising

regarding of their participation in tech

awareness about gender issues in

compared to before and after joining
the

Womenpreneur

digital media. As mentioned before,

Digital

Girls in Tech‘s objective is to provide

Acceleration.

women

with

general

“After joining up WDA, I am more engaged

increase

their

self-confidence

with digital platforms as tools for promotion

awareness, and make them realize that

and networking.”

they can use and maximize the ICT to

Informant 2:

empower themselves. In empowering

“GIT-ID’s facilitators really help us to

women, Girls in Tech Indonesia creates

master digital platform, so I can take part

more woman role models in ICT since

more than before.”

cultural divide is considered as the

Informant 1:

Informant 3:

education,
and

main barrier as previously mentioned.

WDA has is continuity activities, the seven

According to Aulia, Indonesia needs

correlated

combined

mentoring

session,

more women role models in ICT in

classes,
and

then
pitching

order

competition. The activities are in order as

these

classes

overcome

the

male

domination; if more women take part in

we do not just stop at certain program.
Interestingly,

to

ICT, other women might no longer

provided

deepen discussion related to how to

consider it unusual to see women in

maximize

as

ICT, which is deemed as men‘s world.

promotion tools including how to make a

Role modeling can be seen as the way

good social media content. So we can do

to strengthen women‘s confidence and

more with digital platforms.”

gender

Informant 4:

Relating to this role modelling, Girls in

“Ollie shares to me how to build business

Tech Indonesia campaigns #Whynot

and how to make it grow, so I can do more

initiative as an effort to raise the gender

social

media

platform

with my platforms than before.”

awareness

awareness

Informant 5:

in

Halimatussadiah,

in

using

ICT

(Aulia
personal

communication, June 23, 2017)
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ICT.

Informant 1:

working at the 'access' level of equality,

“I am getting to know more that women can

since it is increasing women's access

do and develop their platforms even

to the source of related information i.e.

though technology relates to man.”

how to promote their products through

Informant 2:

digital

“GIT-ID’s campaign on #WhyNot really

platform,

access

to

capital

venture as well as investor or funding

teaches us that we can deal with tech.”

supports

Informant 3:

Informant 1:

“After joining up GIT-ID, I know that we

“GIT-ID gives us materials related how to

can do tech.”

master digital platform including promotion

Informant 4:

and access to finance, and it helps us.”

“Technology is not about men, all GIT-ID’s

Informant 2:

mentors are women.”

“One of the classes provides knowledge

Informant 5:

related

“The mentors are top leading women in

to

financial

access—venture

capital—held in corporation by Kinara

tech, so #WhyNot really impacts us to deal

venture capital.”

with tech without hesitation”.

Informant 3:

4. Access

“GIT-ID’s WDA gives me access especially

Access refers to women's access

related to networking.”

economic source and resource to the

Informant 4:

factors of production i.e. access to ICT

“It helps us to grow the business as WDA

literacy, business information, finance,

opens access to certain information related

land, labor, credit, training, marketing

to business strategy.”

Informant 5:

facilities, and all public services and
benefits.
As

“It provides good materials and how to

previously

Womenpreneur

mentioned,

Digital

access it. Not only knowledge but also
networking.”

Acceleration

5. Welfare

(WDA) program aims to support women
in

their

wish

to

be

involved

This term refers to the level of

in

women's material welfare. Girls in Tech

productive digital activities. In 2017, two

.Indonesia‘s

month classes were held, followed by a

activities

are

simply

directed at increasing women's access

mentor dinner and pitch competition.

to material resources relative to men

Here, the program can be seen to be

that might impact to increase their
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example,

to related information in order to

Acceleration

develop their digital platform. In this

(WDA) classes provide material about

context, the other three participants

how to win with the social media

admit that they do not get direct

content aims to equip the participants in

financial benefit since their platforms

relation to promote their business that

are non-profits. The benefits that they

would impact their sales and profit.

have got are in term of networking and

When

access to the source of the resources.

welfare

level.

Womenpreneur

the

For
Digital

women‘s

business

is

growing, consequently, the profit will

Informant 5:

increase, and it will impact their welfare

“The

level.

experienced is related to social media

Informant 1:

management skill. I never used Instagram,

“And Ollie is my mentor, she really inspires

right now I have Instagram account for my

me and helps us to develop our school

business platform. Having Instagram might

relating to support funding and how to

significantly promote your business since it

promote our products.”

also

Informant 2:

Somehow, my startup/digital platform is

“Girls in Tech program really helps to

nonprofit, so it does not affect financially.

significant

provides

transformation

ads

for

I

promotion.

But it affects to promote my program”.

promote my business which impacts to our

By all these results, it can be

sales.”

conclude that Girls in Tech Indonesia’s

Informant 3:
“As the program provides access to

leadership

knowledge and information related to

Womenpreneur

Digital

digital

program

good

literacy

that

to develop

our

digital

performance
has

through
Accleration

impacts

on

platform as well as business, and it

empowerment as it positively enables

impacts to our business financially.”

women to achieve better effort on

Informant 4:

access,

“GIT-ID’s program gives impact to my

conscientization,

platform in how to grow it.”

Longwe’s empowerment’s elements.

However,

the

benefit

of

control,
and

participation,
welfare

as

Hence we can argue that Girls in Tech

Womenpreneurs Digital Acceleration‘s

Indonesia has succeeded in addressing

classes are not only about financial

woman issues in their program so

profit but also other kinds of benefits to
the participant i.e. networking, access

289

called

Womenpreneur

participation in order to close digital

Digital

gender divide. Accordingly, Girls in

Acceleration.

Tech

Indonesia’s

leadership

CONCLUSION AND POLICY

performance can be a good model in

RECOMMENDATION

advancing women’s digital skill and
economic empowerment.

Digital gender divide caused by
cultural divide has segregated the work

2.

into dichotomy of male and female‘s

level community in empowering women

domain. It then impedes women to take

in ICT should be considered as an

part in ICT related work (including E-

effort and be appreciated by involving

commerce) since it is considerably

them and supporting them in order to

men‘s field. In order to counter the gap,

sustain

Girls in Tech Indonesia, however, has

coordination

shown

women‘s

collaboration between the government

economic empowerment through ICT

and the local community is achieved,

education and engagement conducted

the

in

enhanced.

a

contribution

Womanpreneneur

Digital

The existence of the grass-root

their

program.
as

If

well

empowerment

better

as

effort

can

the

be

by

3.

in

coped in gender mainstreaming is a big

Acceleration,

goal, hence, it demands the equality

Girl in Tech Indonesia has succeed

between men and women, hence the

implementing

actors

Acceleration.
addressing

Interestingly,
woman

Womenpreneur

issues

Digital
a

transformational

Gender responsive in policies

cannot

leadership performance which impacts

collaboration

positively

stakeholders,

to

women’s

economic

policy

From the results of this study, I
several

alone.

among
communities,

The

regulators,
and

all

elements of society should be involve in

empowerment through ICT mastery.
formulate

work

planning,

policy

implementation.

employ
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